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INTRODUCTION

L. P. HARTLEY put everything he knew, and everything he was, into *The Go-Between*, which he published in 1953 when he was fifty-eight. He managed to dramatize his own watchful and uneasy presence in the world, his abiding concern with class and caste, and his very personal mixture of alarm and fascination at the body and the body’s sexual needs and urges. It allowed him to evoke a past, a time half a century earlier, a golden age, as he saw it, of Victorian morals and manners, an age of innocence in the short time before its shattering. In *The Go-Between* he found the perfect way of making sense of his own complex relationship to class and sexuality and memory, but the novel’s intensity also suggests that, working in a time when he alone seemed to possess rigid feelings about these matters, he was writing to save his life.

Leslie Poles Hartley was born in 1895 at a period when his father, who was a solicitor, was beginning to make his fortune from the brick industry. His parents were Methodists and Liberals, believing in self-improvement and good health and hard work. Hartley’s early years coincided with his family’s move from the middle classes to the new rich, a move best symbolized by their purchase in 1900 of a miniature castle, Fletton, on the outskirts of Peterborough, in Cambridgeshire, a building that was to haunt and repel him for all of his life. In a letter to Lord David Cecil in 1971, a year before his death, he wrote: “Fletton, for some reason, is inimical to me. Whether my father was more severe than other Victorian parents I don’t know—he certainly didn’t mean to be—but I always felt at Fletton that I had done something wrong— especially in the North wing.”

At his public school, Harrow, Hartley was the only boy from a family with Liberal political sympathies in his house, and his background in Wesleyan Methodism would have made his origins very clear to both his teachers and fellow students. Thus in his early teens he was handed a great gift for a novelist, something that may have made him personally unhappy but that allowed him to study the world as an outsider with a need to watch and learn and never feel comfortable. Hartley did not, however, enjoy his outsider status. By 1911 he was going for confirmation classes, and he subsequently became a member of the established church, the religion of his fellow Harrovians, the Church of England. All his life he felt this need to join the tribe, the upper class in England, with its extraordinary rules and snobberies. He put so much energy into moving himself, his whole being, from one class to another that it seemed to leave him exhausted. Thus when the English class system came under attack in the years after the First World War, Hartley was left defenseless. He never ceased to long for a Platonic England that he was sure had existed in his childhood and early youth, and his novels and stories play out the drama between his own uncertain status and his love and longing for a time of certainty, a world waiting to be broken, uncertainty made flesh.

Although he began to publish stories in his late twenties, he was mainly known as a book reviewer until the publication of his first novel, *The Shrimp and the Anemone*, in 1944, when he was almost fifty. He wrote for *The Nation, Saturday Review, The Weekend Review, The Observer*, and many other periodicals, and J. B. Priestley described him as “the best reviewer of fiction in the country.” Hartley often read as many as five novels a week and reckoned that in all he must have read well over six thousand books.

Over these years he made two great discoveries. He found that he loved the company of louche aristocrats and made friends with many of them. And he discovered Venice, where he spent a great deal of time between 1922 and the beginning of the Second World War. He owned a gondola and employed a gondolier; he enjoyed, as much as any outsider could, Venetian society. *Simonetta Perkins*, his first substantial piece of fiction, published in 1925, deals with a young American woman who, having turned down offers of marriage, arrives in Venice with her sickly mother. (Hartley’s own
mother was a great hypochondriac.) She develops an enormous interest in a handsome gondolier called Emilio and tries to engage him for her sole use. Fellow Americans tell her that when the gondoliers have “relations” with certain tourists, “you may be sure they don’t do it for nothing.” Nonetheless, she decides to have relations with Emilio, and as she moves in this direction, courtesy of the gondola, one of Hartley’s central preoccupations comes to be dramatized. His heroine’s fascination with the possibilities of sex is mixed with fear, her longing darkened by a loathing for the very idea of coupling, a loathing that is all the more disabling for its being irrational and total. As she approaches the possibility of romantic fulfillment, “A wall of darkness, thought-proof and rigid like a fire-curtain, rattled down upon her consciousness. She was cut off from herself; a kind of fizzing, a ghastly mental effervescence, started in her head. “

Hartley’s early heroine has other echoes of the boy Leo in *The Go-Between*. She stands alone, quite unlike those around her, self-conscious and watchful, a subject of mockery. Hartley himself had reason to be acutely aware of his own effect on those around him. When Virginia Woolf was at Garsington, the home of Lady Ottoline Morrell, in the summer of 1923 in the company of Lord David Cecil, Puffin Asquith, and Eddy Sackville-West, she noted in her diary the presence of “a dull fat man called Hartley.” Thirty years later, the writer and publisher John Calmann watched him sitting “like a delightful old pussy listening and purring contentedly. A pleasant man but so obsequious that I could not believe he really wrote [*The Go-Between*].” Sacheverell Sitwell’s wife simply called him “Bore Hartley.” He was not, it seems, the most exciting or comfortable companion. In photographs, he appears uneasy and withdrawn.

Nonetheless, he was a great host and weekend visitor, and his work suffered as he traveled and socialized. Hartley did not know how to shut himself away, and he managed to see a great deal of people whom he did not much like or who did not much like him. In one year he entertained forty-eight groups of houseguests. His homosexuality was known to most of those close to him, but he did not have a lover or companion. His mother, who lived until 1948, longed for his company and never ceased to want him to return to live in the family home. As time went by, Hartley drank more and began to dislike the filthy modern tide. He deplored jazz and motorcycles and swans (which impeded his boating activities) and the working class. He fought a great deal with his servants (and indeed with his publishers) and wrote many stories about relationships between masters and servants.

Leo, the narrator of *The Go-Between*, arrives at Brandham Hall in the hot summer of 1900 to stay with his school friend Marcus. A cautious boy being brought up frugally by his widowed mother, he enters the brave new world of the English aristocracy as Marian, the daughter of the big house, is having a love affair with Ted Burgess, a farmer at the other end of the class system. Leo, the outsider, becomes the bearer of messages between the two lovers.

*The Go-Between* has obvious autobiographical origins. In August 1909, for example, Hartley, who was staying with his school friend Moxey at Bradenham Hall in Norfolk, wrote to his mother, “I sleep with Moxey... and also with a dog, which at first reposed on the bed... On Saturday we had a ball, very grand indeed, at least, not very. We always have late dinner here. There is going to be a cricket-match today, the Hall against the village. I am going to score.” A year later, he wrote to his mother from Hastings, where he was visiting a Mrs. Wallis, who wanted him to stay an extra day “as she wants me to go to a party... You know I am not very fond of parties and I do want to come home on Tuesday. However, they have asked me to write to you and ask if you would mind my staying. I am enjoying myself here but I am sure we should both prefer me to be at home. Of course if you think it would be better for me to stay, write to me and say so; it is only for a day. But still, I do want to be at home again.” It is also clear from letters that the young Hartley, like Leo in *The Go-Between*, was not a good swimmer, though he was, like Leo, a good singer. Also, Hartley had worked as an army postman in the Great War and knew the thrill of delivering sought-after messages.
A novel is a thousand details, and any novelist will raid the past for moments that have resonance or ring true or may be useful, or simply come to mind easily and quickly. In his book *The Novelist’s Responsibility* (1967), Hartley mused on the relationship between fiction and autobiography. He wrote that the novelist’s world “must, in some degree, be an extension of his own life; its fundamental problems must be his problems, its preoccupations his preoccupations—or something allied to them.” He also warned that while it is “unsafe to assume that a novelist’s work is autobiographical in any direct sense,” it is nonetheless “plausible to assume that his work is a transcription, an anagram of his own experience, reflecting its shape and tone and tempo.”

His experience when he began *The Go-Between* in Venice in May 1952 was that of a man who remained uncomfortable in his chosen milieu, who had learned a set of rules to help him belong. Nothing was taken for granted. He had studiously avoided intimacy. Thus he would have no difficulty describing a middle-class boy’s visit to a grand house, a boy with a brittle consciousness who was wearing unsuitable clothes, open to ridicule, watching everything so he could learn and not be laughed at, a boy who would be mortally wounded by a display of intimacy. Hartley was ready to explore what he described in *The Novelist’s Responsibility* as “this idea or situation” that goes on in a writer “like a kind of murmur; it is what their thoughts turn to when they are by themselves.”

Hartley worked on *The Go-Between* with an intensity unique in his writing life, remaining alone in a Venice that seemed to him increasingly alien, leaving behind an England that seemed like a foreign country. In June, he wrote to a friend: “I began to write a novel: this has occupied me rather obsessively—indeed, there was a moment when, if I had kept the pace up, I should almost have rivaled Stendhal who... wrote the Chartreuse de Parme in about six months ... Now I have slowed down, but still done quite a big chunk.” By October, the book was finished and he began to revise it.

Later, he wrote that he “didn’t choose the year 1900 for its period possibilities. I wanted to evoke the feeling of that summer, the long stretch of fine weather, and also the confidence in life, the belief that all’s well with the world, which everyone enjoyed or seemed to enjoy before the First World War... The Boer War was a local affair, and so I was able to set my little private tragedy against a general background of security and happiness.” It was vital for Hartley to believe, as his world crumbled, that he had known such an England and could evoke it quickly, simply, effortlessly. Thus the relationship of weather to landscape, of servant to master, of village to big house, of England to Empire is perfectly in place. Only two things are not, and these become the novel’s subject: Leo is out of place, and Hartley can describe that feeling in sensuous detail, moment by Proustian moment, down to the meals, the voices, the newcomers, the quality of the heat, and the quality of his own discomfort. The book’s power arises from the boy’s rich way of noticing, his desperate attempt to become a reliable narrator, absorbing and recounting detail and episode and sweet sensation. He is especially alert to the prospect of humiliation, on the lookout for mockery or attack.

Out of place too is the secret love affair between Marian and Ted. It is clear from letters and articles that Hartley disapproved of their affair and expected the reader to do so as well. He set out, he wrote, to produce “a story of innocence betrayed, and not only betrayed but corrupted.” When he gave a talk at Leicester a few months after the book’s publication, he was surprised to discover that his audience had sympathy with Marian and Ted. “I wonder,” he wrote to his publisher, “what the Midlands are coming to.”

The Midlands, however, had drawn their inspiration directly from Hartley himself, who had softened the character of Marian and indeed that of Ted as he worked on the book and had been too interested in the aura of uncontrolled sensuality between them to bother disapproving of them. It is fascinating to watch a novelist working against the grain of his or her own belief, finding a set of compulsions in the imagination or in the most secret and hidden parts of the self that will obliterate mere opinion.
The writing is full of sensuous detail. “And the heat was a medium which made this change of outlook possible. As a liberating power with its own laws it was outside my experience. In the heat the commonest objects changed their nature. Walls, trees, the very ground one trod on, instead of being cool were warm to the touch: and the sense of touch is the most transfiguring of all the senses.” Leo, like the American in Venice twenty-five years earlier in *Simonetta Perkins*, longs for liberation and transfiguration. He carries his longing with him as he carries Marian and Ted’s letters: “I carried about with me something that made me dangerous, but what it was and why it made me dangerous, I had no idea.” The pull within Hartley himself between his hidden sensuous nature and his love of cold dry order is played out in the cricket match that Leo sees as “the struggle between order and lawlessness, between obedience to tradition and defiance of it, between social stability and revolution, between one attitude to life and another. I knew which side I was on; yet the traitor within my gates felt the issue differently, he backed the individual against the side, even my own side...”

Hartley’s imagination softening his own strictures was the traitor within the gates. In an essay on Henry James, he remarked that James “would never have written a novel which seemed to mitigate the sin of adultery. “ Hartley sought to put everything he knew, or thought he knew, about boyhood and England and class into *The Go-Between*, and add, for good measure, the sin of adultery and its corrupting effect. Slowly, however, as he worked, he seemed to argue with himself, so that the reader is left with the love between Marian and Ted as a great fierce love, worthy of a writer who admired Emily Bronte as much as Hartley did.

He understood, like Leo, the sense of treachery that can be felt by an outsider in a group, but he also began to work with something more mysterious and powerful—a treachery within the self, a treachery conjured into existence by the power of the flesh, by a seductive strength that cannot be resisted, and that stands at the root of life itself. This was a subject that would preoccupy many English novelists of Hartley’s generation, including D. H. Lawrence and E. M. Forster, the idea that the senses, in all their heat and spontaneity, were the only useful weapons to withstand the demands of strict, dull, deathly English duty. Hartley the citizen was on the side of England; Hartley working on *The Go-Between* was not so sure.

Thus in Chapter 15 when Leo finds Ted in his kitchen “with a gun between his knees, so absorbed that he didn’t hear me,” it is clear that he is in the presence of a powerful and irresistible force. Just as he had been transformed by Marian’s attention, now he is ready to bask in Ted’s raw sexual power. The reader cannot resist wanting Ted and Marian to prevail because Leo cannot resist either of them. He is longing for them with all the more zeal and passion because he will be destroyed and pulled under by them and will not recover. He watches Ted, “the muscles of his forearms... moved in ridges and hollows from a knot above the elbow, like pistons working from a cylinder” as “he pushed the wire rod up and down” while cleaning his gun. Ted makes him hold the gun. “I got a strange thrill from the contact, from feeling the butt press against my shoulder and the steel cold against my palm.”

The meeting between them is sodden with sexual charge. Hartley erased a later passage in which Ted teaches Leo to swim: “I could hardly wait to get my clothes off. The impulse towards nudity which had assailed me ever since I came to Trimingham, the longing, half physical, half spiritual, to get everything off, to feel the sun on my skin, to have nothing between me and the elements, to be at one with the summer, now had the compulsion of a passion... The galloping approach of fulfilment drummed in my ears; I tingled with expectancy.” With Ted as his teacher, Leo comes to feel the freedom of the water, “a freedom which the touch of his hand, guiding me this way and that, keeping the soft pull of gravity at bay, did nothing to diminish.”

Hartley was right to cut this passage. It made too much too clear. It is, in any case, written between the lines of the book, which turns out not to be a drama about class or about England, or a lost world mourned by Hartley; instead it is a drama about Leo’s deeply sensuous nature moving blindly, in a
world of rich detail and beautiful sentences, toward a destruction that is impelled by his own intensity of feeling and, despite everything, his own innocence.

COLM TÓIBÍN
TO MISS DORA COWELL

But, child of dust, the fragrant flowers,
The bright blue sky and velvet sod
Were strange conductors to the bowers
Thy daring footsteps must have trod.

— EMILY BRONTË
I have sometimes been asked what gave me the idea for *The Go-Between*, and have always found the question difficult to answer. What makes a thought come into one’s head? One moment it isn’t there and the next moment it is. But of course something—some habitual train of ideas—has hatched it. It isn’t an isolated phenomenon in one’s consciousness, however much it may appear to be.

I think the most operative stimulus of *The Go-Between* was my memory of the summer of 1900. I was four-and-a-half and it was the first time I was consciously aware of the weather—at least it was the first time the weather made a mark on my memory. From then on, for many years, I always hoped that the long succession of hot days would be repeated, but unless my memory betrays me it never was, in England at any rate, until 1959. It became for me a kind of Golden Age—almost literally, for I think of it as being the colour of gold. I didn’t want to go back to it but I wanted it to come back to me, and I still do.

Some time ago a critic, who perhaps belongs to the school which thinks it is a novelist’s duty to write about the present, said *The Go-Between* was decadent. Not decadent in the moral sense, he was kind enough to add, but decadent because it looked back with nostalgia to the past, and was the work of a writer in advanced middle age—on the downward slope, as he put it—and was therefore bound to be decadent.

I don’t think there is much general truth in this criticism. In particular instances a middle-aged writer may look back with nostalgia to the past, but it isn’t a rule, any more than it’s a rule that a writer’s, or any artist’s later work is inferior to his earlier work. (Even if you take the moral sting out of “decadent” it remains a term of reproach.) But it is almost a rule that novelists, however wedded they may be to the present, write best when they are recalling—or can identify themselves with—episodes or atmospheres or states of mind belonging to their youth, because that is the time when the deepest impressions, or the impressions most fertile for literary creation, are made. The great work of Proust is a signal proof of it. For Proust *la recherche du temps perdu* wasn’t only an aesthetic necessity, it was a philosophy, almost a religion. It gave him a kind of mystical happiness, which in his novels he tried to communicate.

People who have this feeling about the past aren’t necessarily comparing it to the present, to the disadvantage of the present. It has nothing to do with that, or not much. It is a desire for certain kinds of emotion which can no longer be experienced by the writer: not necessarily pleasant emotions. It is possible that a self-made millionaire may think with nostalgia of the days when he was poor.

Someone, perhaps wanting to please me, pointed out that many of the greatest novels had been written about periods of time forty years before the date at which the novelist was writing—and this is roughly true of *War and Peace*, *Vanity Fair*, and *Wuthering Heights*. Their authors found it was the point of time—not too near and not too far away—on which their imaginations could most easily focus.

But to turn from great matters to small, there is another reason why I, and other authors of today, find it easier to write about the past than the present. Since the First World War the changes in the structure of society—the changes in the whole set-up of material civilization—have been so violent and so rapid that a realistic novel of contemporary life becomes “dated” almost as soon as it is written. A novel about the poor or a novel about the rich which was conscientiously true in detail of its period is at once outmoded by, for instance, the legislation which resulted in the Welfare State. The Welfare State has done more than change the pattern of people’s lives. The novels that immediately preceded it have almost become historical novels. But the reader’s imagination can’t accept the recent changes as it accepts the different state of affairs that exists in a historical novel. The recent changes
suggest something that is old-fashioned and outmoded, and yet sufficiently like the present for its unlikeness to be at once apparent. A work of art, like a dress, may be made of the best materials, but if it is out of fashion it doesn't give pleasure.

And there is another element today with which novelists of the past did not have to contend. There is not only change but the expectation of change. To take the most obvious example: we have the hydrogen bomb hanging over us, threatening the most drastic changes. To write as if it was not there, as if the threat did not exist, would be to falsify the life of our day. But sixty years ago these changes were neither apparent nor thought to be pending, and in writing of the present the novelist believed he was also writing of the future. He had the benefit of that illusion—the illusion of stability so helpful to fiction. Now he cannot have it: the scene is changing as he writes. But the reality of the pre-change period is still there if he can evoke it, and if he can endow it with “period charm,” so much the better.

The Go-Between is, I suppose, a period piece and it contains a number of anachronisms which have since been pointed out to me. The Mermaid rose didn’t exist at that date, nor did the statue of Sir Thomas Browne; English people didn’t take lemon in their tea or talk about being “on top of the world.”

How much does an anachronism matter? I think it depends on the reader. For some readers even a slight anachronism destroys the illusion of period which the author is trying to create. They can no longer accept his imaginative reconstruction as valid. Yet two of the world’s greatest novels are violently anachronistic: La Princess de Clèves and La Chartreuse de Parme.

But I didn’t choose the year 1900 for its period possibilities. I wanted to evoke the feeling of that summer, the long stretch of fine weather, and also the confidence in life, the belief that all’s well with the world, which everyone enjoyed or seemed to enjoy before the First World War. No doubt those with their ears to the ground detected creaks and rumblings in the structure of international relations; the young Max Beerbohm, pondering over his cartoon of the Three Centuries, guessed that something was seriously wrong. But the average person didn’t; to the average person the idea of a world war that would involve everyone in tragedy was unthinkable. The Boer War was a local affair, and so I was able to set my little private tragedy against a general background of security and happiness. No novelist can do that now; he has to remember that in most people’s lives tragedy has been the rule, not the exception.

Well, so much for 1900. It did have, for me, the promise of the dawn of a Golden Age. A few years later I went on a visit to the home of a school-friend, and my mother used to say that I wrote her a letter, asking her to tell my hostess that she wanted me back. I can’t remember doing that but I remember feeling strange and homesick among so many people I didn’t know; and certain features of my visit have always stuck in my memory: the double staircase stemming from the hall, the cedar on the lawn, the cricket match against the village, and most vividly of all, the deadly nightshade growing in the outhouse. I can still see it, it was enormous, like a tree, and I remember wondering if I ought to warn my hostess about it. Otherwise there was little resemblance between the two visits: I wasn’t asked to play cricket for the Hall, still less the part of a go-between.

A friend pointed out to me, something which I hadn’t noticed myself, that Leo was a natural go-between, it was his function in life, and the epilogue to the story was necessary if only to show that the moment he was asked to resume his job, he did. He had, as he believed, ruined his life by taking messages between two people, yet when Marian asked him to take a message to her grandson he willingly, if grum-blingly, consented. Fifty years later he was still the same person: his character was his destiny and it hadn’t changed. His only life was in the lives of other people: cut off from them, he withered.

More than any other part of the book, the Epilogue has been found fault with. The Prologue and the Epilogue together, critics said, made a frame too heavy for the picture. I should have done better to
stop with the discovery of the lovers in the outhouse and leave the rest to the reader’s imagination.

I still feel that the story had to have an epilogue, not necessarily the one I gave it, but something to round it off. You can’t help wanting to know “what happened in the end” if you are at all interested in the characters in a novel. I certainly wanted to know, and I couldn’t have known without writing it down, for my ideas only take shape when the pen is in my hand. Others didn’t object to the Epilogue qua Epilogue; they complained that it was out of key with the rest and left one feeling flat. Why drag in Marian again when she was so different from what she used to be that you could hardly tell she was the same person?

But I wanted to point a moral and perhaps it was the moral more than the Epilogue itself that some people found redundant.

A novel grows imperceptibly in the writer’s mind and it is difficult to remember, afterwards, what one’s intentions were at different stages—how they developed, what changes and modifications they went through. Also, in retrospect, one’s own thoughts about a book get mixed up with other people’s—who, in some ways, have a clearer impression of it than one has oneself. I originally meant *The Go-Between* to be a story of innocence betrayed, and not only betrayed but corrupted. I was and still am irritated by the way the bad boys and girls of modern fiction are allowed to get away with the most deplorable behaviour receiving not reproof, but compassion, almost congratulation, from the author. My story, I thought, shall be of a quite different kind. There shall be a proper segregation of sheep and goats and the reader shall be left in no doubt as to which of the characters I, at any rate, feel sorry for. I didn’t know what was to become of Marian and Ted, but through their agency Leo was to be utterly demoralized. “Now find excuses for them if you can,” I meant to ask.

But as the story went on I softened towards them. I found I hadn’t got it in me to draw their portraits in such dark colours and should only make a mess of it if I tried to rank them with Peter Quint and Miss Jessel, or with Monsieur de Valmont and Madame de Merteuil. I found I wanted them to be ordinary flesh-and-blood people—perhaps with too much flesh and blood—driven by forces stronger than themselves; and I wish I had made it clearer that Marian was under great pressure from her mother to marry Lord Trimingham. That was one reason why she treated him so badly—she couldn’t take it out of her mother so she took it out of him as a sort of revenge for the double game she was being forced to play.

But I agree with Dr. Leavis that a novel should be concerned with moral issues, and from moral issues it is only a short step to moral judgments. I thought that Marian behaved very badly and Ted only less badly, and one reason why I wrote the Epilogue was to show how her sins found her out. Altogether she ruined at least half-a-dozen lives; but she didn’t get off lightly herself. She was condemned by the strength of her feelings (which in my view was her best quality) to live in a place she hated in order to be near the grandson who she must have known disliked her. I was afraid that the critics would say I had portrayed a monster but they didn’t: indeed one of them said that though it was obvious I disapproved of Marian he was on her side, because she represented life in its richness and complexity. And several people have told me that they liked her or at any rate found her attractive.

Of course any novelist would rather have it said that he had drawn an attractive woman than that he had upheld the Moral Law.

I am not altogether a pessimist, and another reason for the Epilogue was that it gave a slightly more hopeful ending to the story than it would have had if it had finished with Ted’s death. At last Leo gets a glimpse of the South-West prospect of Brandham Hall—the good side of it, so to speak—which had always been hidden from his memory. To his memory the whole episode had been an unrelieved disaster, so unrelieved as to turn him into a misanthrope and virtually to cut him off from human fellowship. With the recognition that there had always been a silver lining to the cloud we are to suppose that his attitude relaxes and that by acting as go-between for Marian and her grandson he re-
enters the world of the feelings. Something may have come of his second talk with Edward—a lifting of the “curse,” perhaps, and a clearing of the way for the young man’s marriage to his cousin.

A word about the “curse.” How far Leo believed in his magical powers I shouldn’t like to say. With one part of his mind he undoubtedly did, or he wouldn’t have felt the compulsive need to concoct the brew which was to cast a spell on Marian and Ted and break up their relationship. It was to be a spell not a curse, and he measured its potency by the emotional and spiritual distress the casting of it cost him. If it had been a curse my task would have been easier, for then the story would have been seen as the working out of the curse. I shouldn’t have required the reader to believe in it, any more than Hawthorne requires us to believe in the supernatural element in his novels, but Leo would have believed in it and been consumed by guilt and remorse. But that would have been another story. As I saw it, Leo was too fond of Ted and Marian to have cursed them, even if he thought a curse could have harmed them, demi-gods that they were. The curse that Marian spoke of could be construed as the logical outcome of several people behaving in a very irresponsible manner, of whom she was the chief offender.

I can’t remember at what point in the story I began to identify Marian with the deadly nightshade, perhaps not until the moment when Leo pulls it out of the ground. Even now I am not sure whether the plant stood for Marian alone, or for the whole principle of sex, in which beside the beauty and attraction there is also a strong dose of poison. At the time, Leo felt he was destroying something that was entirely evil; later on, he had his doubts.

In destroying the belladonna I had also destroyed Ted and perhaps destroyed myself. Was it really a moment of triumph when I lay prostrate on the ground, and the uplifted root rained down earth on me? The withering plant and the dry grains of earth symbolize the coming desiccation of Leo’s nature. Like Antaeus, held in mid-air by the grip of Hercules, he could no longer draw his nourishment from the ground.

*The Go-Between* is pregnant with symbols. The deadly nightshade is the most obvious one, but the landscape and the climate also had a symbolical meaning for me. Their appeal was to my mind—my subconscious mind perhaps—rather than to my mind’s eye. They were obsessive, not aesthetic, an integral part of the story intended to deepen its meaning, not an embellishment to increase its artistic effect and help the reader to visualize it. But I have never deliberately introduced a symbol into any of my books. As with the deadly nightshade, so with *The Shrimp and the Anemone*: the symbolic meaning was implicit before I became aware of it. It is plain to me now, as it must be to any reader, that Hilda the anemone was devouring Eustace the shrimp; but it wasn’t plain to me at the time. Some people have told me that my novels are best when most symbolical. But symbolism is, to my thinking, an ingredient that, like garlic in cooking, should be used sparingly; in a realistic or semi-realistic novel you can easily have too much of it. We all have moments when the external world appears to us in the guise and with the intensity of symbols, but these moments, for most of us, are rare.

“And what shall I more say? For the time would fail me to tell of”... many things that I should like to tell of. I once asked a bookseller his opinion as to why *The Go-Between* was the best-liked of my novels, and he replied “Because there is something in it for everyone.” One or two of my friends seemed to think this was an ignoble reason for the public’s preference, but to me it seems as good as any.

— L. P. HARTLEY
August 1962
THE PAST is a foreign country: they do things differently there.

When I came upon the diary, it was lying at the bottom of a rather battered red cardboard collar-box, in which as a small boy I kept my Eton collars. Someone, probably my mother, had filled it with treasures dating from those days. There were two dry, empty sea-urchins; two rusty magnets, a large one and a small one, which had almost lost their magnetism; some negatives rolled up in a tight coil; some stumps of sealing-wax; a small combination lock with three rows of letters; a twist of very fine whipcord; and one or two ambiguous objects, pieces of things, of which the use was not at once apparent: I could not even tell what they had belonged to. The relics were not exactly dirty nor were they quite clean, they had the patina of age; and as I handled them, for the first time for over fifty years, a recollection of what each had meant to me came back, faint as the magnets’ power to draw, but as perceptible. Something came and went between us: the intimate pleasure of recognition, the almost mystical thrill of early ownership—feelings of which, at sixty-odd, I felt ashamed.

It was a roll-call in reverse; the children of the past announced their names, and I said “Here.” Only the diary refused to disclose its identity.

My first impression was that it was a present someone had brought me from abroad. The shape, the lettering, the purple limp leather curling upwards at the corners, gave it a foreign look; and it had, I could see, gold edges. Of all the exhibits it was the only one that might have been expensive. I must have treasured it; why, then, could I not give it a context?

I did not want to touch it and told myself that this was because it challenged my memory; I was proud of my memory and disliked having it prompted. So I sat staring at the diary, as at a blank space in a crossword puzzle. Still no light came, and suddenly I took the combination lock and began to finger it, for I remembered how, at school, I could always open it by the sense of touch when someone else had set the combination. It was one of my show-pieces and, when I first mastered it, drew some applause, for I declared that to do it I had to put myself into a trance; and this was not quite a lie, for I did deliberately empty my mind and let my fingers work without direction. To heighten the effect, however, I would close my eyes and sway gently to and fro, until the effort of keeping my consciousness at a low ebb almost exhausted me; and this I found myself instinctively doing now, as to an audience. After a timeless interval I heard the tiny click and felt the sides of the lock relax and draw apart; and at the same moment, as if by some sympathetic loosening in my mind, the secret of the diary flashed upon me.

Yet even then I did not want to touch it; indeed my unwillingness increased, for now I knew why I distrusted it. I looked away and it seemed to me that every object in the room exhaled the diary’s enervating power and spoke its message of disappointment and defeat. And as if that was not enough, the voices reproached me with not having had the grit to overcome them. Under this twofold assault I sat staring at the bulging envelopes around me, the stacks of papers tied up with red tape—the task of sorting which I had set myself for winter evenings, and of which the red collar-box had been almost the first item; and I felt, with a bitter blend of self-pity and self-reproach, that had it not been for the diary, or what the diary stood for, everything would be different. I should not be sitting in this drab, flowerless room, where the curtains were not even drawn to hide the cold rain beating on the windows, or contemplating the accumulation of the past and the duty it imposed on me to sort it out. I should be sitting in another room, rainbow-hued, looking not into the past but into the future; and I should not be sitting alone.

So I told myself, and with a gesture born of will, as most of my acts were, not inclination, I took the diary out of the box and opened it.
DIARY
FOR THE YEAR
1900

it said in a copperplate script unlike the lettering of today; and round the year thus confidently heralded, the first year of the century, winged with hope, clustered the signs of the zodiac, each somehow contriving to suggest a plenitude of life and power, each glorious, though differing from the others in glory. How well I remembered them, their shapes and attitudes! And I remembered too, though it was no longer potent for me, the magic with which they were then invested, and the tingling sense of coming fruition they conveyed—the lowly creatures no less than the exalted ones.

The Fishes sported deliciously, as though there were no such things as nets and hooks; the Crab had a twinkle in its eye, as though it was well aware of its odd appearance and thoroughly enjoyed the joke; and even the Scorpion carried its terrible pincers with a gay, heraldic air, as though its deadly intentions existed only in legend. The Ram, the Bull, and the Lion epitomized imperious manhood; they were what we all thought we had it in us to be; careless, noble, self-sufficient, they ruled their months with sovereign sway. As for the Virgin, the one distinctively female figure in the galaxy, I can scarcely say what she meant to me. She was dressed adequately, but only in the coils and sweeps of her long hair; and I doubt whether the school authorities, had they known about her, would have approved the hours of dalliance my thoughts spent with her, though these, I think, were innocent enough. She was, to me, the key to the whole pattern, the climax, the coping-stone, the goddess—for my imagination was then, though it is no longer, passionately hierarchical; it envisaged things in an ascending scale, circle on circle, tier on tier, and the annual, mechanical revolution of the months did not disturb this notion. I knew that the year must return to winter and begin again; but to my apprehensions the zodiacal company were subject to no such limitations: they soared in an ascending spiral towards infinity.

And the expansion and ascension, as of some divine gas, which I believed to be the ruling principle of my own life, I attributed to the coming century. The year 1900 had an almost mystical appeal for me; I could hardly wait for it: “Nineteen hundred, nineteen hundred,” I would chant to myself in rapture; and as the old century drew to its close, I began to wonder whether I should live to see its successor. I had an excuse for this: I had been ill and was acquainted with the idea of death; but much more it was the fear of missing something infinitely precious—the dawn of a Golden Age. For that was what I believed the coming century would be: a realization, on the part of the whole world, of the hopes that I was entertaining for myself.

The diary was a Christmas present from my mother, to whom I had confided some, though by no means all, of my aspirations for the future, and she wanted its dates to be worthily enshrined.

In my zodiacal fantasies there was one jarring note, to which, when I indulged them, I tried not to listen, for it flawed the experience. This was my own role in it.

My birthday fell in late July and I had an additional reason, an excellent one, though I should have been loath to mention it at school, for claiming the Lion as my symbol. But much as I admired him and what he stood for, I could not identify myself with him, because of late I had lost the faculty, which, like other children, I had once revelled in, of pretending that I was an animal. A term and a half at school had helped to bring about this disability in my imagination; but it was also a natural change. I was between twelve and thirteen, and I wanted to think of myself as a man.

There were only two candidates, the Archer and the Water-carrier, and, to make the choice more difficult, the artist, who probably had few facial types at his command, had drawn them very much alike. They were, in fact, the same man following different callings. He was strong and sturdy, and
this appealed to me, for one of my ambitions was to become a kind of Hercules. I leaned to the Archer as the more romantic, and because the idea of shooting appealed to me. But my father had been against war, which I supposed was the Archer’s profession; and as to the Water-carrier, though I knew him to be a useful member of society I could not help conceiving of him as a farm labourer or at best a gardener, neither of which I wanted to be. The two men attracted and repelled me at the same time; perhaps I was jealous of them. When I studied the title-page of the diary, I tried not to look at the Sagittarius-Aquarius combination, and when the whole conception took wing and mounted to the zenith, drawing the twentieth century with it for a final heavenly romp, I sometimes contrived to leave it behind. A zodiacal sign without portfolio, I then had the Virgin to myself.

One result of the diary was that I went to the top of the class for knowing the signs of the zodiac. In another way its influence was less fortunate. I wanted to be worthy of the diary, of its purple leather, its gold edges, its general sumptuousness; and I felt that my entries must live up to all these. They must record something worth while, and they must reach a high standard of literary attainment. My ideas of what was worth while were already rather advanced, and it seemed to me that my school life did not provide events fit for such a magnificent setting as my diary was, or for the year 1900.

What had I written? I remembered the catastrophe well enough, but not the stages that led up to it. I turned the pages. The entries were few. “Tea with C.’s pater and mater— very jolly.” Then, more sophisticated: “Jolly decent tea with L.’s people. Muffins, scones, cakes, and strawberry jam.” “Drove to Canterbury in 3 breaks. Visited Cathedral, very interresting. Thomas A’Becket’s blood. Très riping.” “Walk to Kingsgate Castle. M. showed me his new knife.” This was the first reference to Maudsley; I turned the pages more quickly. Ah, here it was—the Lambton House saga. Lambton House was a near-by preparatory school with which we felt ourselves on terms of special rivalry; it was to us what Eton is to Harrow. “Played Lambton House At Home. Match drawn 1-1.” “Played Lambton House Away. Match drawn 3-3.” Then: “Last and Ultimate and Final Replay. Lambton House VANQUISHED 2-1 ! ! ! ! McClintock scored both goals! ! ! !”

After that no more entries for a time. Vanquished! That was the word for which I was made to suffer. My attitude to the diary was twofold and contradictory: I was intensely proud of it and wanted everybody to see it and what I had written in it, and at the same time I had an instinct for secrecy and wanted nobody to see it. I spent hours balancing the pros and cons of either course. I thought of the applause that would greet the diary as it was Wonderingly passed from hand to hand. I thought of the enhancement to my prestige, the opportunities to swank of which I should avail myself discreetly but effectually. And on the other hand there was the intimate pleasure of brooding over the diary in secret, like a bird sitting on its eggs, hatching, creating; losing myself in zodiacal reveries, speculating upon the glorious destiny of the twentieth century, intoxicated by my almost sensuous premonitions of what was coming to me. These were joys that depended upon secrecy; they would vanish if I told them or even betrayed their source.

So I tried to get the best of both worlds: I hinted at the possession of hidden treasure, but I did not say what it was. And for a time this policy was successful; curiosity was aroused, questions were asked: “Well, what is it? Tell us.” I enjoyed parrying these: “Wouldn’t you like to know?” I enjoyed going about with an “I could if I would” air and a secret smile. I even encouraged questionnaires of the “animal, vegetable, or mineral” type, breaking them off when the scent became too hot.

Perhaps I gave too much away; at any rate, the one thing I hadn’t guarded against happened. I had no warning of it, none: it happened at break, in the middle of the morning, and I suppose I hadn’t looked in my desk that day. Suddenly I was surrounded by a mob of grinning urchins chanting: “Who said ‘vanquished’? Who said ‘vanquished’?” And in a moment they were all upon me; I was borne to the ground; various forms of physical torture were applied, and my nearest tormentor—he was almost as breathless as I, so many were pressing on him, cried: “Are you vanquished, Colston, are you
vanquished?"

For the moment I certainly was, and for the whole of the next week, which seemed an eternity, I was subjected to the same treatment at least once a day—not always at the same hour, for the ringleaders chose their opportunity with care. Sometimes, as the day wore on, I thought I had escaped; then I would see the nefarious band in conclave; cries of “vanquished” would break out and the pack would be upon me. As quickly as I could I admitted myself vanquished, but I was usually sore all over before quarter was given.

Strangely enough, though so idealistic about the future, I was quite realistic about the present: it never occurred to me to connect my school life with the Golden Age or think that the twentieth century was letting me down. Nor did I have to restrain an impulse to write home or sneak to one of the masters. I had brought it on myself, I knew, by using that pretentious word, and did not dispute the right of public opinion to punish me. But I was desperately anxious to prove I was not vanquished; and as I clearly could not do that by physical force, I must resort to guile. Rather to my surprise, the diary had been returned to me. Apart from having the word “vanquished” scrawled all over it, it was uninjured. I attributed its restitution to magnanimity; I think now that it was probably due to prudential considerations, to a fear that I should report its disappearance as a theft. To report a theft was not against our code, it was not sneaking, as telling about my physical sufferings would have been. I gave them credit for this, but I was most anxious to put an end to the persecution and also to get even with them. Even, but no more: I was not vindictive. Luckily the jeering words were written in pencil. Retiring with the defaced diary to the lavatory, I set about erasing them, and it was there, in the relaxed state of mind that mechanical rubbing induces, that I had my idea.

They would believe, so I reasoned, that the diary had been discredited forever as a talisman for self-esteem—and, indeed, they were nearly right, for at first I felt that it had lost its magic by being violated; I could hardly bear to look at it. But as little by little the taunting word “vanquished” disappeared, the diary began to recover its value for me, I felt its power returning. How wonderful if I could make it the instrument of my vengeance! There would be poetic justice in that. Moreover, my enemies would be off their guard, they would never suspect danger from a gun they had so thoroughly spiked. And at the same time their consciences would not be quite easy about it, it would be a symbol of the injury they had done me, and they would be all the more sensitive to an attack from it.

In the privacy of my retreat I practised assiduously; and then I cut my finger, dipped my pen in blood, and transcribed the two curses into the diary.

I looked at them now, brown and faded, but still legible though not comprehensible, except for the two names printed in block letters, JENKINS AND STRODE, which stood out in sinister intelligibility. Comprehensible they never were, for they made no sense: I concocted them out of figures and algebraical symbols and what I remembered of some Sanskrit characters I had seen and pored over in a translation of the *Peau de chagrin* at home. CURSE ONE was followed by CURSE TWO. Each took a page of the diary. On the next page, which was otherwise blank, I had written:

CURSE THREE
AFTER CURSE THREE THE VICTIM DIES
*Given under my hand and written in my BLOOD*
*BY ORDER*
*THE AVENGER.*

Faded though the characters were, they still breathed malevolence, they could still pluck a superstitious nerve, and I ought to have been ashamed of them. But I was not. On the contrary I felt a certain envy of the self of those days, who would not take things lying down, who had no notion of
appeasement, and who was prepared to put all he had into making himself respected in society.

What I expected to be the outcome of my plan I hardly knew, but I put the diary in my locker, which I purposely left unlocked, even ajar, with the cover of the diary showing, and awaited results.

I did not have long to wait—the results came very soon and were very disagreeable. Within a few hours I was set upon, and the drubbing I got then was the worst of the whole series. “Are you vanquished, Colston, are you vanquished?” cried Strode, bestriding me in the mêlée. “Who’s the avenger now?” And he pressed his fingers under my eyes, a trick that, it was commonly believed, would cause them to pop out.

That night, in bed, my smarting eyes shed tears for the first time. It was my second term at school; I had never been unpopular before, still less had I been systematically bullied, and I didn’t know what to make of it. I felt I had shot my bolt. All my persecutors were older than I was, and I couldn’t possibly gather together a gang to fight them. And failing that, I couldn’t ask for sympathy. It was perfectly correct to enlist supporters if action was to be the outcome; but to confide in someone for the sake of confiding, that simply was not done. All the other four boys in my dormitory (Maudsley was one) knew of my trouble, of course; but not one would have dreamed of mentioning it, even when they saw my scars and bruises—perhaps least of all then. Even to say “Bad luck” would have been in bad taste, as suggesting that I was not able to look after myself. It would have been like pointing out some physical defect. The law that one must consume one’s own smoke was absolute, and no one subscribed to it more whole-heartedly than I. A late-comer to school, I had uncritically accepted all its standards. I was a conformist: it never occurred to me that because I suffered, there was something wrong with the system, or with the human heart.

One act of consideration, however, my room-mates showed me and I still remember it with gratitude. It was our custom to talk for some few minutes after lights out, simply because to do so was against the rules; and if any of the five failed to join in he was pointedly reminded of it and told he was a funk, and letting down the good name of the dorm. Whether my sobs were audible I don’t know, but I dared not trust my voice to speak, and nobody censured my silence.

The next day at break I wandered about by myself, keeping close to the wall, for there, at any rate, I could not be surrounded. I was keeping a weather eye open for the gang (where there had been nobody, suddenly there were six) when a boy I hardly knew came up with an odd look on his face and said:

“Have you heard the news?”

“What news?” I had hardly spoken to anybody.

“About Jenkins and Strode.” He looked at me narrowly.

“What is it?”

“They were out on the roofs last night and Jenkins slipped and Strode tried to hold him but he couldn’t and was pulled off too. They’re both in the San with concussion of the brain and their people have been sent for. Jenkins’s mater and pater have just arrived. They came in a cab with the blinds drawn down and Jenkins’s mater is in black already. I thought you might be interested.”

I said nothing and the boy, with a backward glance at me, went off whistling. I felt faint and didn’t recognize myself: it was so extraordinary not to be afraid of the gang any more. But I was afraid—afraid of what they might do to me in case I was a murderer. The bell went and I began to walk towards the door in the corner, and two of the boys in my dorm came up and shook hands with me and said “Congrats” with respect in their faces. So then I knew it was all right.

Afterwards I was quite a hero, for nobody, it turned out, had much liking for Jenkins and Strode, though nobody had raised a finger to stop them ragging me. Even their four chums who used to help them to knock me about said they only did it because Jenkins and Strode made them. Jenkins and
Strode had told everyone about the curses, meaning to make a fool of me, and what the whole school wanted to know was: did I mean to use the third curse? Even the boys in the top classroom spoke to me about this. It was generally agreed that it would be more sporting not to, but that I should be quite within my rights if I did: “Those chaps want a lesson,” the head of the school told me. However, I didn’t use it. I was secretly terrified at what I had done, and if it hadn’t been for the current of public opinion running my way I might easily have got into a morbid state about it. As it was, I devised a number of spells intended to make the victims recover, but these I did not enter in my diary, partly because they would have detracted from the sense of utter triumph I was being encouraged to feel, and partly because if they failed, my public reputation as a magician would have suffered. Nor would it have been a popular move; for during the few days that the boys’ lives hung in the balance, we all went about in a subdued manner with long faces, but secretly hoping for the worst. Ghoulish reports—faces under sheets, parents in tears—were circulated, and the mood of tension and crisis demanded an outlet in catastrophe. Of this it was cheated, but very gradually; and during the drawn-out anticlimax I received many rather rueful congratulations on my forbearance in not having launched the third curse, which most of the boys, including in certain moods myself, believed would have been fatal.

“Are you vanquished, Colston, are you vanquished?” No, I was not; I had come through with flying colours. I was the hero of the hour, and though my vogue did not last long at that high level, I never quite lost it. I became a recognized authority on two subjects dear to the hearts of most boys at that time: black magic and code-making, and I was frequently consulted on both these subjects. I even made a little out of it, charging three pence a time for my advice, which I gave only after certain necromantic formalities had been gone through, passwords exchanged, and so on. I also invented a language and had the delirious pleasure, for a few days, of hearing it used round me. It consisted, if I remember, in making the syllable “ski” alternately the prefix and suffix of each word in a sentence, thus: “Skihave youski skidone yourski skiprep?” It was considered very funny, so I got a reputation as a wag as well. And also as a master of language. I was no longer made fun of if I used long words; on the contrary they were expected of me; the diary became a quarry for synonyms of the most ambitious kind. It was then that I began to cherish a dream of becoming a writer—perhaps the greatest writer of the greatest century, the twentieth. I had no idea what I wanted to write about, but I composed sentences that I thought would look well and sound well in print; that my writing should achieve the status of print was my ambition, and I thought of a writer as someone whose work fulfilled print’s requirements.

One question was often put to me, but I never answered it: what exactly was the meaning of the curses that had literally brought about the downfall of Jenkins and Strode? How did I translate them? I didn’t, of course, myself know what they meant. I could easily have produced a translation, but I felt for several reasons it would be wiser not to. Kept secret, they would still minister to my prestige; revealed, and used by irresponsible people, who knew what harm they might do? They might even be turned against me. Meanwhile a good deal of private curse-making went on: strips of paper covered with cabalistic signs were passed from hand to hand. But though their authors sometimes claimed to have obtained results, nothing happened to challenge the supremacy of mine.

“Are you vanquished, Colston, are you vanquished?” No, I was not; I had won, and my victory, though its methods were unorthodox, had fulfilled the chief requirement of our code: I had won it by myself, or at any rate without calling in the help of any human agency. There had been no sneaking. Also, I had kept within the traditional terms of schoolboy experience—so fantastic in some ways, so matter-of-fact in others. The curses were not really a shot in the dark, though their outcome had been so sensational. They were aimed at the superstitiousness that I instinctively knew my schoolfellows possessed. I had been a realist, I had somehow sized up the situation and solved it with the means at
my command, and I enjoyed a realist’s reward. If I had looked on Southdown Hill School as being in some way an adjunct of the twentieth century, or as being intimately related to the zodiac—a hierarchy of glorious, perfected beings slowly ascending into the ether—what a cropper I should have come.

With an effort I took up the diary again and turned the closely written pages, so buoyant with success. February, March, April—with April the entries fell off, for it was the holidays—May full up again and the first half of June. Again the dearth of entries and I was in July. Under Monday 9th I had written “Brandham Hall.” A list of names followed, the names of my fellow guests, and then: “Tuesday 10th. 84.7 degrees.” Each day after that I had recorded the maximum temperature and much else, until: “Thursday 26th. 80.7 degrees.”

This was the last entry in July, and the last entry in the diary. I did not have to turn the pages to know they would be blank.

It was eleven five, five minutes later than my habitual bedtime. I felt guilty at being still up, but the past kept pricking at me and I knew that all the events of those nineteen days in July were astir within me, like the loosening phlegm in an attack of bronchitis, waiting to come up. I had kept them buried all these years, but they were there, I knew, the more complete, the more unforgotten, for being carefully embalmed. Never, never had they seen the light of day; the slightest stirring had been stifled with a scattering of earth.

My secret—the explanation of me—lay there. I take myself much too seriously, of course. What does it matter to anyone what I was like, then or now? But every man is important to himself at one time or another; my problem had been to reduce the importance, and spread it out as thinly as I could over half a century. Thanks to my interment policy, I had come to terms with life, I had made a working—working was the word—arrangement with it, on the one condition that there should be no exhumation. Was it true, what I sometimes told myself, that my best energies had been given to the undertaker’s art? If it was, what did it matter? Should I have acquitted myself better, with the knowledge I had now? I doubted it; knowledge may be power, but it is not resilience, or resourcefulness, or adaptability to life, still less is it instinctive sympathy with human nature; and those were qualities I possessed in 1900 in far greater measure than I possess them in 1952.

If Brandham Hall had been Southdown Hill School, I should have known how to deal with it. I understood my schoolfellows, they were no larger than life to me. I did not understand the world of Brandham Hall; the people there were much larger than life; their meaning was as obscure to me as the meaning of the curses I had called down on Jenkins and Strode; they had zodiacal properties and proportions. They were, in fact, the substance of my dreams, the realization of my hopes; they were the incarnated glory of the twentieth century; I could no more have been indifferent to them than after fifty years the steel could be indifferent to the magnets in my collar-box.

If my twelve-year-old self, of whom I had grown rather fond, thinking about him, were to reproach me: “Why have you grown up such a dull dog, when I gave you such a good start? Why have you spent your time in dusty libraries, cataloguing other people’s books instead of writing your own? What has become of the Ram, the Bull, and the Lion, the examples I gave you to emulate? Where above all is the Virgin, with her shining face and long curling tresses, whom I entrusted to you”—what should I say?

I should have an answer ready. “Well, it was you who let me down, and I will tell you how. You flew too near to the sun, and you were scorched. This cindery creature is what you made me.”

To which he might reply: “But you have had half a century to get over it! Half a century, half the twentieth century, that glorious epoch, that golden age that I bequeathed to you!”

“Has the twentieth century,” I should ask, “done so much better than I have? When you leave this
room, which I admit is dull and cheerless, and take the last bus to your home in the past, if you haven’t missed it—ask yourself whether you found everything so radiant as you imagined it. Ask yourself whether it has fulfilled your hopes. You were vanquished, Colston, you were vanquished, and so was your century, your precious century that you hoped so much of.”

“But you might have tried. You needn’t have run away. I didn’t run away from Jenkins and Strode, I overcame them. Not at once, of course. I went to a private place and I thought about them a great deal; they were very real to me, I can tell you. I can still remember what they looked like. Then I took action. They were my enemies. I called down curses on them, and they fell off the roof and had concussions. Then I wasn’t bothered with them any more. I didn’t mind thinking about them a bit; I don’t now. Did you take any action? Did you call down curses?”

“That,” said I, “was for you to do, and you didn’t do it.”

“But I did—I cast a spell.”

“What good was a spell when it was curses that were needed? You didn’t want to injure them, Mrs. Maudsley or her daughter or Ted Burgess or Trimingham. You wouldn’t admit that they had injured you, you wouldn’t think of them as enemies. You insisted on thinking of them as angels, even if they were fallen angels. They belonged to your zodiac. ‘If you can’t think of them kindly, don’t think of them at all. For your own sake, don’t think of them.’ That was your parting charge to me, and I have kept it. Perhaps they have gone bad on me. I didn’t think of them because I couldn’t think of them kindly, or kindly of myself in relation to them. There was very little kindness in the whole business, I assure you, and if you had realized that and called down curses, instead of entreating me, with your dying breath, to think about them kindly—”

“Try now, try now, it isn’t too late.”

The voice died away. But it had done its work. I was thinking of them. The cerements, the coffins, the vaults, all that had confined them was bursting open, and I should have to face it, I was facing it, the scene, the people, and the experience. Excitement, like hysteria, bubbled up in me from a hundred unsealed springs. If it isn’t too late, I thought confusedly, neither is it too early: I haven’t much life left to spoil. It was a last flicker of the instinct of self-preservation which had failed me so signally at Brandham Hall.

The clock struck twelve. Round me were ranged the piles of papers, dingy white and with indented outlines like the cliffs of Thanet. “Under those cliffs,” I thought, “I have been buried.” But they should witness my resurrection, the resurrection that had begun in the red collar-box, whose contents were still strewn about it. I picked up the lock and looked at it again. What was the combination of letters that had opened it? I might have guessed without troubling to put myself into a trance: egotism might have prompted me. I said it aloud to myself wonderingly; for many years it had been only a written word. It was my own name, LEO.
THE 8TH of July was a Sunday, and on the following Monday I left West Hatch, the village where we lived near Salisbury, for Brandham Hall. My mother arranged that my Aunt Charlotte, a Londoner, should take me across London. Between bouts of stomach-turning trepidation I looked forward wildly to the visit.

The invitation came about in this way. Maudsley had never been a special friend of mine, as witness the fact that I have forgotten his Christian name. Perhaps it will come to me later; it may be one of the things that my memory fights shy of. But in those days schoolboys seldom called one another by their first names. These were regarded simply as a liability, though not such a heavy liability as one’s middle name, which it was just foolhardy to reveal. Maudsley was a dark-haired, sallow, round-faced boy, with a protruding upper lip that showed his teeth; he was a year younger than I was, and distinguished neither in work nor in games, but he managed to get by, as we should say. I knew him pretty well because he was a member of my dormitory, and just before the affair of the diary we discovered a mild liking for each other, chose each other as companions for walks (we walked out in a crocodile), compared some of our personal treasures, and imparted to each other scraps of information more intimate, and therefore more fraught with peril, than schoolboys usually exchange. One of these confidences was our respective addresses; he told me his home was called Brandham Hall and I told him mine was called Court Place, and of the two he was the more impressed, for he was, as I afterwards discovered, a snob, which I had not begun to be, except in the world of the heavenly bodies—there, I was a super-snob.

The name Court Place predisposed him in my favour, as I suspect it also did his mother. But they were mistaken, for Court Place was quite an ordinary house, set a little back in the village street, behind looped chains, of which I was rather proud. Well, not quite ordinary, for part of the house was reputed to be very old; the bishops of Salisbury, it was said, once held their court there; hence the name. Behind the house we had an acre of garden, intersected by a stream, which a jobbing gardener attended to three days a week. It was not a court in the grandiloquent sense of the word, such as Maudsley, I fancy, believed it to be.

All the same, my mother did not find it easy to keep up. My father was, I suppose, a crank. He had a fine, precise mind, which ignored what it was not interested in. Without being a misanthrope he was unsociable and nonconforming. He had his own unorthodox theories of education, one of which was that I should not be sent to school. As far as he could he educated me himself with the help of a tutor who came out from Salisbury. I should never have gone to school if he had had his way, but my mother always wanted me to and so did I, and as soon as was possible after his death I went. I admired him and revered his opinions, but my temperament had more in common with my mother’s.

His talents went into his hobbies, which were book-collecting and gardening; for his career he had accepted a routine occupation and was quite content to be a bank manager in Salisbury. My mother fretted at his lack of enterprise and was a little jealous and impatient of his hobbies, which enclosed him in himself, as hobbies do, and, so she thought, got him nowhere. In this she turned out to be wrong, for he was a collector of taste and foresight, and his books made a sum that astonished us when they were sold; indeed, I owe to them my immunity from the more pressing cares of life. But this was long after; at the time, my mother fortunately never thought of selling his books: she cherished the things he had been fond of, partly from a feeling that she had been unfair to him; and we lived on her money, and the pension from the bank, and the little he had been able to put by.

My mother, though unworldly, was always attracted by the things of the world; she felt that if circumstances had been different, she could have taken her place in it; but thanks to my father’s
preferring objects to people, she had very little chance. She liked gossip, she liked social occasions and to be dressed right for them; she was sensitive to public opinion in the village, and an invitation to some function in Salisbury would always set her aflutter. To mix with well-dressed people on some smooth lawn, with the spire of the Cathedral soaring above, to greet and be greeted by them, to exchange items of family news and make timid contributions to political discussions—all this gave her a tremulous pleasure; she felt supported by the presence of acquaintances, she needed a social frame. When the landau arrived (there was a livery stable in the village) she stepped into it with a little air of pride and self-fulfilment very different from her usual diffident and anxious manner. And if she had persuaded my father to go with her, she looked almost triumphant.

After he died, what little social consequence we had diminished; but at no time was it such as anyone with a delicate sense of social nuances would have associated with the name Court Place. I did not tell Maudsley this, of course—not from any wish for concealment, but because our code discouraged personal disclosures. Bragging about the wealth and grandeur of one’s parents was not unknown, but Maudsley was not one of those who did it. In some ways he was precociously sophisticated; his corners must have been rubbed off before he came to school. I never understood him very deeply; perhaps there was little to understand, except an instinctive responsiveness to public opinion, a savoir-faire that enabled him to be, without appearing to seek it, on the winning side.

During the diary episode he had remained neutral, which was all that one could hope for from one’s friends. (This is not cynicism; belonging to a lower age group, they could have done nothing for me effectively. ) But when I was the winning side he made no secret of his pleasure at my success and, I afterwards learned, he told his family about it. He took lessons from me in magic and I remember drawing up for him, free, certain curses that he could use if he was in a tight place—though I never thought he would be in one. He looked up to me and I felt that his esteem was decidedly worth having. Once in an expansive moment he confided to me that he was going to Eton, and he was like a premature Etonian, easy, well-mannered, sure of himself.

The last weeks of the Easter term were the happiest of my schooldays so far, and the holidays were irradiated by them. For the first time I felt that I was someone. But when I tried to explain my improved status to my mother she was puzzled. Success in work she would have understood (and happily I was able to report this also) or success in games (of this I could not boast, but I had hopes of the cricket season). But to be revered as a magician! She gave me a soft, indulgent smile and almost shook her head. In a way she was religious: she had brought me up to think about being good, and to say my prayers, which I always did, for our code permitted it as long as it was done in a perfunctory manner; soliciting divine aid did not count as sneaking. Perhaps she would have understood what it meant to me to be singled out among my fellows if I could have told her the whole story; but I had to edit and bowdlerize it to such a degree that very little of the original was left, and least of all the intoxicating transition from a trough of persecution to a pedestal of power. A few of the boys had been a little unkind; now they were all very kind. Because of something I had written in my diary which was rather like a prayer, the unkind boys had hurt themselves and of course I couldn’t help being glad about it. “But ought you to have been glad?” she asked anxiously. “I think you ought to have been sorry, even if they were a little unkind. Did they hurt themselves badly?” “Rather badly,” I said, “but you see they were my enemies.” But she refused to share my triumph and said uneasily: “But you oughtn’t to have enemies at your age.” In those days a widow was still a figure of desolation; my mother felt the responsibility of bringing me up and thought that firmness should come into it, but she never quite knew when or how to apply it. “Well, you must be nice to them when they come back,” she sighed; “I expect they didn’t mean to be unkind.”

Jenkins and Strode, who had had some bones broken, did not in fact return until the autumn. They were very much subdued, and so was I, and we had no difficulty in being nice to each other.
My mother was mistaken if she thought that I gloated over their downfall; it was the rise in my own stock that enlarged my spirit. But I was sensitive to atmosphere, and under my mother’s half-hearted sympathy my dreams of greatness did not thrive. I began to wonder if they were something to be ashamed of, and when I went back to school it was in a private capacity, not as a magician. But my friends and clients had not forgotten; to my surprise they were as eager as ever to profit by my proficiency in the Black Arts. I was still the vogue, and any scruples of conscience I retained soon fled. I was urged to put out more spells, one of which was that we should be given a whole holiday. Into this last I put all the psychic force I had, and I was rewarded. Soon after the beginning of June we had an outbreak of measles. By half-term more than half the school was down with it, and soon after came the dramatic announcement that we were to break up.

The delight of the survivors, of whom I was one and Maudsley another, can be imagined. The spiritual and emotional intoxication, which normally took thirteen weeks to brew, was suddenly engendered after seven; and added to it was the thrilling sense of having been favoured by fortune, for only once before in the history of the school had such a crowning mercy been vouchsafed.

The appearance at my bedside of my shiny black trunk with its imposing, rounded roof, flanked by my father’s brown wooden tuck-box, which still showed, by a path of darker paint, where my initials had been painted over his—this ocular proof that we were really going back had an effect on my spirits more overwhelming than the headmaster’s brief announcement after prayers the previous evening. And not only the sight, the smell: the smell of home exhaled by the trunk and tuck-box, drowning the smell of school. For the whole of one day the vessels of salvation stood empty, and as long as they were empty there was always the fear that J. C., as we called him, might change his mind. The matron and her assistant were engaged in other dormitories. But our turn came, and at last, stealing upstairs to look, I saw the trunk with its lid pushed back and its tray foaming with the tissue paper in which were wrapped my lighter and more breakable possessions. This was a supreme moment: nothing that came afterwards surpassed it in pure bliss, though excitement steadily mounted.

Two brakes, instead of three, were drawn up before the school front door. The apathy on the drivers’ faces contrasted strongly but rather agreeably with the joy on ours. They knew the procedure, however; they did not start off as soon as the last small boy (even to me he looked extremely small) had climbed into his place. There was a last rite to perform—the only flourish we allowed ourselves, for we were not an emotional school. The head boy stood up and, looking round him, cried: “Three cheers for Mr. Cross, Mrs. Cross, and the baby!” How the baby came to be included I never knew; perhaps it was the spontaneous, facetious afterthought of a former head boy. Late in life (or so it seemed to us) Mr. and Mrs. Cross had been blessed with a third daughter. The other two were already, to our eyes, grown up, and them we did not cheer. For that matter the baby was no longer a baby; she was nearly four, but for some reason it delighted us to cheer her, as it plainly delighted her to be lifted up between her parents and to wave her hand. We waited for this to happen, and when it did we laughed and nudged one another, relieved, as Englishmen, at not having to take our cheering too seriously.

The volume of sound was thin compared with normal times, but it lacked nothing in fervour nor did we stop to think how it would sound to the suffering prisoners in the San. The “baby’s” acknowledgment left nothing to be desired: it was comically regal. The drivers raised their whips without raising their faces, and we were off.

How long did the ecstasy of escape continue? It was at its height in the train. Both coming and going, the school was allotted a special coach. It was a parlour car of a kind not found now, upholstered in deep red plush, the seats facing each other the whole length of the compartment. They were impregnated with a most searching smell of train smoke and tobacco, which on the outward journey at once turned my stomach. But going home it was the very breath of freedom and acted like
an apéritif. Joy shone on every face; playful punches were exchanged; new variations were found of the theme of the South-Eastern and Smashem Railway. Nonchalantly I took out my diary and began to decorate the date—it was Friday the 15th of June—with a red pencil. Covertly my neighbours watched me. Was a new spell being cast? Presently I tired of arabesques and whirligigs and decided to paint the whole day red.

Did I really believe that I had been responsible for the epidemic? Modestly, I took some credit for it, and in certain quarters credit was given me. My pretensions were not exploded—far from it—but the awe with which I had been regarded was now tempered with a certain good-natured banter that might easily have turned to ridicule had the term gone on. I expect I had got a little above myself, not, I prefer to think, in manner, but in my outlook on life. Once I had been too self-distrustful; now I was overconfident. I expected things to go my way, and without much conscious effort on my part. I had only to wish them to serve me and they would. I had forgotten the era of persecution; I had relaxed and withdrawn the sentries. I felt myself to be invulnerable. I did not believe that my happiness was contingent on anything: I felt that the laws of reality had been suspended on my behalf. My dreams for the year 1900 and for the twentieth century and for myself were coming true.

It never occurred to me, for instance, that I might get measles, and it astonished me that my mother regarded this as not only possible but probable. “You will tell me, won’t you,” she said anxiously, “the first moment that you don’t feel well?” I smiled. “Of course I shall be all right,” I assured her. “I hope so too,” she said. “But don’t forget last year, and how ill you were.”

Last year, the year 1899, had been a disastrous year. In January my father died after a brief illness, and in the summer I had diphtheria, with complications; almost all July and August I had spent in bed. They were phenomenally hot months, but what I recollected of the heat was my own fever, of which the heat in my room seemed only another aggravating aspect; heat was my enemy, the sun something to be kept out. I dreaded it; and whenever I heard people saying what a wonderful summer it had been, almost the hottest within living memory, I could not understand what they meant—I only thought of my aching throat and the desperate search of my fretful limbs for a cool place in the bedclothes. I had good reason to wish the century over.

The summer of 1900 would be a cool one, I decided; I should arrange for that. And the Clerk of the Weather hearkened to me. On July 1 the temperature was in the sixties and we had only had three hot days—the 10th, the 11th, and the 12th of June. I had marked them in my diary with a cross.

The 1st of July also brought Mrs. Maudsley’s invitation, for in those days we still had a post on Sundays. My mother showed me the letter: it was written in a large, bold, sloping hand. I had just reached the age when I could read handwriting that was unfamiliar to me, and this accomplishment gave me some pride. Mrs. Maudsley did not ignore the possibility of measles though she took it more light-heartedly than my mother did. “If neither of our boys has come out in spots by July 10th,” she wrote, “I should be so very pleased if you would allow Leo to spend the rest of the month with us. Marcus”—ah, that was his name—”has told me quite a lot about him, and I am most anxious to make his acquaintance, if you can spare him. It will be very nice for Marcus to have a boy of his own age to play with as he is the baby of the family, and a little apt to feel left out. I understand that Leo is an only child and I promise you we will take great care of him. The Norfolk air...” etc. She ended up: “You may be surprised that we should be spending the Season in the country but neither my husband nor I have been very well, and Town is no place for a small boy in the summer.”

I pored over the letter and soon committed it to memory. I imagined that its conventional phrases implied a deep and sympathetic interest in my personality; it was almost the first time I had felt myself real to somebody who didn’t know me.

At first I was all agog to go and couldn’t understand my mother’s hesitation in accepting for me. “Norfolk is such a long way off,” she would say, “and you’ve never been away from home before, to
stay with strangers, I mean.” “But I’ve been to school,” I argued. She had to admit that. “But I wish
you weren’t going for so long,” she said. “You may not like it, and then what will you do?” “I’m sure I
shall enjoy myself,” I told her. “And you will be there for your birthday,” she said. “We’ve always
been together for your birthday.” I said nothing to that, I had forgotten about my birthday and was
visited by a pang of premature nostalgia. “Promise me you’ll let me know if you’re not happy,” she
said. I didn’t like to say again I knew I should be happy, so I promised. But still she wasn’t satisfied.
“Perhaps you’ll get measles after all,” she told me hopefully, “or Marcus will.”

A dozen times a day I asked her if she had written saying I might go, until in the end she quite lost
patience with me. “Don’t worry me—I have written,” she said at last.

Preparations followed—what should I take with me? One thing I shouldn’t need, I said, was
summer clothes. “I know it won’t be hot.” And the weather bore me out—cool day followed cool day.
My mother saw eye to eye with me in this: she believed that thick clothes were somehow safer than
thin ones. And she had another motive: economy. The hot months of last year I had spent in bed, so I
had no hot-weather outfit suitable to my size. I was growing fast: the outlay would be considerable
and perhaps money thrown away. My mother yielded to me. “But try not to get hot,” she said. “Getting
hot is always a risk. You needn’t do anything violent, need you?” We looked at each other in
perplexity, and dismissed the idea that I should have to do anything violent.

In imagination, often in apprehension, she tried to foresee the kind of life I should lead. One day she
said, apropos of nothing: “Try to go to church if you can. I don’t know what sort of people they are—
perhaps they don’t go to church. If they do, I expect they drive.” Her face grew wistful, and I knew she
wished she was going with me.

I shouldn’t have wanted that. I was haunted by the schoolboy’s fear that my mother wouldn’t look
right, do right, be right in the eyes of the other boys and their parents. She would be socially
unacceptable; she would make a bloomer. I could bear humiliation for myself, I thought, more easily
than I could for her.

But as the day of departure drew nearer, my feelings underwent a change. Now it was I who wanted
to get out of going, and my mother who held me to it. “You could so easily say I had got measles,” I
pleaded. She was horrified. “I couldn’t say such a thing,” she cried indignantly. “And besides they
would know. You were out of quarantine yesterday.” My heart sank; I tried a spell for making spots
come out on my chest, but it didn’t work. On the last evening my mother and I sat together in the
drawing-room on the two-humped settee, which reminded me of a dromedary in profile. The room
faced the street and was a little stuffy, for we used it seldom and when it was not in use the windows
were fastened to keep out the dust, which in the dry weather rose in clouds whenever a vehicle went
by. It was our one formal room and I think my mother may have chosen it for its moral effect; its
comparative strangeness would be a step towards the strangeness I should feel in another house. Also I
suspect she had something special to say, which the room would lend weight to, but she never said it,
for I was too near to tears to be open to practical or moral counsels.
TO MY MIND’S eye, my buried memories of Brandham Hall are like effects of chiaroscuro, patches of light and dark: it is only with an effort that I can see them in terms of colour. There are things I know, though I don’t know how I know them, and things that I remember. Certain things are established in my mind as facts, but no picture attaches to them; on the other hand there are pictures unverified by any fact which recur obsessively, like the landscape of a dream.

The facts I owe to my diary, which I kept religiously, beginning on the 9th, the day I arrived, and going on until the 26th, the eve of the fateful Friday. The last few entries are in code—how proud I was of having invented that! Not a pretence code such as I had used to call down curses on Jenkins and Strode, but a real one like Pepys’s—perhaps I had heard of his. I found it difficult to “break,” partly because, from motives of prudence and also, possibly, to display my virtuosity, I modified and embellished it each day. There are still two or three sentences that don’t give up their secret, though the whole affair is clearer to me now than it was then.

Facts there are in plenty, beginning with “M. met me on Norwich platform with the pony carriage and the Under-Coachman. We drove 13¾ miles to Brandham Hall, which came in site after about 12½ miles and then disappeared again.”

No doubt this was so, but I have no recollection of the drive, no visual image to make it real for me; the first part of my visit remains in my memory as a series of unrelated impressions, without time sequence, but each with a distinct feeling attaching to it. Some of the entries might just as well refer to places I have never seen, and incidents I have never experienced. Even the look of the house is vague to me. I laboriously transcribed into my diary a description of it that I found in a directory of Norfolk:

.Brandham Hall, the seat of the Winlove family, is an imposing early Georgian mansion pleasantly situated on a plot of rising ground and standing in a park of some five hundred acres. Of an architectural style too bare and unadorned for present tastes, it makes an impressive if over-plain effect when seen from the S.W. The interior contains interesting family portraits by Gainsborough and Reynolds, also landscapes by Cuyp, Ruysdael, Hobbema, etc., and in the smoking-room a series of tavern scenes by Teniers the Younger (these are not shown). The first-floor apartments are approached by a double staircase which has been much admired. The Winlove family has the gift of the livings of Brandham, Brandham-under-Brandham, and Brandham All Saints. At present the mansion, park, and pleasure grounds are let to Mr. W. H. Maudsley, of Princes Gate and Thread-needle Street, who allows the public the same facilities to see the house that it enjoyed formerly. Permission to view should be obtained from the agent, Brandham Estate Offices, Brandham.

Now of this all that remains clear in my mind’s eye is the double staircase, which certainly was admired by me. I likened it to many things: a tilted horseshoe, a magnet, a cataract; and both coming down and going up I made it a rule to use alternate routes; I persuaded myself that something awful might happen if I went the same way twice. But surprisingly enough (considering how ready I was to be impressed), the imposing façade, which I am sure I studied from the S.W., has faded from my mind. I can see the front of the house now, but through the eyes of the directory, not through my own.

Perhaps we came and went through a side-door—I think we did, and that there was a backstairs near it convenient for our bedroom—for I shared a bedroom, and indeed a bed, a four-poster, with Marcus. And not only with him, but with his Aberdeen terrier, an elderly, cross creature, whose presence soon became almost intolerable. My memories are of the hinder parts of the house, invisible from the S.W., which were higgledy-piggledy and rambling, and of passages with sudden bends and confusing
identical doors, where you could easily lose your way and be late for meals. They were not well
lighted, if I remember, which the Georgian addition must have been. Perhaps our bedroom was an old
night nursery. It had a broad, squat window, set high in the wall, Elizabethan possibly: sitting up in
bed I could only see the sky. In those days even rich people did not always give their children the kind
of sleeping-quarters we should think essential for them now.

No doubt there was a shortage of bedrooms, for a great many guests came and went, and once we
were eighteen to dinner. Marcus and I sat next to each other and when the ladies retired we retired too,
to bed. I can remember the pink glow of the candles and the shine of the silver, the stately, ample
figure of Mrs. Maudsley at one end of the table and the thin figure of her husband with his stiff
upright carriage at the other. Sitting down, he looked taller than when standing up. She always seemed
to take up more space than was necessary to her, and he less.

I don’t know what he did with himself all day, but my impression is of meeting him unexpectedly in
some passage or doorway and of his stopping to say: “Enjoying yourself?” and when I had said: “Yes,
sir,” he would say: “That’s good,” and hurry on. He was a wispy little man with a long drooping
moustache, eyelids that drooped over his blue-grey eyes, and a long thin neck round which he wore the
highest of high collars. It would have been as difficult to think of him being master of the house as it
would have been to think of his wife not being mistress of it.

Her face is a blur to me now, so many impressions have overlaid the original; but when I see her in
dreams (for I have not been able to keep her out of them), it is not with that terrible aspect she wore
the last time I saw her, when her face could hardly be called a face at all, but with the look of a
portrait by Ingres or Goya, a full, pale face, with dark, lustrous eyes, a fixed, unchanging regard, and
two or three black curls, or crescents of curls, stealing down over her forehead. In dreams, oddly
enough, her attitude towards me is as cordial as it was at the beginning of my stay, when I only half
sensed the danger behind her fascination. Can it be that her spirit would like to make it right with me?
—for she must long ago be dead—she was then, I suppose, in her middle or late forties, and seemed
old to me. Marcus had her colouring, but not her beauty.

I suppose it was my first evening when, the honoured guest, I sat next to her at dinner.

“And so you are a magician?” she said, smiling.

“Oh,” I replied modestly, “not really. Only, you know, at school.”

“You’re not going to bewitch us here?” she said.

“Oh no,” I answered, wriggling, a habit I had when I was nervous, and I made a mental note to
reproach Marcus for this breach of trust.

She never looked at anyone, it seemed to me, except with intention and as if she didn’t mean to
waste the look. Her glance most often rested on her daughter, who usually sat between two young men.
“What do they find to talk **about**?” I remember thinking. “They seem so interested—more interested
than she is.”

I didn’t possess the ordinary schoolboy’s royal gift for fitting names to faces—perhaps because I
had been at school such a short time. I was introduced to everyone, of course, and Marcus told me who
was coming and who was leaving and something about them; and I dutifully put their names down in
my diary, Mr. This and Miss That—they were generally single. But the few years that separated us
were wider than an ocean; I think I should have had more in common with a Hottentot child than with
these grown-ups in their late teens and early twenties. What they thought, what they did, how they
occupied themselves, were a mystery to me. The young men down from the university (as Marcus
assured me they were), the young women with even less to identify them, would greet me on their way
to or from the tennis court or the croquet lawn; the men in white flannels, white shoes, and straw hats,
the women, also in white, with hourglass figures and hats like windmills; all white, or nearly white,
save for the men’s black socks, which sometimes showed above their buckskin shoes. Some found
more to say to me than others; but they were only part of the scene and I never had, or felt I ought to have, the smallest personal relationship with them. They were they, and Marcus and I were we—different age groups, as we should say now.

And that was why, for the first day or two, I never properly took in the fact that one of “them” was my host’s son, and another his daughter. Blond (as they mostly were), dressed in white, swinging their tennis rackets, they looked so much alike!

Denys, the son and heir, was a tall, fair young man with unfinished features and a conceited expression (schoolboys are quick to diagnose conceit). He was full of plans and opinions that he would press for more than they were worth—which even I could tell was not very much. He would grow warm enlarging upon the advantage of such and such a project until his mother, with a few cool words, would puncture it. I think he felt that she despised him, and he was the more anxious to assert himself against her and exercise the overt authority that his father never exerted. Between Mr. and Mrs. Maudsley I never saw a sign of disagreement; she went her way and he went his, gnome-like, leaving a trail of gold. I should hardly have known they were married, accustomed as I was to the more demonstrative manner of my parents. He alone, it seemed to me, was not included in the plans that Mrs. Maudsley made for everybody, for she had us all, I gradually realized, on a string, which I came to think of as the beam of her dark eye. We seemed to come and go unnoticed, but really we did not.

“Marian is very beautiful,” Marcus said to me one day. He announced it quite impersonally, as who should say “Two and two make four,” and I received it in the same spirit. It was a fact, like other facts, something to be learned. I had not thought of Miss Marian (I think I called her this to myself) as beautiful, but when I saw her next, I studied her in the light of Marcus’s announcement. It must have been in the front part of the house, for I have an impression of light, which was absent in our part, Marcus’s and mine; I believe I had some schoolboy notion that the front of the house, where the grown-up people lived, was the “private side” and that I was trespassing when I went there. She must have been sitting still for my scrutiny, for I have the impression that I was looking down on her, and she was tall, even by grown-up standards. I must have taken her unawares, for she was wearing what I afterwards came to think of as her “hooded” look. Her father’s long eyelids drooped over her eyes, leaving under them a glint of blue so deep and liquid that it might have been shining through an unshed tear. Her hair was bright with sunshine, but her face, which was full like her mother’s, only pale rose-pink instead of cream, wore a stern brooding look that her small curved nose made almost hawklike. She looked formidable then, almost as formidable as her mother. A moment later she opened her eyes—I remember the sudden burst of blue—and her face lit up.

So that is what it is to be beautiful, I thought, and for a time my idea of her as a person was confused and even eclipsed by the abstract idea of beauty that she represented. It did not bring her nearer to me, rather the opposite; but I no longer confused her with the other young ladies who circled, planet-like, around the perimeter of my vision.

Those early days were a time of floating impressions, unrelated to each other, making little sense, let alone a story. Scenes linger with me—generally in tones of light and dark, but sometimes tinged with colour. Thus I remember the cedar on the lawn, its dark foliage and the brightness of the turf around its shadow; and I also remember the hammock of crimson canvas slung on two poles beneath it. The hammock was a novelty that had just succeeded the corded, knotted kind that caught your buttons and dragged them off. It was much frequented by the young people and I can still hear them laugh as it tipped them out and spilled them on the grass.

Of this there is no mention in my diary. Of the stables there is more than one, but I have no recollection of them, though I carefully entered the names of five of the horses: Lady Jane, Princess, Uncas, Dry Toast, and Nogo—Nogo I thought deliciously funny, but I can’t remember what he or any of them looked like. I can, however, remember the coachhouse, though the diary is silent about it.
lamps, the springs, the shafts, the dashboards, with their shining paint and super-polish, fascinated me. And the smell of harness leather—to me more captivating than the stronger horse smells. The coach-house was a treasure-house to me.

Enough of the vagaries and inconsistencies of my memory. But one thing that I had forgotten the diary did bring back—and not only the fact, but the scene with the utmost vividness.

“Wednesday 11th of July. Saw the Deadly Nightshade— *Atropa belladonna.*”

Marcus wasn’t with me, I was alone, exploring some derelict outhouses, which for me had obviously more attraction than the view of Brandham Hall from the S.W. In one, which was roofless as well as derelict, I suddenly came upon the plant. But it wasn’t a plant, in my sense of the word, it was a shrub, almost a tree, and as tall as I was. It looked the picture of evil and also the picture of health, it was so glossy and strong and juicy-looking: I could almost see the sap rising to nourish it. It seemed to have found the place in all the world that suited it best.

I knew that every part of it was poisonous, I knew too that it was beautiful, for did not my mother’s botany book say so? I stood on the threshold, not daring to go in, staring at the button-bright berries and the dull, purplish, hairy, bell-shaped flowers reaching out towards me. I felt that the plant could poison me even if I didn’t touch it, and that if I didn’t eat it, it would eat me, it looked so hungry, in spite of all the nourishment it was getting.

As if I had been caught looking at something I wasn’t meant to see, I tiptoed away, wondering whether Mrs. Maud-sley would think me interfering if I told her about it. But I didn’t tell her. I couldn’t bear to think of those lusty limbs withering on a rubbish-heap or crackling in a fire: all that beauty being destroyed. Besides, I wanted to look at it again.

*Atropa belladonna.*
IT ALL BEGAN with the weather defying me.

The Monday I travelled on had been a cool temperate day, but the next day the sky was cloudless and the sun beat down. After we had fled from luncheon (I seem to remember we left all meals incontinently, like escaping prisoners, only staying to ask if we could get down), Marcus said: “Let’s go and look at the thermometer—it’s one of those that mark the highest and lowest temperature of the day.”

Maddeningly, and unreasonably—considering how often I was to have recourse to it—I cannot remember where the thermometer was; but yes, I can; it hung on the wall of an octagonal structure with a pointed roof, situated under a yew tree. The building fascinated me—it had something withdrawn and magical about it. It was thought to be a disused game larder, put under the yew tree for coolness’ sake, but this was only a hypothesis; no one really knew what it was for.

Marcus told me how the instrument worked, and showed me the small, stumpy magnet that drew the markers up and down. “Only we mustn’t touch it,” he said, reading my thoughts, “or my father would be angry. He likes to do the thermometer himself.”

“Is he often angry?” I asked. I could not imagine Mr. Maudsley being angry, or indeed anything else, but this was almost the first thing one wanted to know about grown-up people.

“No, but my mother would be,” Marcus replied obliquely.

The thermometer stood at nearly eighty-three.

We had run all the way from the luncheon table, partly to make good our escape, partly because we often ran when walking would have done as well. I was perspiring a little, and remembered my mother’s oft-repeated injunction: “Try not to get hot.” How could I not get hot? I looked at Marcus. He was wearing a light flannel suit. His shirt was not open, but it was loose at the neck; his knickers could not be called shorts, for they came well below his knees, but they also were loose, they flapped, they let the air in. Below them, not quite meeting them, he wore a pair of thin grey stockings neatly turned over their supporting garters; and on his feet—wonder of wonders—not boots but what then were called low shoes. To a lightly clad child of today this would seem thick winter wear; to me it might have been a bathing-suit, it looked so inadequate to the proper, serious function of clothes.

The record of these sartorial details is before me, for Marcus and I were photographed together; and though the light has got in at one corner, and the background and ourselves are tilted alarmingly, the faded reddish-brown print does display the uncanny perception possessed by the camera in those days when it could not so easily lie. I am wearing an Eton collar and a bow tie; a Norfolk jacket cut very high across the chest, incised leather buttons, round as bullets, conscientiously done up, and a belt, which I have drawn more tightly than I need have. My breeches were secured below the knee with a cloth strap and buckle, but these were hidden by thick black stockings, the garters of which, coming just below the straps, put a double strain on the circulation of my legs. To complete the picture, a pair of obviously new boots, looking larger for being new, and with the tabs, which I must have forgotten to tuck in, standing up boldly.

I have my hand on Marcus’s shoulder (I was an inch or two taller as well as a year older than he) in the attitude of affection which, in those days, was permitted to the male sex when they were photographed together (undergraduates and even soldiers draped themselves about one another), and though the unfortunate slant of the photograph makes me look as if I was trying to push him over, I also look fond of him—which I was, though the coolness and deep-seated conventionality of his nature made it difficult to be intimate with him. We were not much alike, and had been brought together by factors extraneous to our real personalities. His round face looks out on the world without
much interest and with a complacent acceptance of the situation; my rather long one is self-conscious and seems aware of the strain of adaptability. Both of us were wearing straw boaters, his with a plain band, mine with the school colours; and their tilted crowns and brims make two hard diagonal lines, inclined planes along which we seem to be rushing violently down a steep place.

I was not unduly dismayed by the heat, my dread of which was at least as much moral and hypochondriacal as physical, for I still half believed in my ability to influence the weather, and that night I prepared a good strong spell to bring the temperature down. But like an invalid whose fever defies the doctor, the weather did not respond, and next day, when our post-luncheon scamper had taken us to the game larder, the thermometer had climbed to nearly eighty-five and was still pushing up the marker.

My heart sank and, making a great effort, I said to Marcus:

“I wonder if I should sport my cricket togs?”

He replied at once: “I wouldn’t if I were you. Only cads wear their school clothes in the holidays. It isn’t done. You oughtn’t really to be wearing the school band round your hat, but I didn’t say anything. And, Leo, you mustn’t come down to breakfast in your slippers. It’s the sort of thing that bank clerks do. You can put them on after tea if you like.”

Marcus was old for his age in most ways, just as in most ways I was young for mine. I winced at the reference to bank clerks, and remembered that on Sundays my father had always come down to breakfast in his slippers. But it had been a shot in the dark; I had never told Marcus of my father’s lowly social status.

“And, Leo, there’s another thing you mustn’t do. When you undress you wrap your clothes up and put them on a chair. Well, you mustn’t. You must leave them lying wherever they happen to fall—the servants will pick them up—that’s what they’re for.”

He spoke without emphasis but with so much authority that I never for a moment doubted he was right. He was the arbiter of elegance and fashion to me just as surely as—more surely than—I was to him an expert in the black arts.

At tea-time someone said to me: “You are looking hot. Haven’t you something cooler to wear?” The voice didn’t betoken much solicitude for my state, it had an undertone of teasing; and defending myself against that, I said at once, mopping my face with a handkerchief, for I did not yet know that one should dab it: “Oh, I’m not really hot. It’s just that Marcus and I have been running.” “Running, this weather?” said another voice, with an affected sigh in which I detected sarcasm, the schoolboy’s bugbear; and hot as I was, a chill went through me and I seemed to hear the taunt “vanquished” and see the grinning faces.

It was indeed the beginning of a mild persecution—very, very mild and concealed in smiles and kindly faces; the grown-ups could not have known it was one. But it became the thing to say to me, when they came across me: “Hullo, Leo, still feeling hot?” and “Why don’t you take your jacket off—you’d be more comfortable without it”—with a light laugh for this impossible request, for in those days dress was much more ceremonious and jackets were not lightly discarded. I came to dread these pleasantries, they seemed to spring up all round me like rows of gas-jets scorching me, and I turned redder than I was already. The frightful feeling of being marked out for ridicule came back in all its strength. I don’t think I was unduly sensitive; in my experience most people mind being laughed at more than anything else. What causes wars, what makes them drag on so interminably, but the fear of losing face? I avoided even Marcus, for I didn’t dare to tell him what was troubling me.

That night I worked out a new spell. I could not sleep, partly from misery and excitement, partly because the Aberdeen, which was also feeling the heat, kept moving about in search of fresh places until he was lying half-way across my pillow. Under the pillow lay my diary. I got it from under the
dog without disturbing him, and in the dark I managed to put down the spell on paper, without which formality I felt it would be useless. It was a good spell, hatched in the small hours with which I had then so little acquaintance, and it worked; next day the thermometer did not reach seventy-seven, and I felt calmer in my mind and much less hot.

I did not look so, for at tea-time the gentle raillery began again. I took it in better part this time, for I was fortified by the knowledge, which my well-meaning tormentors apparently did not possess, that the temperature had really dropped. But it went on and soon I became as wretched as before. I did not realize that au fond they were trying to take an interest in me and were using my unseasonable clothes and perspiring face to draw me out. It seemed doubly hard that a Norfolk jacket should be out of place in Norfolk; I had imagined that everybody would be wearing one. Suddenly I caught sight of myself in a glass and saw what a figure of fun I looked. Hitherto I had always taken my appearance for granted; now I saw how inelegant it was, compared with theirs; and at the same time, for the first time, I was acutely aware of social inferiority. I felt utterly out of place among these smart rich people, and a misfit everywhere. Nothing is more heating than embarrassment; my face flamed while it dripped. If only I could think of some verbal quip to turn the tables on them, the sort of thing a grown-up might say! “I may look hot,” I said defiantly, “but I’m quite cool underneath, I’m a chilly mortal, really.” At this they burst out laughing and tears started to my eyes. I hastily gulped down some tea and began to perspire anew. Suddenly from behind the silver tea-kettle I heard Mrs. Maudsley’s voice. It was like a current of cold air blowing towards me.

“Did you leave your summer clothes at home?”

“No—yes. I expect Mother forgot to put them in,” I blurted out.

The full enormity of this remark then dawned on me; it was at once a lie and a cruel aspersion on my mother, who would certainly have got me some lighter clothes had I not discouraged her. I felt I had lowered her in their regard and burst into tears.

There was a moment’s embarrassed silence; teacups were stirred, then Mrs. Maudsley’s cool-edged voice said:

“Well, won’t you write and ask her to send them?”

For an answer I only gulped, and then Marian, who, I think, had never commented on my heated condition, said:

“Oh, that would take too long, Mama. You know what the posts are. Today is Thursday, he mightn’t get them till well into next week. Let me take him into Norwich tomorrow and get him a new outfit. You’d like that, wouldn’t you?” she said, turning to me.

I mumbled that I should. But among the clouds that were lifted, a new black one appeared.

“I haven’t any money. At least only fifteen shillings and eightpence halfpenny.”

“That doesn’t matter,” Marian said gaily. “We’ve got some.”

“Oh, but I couldn’t take yours,” I protested. “Mother wouldn’t like me to.”

“Don’t forget, Marian, that he has the things at home,” her mother said.

I writhed, but Marian said quickly: “Oh, but we’ll give them to him as a birthday present; she wouldn’t mind that, would she? And then he’ll have two sets. When is your birthday, by the way?” she asked me.

“Well, actually—as a matter of fact—it’s on the 27th.”

“What, of this month?”

Her interest drew me out.

“Yes. You see, I was born under the sign of Leo, though it’s not my real name.”

“What is your real name?”

I saw Marcus looking at me, but I couldn’t refuse to tell her.

“It’s Lionel. But don’t tell anyone.”
“Why not?”
“Because it’s rather a fancy name.”

I saw her trying to probe this mystery of the schoolboy mind; by-passing it, she said:
“But how splendid that it’s so soon, your birthday! Now we can all give you something to wear. That’s the nicest kind of present. Shall I give you a mane?”

I thought that very funny, though a trifle silly.
“Or a lion-skin?”

I tried to enter into the joke. “That might be rather hot.”
“It might, indeed.” Suddenly Marian looked bored and almost yawned. “Well, we’ll go tomorrow,” she said.

“Or would you,” said her mother, “rather wait till Monday, when Hugh will be here, and make a party to go to Norwich?”

“Who will be here?” asked Marian.
“Hugh. He comes on Saturday. I thought you knew.”

“Hugh coming?” Mr. Maudsley asked, making one of his rare contributions to a conversation.
“Yes, he’s staying till the end of the month, perhaps longer.”

“Are you sure he is, Mama?” Denys put in. “When I saw him he told me he was going to Goodwood.”
“I had a letter from him yesterday.”
“You know he never misses Goodwood?”
“I think this year he means to.”
“I don’t want to disagree with you, Mama, but I think it most unlikely that Trimingham will miss Goodwood. You see, he—”

“Well, I think you’ll find that he means to give Goodwood up for us.... Marian, are you sure you wouldn’t like to wait till Monday?”

In an agony of impatience I listened for her answer. Who was this Hugh, or Trimingham, who was stealing my thunder? I felt resentful, even jealous of him. With him there, the expedition would be spoiled. And to wait till Monday! Yet Mrs. Maudsley had made her wishes plain, and how dare anyone, even Marian, cross them?

“Wouldn’t you rather wait till Monday?” Mrs. Maudsley repeated.
Marian answered at once, and it was like two steel threads crossing each other.

“Norwich wouldn’t be any treat to Hugh, Mama. He knows it better than we do. He wouldn’t want to go trailing around the shops with Leo and me—and in this heat too.” She looked up mischievously at her mother’s expressionless face. “Besides, by Monday Leo will have melted into butter, and all he’ll need will be a muslin bag! But of course if anyone would like to go with us!”

Her glance strayed from face to face, a challenge, not an invitation, and my eyes followed hers, desperately anxious that there should be no acceptances. And there were not. They all excused themselves. I suppose my jubilation was plain to see.

“Then may we go, Mama?” asked Marian.
“Of course, unless your father wants the horses.”

Mr. Maudsley shook his head.

“But don’t go to Stirling and Porter,” Mrs. Maudsley said, “as you sometimes do. I never like their things.”

“I should go to Challow and Crawshay,” said Denys with sudden energy. “They’re much the best.”
“No, Denys, they’re not,” his mother said.

“I know Trimingham sometimes goes there for his ties,” Denys persisted.

“Will Leo be needing ties?”
“I’ll stand him a tie if you promise to get it at Challow’s.”
I began to feel hot again.
“I tell you what,” said Marian, “let each of the family give him something, and then we can share
the blame if they’re not right.”
“Bags I the bags,” said Marcus suddenly.
“Oh, Marcus!”
A chorus of disapproval greeted Marcus’s joke, and he looked quite sheepish until his mother said:
“Well, they can be my present, Marcus dear.”
I was surprised to see the fondness in her face.
Marian said she would find out what I needed. For this she would have to examine my exiguous
wardrobe, an inquisition that I dreaded; but when it came, when all soft and flouncy she appeared in
our room, heralded by Marcus, what a delight it was!—a transformation scene. She studied each
garment almost reverently. “How beautifully they are mended!” she said. “I wish we had someone
who could mend like that!” I didn’t tell her that my mother had done it, but perhaps she guessed. She
was quick at finding out things. “Those clothes you had at home were a myth, weren’t they?” she said.
“A myth?” I echoed.
“I mean you didn’t really have them?”
I nodded, happy to have been found out, delighting in the shared secret. But how could she have
known?
THE EXPEDITION to Norwich was a turning-point: it changed everything. Of the expedition itself I remember little except a general sense of well-being which seemed to mount and mount in me, ever seeking higher levels, like wine filling a glass. Ordinarily the process of buying clothes irked me, for I was not vain of my appearance and had no reason to be. I never felt that it had much to do with me until the amusement caused by my looking so hot convinced me that it had. The idea that I was somehow bound up with what I looked like was a revelation to me and at first a very disturbing one. When Marian told me that one thing suited me and another didn’t (she was never for a moment in doubt), when I realized that her main concern was for clothes that would look well rather than wear well, a new feeling was born in me whose sweetness I remember, though it died so quickly. I came back not only feeling it was glorious to be me, intimately satisfying to look like me.

We lunched at the Maid’s Head in Wensum Street, and this was a great occasion for me, for even when my father was alive it was held to be a great extravagance to go to a hotel: if we went out for a meal it was always to a restaurant.

We had started away from Brandham early, and by lunch-time we had nearly finished our shopping. One by one the parcels were put into the carriage until the seat in front of us was covered with them. I could hardly believe that most of them were for me. “Would you like to array yourself now,” Marian asked me, “or would you rather wait till we get home?” I still remember the indecision that this question brought me; in the end, for the sake of prolonging anticipation, I said that I would wait. Hot as it must have been in Norwich—for the thermometer, when we visited it later in the day, still stood at eighty-three and had been higher—I don’t remember feeling the heat, for all my winter wear.

What did we talk about that has left me with an impression of wings and flashes, as of air displaced by the flight of a bird? Of swooping and soaring, of a faint iridescence subdued to the enfolding brightness of the day?

It all seemed to depend on her presence, yet when after luncheon she dismissed me, asking me to amuse myself for an hour in the Cathedral, my ecstasy continued. No doubt it was partly that I knew that I should soon see her again; but never had I felt in such harmony with my surroundings. It was as though the whole building, striving upwards to its famous vaulted roof, expressed what I was feeling, and later when I left the cool gloom of the interior for the heat and sunshine outside, the domain of Tombland, whose name fascinated me, I kept craning my neck to try to fix the point, the exact point, at which the summit of the spire pierced the sky.

O altitudo! She had asked me to meet her by the statue of Sir Thomas Browne; and in order not to be late I was early; the carriage was there with its two horses, the coachman raised his whip in salute. I hung around the statue, wondering who Sir Thomas Browne was, shy of getting into the carriage and sitting there as if I owned it; and then I caught sight of her on the far side of the square. She seemed to be saying good-bye to someone, at least I had the impression of a raised hat. She came slowly towards me, threading her way through the drowsy traffic, and did not see me till much later. Then she waved her parasol with its frilly, foamy edges and quickened her step.

My spiritual transformation took place in Norwich: it was there that, like an emerging butterfly, I was first conscious of my wings. I had to wait until tea for the public acknowledgment of my apotheosis. My appearance was greeted with cries of acclaim, as if the whole party had been living for this moment. Instead of gas-jets, fountains of water seemed to spring up round me. I was made to stand on a chair and revolve like a planet, while everything of my new outfit that was visible was subjected to admiring or facetious comment. “Did you get the tie from Challow’s?” cried Denys. “I won’t pay for it unless you did!” Marian said yes. Actually, as I discovered afterwards, the tie had
another name on it—we had gone to so many shops! “What a cool customer he looks!” said someone, wittily. “Yes,” said another, “just like a cucumber, and the same shade of green!” They discussed what kind of green it was. “Lincoln green!” said another voice. “He might be Robin Hood!” I was delighted by that, and saw myself roaming the greenwood with Maid Marian. “Don’t you feel different?” somebody asked me, almost as indignantly as if I had denied it. “Yes,” I exclaimed, “I feel quite another person!” —which was less than the truth. They all laughed at this. The talk drifted away from me, as it does from children, and I got down awkwardly from my pedestal, realizing that my moment was over; but what a moment it had been!

“Come here, my dear,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “and let me look at you near to.” I went towards her nervously, caught like a moth in the beam from her eye, that black searchlight, whose pressure and intensity never varied. She rubbed the soft, thin material between her fingertips. “These smoked-pearl buttons are nice, I think, don’t you? Yes, I think it does very well, and I hope your mother will think so, too. By the way, Marian,” she added, turning to her daughter as if I and my concerns no longer existed for her, “did you find time for those little commissions I gave you—the things we shall be wanting next week?” “I did, Mama,” said Marian.

“And did you do any shopping for yourself?”
Marian shrugged her shoulders.
“Oh no, Mama; that can wait.”

“You mustn’t wait too long,” said Mrs. Maudsley evenly. “You didn’t see anyone in Norwich, I suppose?”

“Not a cat,” said Marian. “We were hard at it all the time, weren’t we, Leo?”

“Yes, we were,” I answered, so eager to agree with her that I forgot the hour I had spent in the Cathedral.

From being my enemy the summer had become my friend: this was another consequence of our Norwich shopping. I felt I had been given the freedom of the heat, and I roamed about in it as if I was exploring a new element. I liked to watch it rise shimmering from the ground and hang heavy on the tops of the darkening July trees. I liked the sense of suspended movement that it gave or seemed to give, reducing everything in nature to the stillness of contemplation. I liked to touch it with my hand and feel it on my throat and round my knees, which now were bare to its embrace. I yearned to travel far, ever farther into it, and achieve a close approximation with it; for I felt that my experience of it would somehow be cumulative, and that if it would only get hotter and hotter there was a heart of heat I should attain to.

The green suit, with its smoked-pearl buttons and open collar, which sat so lightly on me, the thin underclothes, whose touch caressed me, the stockings, hardly thick enough to protect my legs from scratches, the low shoes, which were my special pride—these, I felt, were only first steps towards my complete, corporeal union with the summer. One by one they would be discarded—in what order I couldn’t decide, though it was a question that exercised me. Which garment would be the last I should retain, before the final release into nakedness? My notions of decency were vague and ill-defined, as were all my ideas relating to sex; yet they were definite enough for me to long for the release of casting them off with my clothes and being like a tree or a flower, with nothing between me and nature.

These yearnings for nudist fulfilment hovered on the confines of my mind; perhaps I never thought them capable of realization. In the meantime my pride in my new rig-out had, at another level of consciousness, altered my outlook on the world, and my relation to it. New clothes are always a tonic, and the circumstances in which I had come by mine made them a super-tonic. I strutted, I preened myself. But I was not incapable of gratitude or awe, and both these feelings had been awakened in me. Gratitude for the gifts—how was it possible that my benefactors did not value me, how was it possible
that I should not value them, when such pledges of amity had been bestowed? And awe for the way they had been given: the casual accumulation of colossal bills, mounting from shop to shop, as if money were nothing! The expenditure had been godlike; it belonged to another, ampler phase of being than the one I was accustomed to. My mind could not grasp it, but my imagination could make play with it, for unlike my mind, which could dismiss what it did not understand, my imagination loved to contemplate the incomprehensible and try to express my sense of it by an analogy. And I had one ready-made. From those resplendent beings, golden with sovereigns (and, I suspected, guineas), arriving, staying, leaving, apparently unaffected by any restrictions of work or family ties, citizens of the world who had made the world their playground, who had it in their power (for I did not forget that) to make me miserable with a laugh and happy with a smile—from them it was but a short step to the hardly more august and legendary figures of the zodiac.

One of the items in my trousseau was a bathing-suit, and partly from the promptings of nudism, partly because I fancied the idea of myself in it (the day with Marian had made me conscious of myself in many ways), I badly wanted to put it on. I confessed that I couldn’t swim unless somebody held me, but Marian said she would arrange for that. Here, however, my hostess put her foot down. My mother had written to her that I was delicate and liable to colds; she would not take the responsibility of letting me bathe without first having my mother’s permission. But of course I could watch the others bathe if I liked.

There was a bathing party afoot and I had just time to write the letter and go down and join them. It was Saturday the 14th—meteorologically a disappointing day, for the thermometer (which I now wished to soar to unprecedented heights) had not reached seventy-six. But this was a secret that I shared with Marcus and his father; the others, ignorant of the true state of affairs, complained loudly of the heat. I took my bathing-suit with me, to be in keeping with the spirit of the party. Marcus also had his, for use, though like me he could not swim. Neither of them, I ruefully realized, made many concessions to nakedness: I had tried mine on; it was disappointingly ample, and so was Marcus’s.

I had never been to a grown-up bathing party before. There was nothing surprising in that, for in those days bathing was a pastime of the few, and the word denoted an intenser experience than it does now. I was curious about it and almost frightened—this idea of surrendering oneself to an alien and potentially hostile element. Though my knowledge of it was to be only vicarious, I felt a tingling on my skin and a faint loosening of my bowels.

We trooped down the path, six of us—Marian and Denys, a young man and a young woman whose names are in my diary but whose faces I cannot remember—and Marcus and I bringing up the rear. It was about six o’clock, but the heat still lingered—not burning, but diffused and benign. We went through a wicket gate into a belt of trees. I was often to go that way on hotter days; but never again did I get quite the same impression of cold succeeding heat. The trees were very thick, they wrapped us round; the stillness was infectious, no one spoke. We came to a road between the trees and followed it, and then scrambled down a steep tree-lined bank and over a stile into a meadow. Another stage nearer the experience! Under the renewed assault of the heat we started talking again, and Marcus said:

“Trimingham is coming this evening.”
“Oh, is he?” I answered, not much interested, but noting the name for my diary.
“Yes, but late, we shall be in bed.”
“Is he nice?” I asked.
“Yes, but dreadfully ugly. You mustn’t start or anything when you see him, or it will put him off. He doesn’t like you to feel sorry for him. You see, he was wounded in the war and his face hasn’t got right. They say it never will.”
“Hard cheese,” I said.
“Yes, but you mustn’t say so to him, or to Marian either.”

“Why not?”

“Mama wouldn’t like it.”

“Why not?” I said again.

“Promise you won’t tell anybody—not even under torture.”

I promised.

“Mama wants Marian to marry him.”

I digested this news in silence. It was extremely disagreeable to me. I already felt violently jealous of Trimingham, and the fact that he was a war hero did not recommend him to me. My father had disapproved of the war, to the point of being a pro-Boer. I was quite capable of lending my voice to “The Soldiers of the Queen” and “Good-bye, Dolly, I Must Leave You,” and had gone almost mad with excitement at the relief of Ladysmith; but I believed that my father was right. Perhaps Trimingham deserved to be disfigured. And why should Mrs. Maudsley want Marian to marry a man who was horribly ugly and not even a Mr.?

We were crossing the meadow on a raised causeway towards a curved line of rushes; the curve was concave, and we were aiming for the farthest part. It was one of those sedgy, marshy places in Norfolk where bog-cotton grows; despite the heat, which was drying up everything, one had to pick one’s way, to avoid the pools of reddish water that were half concealed by grass. Squelch, squelch, and a brown trickle came over my low shoes.

There was a black thing ahead of us, all bars and spars and uprights, like a gallows. It gave out a sense of fear—also of intense solitude. It was like something that must not be approached, that might catch you and hurt you; I wondered why we were walking towards it so unconcernedly. We had nearly reached it, and I saw how the pitch was peeling off its surfaces, and realized that no one could have attended to it for years, when suddenly the head and shoulders of a man rose from among the rushes.

He had his back to us and did not hear us. He walked slowly up the steps to the platform between the wheels and pulleys. He walked very slowly, in the exultation of being alone; he moved his arms about and hunched his shoulders, as if to give himself more freedom, though he was wearing nothing that could have cramped him: for a moment I thought that he was naked.

He stood almost motionless for a second or two, just raising his heels experimentally; and then he threw his hands up, stretched himself into an arc, and disappeared. Until I heard the splash I hadn’t realized how near the river was.

The grown-ups stared at one another in dismay, and we at them. Dismay turned to indignation. “What cheek!” said Denys. “I thought we had the whole place to ourselves. He must know he’s trespassing. What shall we do? Shall we order him off?”

“He can’t go quite as he is,” the other man said.

“Well, shall we give him five minutes to clear out?”

“Whatever you do, I’m going to change,” said Marian. “It takes me a long time. Come along, Eulalie” (this was her friend’s strange name), “there’s our bathing-machine—it’s better than it looks,” and she pointed to a hut among the rushes, which, like so many huts, had the appearance of a disused hen-coop. They went off, leaving us to face the situation.

We looked at each other irresolutely and then by common consent pushed through the rushes to the river bank. The river had been hidden until now.

At once the landscape changed. The river dominated it—the two rivers, I might say, for they seemed like different streams.

Above the sluice, by which we stood, the river came out of the shadow of the belt of trees. Green, bronze, and golden it flowed through weeds and rushes; the gravel glinted, I could see the fishes darting in the shallows. Below the sluice it broadened out into a pool that was as blue as the sky.
weed marred the surface; only one thing broke it: the intruder’s bobbing head.

He saw us and began to swim towards us; white above, brown below, his arms parted the water. Soon we could see his face and his eyes fixed on us with the strained expression of the swimmer.

"Why, it’s Ted Burgess," said Denys in a low voice, “the tenant of Black Farm. We can’t be rude to him—it’s his land on the other side for one thing, and Trimingham wouldn’t like it, for another. You’ll see, I shall be particularly nice to him. He doesn’t swim badly, does he, for a farmer?” Denys seemed relieved at not having to make a scene; and I, who had been rather looking forward to it and didn’t think the farmer would be an easy man to order off, felt disappointed.

“I’ll just say how-do-you-do to him,” said Denys. “We don’t know him socially, of course, but he mustn’t think us stuck-up.”

Burgess by now was almost under us. Clamped to the brickwork of the sluice, a thick old post stuck out of the water. Exposure to the elements had grooved its sides and sharpened it almost to a point. To this post he clung and began to haul himself up. Crouching over the spike to change his foothold, he looked as though he would be impaled; then his hand grasped a ring embedded in the coping and he was on the bank, the water running off him.

“What a way to land!” said Denys, giving his dry hand to the farmer’s wet one; “why didn’t you get out comfortably, on the other side of the sluice? We’ve had some steps made there.”

“I know,” the farmer said, “but this is the way I’ve always done it.” He spoke with a local accent: it lent a kind of warmth and substance to his words. He looked down at the water collecting in a puddle on the bluish brickwork at his feet, and suddenly seemed embarrassed at being so nearly naked in the presence of the clothed. “I didn’t know anyone was going to be here,” he said, apologetically.

“Harvest’s just started, and I got that hot working I thought I’d run down and have a dip, being Saturday and all. I shan’t be long, just one more header—”

“Oh, please don’t hurry on our account,” Denys broke in. “It’s quite all right for us. We were hot too, up at the Hall. By the way,” he added, “Trimingham’s coming tonight: he’ll probably want to see you.”

“I shouldn’t be surprised,” the farmer said, and giving Denys a half salute, he ran up the stairs to the platform, leaving a dark footprint on each step. We watched him dive—it must have been a ten-foot drop—and then Denys said: “I think I put him at his ease, don’t you?” His friend agreed. They went off one way, we another, to find a lair in the rushes. Their feathery tops nodded invitingly. Within the rushes, we could see, but not, I thought, be seen: it was tinglingly secret and withdrawn. Marcus began to take his clothes off. I wanted to do the same, but Marcus said: “I shouldn’t put on a bathing-dress if you’re not going to bathe. It would look funny.” So I stayed as I was.

The rushes rustled as the men walked out, and almost at the same moment we heard the hut door creak and the sound of women’s voices. They all went together to the steps above the sluice and I followed, feeling I was no longer of their company. Somehow it was disappointing to see them so fully clad, almost as if they were bathing in their clothes; Marian’s suit, I remember, seemed to cover her far more completely than her evening dresses. They lingered on the steps, playfully daring one another to go in first. Denys and his friend pulled each other in and were carried by the current through the sluice, while Marian and Eulalie and Marcus stayed in the shallow water above, where it was only waist-deep; their feet showed softly white on the shining golden gravel as they waded about with long, uneven steps, plunging into unsuspected holes, splashing each other, shrieking and giggling and laughing. Their thick, clumsy dresses began to cling to them and take on the soft outlines of their bodies. Bolder now, they struck out purposefully. Resolution narrowed their eyes; their chins were tilted upwards; with long, slow sweeps their outstretched hands pushed back the water, gathering it in armfuls. The motion began to come more easily to them; smiling beatifically, they drew deep blissful breaths.
It was like looking on at a dance, unable to join in. I could not bear to watch them, and went round to the far side of the sluice, where Denys and the other man were floating on their backs in the deep water, sometimes kicking it into a foam, sometimes staring at the sky, only their faces showing. While I stood there admiring them, but not wishing to join them, I heard a sound beneath me; it was Ted Burgess clinging to the post, hauling himself out. His muscles bunched, his face tense with effort; he did not see me, and I retreated almost in fear before that powerful body, which spoke to me of something I did not know. I drew back into the rushes and sat down, while he stretched himself on the warm brickwork in the sun.

His clothes were lying at his side; he hadn’t bothered to seek the shelter of the rushes. Nor did he now. Believing himself to be unseen by the other bathers, he gave himself up to being alone with his body. He wriggled his toes, breathed hard through his nose, twisted his brown moustache, where some drops of water still clung, and looked himself critically all over. The scrutiny seemed to satisfy him, as well it might. I, whose only acquaintance was with bodies and minds developing, was suddenly confronted by maturity in its most undeniable form; and I wondered: “What must it feel like to be him, master of those limbs, which have passed beyond the need of gym and playing field and exist for their own strength and beauty? What can they do,” I thought, “to be conscious of themselves?”

Now he had a plantain stalk in his left hand and was rubbing it gently along the hairs of his right forearm; they glinted in the sun and were paler than his arms, which were mahogany-coloured to above the elbow. Then he stretched both arms high above his chest, which was so white it might have belonged to another person, except below his neck where the sun had burned a copper breastplate; and he smiled to himself, an intimate, pleased smile that would have looked childish or imbecile on most people, but on him had the effect of a feather on a tiger—it pointed a contrast, and all to his advantage.

I wondered whether I ought to be spying on him, but I could not move without betraying myself and I had a feeling that it would be dangerous to disturb him.

The bathers had been quiet all this time, but suddenly a cry came from the river: “Oh my hair! my hair! It’s come down, it’s all wet! It’ll never get dry! What shall I do? What shall I do? I’m coming out!”

The farmer sprang up. He didn’t wait to dry himself. He pulled his shirt over his head, and his corduroy trousers over his wet bathing-drawers; stuffed his feet into thick grey socks, and pulled his boots on. Coming after his previous quiescence, the furious energy he put into these movements almost frightened me. His leather belt gave him the most trouble; he swore as he was fastening the buckle. Then he strode off across the sluice.

A moment later Marian came by. She was holding the long coil of her hair in front of her. It made two curves with which I was familiar; they belonged to the Virgin of the Zodiac. She saw me at once; she was half laughing and half angry. “Oh, Leo,” she said, “you do look so smug sitting there, I should like to throw you in the river.” I suppose I looked alarmed, for then she said: “No, not really. Only you do look so dreadfully dry, and it will be ages before I am.” She looked round and said: “Has that man gone?”

“Yes,” I said, always glad to be able to answer any question she asked me. “He went off in a hurry. His name is Ted Burgess and he’s a farmer,” I volunteered. “Do you know him?”

“I may have met him,” Marian said, “I don’t remember. But you’re still here, that’s something.”

I didn’t know what she meant, but it sounded like a compliment. She went on into the hut. Soon the others came up out of the river. Marcus joined me and began to tell me how ripping it had been. I envied him his wet bathing-suit, which seemed shrunk to half its size; my dry one was like a badge of failure. We had to wait a long time for the ladies. At last Marian came out, holding the coil of hair away from her. “Oh, I shall never get it dry,” she wailed, “and it’s dripping on my dress!” It was funny
to see her helpless and despairing, she who always took things so lightly, and all about a trifle like wet hair! Women were very odd. All at once I had an idea. It pierced me with joy. “Here is my bathing-suit,” I said. “It’s quite dry. If you fasten it round your neck, so that it hangs down your back, then you can spread your hair on it, and your hair will get dry and your dress won’t get wet.” I stopped, breathless; it seemed to me the longest speech I had ever made, and I was in terror that she wouldn’t listen to it: children’s suggestions were so often brushed aside. Imploringly I held the garment up, so that she could see for herself its fitness for the purpose. “It might do,” she said doubtfully; “has anyone a pin?” A pin was produced; the garment was draped round her neck; I was congratulated on my ingenuity. “And now you must spread my hair on it,” she said to me. “And take care not to pull it. Ooh!” I drew back in alarm; how could I have hurt her? I had hardly touched her hair, much as I wanted to. Then I saw that she was smiling and returned to my task. A labour of love it truly was, the first I had ever done.

I walked back with her through the lengthening shadows, anxious still to be “something” to her, though I didn’t know what. Every now and then she asked me how her hair was, and whenever I touched it to see, she pretended I had pulled it. She was in a strange, exalted mood, and so was I; and I thought that somehow our elations came from the same source. My thoughts enveloped her, they entered into her: I was the bathing-suit on which her hair was spread; I was her drying hair, I was the wind that dried it. I had a tremendous sense of achievement for which I couldn’t account. But when she gave me back my property, damp with the dampness I had saved her from, and let me touch her hair once more, dry with the dryness I had won for it, I felt my cup was full.
BREAKFAST at Brandham Hall started with family prayers at nine o’clock. These were read by Mr. Maudsley sitting at the head of the table (all the dishes were on the sideboard). The chairs were drawn back and ranged round the walls; they were all alike, I think, but I had my favourite chair, which I could distinguish by certain signs, and I always tried to get it. After the gong had gone, the servants filed in, headed by the butler wearing his most solemn air. I always counted them but could never make them more than ten, though there were said to be twelve in the house. The family were less regular in attendance. Mrs. Maudsley was always there; Marcus and I made it a point of honour; Denys came from time to time and Marian, who was seldom there at the opening, sometimes came in half-way through. On the whole, rather more than half the guests used to attend. It was in no way compulsory, Marcus told me; but most households that were not “fast” had family prayers (I dared not tell him that ours hadn’t). His father rather liked one to go, but would not be angry if one didn’t.

First we sat, then we turned round and knelt down. While we were sitting, Mr. Maudsley read a lesson; while we were kneeling he read prayers; he read in a secular voice without inflections but not without reverence; his personality was so subdued that it seemed to fit in with anything he did.

While we were sitting was the best time to make observations, to study the guests, or, which was easier, the servants, for they sat opposite us. Marcus was to some extent in their confidence; he knew, for instance, which of them had been getting into trouble, and why. If one of them could be thought of as looking red-eyed, it lent a touch of drama to the morning ceremony. Afterwards, kneeling, one could press one’s knuckles into one’s eyes to make the colours come, and one could observe intensely over a very restricted field of vision. Covertly to extend this, without incurring the charge of irreverence, was one of the tasks one set oneself.

This morning, my first Sunday morning at Brandham Hall, Marcus did not come down with me. He said he didn’t feel well. He did not, as I should have, debate with himself whether he should get up or not or ask anyone’s leave to stay in bed; he just stayed there. His pale cheeks were a little flushed and his eyes bright. “Don’t worry about me,” he said. “Someone will come. Give Trimingham my kind regards.”

Secretly resolving to tell Mrs. Maudsley as soon as prayers were over (for apart from real concern for his state I fancied myself as a breaker of bad news), I waited for the last stroke of the gong and presently found myself at the head of the double staircase. I had no difficulty in remembering which track to take.

Trimingham, I thought as I went bumping down the cataract. (I was a Red Indian this morning; shooting the rapids, I had to be some kind of explorer.) Trimingham: the misterless Trimingham whom her mother wanted Marian to marry. But supposing she didn’t want to marry him. I hated to think of her wishes being crossed or forced in any way. Trimingham was a weight on my thoughts. Perhaps I could cast a spell on him. Thinking how to word it, I reached my favourite chair and composed my features. The other guests were coming in, and one of them sat down beside me. I didn’t have to be told who it was, and in spite of having been warned I started.

On the side of his face turned to me was a sickle-shaped scar that ran from his eye to the corner of his mouth; it pulled the eye down, exposing a tract of glistening red underlid, and the mouth up, so that you could see the gums above his teeth. I didn’t think his eye could close, even in sleep, or his mouth either. He had grown a moustache, so I afterwards learned, to cover this, but it was a straggly affair and didn’t do its job. His damaged eye watered a little; even as I was looking at him he dabbed it with a handkerchief. His whole face was lop-sided, the cheek with the scar on it being much shorter than the other.
I decided it would be impossible to like him, and immediately liked him better. He was nothing to be afraid of, even without the handicap of his ambiguous social position, which I judged to be below that of a gentleman but above that of, well, such a person as Ted Burgess. But why make all this fuss of him? It must be because of his disfigurement. The Maud-sleys were, I thought, a religious family: perhaps he was some sort of dependant whom they didn’t want to lose sight of, and they were being kind to him on Christian principles. So would I be, too, I thought, as I listened with more attention than usual to the Collect.

I didn’t get the opportunity to give him Marcus’s message; he sat on the other side of the breakfast table, which was full to capacity; several guests had arrived on Saturday while we were bathing. Marian sat on one side of him, his good side; I soon came to think of him as two-sided, like Janus. Together, they looked like Beauty and the Beast. How nice of her, I thought, to take such trouble with him! She opened her blue eyes for him as she rarely did for anyone except, at times, for me.

The men walked about to eat their porridge. This, Marcus told me, was *de rigueur*; only cads ate their porridge sitting down. I roamed about with mine, fearful of spilling it. The ladies, however, remained seated. Mrs. Maudsley seemed preoccupied. Her inscrutable, beeline glance rested several times on Trimingham—it didn’t have to travel, it was *there*. But it never turned my way, and when at last I did get her attention, the meal was over, we were leaving the table, and she said: “Oh, isn’t Marcus here?” She hadn’t even noticed that he wasn’t, though he was such a favourite with her. But she went straight up to his room, where, after making sure the coast was clear, I followed her. To my astonishment, I found an envelope with “No Admittance” on it fixed with two drawing-pins to our door. This was a challenge I at once took up; besides, it was my room as well as Marcus’s, and no one had the right to keep me out. I opened the door and put my head in.

“What’s up? “I said.

“It was decent of you to trickle along,” said Marcus languidly from the bed, “but don’t come in. I have a headache and some spots and Mama thinks it may be measles. She didn’t say so, but I know.”


“Well, cases do develop when it’s over. But the doctor’s coming, and he’ll know. What fun for you if you get it! Perhaps we shall all get it, like at school. Then we shan’t be able to have the cricket match or the ball or anything. Lord, I shall laugh!”

“Is there to be a cricket match? “

“Yes, we have it every year. It helps to keep them quiet.”

“And a ball?” I asked, apprehensively. I didn’t feel equal to a ball.

“Yes, that’s for Marian, and Trimingham, and all the neighbours. It’s to be on Saturday the 28th. Mama’s sent out the invitations. Cripes! The place will be a hospital by then!”

We both laughed like hyenas at the prospect, and Marcus said: “You’d better not stay here breathing in my ruddy germs.”

“Oh God, perhaps you’re right. That reminds me, I want my prayer-book.”

“What, are you going to the jolly old kirk?”

“Well, I thought I might.”

“Pretty decent of you, but you needn’t, you know.”

“No, but I don’t want to let the side down. We do it at home sometimes,” I told him, tolerantly.

“Shall I slink across the room and get my prayer-buggins?”

Last term it had been the fashion to call a book a “buggins.”

“Yes, but hold your breath.”

I filled my lungs, dashed to the chest of drawers, snatched the prayer-book, and, scarlet in the face, regained the door.

“Good egg, I didn’t think you could,” said Marcus, while I gasped. “And have you got any old
Again the under-water dash to the chest of drawers, but this time I had to come up for air. As I gulped it down I had a distinct feeling of several germs, the size of gnats, going down my windpipe. To distract myself I opened my purse and sniffed it. The new leather had a pungent, aromatic smell almost as reviving as a smelling-bottle; and the central partition, which opened with a thief-proof catch, sheltered a half-sovereign. Other partitions had other coins, arranged in order of value; the outermost held pennies.

"Mama would give you something if you asked her," Marcus said. "She probably will anyhow. She’s decent about that."

An access of masculine secrecy about money suddenly stopped my tongue. "I’ll think it over," I said, pinching the purse, which crackled deliciously.

"Well, don’t break the bank. So long, old chap. Don’t pray too hard."

"Ta-ta, you old shammer," I replied.

At home we had one way of talking and at school another; they were as distinct as two different languages. But when we were alone together, and especially when any excitement—like Marcus’s suspected measles—was afoot, we often lapsed into schoolboy talk even away from school. Only when Marcus was instructing me in les convenances, as he called them, for he liked to air his French, did he stick closely to an unadorned vocabulary. They were a serious matter.

Somewhere on the sunny side of the house, the private side, at the foot of the staircase, I expect, the party for church was assembling. A new atmosphere prevailed: voices and movements were restrained, everyone was wearing a decorous air. I admired the richness of the women’s prayer-books; the men seemed to have concealed theirs, if they had them. I was wearing my Eton suit, Marcus said that would be right; and I could change into my green suit after luncheon. Composing my features into pious lines I strayed about among the gathering guests, but no one paid me much attention until Mrs. Maudsley drew me aside and said: "Would you like to give that to the collection?" and she slipped a shilling into my hand. I suddenly felt enormously enriched and the thought flashed through me: "Should I substitute a smaller coin? That would be something to tell Marcus; but no," I thought, "I won’t." We were still hanging about; a feeling of tension communicated itself to me: churches don’t wait. Mr. Maudsley took out his watch. "Do we wait for Trimingham?" he said.

"Well, perhaps another minute or two," his wife replied.

My mother was wrong: we didn’t drive; the church was only half a mile away. You could see it most of the time, you couldn’t miss it; besides, it overlooked the cricket field. We straggled along, in twos and threes, not in a crocodile, as we did at school. At school we arranged beforehand whom we should walk with. Feeling strange without Marcus, I attached myself experimentally to one or two couples, and when they seemed to be occupied with each other I walked alone. Presently Marian, who was also alone, came up to me and I told her about Marcus. "I expect he’ll be all right," she said. "It’s probably just a touch of the sun." The sun was blazing down, and the dust blowing up at us.

"Is your hair dry now?" I asked solicitously.

She laughed and said: "Thanks to your bathing-suit!"

I felt proud of having been of use to her, but I couldn’t think of anything to say to her except "Does it only come down by accident?"

She laughed again and said: "Haven’t you any sisters?" which surprised and even wounded me; I had told her all about my family circumstances, for me an oyster-like disclosure, the day we went to Norwich. I reminded her of this.

"Of course you did," she said. "And I remember it all perfectly. But I have so many things to think about, it slipped out of my mind. I am so sorry."

I had never heard her apologize to anyone before, and it gave me a strange feeling of sweetness and
power; but I didn’t know what to say next and fell to looking at her, at her straw hat with a bow on it like the sails of a windmill, at the patterns her flowery light-blue skirt made as it trailed the dust. Suddenly out of the corner of my eye I saw that Trimingham was following us; he wasn’t dawdling as we were and would soon catch up with us. I didn’t want this to happen and calculated how long it would take him to overtake us, but in the end I felt compelled to say: “Trimingham’s coming after us,” as if he were a disease, or a misfortune, or the police.

“Oh, is he?” she said, and turned her head, but she didn’t call to him or make a sign, and his pace slackened off, and when he did come abreast of us, he passed us, to my great relief, with a smile, and joined the people who were walking in front.
I FORGET how we got into the church or who told me where to sit. That was a thing that had been bothering me, for I knew it was important to sit in the right place. But I remember we sat in a transept, at right angles to the rest of the congregation, and raised a step or two above them. A verger offered me a prayer-book and a hymn-book, and I was pleased to be able to show him that I was already provided.

I was relieved at being in church at last; it was like having caught a train. The first thing I did was to examine the Psalms for the Day and add up the number of verses, for I knew that if there were over fifty I might feel faint and have to sit down, a thing I dreaded, for it made people turn and look at me; and once or twice I had been taken out and made to rest in the church porch till I felt better. I enjoyed the importance that this gave me, but I dreaded the preliminaries—the cold sweat, the wobbling knees, and the wondering how long I could hold out. Perhaps they were a sign that religion didn’t agree with me. In those days congregations were hardier than they are now, and the Psalms went their appointed length.

But there were only forty-four verses all told, so my mind was set at rest, and I looked about for something to occupy it with. The transept wall was covered with mural tablets, and on every one the same name occurred. “To the memory of Hugh Winlove, Sixth Viscount Trimingham,” I read. “Born 1783, Died 1856.” I studied them carefully. All the viscounts seemed to be called Hugh. Seven viscounts were accounted for, but there should have been eight—no, nine. The fifth was missing; there was no record of him. And the ninth was missing, too. “To the memory of Hugh, Eighth Viscount Trimingham, born 1843, died 1894.” It offended my sense of completeness. What was still more annoying, two of the viscounts had perversely been called Edward. What had happened to the fifth Viscount, that there was no memorial to him? He lived so long ago that he might have got into one of those fortunate periods when history seemed to get along without dates. But the eighth Viscount had died in 1894, so there must be a ninth. Why was he not there?

Suddenly it dawned on me that he might be still alive.

This discovery, or hypothesis, for I could not quite convince myself of its truth, caused a revolution in my attitude towards the assembled viscounts. At first I had thought of them as so much church furniture, utterly dead and gone, more dead, more gone, than if they had been given proper graves instead of mere wall space. They were something out of a history book; the deeds recorded of them were just like those recorded in a history book: the battles they had fought in, the honours they had won, the positions in the Government they had held—what could be deader than all that? Their exploits were things to be learned, to be forgotten, to be examined about, perhaps to be punished for forgetting. “Write out the sixth Viscount Trimingham ten times.”

But if there really was a ninth Viscount, not buried in a wall but walking about, then the whole family came to life; it did not belong to history but to today; and the church was the citadel of its glory; the church and Brandham Hall.

I brooded over this, and it seemed to me that the Maudsleys were the inheritors of the Trimingham renown. It was, I felt, local, and they enjoyed it by right of rent. And if they, so did their guests, including myself.

A glory brighter than the sunshine filled the transept. It filled my mind too, and, reaching upwards and outwards, began to identify itself with the Zodiac, my favourite religion.

Think about being good, my mother had told me, and I had no difficulty in doing this, for I had a sense of worship. At school I took singing lessons, and among the pieces I learned was one—”My song shall be alway thy mercy praising”—from which I got great pleasure: I felt I could really
contemplate the mercy of God, and hymn its praises if I didn’t have to stand forever; but I thought of it simply as an attribute of God; I didn’t connect it with the sins of men. And in the same way I did not associate goodness much with moral behaviour; it was not a standard to live up to, it was an abstraction to think about; it was included in the perfection of the heavenly bodies, though it was not their goodness that specially attracted me, it was their immunity from the disabilities I suffered from. I never thought of comparing my lot with theirs, except as a contrast.

Rapt in contemplation of the absolute, I missed some of the service and my nervous apprehension about the Psalms returned, but it was shortlived. At verse forty I examined my symptoms and found them normal: I knew by experience that in the space of four verses nothing untoward could develop.

But now came an ominous sound; the clergyman’s voice changed gear and took on a deeper note: “O God, the Father of Heaven.” My spirits sank. We were in for the Litany. I at once took out my watch, for having a bet with myself as to how long it would last was the best way I knew of getting through the ordeal.

Usually I closed my mind completely to what was being intoned, only waiting for the drone to change its rhythm —the sign that the end was getting nearer. But this time some of the words came through, and “miserable sinners,” instead of being a sound, reached me as a meaning with a challenge. I rebelled strongly against it. Why should we call ourselves sinners? Life was life, and people acted in a certain way, which sometimes caused one pain. I thought of Jenkins and Strode. Were they sinners? Even at the height of the persecution, I had never thought of them as such: they were boys like myself, and they had got me into a situation which I had to use my wits to get out of; and I had got out of it, I had turned the tables on them. If I had thought of them as sinners, requiring mercy from God, not resistance from me, the story of my deliverance would have lost its zest. I should deserve no credit for my victory: the solution to the problem would have been in God’s hands, not mine, and I might even have to confess myself a sinner, for drawing down the curses.

“No,” I thought, growing more rebellious, “life has its own laws, and it is for me to defend myself against whatever comes along, without going snivelling to God about sin, my own or other people’s.” How would it profit a man, if he got into a tight place, to call the people who put him there miserable sinners? Or himself a miserable sinner? I disliked the levelling aspect of this sinnerdom; it was like a cricket match played in a drizzle, where everyone had an excuse—and what a dull excuse!—for playing badly. Life was meant to test a man, bring out his courage, initiative, resource; and I longed, I thought, to be tested: I did not want to fall on my knees and call myself a miserable sinner.

But the idea of goodness did attract me, for I did not regard it as the opposite of sin. I saw it as something bright and positive and sustaining, like the sunshine, something to be adored, but from afar. The idea of the assembled viscounts contained it for me, and the Maudsleys, as their viceroys, enjoyed it too, not so incontestably, but enough to separate them from other human beings. They were a race apart, super-adults, not bound by the same laws of life as little boys.

I had just reached this conclusion when the last hymn was announced. What a long service, almost a record! It was twelve fifty-two. The sidesmen were doing their rounds; and the expression of the one who mounted the transept steps and came towards us justified me in thinking that we were something special, so respectful was it.

Walking back from church, I again found myself the odd man out, and this time Marian didn’t join me; she went at once to the head of the little procession, as if she had made up her mind beforehand. I lagged behind, trying to conceal the fact of my isolation by staring around me like a tourist. But again I was not the last: Trimingham had stayed at the church door chatting to the verger, who looked nothing if not obsequious. I was puzzled by all this deference shown to Trimingham and was still resenting it when he caught up with me and said, very pleasantly, I had to admit:

“I don’t think we’ve been introduced. My name is Trimingham.”
Being without experience of social usage, I didn’t know that I ought to tell him my name in return; I
didn’t give him credit for modesty and thought it rather silly of him to imagine I didn’t know his
name, when it had been on everybody’s lips.

“How do you do, Trimingham?” I replied repressively, as who should say: “Trimingham you are,
and don’t forget it.”

“You can call me Hugh, if you like,” he volunteered, “I don’t charge extra.”

“But your name is Trimingham, isn’t it?” I couldn’t help asking. “You told me it was yourself.” To
be on the safe side, and also with a certain guile, I added hastily: “Mr. Trimingham, I mean.”

“You were right the first time,” said he.

Overcome by curiosity, I stared at his odd face, at the scar, the down-weeping, blank eye, the
upturned mouth, as if they could tell me something. Then I suspected him of teasing me and said:

“But aren’t all grown-up men called Mister?”

“Not all,” he said. “Doctors aren’t, for instance, or professors.”

I saw the flaw in this.

“But they’re called Doctor or Professor,” I said. “It’s a—a title they have.”

“Well,” he said, “I have a title, too.”

Then it dawned on me, and it was like the dawn of the unimaginable. Slowly, painfully I said:

“Are you Viscount Trimingham?”

He nodded.

“Are you the ninth Viscount Trimingham?”

“I am,” he said.

When I had got over the shock of this disclosure, which quite took away my powers of speech, my
first impulse was to feel aggrieved. Why hadn’t they told me? I might have made an even worse fool
of myself. Then, with still greater force, it struck me that I ought to have known. It had been obvious
from the start, too obvious. But I was like that. Two and two never made four for me, if I could make
them five.

“Oughtn’t I to call you ‘my lord’?” I asked at length.

“Oh no,” he said, “not in ordinary conversation. Perhaps if you were writing me a begging letter....
But Trimingham is quite in order, if you prefer it to Hugh.”

I was amazed at his condescension. The equivocal unmistered Trimingham I had pictured to
myself vanished utterly, to be replaced by the ninth Viscount, whom I somehow felt to be nine times
as glorious as the first. I had never met a lord before, nor had I ever expected to meet one. It didn’t
matter what he looked like: he was a lord first, and a human being, with a face and limbs and body,
long, long after.

“But you haven’t told me your name,” he said.

“It’s Colston,” I brought out with difficulty.

“Mr. Colston?”

I blushed at the hit, though it was a very gentle one.

“Well, Leo is my Christian name.”

“Then I shall call you Leo if I may.”

I mumbled something. I’m afraid he must have noticed the alteration in my manner: the sidesman
and the verger had shown much more pride of bearing than I did.

“Does Marian call you Leo?” he asked suddenly. “I noticed you were talking to her this morning.”

“Oh yes, she does,” I said enthusiastically. “And I call her Marian, she asked me to. Don’t you think
she is a ripping girl?”

“Why yes, I do,” he said.
"I call her spifflicating... A 1 ... I don’t know what to call her." I wound up lamely: “I’d do anything for her.”

“What would you do?”
I scented a trap in this; I felt I had been caught boasting. There was so little I could do for her that would sound important. Thinking of what it was within the compass of small boys to do, I said:
“If a big dog attacked her, I could go for it, or of course I could run errands for her—you know, carry things and take messages.”

“That would be most useful,” said Lord Trimingham, “and kind as well. Would you like to take her a message now?”

“Crikey, yes. What shall I say?”

“Tell her I’ve got her prayer-book. She left it behind in church.”

Always glad to run, I trotted off. Marian was walking with a man, one of last night’s new-comers. I circled round them.

“Please, Marian,” I said, trying not to seem to interrupt, “Hugh asked me to tell you—”
She looked down at me, puzzled.

“Who asked you to tell me?”

“But,” she said quite kindly but with a touch of impatience, “how can I tell who asked you to tell me?”

The words “Hugh,” “you,” and “who” danced before my mind and I was terribly embarrassed. “Not who,” I stammered, “Hugh.”

She still looked blank, and I said:
“Hugh, you know, Hugh the Viscount.”

They both laughed.

I was terribly ashamed. I thought she would think I was making free with his Christian name. “Did I say it wrong?” I asked. “He asked me to call him Hugh,” I added. I had only seen the word written and had forgotten how he pronounced it.

“Yes, but not who,” she said. “Hugh, like—well, stew, or phew, or whew. What words! Still, I ought to have known, I wasn’t thinking.... What did Hugh say?”

“He said he’d got your prayer-book. You left it behind in church.”

“How careless of me! I seem to forget everything. Please thank him.”

I trotted back to Lord Trimingham and gave him Marian’s message.

“Is that all she said?” he asked. He seemed disappointed. Perhaps he expected, as I had, that she would come and claim the prayer-book at once.

Outside the front door a high dogcart was drawn up. Its wheels were painted black and yellow; they had very thin spokes and were shod with indiarubber. A groom was standing by the horse’s head.

“Do you know whose turn-out that is?” asked Lord Trimingham. He seemed to have recovered from his disappointment over the prayer-book.

I said I didn’t.

“It’s Franklin, Dr. Franklin. You mustn’t call him Mister. He’s not a surgeon.”

I didn’t quite see the point of this, but I laughed dutifully. I had taken a great liking to Lord Trimingham though I couldn’t have told whether I liked the Viscount or the man.

“Doctors always come at lunch-time, it’s one of their rules,” he said.

I was emboldened to ask: “But how did you know it was Dr. Franklin?”

Lord Trimingham gave a little shrug. “Oh, I know everyone round here,” he said. “Of course it all belongs to you really, doesn’t it?” I asked. Then I brought out a phrase I had been pondering over. “You are a guest in your own house!”
He smiled. “And very pleased to be,” he said, a little crisply.

After luncheon, just as I was about to scamper off, Mrs. Maudsley called me to her. It was always difficult for me to approach her, along the beam of that black ray that started from her eye, and I must have given the impression that I went unwillingly.

“Marcus isn’t very well,” she told me, “and the doctor says we must keep him in bed a day or two. He doesn’t think it’s anything infectious, but to be on the safe side we’re going to change your room. They’re moving your things now, I think. It’s across the passage from your old one—a room with a green baize door. Would you like me to show it to you?”

“Oh no, thank you,” I said, alarmed at the idea. “I know the green baize door.”

“And don’t go in to Marcus,” she called after me as I scurried off.

But presently my steps came slower. Should I have the room to myself, or should I be sharing it? When I opened the door, should I find someone in the room, occupying it and resenting an intruder? Perhaps one of the grown-up guests, who would take up more than his share of the bed, who would have strange ways of dressing and undressing, and might not want me to look at him?

I paused at the door and knocked on the soft baize, a muffled knock. There was no answer, so I went in. I saw at a glance my fears were groundless.

It was a very small room, almost a cell; and the bed so narrow it could only be meant for one person. My things were all there, my hairbrushes, my red collar-box; but all in different places and looking different—and I felt different, too. I tiptoed about, as though exploring a new personality. Whether I was more or less than I had been, I couldn’t decide, but I felt I was cast for a new role.

Then I remembered what Marcus had told me, about changing, and joyfully and furtively—all my movements in the new room were furtive—I began to take off my Eton suit. Then, a Robin Hood in Lincoln green, with a tingling sense of imminent adventure, I started off. I took all the precautions a bandit should take not to be observed, and I am certain no one saw me leave the house.
THE THERMOMETER stood at eighty-four: that was satisfactory, but I was confident it could do better.

Not a drop of rain had fallen since I came to Brandham Hall. I was in love with the heat, I felt for it what the convert feels for his new religion. I was in league with it, and half believed that for my sake it might perform a miracle.

Only a year ago I had devoutly echoed my mother’s plaintive cry: “I don’t think this heat can last much longer, do you?” Now the sick self that had set so much store by the temperate was inconceivable to me.

And without my being aware of it, the climate of my emotions had undergone a change. I was no longer satisfied with the small change of experience, which had hitherto contented me. I wanted to deal in larger sums. I wanted to enjoy continuously the afflatus of spirit that I had when I was talking to Lord Trimingham and he admitted to being a Viscount. To be in tune with all that Brandham Hall meant, I must increase my stature, I must act on a grander scale.

Perhaps all these desires had been dormant in me for years, and the Zodiac had been their latest manifestation. But the difference was this: in those days I had known where I stood; I had never confused the reality of my private-school life with the dreams with which I beguiled my imagination. That they were unattainable was almost their point. I was a schoolboy, assiduously but unambitiously subscribing to the realities of a schoolboy’s life. The schoolboy’s standards were my standards: in my daily life I did not look beyond them. Then came the diary and the persecution; and the success of my appeal for supernatural aid slightly shook my very earthbound sense of reality. Like other dabblers in the black arts, I was willing to believe I had been taken in. But I was not sure; and now, superimposed on the grandeur of the Maudsleys, was the glory of the Triminghams militant here on earth; and the two together had upset the balance of my realistic-idealistic system. Without knowing it, I was crossing the rainbow bridge from reality to dream.

I now felt that I belonged to the Zodiac, not to Southdown Hill School; and that my emotions and my behaviour must illustrate this change. My dream had become my reality; my old life was a discarded husk.

And the heat was a medium that made this change of outlook possible. As a liberating power with its own laws it was outside my experience. In the heat the commonest objects changed their nature. Walls, trees, the very ground one trod on, instead of being cool, were warm to the touch; and the sense of touch is the most transfiguring of all the senses. Many things to eat and drink, which one had enjoyed because they were hot, one now shunned for the same reason. Unless restrained by ice, the butter melted. Besides altering or intensifying all smells, the heat had a smell of its own—a garden smell, I called it to myself, compounded of the scents of many flowers, and odours loosed from the earth, but with something peculiar to itself which defied analysis. Sounds were fewer and seemed to come from far away, as if Nature grudged the effort. In the heat the senses, the mind, the heart, the body, all told a different tale. One felt another person, one was another person.

Instinctively I looked round for Marcus, but Marcus wasn’t there. I should have to spend the afternoon by myself; the others, the companions of the Zodiac, were all engaged on their own high concerns. I would not seek them out. I had lost my fear of them; they would be kind to me if I approached them; but I should be in their way. Also I wanted, I urgently wanted, to be by myself.

How best to explore the heat, that was the question; how best to feel its power and be at one with it. Marcus and I, in our afternoon playtime, had generally hung about the house, whose less exposed ramifications had a fascination for us. I would go farther afield. The only road I knew that was not a
carriage road was the path to the bathing-place, and that I took.

Even since yesterday the water-meadow seemed to have dried up. The rusty pools beside the causeway had receded; the willows shimmered in a greyish haze. I wondered if I should find the farmer bathing, but I didn’t; the place was deserted, and without the shouts and the laughter and the splashing, it frightened me as it had the first time—with some suggestion of drowning, I suppose. I mounted the black scaffold, which was almost too hot to touch, and looked down into the mirror that had been shattered by the farmer’s dive. How flawless it was now!—a darker picture of the sky.

I crossed the sluice and followed a path between rushes as tall as I was. Soon came a second, smaller sluice, but with two drop-doors instead of one. I crossed that too, and found myself in a wheat-field. It had been lately reaped; some of the swaths were lying on the ground, others had been gathered into stooks. These had a slightly different outline from our Wiltshire ones and confirmed me in my sense of being abroad.

Here for the first time I regretted my low shoes, for the stubble came over them and pricked my ankles. Still, it was not unpleasant to feel the hard, sharp thrust against my skin. I saw a gate at the far corner and, treading carefully, made my way towards it.

It opened on a deep-rutted farm road. In some places the ruts were so deep and narrow, and baked so hard, that when I put my foot into them (from a feeling that I ought to), I could hardly get it out. Supposing I was left there, held by the foot, flinging myself this way and that, like a stoat in a trap, until help came!

Beyond the fields the road seemed to vanish into the hill-side; there was no sign of it on the grey-green rise ahead. But when I got there, I found it turned to the left, and switch-backed its way between spare hedgerows to a farmyard and a cottage. There it ended.

To a boy of my generation a farmyard was a challenge. It was an accepted symbol of romance, like a Red Indian’s wigwam. All sorts of adventures might await one: a fierce sheep-dog, which ought to be braved; a straw-stack, which one must slide down or admit oneself a funk.

There was no one about.

I opened the gate and went in. There, facing me, was a straw-stack with a convenient ladder running up it. Soft-footed, bending down and peering round, I made a reconnaissance. The stack was an old one, half of it had been cut away; but plenty was left to slide down. I didn’t really want to, but there was no excuse whatever not to, if I was to retain my self-respect. I could not help acting as if the eyes of the whole school were on me. Suddenly a slight panic seized me; I longed to get the sliding over; and I omitted a necessary and practical precaution always taken, and without loss of face, by experienced straw-stack sliders: to make a bed of straw to break my fall. I could have done it—there was plenty lying about—but I yielded to my sense of urgency.

The wild rush through the air, so near to flying, enraptured me: it was deliciously cool, for one thing, and devotee of heat though I now was, I saw nothing illogical in also relishing every experience that relieved me of it. I had already made up my mind to repeat the performance several times when crash! my knee hit something hard. It was a chopping-block, I afterwards discovered, submerged by the straw below the stack; but at the moment I could do nothing but moan and watch the blood flow from a long gash under my knee-cap. The fate of Jenkins and Strode flashed through my mind and I wondered if I had broken my bones or given myself concussion.

What should I have done next I don’t know, but the decision was taken out of my hands. Striding across the farmyard came the farmer, a pail of water in each hand. I remembered him—it was Ted Burgess of the swimming-pool, but he clearly didn’t remember me.

“What the devil—!” he began, and his red-brown eyes sparkled with angry lights. “What the hell do you think you’re doing here? I’ve a good mind to give you the biggest thrashing you’ve ever had in your life.”
Oddly enough this didn’t put me against him: I thought it was exactly what an angry farmer ought to say; in a way I should have been disappointed if he had spoken less harshly. But I was terribly frightened, for with his sleeves rolled up on the arms I remembered so well he looked quite capable of carrying out his threat.

“But I know you!” I gasped, as if that was sure to turn away his wrath. “We—we’ve met!”

“Met?” said he disbelievingly. “Where?”

“At the bathing-place,” I said. “You were bathing by yourself... and I came with the others.”

“Ah!” he said, and his voice and manner changed completely. “Then you are from the Hall.”

I nodded with such dignity as I could muster in my semi-recumbent position, hunched up, the straws sticking into the back of my neck, feeling, and no doubt looking, very small. Now that a greater physical danger was removed, I was becoming acutely conscious of the pain in my knee. Experimentally I touched the place and winced.

“I suppose we’d better do that up for you,” he said. “Come along. Can you walk?”

He gave me his hand and pulled me up. The knee was stiff and painful, and I could only hobble.

“Lucky it was Sunday,” he said, “or I shouldn’t have been here. I was taking the horses a drink when I heard you holler.”

“Did I holler!” I asked, crestfallen.

“You did,” he said, “but some lads would have cried.”

I appreciated the compliment and felt I must make him some return.

“I saw you dive,” I said. “You did it jolly well.”

He seemed pleased and then said: “You mustn’t mind if I spoke to you a bit hasty. That’s the way I am, and these old boys round here, they drive me half demented.”

I did not despise him for changing his tune when he knew where I came from: it seemed to me right, natural, and proper that he should, just as it had seemed right and proper to me to change my tune with Trimingham when I realized that he was a Viscount. I carried my hierarchical principles into my notions of morality, such as they were, and was conscientiously a respecter of persons.

We entered the house, which struck me as a mean abode, through a door that led straight into the kitchen. “This is where I mostly live,” he told me, defensively; “I’m not what you call a gentleman farmer, I’m a working one. Sit down, will you, and I’ll get something to put on that knee.”

It was not until I sat down that I realized how much the knock on my knee had shaken me up.

He came back with a tall bottle labelled “carbolic” and several pieces of rag. Then from the sink he brought a white enamelled bowl and washed the gash, which had ceased to bleed.

“You were lucky,” he said, “that it missed your knickers and your stockings. You might have spoilt that nice green suit.”

Relief surged up in me; I did feel lucky. “Miss Marian gave it to me,” I said. “Miss Marian Maudsley, at the Hall.”

“Oh, did she?” he said, swabbing the knee. “I don’t have much to do with those grand folks. Now this’ll sting a bit.” He soaked a rag in carbolic and dabbed it on the place. My eyes watered but I managed not to flinch. “You’re a Spartan,” he said, and I felt exquisitely rewarded. “Now we’ll tie it up with this.” This was an old handkerchief.

“But won’t you want it?” I asked.

“Oh, I’ve got plenty more.” He seemed a little put out by the question. He pulled the bandage rather hard. “Too tight?” he asked.

I liked his half-unwilling gentleness.

“Now try walking with it,” he said.

I stumped about on the stone flags of the kitchen floor: the bandage held; I was beginning to feel better. To know that something that had begun badly was ending well acted like a tonic. What a story I
should make of this! Then suddenly I realized that I owed him something; used as I was to having things done for me, as all children are, I was old enough to recognize a debt. But I dared not offer him money, even if I had had any. What could I do? Could I give him a present? Presents were very much in my mind. I looked round the kitchen, which had no ornaments except a large stockbreeder’s calendar and was so different from my recent surroundings, and said, rather grandly:

“Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Burgess” (I was glad to have got in the “mister”). “Is there anything I can do for you?”

I fully expected him to say no, but instead he looked at me rather hard and said:

“Well, perhaps there is.”

My curiosity was at once aroused.

“Could you take a message for me?”

“Of course,” I said, disappointed at being given such a trifling commission. I remembered Lord Trimingham’s message and how flat it had fallen. “What is it, and who shall I give it to?”

He didn’t answer at once, but took up the bowl of discoloured water and swilled it round in the sink. He came back and stood over me.

“Are you in a desperate hurry?” he said. “Could you wait a minute or two?” He always seemed to speak with his whole body and it gave a curious intensity to his words.

I looked at my watch and calculated. “We don’t have tea till five o’clock,” I said. “That’s rather late, isn’t it? At home we have it earlier. I could wait—well, ten or fifteen minutes.”

He smiled and said: “You mustn’t miss your tea.” He seemed to be debating with himself: his manner altered and he said: “Would you like to look at the horses?”

“Oh yes.” I tried to sound enthusiastic.

We had reached a long brick-built shed, in which were four doors, each flanked by a window, and from each window a horse’s head looked out. “This white one’s Briton,” he said. “He’s the best puller I have, but he won’t work with another horse, has to do it all himself. Funny, isn’t it? This is the bay mare, her name’s Smiler, she’s a good, willing worker, but as soon as harvest’s over she’ll be in foal; and this grey one’s Boxer, but he’s getting a bit long in the tooth. And this is the one I drive and use for hunting, sometimes. He has a nice head, hasn’t he?” He stooped and kissed the velvet nose, and the horse showed its appreciation by dilating its nostrils and breathing hard through them.

“And what’s he called?” I asked.

“Wild Oats,” he answered with a grin, and I grinned back, without knowing why.

All the heat of the afternoon seemed to be concentrated where we stood, intensifying the smell of horses, the smell of manure, and all the farmyard smells. It made me uncomfortable, almost giddy, and yet it stimulated me; and I was half sorry and half glad when, the inspection over, we turned to go back to the house.

As we were entering the kitchen the farmer said abruptly: “How old are you?”

“I shall be thirteen on the 27th of this month,” I said impressively, hoping he would say: “Why, fancy that!” for most grown-ups could be relied on to show an interest in one’s birthday. Instead he said: “I should have given you a bit more. You’re a big boy for your age.”

I was flattered at this tribute, especially coming from a man of his size.

“I wonder if I could trust you,” was the next thing he said.

I was very much taken aback, and half offended; but only half, because I thought it must be the prelude to a confidence.

However, I said rather indignantly: “Of course you can. My report said I was trustworthy; ‘a trustworthy boy,’ the headmaster said.”

“Yes, but can I?” he said, eyeing me. “Can I trust you to keep your mouth shut?”

What an idiotic question, I thought, to ask a schoolboy. We were all sworn to secrecy. I looked at
him almost pityingly. "Do you want me to cross my heart?" I said.

"You can do what you like with yourself," he answered. "But if you let on—" He stopped, and the physical threat that his presence always implied seemed to vibrate through the room.

"Is it anything to do with this afternoon?" I asked. "You can bet I shan’t want to tell them, but they’ll see my knee."

He ignored that. "There’s a boy, isn’t there," he said, "a lad of your age?"

"Yes, my friend Marcus," I said, "but he’s in bed."

"Oh, he’s in bed," repeated the farmer thoughtfully. "So you are on your own, like."

I explained that we usually played together in the afternoon, but that this afternoon I had taken a walk instead.

He listened with half an ear, and then he said: "It’s a big house, isn’t it, a great big house, lots of rooms in it?"

"Counting the bedrooms," I said, "I don’t know how many."

"And always people about, I suppose, chatting to each other and so on? You’re never alone with anybody?"

I couldn’t imagine what this catechism was leading to.

"Well, they don’t talk to me very much," I said. "You see, they’re all grown up, and they have grown-up games like whist and lawn tennis, and talking, you know, just for the sake of talking" (this seemed a strange pursuit to me). "But sometimes I talk to them a little, like I did to Viscount Trimingham this morning after church, and once I spent a whole day with Marian—she’s Marcus’s sister, you know, a topping girl—only that was in Norwich."

"Oh, you spent a day with her?" the farmer said. "That means you’re pretty pally with her, I expect?"

I considered. I did not want to claim for myself, in respect of Marian, more than was my due. "She talked to me again this morning," I told him, "on the way to church, although she could have talked to Viscount Trimingham if she’d wanted to." I tried to think of other occasions when she had talked to me. "She talks to me quite often when grown-ups are about— she’s the only one that does. Of course I don’t expect them to. Her brother Denys said I was her sweetheart. He said so several times."

"Oh, did he?" said the farmer. "Does that mean that you are alone with her sometimes? I mean, just the two of you in a room, with no one else?"

He spoke with great intensity, as if he was envisaging the scene.

"Well, sometimes," I said. "Sometimes we sit together on a sofa."

"You sit together on the sofa?" he repeated.

I had to enlighten him. At home there were two sofas; here there appeared to be none; at Brandham Hall—

"You see," I said, "there are so many sofas."

He took the point. "But when you are together, chatting—?"

I nodded. We were together, chatting.

"You are near enough to her—?"

"Near enough?" I repeated. "Well of course, her dress—"

"Yes, yes," said he, taking that point too. "These dresses spread out quite a long way. But near enough to—to give her something?"

"Give her something?" I said. "Oh yes, I could give her something." It sounded like a disease; my mind was still slightly preoccupied by measles.

He said impatiently: "Give her a letter. I mean without anybody seeing."

I almost laughed—it seemed such a small thing for him to have got so worked up about. "Oh yes," I said. "Quite near enough for that."
“Then I’ll write it,” he said, “if you can wait.”

As he was moving away, a thought struck me. “But how can you write to her when you don’t know her?” I asked.

“Who said I didn’t know her?” he countered almost truculently.

“Well, you did. You said you didn’t know them at the Hall. And she told me she didn’t know you, because I asked her.”

He thought for a moment, with the strained look in his eyes that he had when he was swimming.

“Did she say she didn’t know me?” he asked.

“Well, she said she might have met you, but she didn’t remember.”

He drew a long breath.

“She does know me, in a way,” he said. “I’m a kind of friend of hers, but not the sort she goes about with. That’s what she meant, I expect.” He paused. “We do some business together.”

“Is it a secret?” I asked eagerly.

“It’s more than that,” he said.

All at once I felt rather faint, as if the Psalms had exceeded fifty verses. To my surprise (for grown-ups could be very dense about this), he noticed it, and said: “You look all in. Sit down and put your feet up. Here’s a stool. I haven’t any sofas, I’m afraid.” He established me in the one easy chair. “I won’t be long,” he said.

But he was. He got out a bottle of Stephen’s blue-black ink (I was rather shocked that it was not a proper inkstand), and a sheet of blue-lined writing paper, and wrote laboriously. His fingers seemed too large to hold the pen.

“Should I just give her a message?” I said.

He looked up with narrowed eyes.

“You wouldn’t understand it,” he said.

At last the letter was done. He put it in an envelope, licked the flap, and laid his fist on it like a hammer. I stretched out my hand, but he didn’t give it to me.

“If you can’t get her alone,” he said, “don’t give it to her.”

“What shall I do with it?”

“Put it in the place where you pull the chain.”

One part of me wished he hadn’t said this, for I was beginning to see my mission in romantic colours; but the other appreciated the practical side of the precaution. I was a born intriguer.

“You can be sure I will,” I said.

“Now,” I thought, “he will really let me have the letter,” but still he kept it under his clenched fist, like a lion guarding something with its paw.

“Look here,” he said, “are you really on the square?”

“Of course I am,” I answered, hurt.

“Because,” he said slowly, “if anyone else gets hold of that letter, it will be a bad look-out for her and me and perhaps for you, too.”

He couldn’t have said anything more calculated to put me on my mettle.

“I shall defend it with my life,” I said.

At that he smiled, lifted his hand, and pushed the letter towards me.

“But you haven’t addressed it!” I exclaimed.

“No,” he said, and added with a rush of confidence that excited me: “and I haven’t signed it either.”

“Will she be glad to get it?” I asked.

“I think so,” he said briefly.

I wanted to have it all cut and dried.

“And will there be an answer?”
“That depends,” he said. “Don’t ask too many questions. You don’t want to know too much.”

With that I had to be content. Suddenly there was a lull in my mind, like the détente after a retreating thunderstorm, and I realized it must be late. Looking at my watch, “Golly!” I exclaimed, “I must be off.”

“How are you feeling?” he asked solicitously. “How’s the knee, eh?”

“A 1,” I said, bending it up and down. “The blood hasn’t come through the handkerchief, I added, half regretfully.

“It will do, when you walk.” He gave me his hard, searching stare. “You’re looking a bit peaked,” he said. “Sure you wouldn’t like me to drive you some of the way? The trap’s there and I can put the horse to in a jiffy.”

“Thank you,” I said, “I’ll walk.” I should have liked to drive, but suddenly felt the need of being alone. Being too young to know how to take my leave, I lingered awkwardly; besides, there was something I wanted to say.

“Here, you’ve forgotten the letter,” he said. “Where shall you put it?”

“In my knickers pocket,” I said, suiting the action to the word. “This suit has several pockets”—I indicated them—“but a man who knew a policeman once told me that your trousers pocket is safest.”

He looked at me approvingly and I noticed for the first time that he was sweating: his shirt was sticking in dark patches to his chest.

“You’re a good boy,” he said, shaking hands with me. “Hop off, and be kind to yourself.”

I laughed at this, it seemed so funny to be told to be kind to yourself, and then I remembered what I wanted to say. “May I come and slide down your straw-stack again?”

“I’ll have it combed and brushed for you,” he said. “And now you must scoot.”

He went with me to the stackyard gate, and when I turned round a little later he was still standing there. I waved and he waved back.

They were all at tea when I arrived. I felt I had been away for months, so different was the atmosphere and so estranging the experience I had been through. At the sight of my knee they poured out sympathy and I told them how kind Ted Burgess had been.

“Ah, that’s the fellow at Black Farm,” said Mr. Maudsley. “Good-looking chap, rides well, I’m told.”

“He’s a man I want to see,” Lord Trimingham said. “I expect he’ll be playing in the match on Saturday. I’ll have a word with him then.”

I wondered if Ted Burgess had been getting into trouble; and I looked at Marian, expecting her to make some comment, but she did not seem to have heard: her face had the hooded, hawklike look it sometimes wore. I could hear the letter crackling in my pocket and wondered if it showed. Suddenly she got up and said:

“I think I’d better dress that knee for you, Leo. It’s looking a bit messy.”

Glad to get away, I followed her. She went to the bathroom; it was the only one, I think, in the whole house. I had never seen it before; Marcus and I had a round bath in our room.

“Stay here,” she ordered, “and I’ll find you another bandage.”

It was a big room with, which seemed to me unnecessary, a washstand in it: for why should people want to have a bath and wash as well? The bath was encased in mahogany and had a mahogany lid. It looked like a tomb. When she came back she lifted the lid and made me sit on the edge of the bath while she took my shoe and stocking off, as if she didn’t know that I was old enough to do it for myself. “Now put your knee under the tap,” she said.

The water trickled down my leg deliciously cool.

“My goodness,” she said, “you did come a cropper,” but to my surprise she said nothing about Ted...
Burgess until almost the end, after she had put on the new bandage. The old one was lying on the edge of the bath, all creased and blood-stained, and she looked at it and said: “Is that his handkerchief?”

“Yes,” I said. “He said he wouldn’t want it back, so shall I throw it away? I know where the rubbish-heap is”—it wasn’t officiousness, I wanted to save her the trouble. And I welcomed the chance to revisit the rubbish-heap, that grateful touch of squalor in all the magnificence.

“Oh, perhaps I’ll wash it out,” she said, “it seems to be quite a good handkerchief.”

Then I remembered the letter, which I had kept forgetting, for while I was with her I only thought about her. “He asked me to give you this,” I said, pulling it out of my pocket. “I’m afraid it’s rather crumpled.”

She almost snatched it out of my hand and then looked round for somewhere to put it. “Oh, these dresses! Wait a moment.” She disappeared, taking the letter with her, and the handkerchief. A moment later she came back and said: “Now, what about that bandage?”

“But you’ve put it on,” I said, showing her my knee.

“Good gracious, so I have. Now I’ll put on your stocking.”

I protested; but no, she wanted to do it herself and I cannot say I minded. “Was there an answer to the letter?” I asked, disappointed that she had taken it all so lightly. But she only shook her head.

“You mustn’t tell anyone about this—letter,” she said, looking away from me; “no one at all, not even Marcus.”

I was rather bored by all these injunctions to secrecy. Grown-ups didn’t seem to realize that for me, as for most other schoolboys, it was easier to keep silent than to speak. I was a natural oyster. I assured Marian again that her secret was quite safe with me. I patiently explained that I couldn’t anyhow tell Marcus, because he was in bed and I wasn’t allowed to see him.

“Oh, of course he is,” she said, “I seem to forget everything. But you mustn’t breathe a word, I should be terribly angry with you if you did.” Then, seeing me looking very hurt and on the point of tears, she melted and said: “Oh no, I shouldn’t, but you see it would get us all into the most frightful trouble.”
ONE REMEMBERS things at different levels. I still have an impression, distinct but hard to analyse, of the change that came over the household with Lord Trimingham’s arrival. Before, it had had an air of self-sufficiency and, in spite of Mrs. Maudsley’s hand on the reins, a go-as-you-please gait: now everyone seemed to be strung up, on tiptoe to face some test, as we were in the last weeks at school, with the examinations coming on. What one said and did seemed to matter more, as if something hung on it, as if it was contributing to a coming event.

That this had nothing to do with me I realized: the quickly summoned smiles, the suppressed anxiety, were not for me; in the conversation, which was never allowed to die away, I took little part. Picnics or expeditions or visits were planned for almost every day: Mrs. Maudsley would announce them after breakfast; to the rest of us it sounded like a command, yet her eye would flash an interrogation at Lord Trimingham as if he was a signal that must be consulted before the train went on.

“Suits me down to the ground,” he would say, or “Just what I was hoping we should do.”

I can remember sitting by some stream and watching the hampers being unpacked, the rugs spread out, and the footman bending down to change our plates. The grown-ups drank amber wine out of tall tapering bottles; I was given fizzy lemonade from a bottle with a glass marble for a stopper. I enjoyed the meal; it was the conversation afterwards, while the things were being packed away, that was the strain. I got as near to Marian as I dared, but she did not look at me; she seemed to have eyes only for Lord Trimingham, who sat beside her. I could not hear what they were saying to each other, and I knew I shouldn’t have understood it if I had. I should have understood the words, of course, but not what made them say them.

Presently Lord Trimingham looked up and said: “Hullo, there’s Mercury!”

“Why do you call him Mercury?” asked Marian.

“Because he runs errands,” said Lord Trimingham. “You know who Mercury was, don’t you?” he asked me.

“Well, Mercury is the smallest of the planets,” I said, glad to know the answer but suspecting an allusion to my size.

“You’re quite right, but before that he was the messenger of the gods. He went to and fro between them.”

The messenger of the gods! I thought of that, and even when the attention of the gods had been withdrawn from me, it seemed to enhance my status. I pictured myself threading my way through the Zodiac, calling on one star after another: a delicious waking dream, which soon became a real one, for in the midst of chewing a long, succulent grass I dropped off to sleep. When I awoke I did not at once open my eyes; I had a feeling they would laugh at me for having slept and I wanted to put off the moment as long as possible; and I heard Marian say to her mother: “I think he must be bored to tears, Mama, trailing round with us; he’d be much happier pottering about on his own.”

“Oh, do you think so?” Mrs. Maudsley said. “He’s so devoted to you, Marian, he’s your little lamb.”

“He’s a darling,” Marian said, “but you know what it’s like when you’re a child: a little of grown-up people’s company goes a long way.”

“Well, I can ask him,” Mrs. Maudsley said. “Just now he makes us thirteen—I don’t know if that matters. It’s unfortunate about Marcus.”

“If Marcus has got measles,” said Marian carelessly, “I suppose we shall have to put the ball off?”

“I see no reason for that,” said Mrs. Maudsley with decision. “We should disappoint so many people. And you wouldn’t want to, Marian, would you?”
I didn’t hear what Marian’s reply was, but I was conscious of the clash of wills between them. After feigning sleep a little longer, I cautiously opened my eyes. Marian and her mother had moved away; most of the other guests were standing about, still talking; the two carriages were drawn up in the shade; the horses were tossing their heads and whisking their tails to keep the flies off. Upright on their boxes the coachmen towered above me, their cockaded silk hats almost touching the leafy branches and making deeper tones of dark against the shade. The play of shadows pleased me. As casually as I could I got up, hoping to escape notice; but Lord Trimingham saw me.

“Aha!” he said. “Mercury’s been off duty, taking a nap.”

I smiled back at him. I was aware of something stable in his nature. He gave me a feeling of security, as if nothing that I said or did would change his opinion of me. I never found his pleasantries irksome, partly, no doubt, because he was a Viscount, but partly, too, because I respected his self-discipline. He had very little to laugh about, I thought, and yet he laughed. His gaiety had a background of the hospital and the battlefield. I felt he had some inner reserve of strength which no reverse, however serious, would break down.

All the same, driving back on the one unoccupied box seat (the footman had the other), I was aware (though I did not admit it to myself) that I found the coachman’s factual conversation more satisfying than the trifling, purposeless, unanchored talk that I had been listening to before I fell asleep. I liked giving and receiving information and he supplied it just as did the signposts and the milestones—to the appearance of which, as every few minutes they hove in sight, I eagerly looked forward. Sometimes he couldn’t answer my questions. “Why are there so many by-roads in Norfolk?” I asked. “There aren’t any where I live.” He didn’t know, but generally he did, and with him I felt I was getting somewhere. With them there was nothing to catch hold of: gossamer threads that broke against my mind and tired it. The conversation of the gods!—I didn’t resent or feel aggrieved because I couldn’t understand it. I was the smallest of the planets, and if I carried messages between them and I couldn’t always understand, that was in order, too: they were something in a foreign language—star-talk.

Under the multicoloured roof of parasols below me—a Roman tortoise against the sun—more than one man’s straw hat was taking shelter. The buzz of talk reached me—how they kept it up!—but I was under no obligation of politeness to listen. At first I had been a little wounded by Marian’s suggestion that I should be left out of future expeditions; but now I realized that she had made it for my benefit, and her “he’s a darling” kept coming back to me, like a sweet taste in my mouth. Of course I valued the prestige of being with them; I enjoyed our triumphal progress through the countryside, the passers-by staring at the carriages, the children running to open gates and scrabbling on the ground for the pennies that the coachman nonchalantly threw them. But I could imagine them in my mind, and bask in their radiance, just as well, and perhaps better, when I was away from them; for then I had the essence of the experience without its accidental drawbacks of arranging my face and trying to look interested when I wasn’t. I thought of the outhouses, I thought of the bathing-place, I thought of the straw-stack down which I could now slide whenever I liked—I even thought of the rubbish-heap. They were places which appealed to me in an intimate way and which I longed to revisit.

“Do you know Ted Burgess?” I asked the coachman.

“Oh yes,” he said, “we all know him round here.”

Something in his tone made me say: “Do you like him?”

“We’re all neighbours,” the coachman answered. “Mr. Burgess is a bit of a lad.”

I noticed the Mister, but the rest of the remark was disappointingly meaningless. Ted Burgess did not seem in the least like a lad to me.

At last we came to what I had been specially looking forward to—the hill, the one real hill of the drive, its one sensational feature. A warning notice loomed up and gradually came nearer:
I had made a joke to myself about this. “Two cyclists ride with caution” meant that any other number could take what risks they liked. I tried to explain this to the coachman, but he was busy with the brakes. Down we went, the horses’ hindquarters, writhing and flecked with sweat, pressed up against the dashboard. Looking back I saw the carriage behind us similarly labouring. As the brakes grew hotter, a pungent smell of burning rose, which for some perverse reason was incense to my nostrils. The sense of strain and crisis grew: all sensation was sharpened to a point.

At last we were at the bottom, and both carriages came to a stand. Now the reverse process faced us —less exciting, less fraught with dread, but scarcely less spectacular, for now the check-reins were slackened and the men of the party dismounted to make the ascent easier for the horses. A warm humanitarian feeling possessed me: I begged to be allowed to get down too.

“Why, you won’t make any difference!” said the coachman, rather to my chagrin, but all the same he helped me down those springy, skimpy footholds on which one might so easily slip. I aligned myself with the men and tried to fit my short stride to their long ones.

“My word, how cool you look!” Lord Trimingham said, touching his face with a silk handkerchief. He wore a white linen suit and, unlike the others, had a panama hat, which was attached to his coat by a button and a black cord: it looked extremely elegant, as did all his clothes; perhaps one noticed them the more because of the contrast with his face. “This is the hottest day we’ve had so far.”

I took a few prancing steps to show how little I regarded it; but I remembered what he had said, and when we were all back in our places, and the horses were moving at their slow swinging trot, my obsession with the heat returned. Perhaps today would break a record. If only it would, I thought, if only it could! I was in love with the exceptional, and ready to sacrifice all normal happenings to it.

My first thought, on arriving, was to hurry to the game larder; but in this I was thwarted. For one thing, tea was ready, and for another I had a letter from my mother, which had come by the afternoon post. “Master Leo Colston, c/o Mrs. Maudsley, Brandham Hall, near Norwich.” I looked at the address with pride: yes, that was where I was.

I liked to be specially alone when reading my mother’s letters: even the game larder was too exposed for that. Sometimes I took refuge in the lavatory, but now that I had a room of my own I was assured of privacy. Thither I retired, like a dog with a bone, but for the first time I could not feel really interested in my mother’s letter. The small concerns of home, instead of coming close to me and enveloping me as I read about them, remained small and far away; they were like magic-lantern slides without a lantern to bring them to life. I did not belong there, I felt; my place was here; here I was a planet, albeit a small one, and carried messages for the other planets. And my mother’s harping on the heat seemed irrelevant and almost irritating; she ought to know, I felt, that I was enjoying it, that I was invulnerable to it, invulnerable to everything....

She had given me for the visit a black leather writing-case which had an inkpot embedded in its top right-hand corner. I tried to write to her, but I was out of touch. It was not like at school, when I carefully edited my letters until hardly anything remained except the fact that I was well and the hope that she was; I wanted to tell her about my promotion and the ampler ether, the diviner air that I now breathed. But even to me my efforts sounded feeble. Viscount Trimingham said I was like Mercury—I run errands—Marcus’s sister Marian is still very nice to me, I think I like her the best of them all—it is a pity she is going to be married only then will she be a Lady Viscount—what could it mean to her, what did it mean to me, that made me feel so self-important? I did say something about all this and about Marcus being unwell (though of course I didn’t mention measles); I told her of all the
festivities, past and to come—the picnics, the cricket match, the birthday party, and the ball; I thanked her for saying I might bathe, and I promised not to bathe unless someone was with me; and I was her loving son. But even that sounded false, and a touch condescending, as if an immortal was acknowledging kinship with a mortal.

Poor effort as it was, the letter took me a long time to write, and it was past six when, hot-foot, I reached the game larder. I expected something sensational and I was not disappointed. The mercury had declined to eighty-five; but the marker, nearly half an inch above it, recorded ninety-four. Ninety-four! Perhaps it was a record, a record at any rate for England, where I believed the shade temperature had never reached a hundred. It was my ambition that it should. Only six degrees to go! A mere trifle, the sun could easily accomplish that; perhaps it would tomorrow. As I stood musing, I seemed to feel within me the world’s tremendous meteorological effort to excel itself, to pass into a region of being which it had never attained before. I was myself the mercury (had I not been called Mercury, I thought confusedly) soaring ever to new heights; and Brandham Hall with its still unexplored altitudes of feeling was the mountain on which my experience would be won. I felt intoxicated and light-headed, as though some miraculous boon had been granted to me, something that took me outside myself and the limitations of my normal personality. Yet it was not a solitary experience, it was linked inseparably with the expectation that I saw reflected in the faces round me. They too were looking forward to a fulfilment, and I knew its stages as distinctly as if they had been rungs in a ladder: the cricket match, my birthday party, and the ball.

And then? Then there was to be a coming together, which my mind, hesitating and half unwillingly, was learning to associate with Marian and Lord Trimingham. Yet there were the stirrings of rapture in that thought too; the shedding, the sacrifice of the part of me that found its happiness in her.

"Enjoying yourself?" said a voice behind me.

It was Mr. Maudsley, also bent on meteorological investigation.

Wriggling (I could not help wriggling when he spoke to me), I told him that I was.

"Been pretty hot today," he remarked.

"Is it a record?" I asked eagerly.

"I shouldn’t be surprised," he said. "I shall have to look it up. Hot weather suit you?"

I said it did. He took up the magnet. I did not want to see the testimony to the day’s heat obliterated, but muttered something and hurried off.

Confused by the encounter, I forgot what my next move was to be, and found myself straying near the lawn, where figures in white were strolling about as aimlessly as I. It was far from my intention to join them; I wanted to be alone with my sensations, and I made for the ha-ha that separated the lawn from the park. I knew from experience that it was high enough to hide me. But it was too late; I had been sighted.

"Hi!" called Lord Trimingham’s voice. "Come here! We want you!"

He came to the edge of the ha-ha and looked down at me.

"Trying to sneak past in dead ground," he said.

I did not recognize the military allusion, but the general purport of the accusation was quite clear to me.

"Now you’re always running about," he said, "can you find Marian and ask her to make a four at croquet? It’s all we’re any of us good for. We’ve looked for her and we can’t find her, but I believe you have her in your pocket."

Involuntarily my hands went to my pockets, and he laughed.

"Well," he said, "you must bring her in alive or dead."

I trotted off. I had no idea where to look, and yet it never occurred to me that I should not find her. My footsteps took me round the house, away from its noble and imposing aspects, which meant so
little to me, past the huddle of buildings at the back, which meant so much, and along the cinder track that led to the abandoned outhouses. And it was there that I met her, walking rather quickly and with her head held high.

She did not see me at first, and when she did she eyed me stonily. “What are you doing here?” she said.

I felt guilty as children do when asked their business by a grown-up person; but I had my answer ready, and I felt sure that it would please her.

“Hugh asked me to tell you—” I began.

“I asked you to tell me?”

“No, not you, Hugh.”

“No, you,” she repeated. “I can’t understand a word you say. Is it a game?”

“No,” I said wretchedly, for it seemed I was fated to mispronounce Hugh’s name. “Hugh, you know Hugh.”

“Yes, of course I know myself,” she said, apparently more mystified than ever. We were standing still, but I noticed that she was breathing rather quickly. “Now let’s talk about something else,” she said, as though she had humoured me long enough. For a moment it occurred to me that she didn’t want to talk about Lord Trimingham and was deliberately putting me off; but I had to deliver my message.

“It’s not you, it’s Viscount Hugh,” I said; there could be no misunderstanding now, and I waited to see her face light up. But it didn’t; her eyes moved quickly to and fro and she looked almost vexed.

“Oh, Hugh,” she said, almost like an owl hooting. “How stupid of me. But you do pronounce his name in a funny way.”

It was the first unkind thing she had said to me and I suppose I looked dashed, for she noticed my embarrassment and said more kindly:

“But people have different ways of saying it. Well, what does he want?”

“He wants you to play croquet.”

“What time is it?” she asked.

“Nearly seven o’clock.”

“We don’t dine until eight thirty, do we? All right, I’ll go.”

Friendship restored, we walked along together.

“He said I was to bring you dead or alive,” I ventured to say.

“Oh, did he? Well, which am I?”

I thought this very funny. After we had joked a bit she said:

“We’re going to luncheon with some neighbours tomorrow. They’re all grown up, as old as the hills, quite mossy, and Mama thinks you might be bored. Should you mind staying here?”

“Of course not,” I replied. I remembered it was she, and not her mother, who thought I might be bored, but I didn’t hold it against her; she was like the girl in the fairy story whose words turned to pearls as they fell from her lips.

“What shall you do to amuse yourself?” she asked.

“Well,” I said, playing for time, “I might do several things.” This sounded rather grand.

“What for instance?”

I was flattered by her interest; but pinned down, I could only think of one thing.

“I might go for a walk.” Even to me this sounded a pedestrian thing to do.

“Where shall you walk to?”

I had an inkling that she was guiding the conversation, and half clairvoyantly I followed her lead.

“Well, I might slide down a straw-stack.”

“Whose?”
“Well, perhaps Farmer Burgess’s.”
“Oh, his?” she said, and sounded so surprised. “Leo, if you go that way, will you do something for me?”

“Of course. What is it?” But I knew before she spoke.
“Give him a letter.”
“I was hoping that you’d say that!” I exclaimed.
She looked at me, seemed to debate with herself, then said:
“Why? Because you like him?”
“Ye—es. Not so much as Hugh, of course.”
“Why do you like Hugh better? Because he’s a Viscount?”
“Well, that’s one reason,” I admitted, without any false shame. Respect for degree was in my blood and I didn’t think of it as snobbery. “And he’s so gentle, too. I mean, he doesn’t order me about. I thought a lord would be so proud.”

She considered this.
“And Mr. Burgess,” I went on, “he’s only a farmer.” I remembered his reception of me before he knew where I came from. “He’s rather rough.”

“Is he?” she said, but not as if she regarded it as a fault. “I don’t know him very well, you see. We sometimes write each other notes—on business matters. And you say you like taking them.”

“Oh yes, I do,” I said enthusiastically.
“Because you like T—Mr. Burgess?”
I knew she wanted me to say I did, and I was ready to accommodate her, the more so that an overwhelming desire to testify came over me, and I saw my chance to voice it.

“Yes. But there’s another reason.”
“What is it?”
I had no idea that when I came to them the words would be so difficult to say; but at last I brought them out:

“Because I like you.”
She gave me an enchanting smile, and said: “That’s very sweet of you.”
She stood still. We had reached a parting of the ways. One path, an ill-kept one, led to the back premises; the other, a broader one, which I seldom took, led to the front of the house.

“Which way were you going?” she asked.

“Well, I was going with you—to the croquet lawn.”
A cloud came over her face. “I don’t think I shall go after all,” she said, almost snappily. “I’m rather tired. Tell them I’ve got a headache. Or tell them that you couldn’t find me.”

The bottom seemed to drop out of my world. “Oh!” I exclaimed. “But Hugh will be so disappointed!”

It wasn’t only that: I should be disappointed at being deprived of my catch, and of the triumph of bringing her in alive or dead.

A gleam of humour returned to Marian’s face. “I get so mixed up with all these Hughs,” she said. “Do you mean that I shall be disappointed, or that Hugh will be?”

“Hugh,” I said, trying to whistle it as she did, though I didn’t quite like doing that—it sounded like mockery.

“Well, then, I suppose I must go,” she said. “What a slave-driver you are! Only I think I’ll go alone, if you don’t mind.”

I did mind, terribly. “But you’ll tell them I sent you, won’t you?” I begged.
She looked back at me teasingly. “Perhaps I will,” she said.
BETWEEN the next day, Tuesday, and the cricket match, which was on Saturday, I three times carried messages between Marian and Ted Burgess: three notes from her, one note and two oral messages from him.

“Tell her it’s all right,” he said the first time; then: “Tell her it’s no go.”

It wasn’t difficult to find him, for he was usually working in the harvest fields on the far side of the river; from the sluice platform I could see where he was. The first time I went he was riding on the reaper, a newfangled machine that cut the wheat, but did not bind it; it was called the “spring-balance,” I remember. I walked beside it until the standing wheat was between us and the three or four farm labourers who were binding the sheaves, and then he stopped the horse and I handed him the letter.

Next day the area of uncut wheat had dwindled; and he was standing with his gun watching for the rabbits and other creatures that clung to their shelter till the last moment before bolting out; this was so exciting that for a time I quite forgot the letter and he stood with narrowed eyes, apparently having forgotten it too.

My excitement mounted, for I thought that this last strong-hold would be stuffed with game; but I was wrong: the last stalks fell and nothing came out.

The man on the reaper drove it off towards the gate that led to the next field; turning their backs on us, the labourers plodded to the hedgerow to retrieve their coats and rush baskets. The farmer and I were left alone.

The field that had been cut looked very flat, and he was much the tallest thing in it. I had the fancy that he, standing there, the colour of the wheat, between red and gold, was a sheaf the reaper had forgotten and that it would come back for him.

I gave him the envelope, which he at once tore open; and then I knew he must have killed something before I came, for, to my horror, a long smear of blood appeared on the envelope and again on the letter as he held it in his hands.

I cried out: “Oh, don’t do that!” but he did not answer me, he was so engrossed in reading.

The other time I went in search of him he was not in the field but in the farmyard, and it was then he gave me the letter to take back.

“No blood on this one,” he said humorously, and I laughed, for there was a part of me that accepted the blood and even rejoiced in it as part of a man’s life into which I should one day be initiated. I had a great time sliding down the straw-stack; indeed, I did this on all three occasions when I took him letters; it was the climax of the expedition, and when I got back to the party reassembled at tea, I was able to tell them with perfect truth that that was how I spent my afternoons.

They were golden afternoons in more than one sense, and I did not realize till Thursday came, and Mrs. Maudsley told me, in her after-breakfast orderly-room, as someone called it, that they were going out to lunch at a house where there were children, and I was to go with them, how right Marian had been to say I should be happier at home. There is a lot of ice to be broken between children, they do not make friends easily, their worlds are private, even their games are mysteries; and I could not readily learn the rules when I remembered the much more important business that I was leaving undone. Perhaps their kind of make-believe was a little insipid to me because it shed no blood.

For I took my duties as a Mercury very seriously, all the more because of the secrecy enjoined on me, but most of all because I felt I was doing for Marian something that no one else could. She chattered to her grown-up companions to pass the time; she turned a smiling face to Lord
Trimingham, sat next to him at meals, and walked with him on the terrace; but when she handed me
the notes, young as I was, I detected an urgency in her manner which she did not show to others— no,
not to Lord Trimingham himself. To be of service to her was infinitely sweet to me, nor did I look
beyond it. I did, however, impose on my errands to and fro a meaning of my own—several meanings,
indeed—for I could not find one that satisfied me. Even in the world of my imagination no hypothesis
as to why Marian and Ted Burgess exchanged their messages quite worked. “Business” they both said.
“Business” to me was a solemn, almost sacred word; my mother spoke it with awe: it was connected
with my father’s office hours, with earning a living. Marian did not need to earn a living, but Ted
Burgess did; perhaps she was helping him; perhaps in some mysterious way these notes meant money
in his pocket. Perhaps they even contained money—cheques or bank-notes—and that was why he said:
“Tell her it’s all right”—meaning he had received it. I was thrilled to think I might be carrying money,
like a bank messenger, and be set upon and robbed; what confidence she must have in me, to entrust
me with such precious missives!

And yet I only half believed in this, for no bank-note that I could see ever came out of the envelope.
Perhaps she was telling him something, something that might be useful to him in farming; I could not
imagine what, but, then, I knew nothing about farming. Or perhaps she was comparing notes with him,
notes about the temperature, for instance, the daily readings of the thermometer, which she had means
of finding out that he had not. The last day’s readings, though they did not reach Monday’s height, had
been satisfactory: eighty-three on Tuesday, eighty-five on Wednesday, nearly ninety-two on Thursday
and on Friday. (I have since had the curiosity to check my figures by the official records, and found
them not far out.) Or if it was not an interest in the temperature, it might be something that
corresponded in the adult mind to such an interest, which I should understand if it was explained to
me. Betting, perhaps: I knew how important betting was to grown-up people. Perhaps they were
having bets on how soon this or that field would be finished.

Suppose he was in some kind of trouble and she was trying to help him out. Suppose he was wanted
by the police and she was trying to save him. Suppose he had committed a murder (the smear of blood
made it easier to think he had). Suppose only she knew about it and was keeping him informed of the
movements of the police?

This, being the most sensational, was also my preferred solution to the problem. But it did not
really satisfy me, and when I was in her presence or in his, receiving the notes or delivering them, it
struck me as inadequate like the others. Neither he nor she behaved, it seemed to me, as people would
in any of the circumstances that I had imagined.

Behind my instinctive wish to find an imaginatively satisfying explanation there lurked a sneaking
curiosity, of which I was half ashamed, to know the real one. But I did not act on it. I had no desire to
play the spy; my privilege in being associated with the movements of the heavenly bodies had so
inflamed my self-esteem that I did not require minor proofs of my own cleverness. Also I suspected
that if I found out the real reason I should be disappointed. And so it proved: I was.

Two things happened on the Friday before the cricket match; and one in a way led to the other. The
first was that Marcus, cleared of the imputation of measles, came downstairs. He was not allowed to
go out, but it was understood that he would be well enough to watch the cricket match. I knew of
course that he was better, but his coming down took me by surprise: his temperature had only been
normal that morning for the first time, and my mother would have kept me in bed another day. I
supposed all doctors had the same rules. Still, I was very pleased to see him when he appeared at
luncheon, for though he was not a great friend, he gave me the sense of familiar companionship, for
which there is no substitute. I could say to him whatever was uppermost in my mind in a language that
we shared; I did not have to translate what I said, or flounder in grown-up thoughts and ways of
expression. Or so I thought. We sat together and chattered at a great pace, oblivious of the others; and
then, half-way through the meal, the implication of his being again in circulation suddenly dawned on me.

I should not be able to carry any more messages. It was one thing to engage in this clandestine traffic while I was on my own. I was free to go and come as I pleased; I was asked only the most perfunctory questions about what I did with myself, and to these sliding down the straw-stack provided a sufficient answer. But I could not so easily pull the wool over Marcus’s eyes—those rather expressionless grey eyes that took in so much more than they seemed to. He was less interested in pretending than I was; he did not have so much imaginative life; he would play at being Lord Roberts or Kitchener or Kruger or de Wet with me, but only for a limited time and only on condition that the English won: he was a strong patriot as well as being no supporter of lost causes. I could tell him many things, but not my fantasy of myself as Robin Hood and his sister as Maid Marian.

He would slide down a straw-stack with me once or twice, but he would not want to make a daily habit of it—the way he took my references to it was proof. It was one thing to hoodwink a few farm labourers, who anyhow were not interested in what I did; it was another to give Ted Burgess a letter, or take even an oral message from him, with Marcus looking on. Besides—the difficulties began to crowd into my mind—he wouldn’t want to talk to the farmer at all, except in the most distant way, and would oppose my doing so; in matters of degree he was a realist, though unlike me he did not carry his snobbery into the heavens. He certainly would not want to go into the kitchen and hang about while Ted laboriously composed a letter.

The more I thought about these expeditions in Marcus’s company, the more impracticable did they seem and the less I liked the prospect of them. Nor, though I was practised in deceit and an uncritical upholder of the no-sneaking tradition, did I relish the idea of deceiving Marcus—not on moral grounds, for any system of ethics, as distinct from the school code, I barely recognized—but because I felt it would spoil our relationship.

So for one part of me. Another part was still in love with the adventure and told me how dull the colours of my life would be without it. My counsels of prudence hadn’t reckoned with that; they had not reckoned with the emotional impoverishment (an intimation of which, like the first pangs of a want, was beginning to steal over me) which I should suffer when I could no longer run to do Marian’s bidding. I did not realize how much, in Marcus’s absence, the focus of my life at Brandham Hall had changed. How could I tell her that I didn’t mean to serve her any longer, and that Robin Hood was faithless to his trust?

My exchanges with Marcus, which had been as urgent as those of Dr. Livingstone and Stanley, and much more expansive, grew more desultory; half in hope, half in dread, I awaited the end of the meal. At last it came, and I was again visited by a feeling between hope and fear that I should be excused my afternoon commission. Before, Marian had given me the notes soon after breakfast—soon after, in fact, her mother had given us our orders for the day.

According to our wont I was scampering off with Marcus when I heard her calling me. Supposing he followed.

“Just half a tick, old dunderhead,” I said, “the Lady Marian hath somewhat to communicate to me. I’ll be with you anon.”

While he stood hesitating, I hurried off and found her at a writing-table, in which room I can’t remember, for the house was peppered with writing-tables, but I remember shutting the door after me.

“Marian,” I began, and I was just going to tell her what a difference to our routine Marcus’s arrival on the scene would make, when I heard the latch click. Like lightning she thrust an envelope into my hand; like lightning I transferred it to my pocket. The door opened and Lord Trimingham stood on the threshold.
“Ah, a love-scene,” he remarked. “I heard you call,” he said to Marian, “and thought you were calling me, but it was this lucky fellow. But can I snatch you from him now?”

She rose with a quick smile and went to him, just giving me a backward look.

When they had gone I felt in my pockets to make sure the letter was safely there. My pockets were not very deep and the letters had a way of working up. Sometimes I took this precaution a dozen times during my journey. But today something felt different and in a moment I realized what it was. The letter was unsealed.

I found Marcus and told him where I was going.

“What! the old straw-stack again?” he said languidly.

“And on a day like this! There’ll be nothing left of you, me-thinks, but one spot of train-oil, shiny on the top and thick and smelly underneath.”

We bickered a little about this and then I asked him what he was going to do.

“Oh, I suppose I shall find some way of killing time,” he said. “I may sit at yonder window and watch them spooning.”

We both laughed a good deal about this, for it was the aspect of grown-up behaviour that we found the silliest. Then a thought shocked me into seriousness.

“I’m sure your sister Marian doesn’t spoon,” I said, “she’s got too much sense.”

“Don’t you be too sure,” said Marcus darkly. “And come to that, old turnip-top, Dame Rumour hath it that she spoons with you.”

At this I hit him and we wrestled together until Marcus cried: “Pax! you’ve forgotten I’m an invalid.”

Elated by my victory, I left him, and made tracks for the game larder. It was three o’clock. The thermometer stood at ninety. It might still go up. Passionately I willed it to, and seemed to feel around me the unspoken response of Nature to my plea. From the distance came the sounds of croquet—the sharp smack of the mallet on the ball, the tap of the balls hitting one another, and exclamations of triumph and protest. No other sounds disturbed the stillness.

I was half-way through the belt of trees above the water-meadow when automatically my hand went to my pocket, encountering the sharp edge of the flap of the unsealed envelope. With no further intention in my mind I pulled it out and looked at it. There was no address (or direction, as Mrs. Maudsley called it, why I could not imagine) on the envelope; there never was. But the open flap disclosed some writing, which at the moment was the wrong side up.

Among the complexities of our school code was a very wholesome respect for the eleventh commandment. But we also had a strong sense of justice, and if we were found out we did not expect to be let off. For most offences the appropriate penalties were known, and though we might grumble at them we did not think them unjust; certainly I did not. They were as inevitable as the law of cause and effect. If you put your hand into the fire, it got burned; if you were caught cribbing, you were punished: there was nothing more to be said.

We had little sense of right and wrong in the abstract, but to be liable to punishment one must have broken some rule; and when a border-line case occurred, and a boy was punished for doing something “wrong” that was not a contravention of any recognized rule, then we were indignant and considered him the victim of injustice.

The rules about reading other people’s letters were fairly well defined. If you left your letters lying about and somebody read them, then it was your fault, and you were not justified in retaliation. If somebody rifled your desk or locker and read them, then it was their fault, and you were justified in taking vengeance. Even if Jenkins and Strode had not bullied me I should still have felt justified in calling down curses on them.
In class and out I had often passed round notes at school. If they were sealed I should not have dreamed of reading them; if they were open I often read them—indeed, it was usually the intention of the sender that one should, for they were meant to raise a laugh. If they were unsealed, one could read them; sealed, one couldn’t: it was as simple as that. The same rule applied to postcards: one read a postcard that was addressed to someone else, but not a letter.

Marian’s letter was unsealed and therefore I could read it. So why hesitate?

I hesitated because I wasn’t sure she had meant me to read the letter. The others had been sealed. She had given me this one in a hurry; she might have meant to seal it.

But she hadn’t.

In our code we attached great weight to facts and very little to intentions. Either you had done something or you hadn’t, and what your motives might have been didn’t matter. A slip counted against you just as much as something done deliberately. If Marian had made a slip, well, then, she must pay for it. That was only logical. But to my surprise I couldn’t think of her in that way, as just an example in an argument. I wished her well, I wanted to be of use to her, my feelings were entangled with hers. I could not disregard her intentions.

For a time I struggled in the unfamiliar toils of moral casuistry. Why couldn’t everything be plain sailing, as it had always been? Why did Marian’s face and presence keep recurring to me, dividing my thoughts against themselves?

And how did I know that she hadn’t wanted me to read the letter—that she hadn’t left it open on purpose, so that I could find out something that would be useful to both of us? As a proof of her regard for me? There might even be something about me in the letter—something kind, something sweet, that would make me glow... gloat....

It was this hope, I think, that finally decided me, though I went over many other arguments to give me the excuse of meaning well. One was that this might be the last letter in the series: I had practically made up my mind to take no more. And another, illogically, was that to know the contents would help me to make up my mind: if they were sufficiently important, if they were matters of life and death (as I rather hoped), if Marian’s safety was at stake, if she would get into the most frightful row—

Well, then, I might go on with the messages, Marcus or no Marcus.

But I would not take the letter out of the envelope: I would only read the words that were exposed, and three of them were the same, as I could see from upside down.

Darling, darling, darling,
Same place, same time, this evening....
But take care not to—

The rest was hidden by the envelope.
NOT ADAM and Eve, after eating the apple, could have been more upset than I was.

I felt utterly deflated and let down: so deep did my disappointment and disillusion go that I lost all sense of where I was, and when I came to, it was like waking from a dream.

They were in love! Marian and Ted Burgess were in love! Of all the possible explanations, it was the only one that had never crossed my mind. What a sell, what a frightful sell! And what a fool I had been!

Trying to regain my self-respect, I allowed myself a hollow chuckle. To think how I had been taken in! My world of high intense emotions, collapsing around me, released not only the mental strain but the very high physical pressure under which I had been living; I felt I might explode. My only defence was that I could not have expected it of Marian. Marian, who had done so much for me, Marian, who knew how a boy felt, Marian the Virgin of the Zodiac—how could she have sunk so low? To be what we all despised more than anything—soft, soppy—hardly, when the joke grew staler, a subject for furtive giggling. My mind flew this way and that: servants, silly servants who were in love and came down red-eyed to prayers —postcards, picture postcards, comic postcards, vulgar postcards, found in shops on the “front”: I had sent some of them myself before I knew better.

“We are having an interesting time in Southdown”—a fat couple, amorously intertwined. “Come to Southdown for a good spoon”—two spoons with human faces, one very thick, one very thin, leering at each other.

And always, or nearly always, the thin-fat motif; the man or the woman grossly out of proportion, under- or over-sized: the man or the woman, the man or the woman ...

I laughed and laughed, half wishing Marcus had been with me to share the joke, and at the same time miserable about it, and obscurely aware that ridicule, however enjoyable, is no substitute for worship. That Marian of all people should have done this! No wonder she wanted it kept secret. Instinctively, to cover her shame, I thrust the letter deep into the envelope and sealed it.

Yet it must be delivered.

I climbed the stile into the water-meadow and at once the sun caught me in its fierce embrace. What strength it had! The boggy pools that fringed the causeway were almost dried up; the stalks that had been below the water-line showed a band of dirty yellow where the sun had scorched them. And standing on the sluice platform I saw almost with dismay how far the level of the river had sunk. On the blue side, the deep side, I could see stones at the bottom that had never been visible before; and on the other side, the gold and green side, the water was almost lost to view beneath the trailing weeds which, piled one on another, gave a distressing impression of disarray. And the water-lilies, instead of lying on the water, stuck up awkwardly above it.

All this the sun had done, and it had done something to me too: it had changed the colour of my thoughts. I no longer felt the bitter shame for Marian that I had felt in the shadow of the trees. Whether I realized the helplessness of nature to contend with nature I don’t know; but my heart, which could not bear to feel unkindly towards her, softened the strictures that my mind was heaping on her, so that the act of spooning, when associated with her, no longer seemed the most damaging activity that a human being could engage in. But it did not help me to find a new attitude; I was too honest with myself to say: “Spooning is all right because she does it,” or “Other people mustn’t spoon, but she can.” After all, she had to have someone to spoon with, and what was right for her—

Almost for the first time I thought of Ted Burgess as her spooning-partner. It was not a pleasant thought. Where was he? Not in the field the men were reaping; I could see that at a glance.

I went down to them. “Mr. Burgess is up to the farm,” they told me; “he’s got a job on there.”
“What is it?” I asked. They smiled but did not enlighten me.

It was the best part of a mile to the farm. My thoughts troubled me and I tried to concentrate them on the straw-stack and the pleasure of sliding down it—the one known factor among all these doubtful ones. I still conceived the act of spooning visually, comic-postcard fashion; an affront to the eye and through the eye to the mind. Silliness, silliness, a kind of clowning that made people absurd, soft, soppy.... Pitiful at the best, but who wanted pity? It was a way of looking down on people, and I wanted to look up.

As I opened the farmyard gate he was coming out of one of the stable doors. He saluted me, as he always did; a gesture half mocking, half playful, but with something of respect for me, or for the Hall, in it, which I enjoyed. I noticed that his arm had turned a darker shade of brown, and for this I envied him. It was difficult to connect him with silliness, or with spooning.

“How’s the postman?” he asked. This was a name he had given me. It was the kind of liberty that grown-ups took with children. I liked it from Lord Trimingham, but I wasn’t so sure I liked it from Ted Burgess.

“Very well, thank you,” I said rather distantly.

He gave his battered leather belt a hitch.

“Brought anything for me?” he asked. I handed him the letter. He turned away from me to read it, as he always did, then put it in the pocket of his corduroy trousers.

“Good boy,” he said. And when I looked surprised, he added: “You don’t mind being called a good boy, do you?”

“Not at all,” I answered primly. And then it seemed the moment, and I heard myself saying: “I’m afraid I shan’t be able to bring you any more letters.”

His mouth fell open and his forehead wrinkled.

“Why not?” he asked.

I explained the difficulty about Marcus.

He listened moodily and the vitality seemed to ebb out of him. I could not help feeling half pleased to see him so discountenanced and chapfallen.

“How’s the postman?” he asked. This was a name he had given me. It was the kind of liberty that grown-ups took with children. I liked it from Lord Trimingham, but I wasn’t so sure I liked it from Ted Burgess.

“Very well, thank you,” I said rather distantly.

He gave his battered leather belt a hitch.

“Brought anything for me?” he asked. I handed him the letter. He turned away from me to read it, as he always did, then put it in the pocket of his corduroy trousers.

“Good boy,” he said. And when I looked surprised, he added: “You don’t mind being called a good boy, do you?”

“Not at all,” I answered primly. And then it seemed the moment, and I heard myself saying: “I’m afraid I shan’t be able to bring you any more letters.”

His mouth fell open and his forehead wrinkled.

“I explained the difficulty about Marcus.

He listened moodily and the vitality seemed to ebb out of him. I could not help feeling half pleased to see him so discountenanced and chapfallen.

“Have you told her this?” he asked.

“Who?” I parried, hoping to embarrass him still further.

“Miss Marian, of course.”

I admitted that I hadn’t.

“What will she say? She counts a lot on getting these notes through.”

I moved about uneasily and he pressed his advantage.

“She won’t know what to do, you see; no more shall I.”

I was silent; then I said:

“What did you do before I came?”

At that he laughed and said: “You’re an old-fashioned one, aren’t you? Well, it wasn’t so easy then.”

I was pleased by this.

“Look here,” he said suddenly. “She likes you, doesn’t she?”

“I—I think so.”

“And you want her to like you, don’t you?”

I said I did.

“And you wouldn’t like her to stop liking you?”

“No.”

“Now why?” he said, coming nearer to me. “Why wouldn’t you like it? What difference would it make to you if she stopped liking you? Where would you feel it?”
I was half hypnotized by him.

"Here," I said, and almost instinctively my hand strayed towards my heart.

"So you have a heart," he said. "I thought perhaps you hadn’t."

I was silent.

"She won’t like it, you know," he said, "if you don’t take the letters. She won’t be the same to you, you mark my words. You won’t like that, will you?"

"No."

"She counts on having ‘em, same as I do. It’s something that we both look forward to. They’re not just ordinary letters. She’ll miss them, same as I shall. She’ll cry, perhaps. Do you want her to cry?"

"No," I said.

"It isn’t hard to make her cry," he said. "You might think she was stiff and proud, but she isn’t really. She used to cry, before you came along."

"Why?" I asked.

"Why? Well, you wouldn’t believe me if I told you."

"Did you make her cry?" I asked, almost too incredulous to be indignant.

"I did. I didn’t do it on purpose, mind you. You think I’m just a rough chap, don’t you? Well, so I am. But she cried when she couldn’t see me."

"How do you know?" I asked.

"Because she cried when she did see me. Doesn’t it follow?"

To me it didn’t seem to follow, but I had an inkling of what he meant. Anyhow, she had cried, and the thought brought tears to my own eyes.

I found myself trembling, troubled by his vehemence, by the unfamiliar sensations he had aroused in me, and the things he had made me say.

He noticed this and said: "You’ve had a hot walk. Come on in out of the sun."

I would rather we had stayed outside; for in the badly lit, sparsely furnished kitchen, with its bare, hard, worn surfaces, its utter lack of the femininity that children of both sexes feel at home with, I instinctively felt that he was too much on his own ground. And though he had moved me strangely, I still did not want to go on taking the letters.

"I thought I should find you in the field," I said, hoping this would be a safe topic.

"So you would have," he replied. "I came back to take a look at Smiler."

"Oh, is she ill?" I asked.

"She’s in the family way."

"What’s that?" I asked. "Do you mean she gets in your way?" Horses did get in the way, and I thought he might count himself as a family.

"No," he said, shortly. "She’s going to have a foal."

"I see," I said, but I didn’t see. The facts of life were a mystery to me, though several of my schoolfellows claimed to have penetrated it and would have been quite willing to enlighten me. But I was not so much interested in facts themselves as in the importance they had for my imagination. I was passionately interested in railways, and in the relative speed of the fastest express trains; but I did not understand the principle of the steam engine and had no wish to learn. Yet now my curiosity was kindled.

"Why is she having one?" I asked.

"It’s nature, I suppose," he said.

"But does she want to, if it makes her ill?"

"Well, she hasn’t much choice."

"Then what made her have one?"

The farmer laughed. "Between you and me," he said, "she did a bit of spooning."
Spooning! The word struck me like a blow. Then horses could spoon, and a foal was the result. It didn’t make sense. I put my hand to my mouth, a nervous gesture that I believe dates from that day; I felt my ignorance shaming me like a physical defect.

“I didn’t know horses could spoon,” I said.

“Oh yes, they can.”

“But spooning’s so silly,” I said, and was glad to have said it. It was almost like getting a tooth out. I could not associate silliness with animals. They had their dignity; silly they were not.

“You won’t think so when you’re older,” he replied, with a quietness of manner he had not used to me before. “Spooning isn’t silly. It’s just a word that spiteful people use for something—” He broke off.

“Yes?” I prompted him.

“Well, for something that they’d like to do themselves. They’re envious, see. That makes them spiteful.”

“If you spoon with someone, does it mean you are going to marry them?” I asked.

“Yes, generally.”

“Could you spoon with someone without marrying them?” I pursued.

“Do you mean me?” he said. “Could I?”

“Well, you or anyone.” I felt I was being very crafty.

“Yes, I suppose so.”

I reflected upon this.

“Could you marry someone without spooning with them first?”

“You could, but—” He stopped.

“But what?” I demanded.

He shrugged his shoulders. “It wouldn’t be a very lover-like thing to do.”

I noticed that he used the word “lover” not in a disparaging sense, as I was accustomed to hearing it used, rather the opposite. I wasn’t going to let him impose his standards on me, but I wanted to know what he thought.

“Would it be worse to spoon with them without marrying them?” I asked.

“Some folks would say so. I shouldn’t,” he said shortly.

“Could you be in love with someone without spooning with them?” I asked.

He shook his head. “It wouldn’t be natural.”

For him the word “natural” seemed to be conclusive. I had never thought of it as justifying anything. Natural! So spooning was natural! I had never thought of that. I had thought of it as a kind of game that grown-ups played.

“Then if you spoon with someone, does it mean they will have a baby?”

This question startled him. His ruddy face went mottled, and his cheekbones seemed to stand out under his skin. He drew a long breath, held it, and let it out in a noisy sigh.

“Of course it doesn’t,” he said. “What made you think such a thing?”

“You did. You said that Smiler had been spooning, and that was why she was going to have a foal.”

“You’re sharp, aren’t you?” he said, and I could see him casting about in his mind for an answer. “Well, it isn’t the same for horses.”

“Why isn’t it?” I demanded.

“Again he had to think hard.

“Well, Nature doesn’t use ‘em same as she does us.”

Nature again! I didn’t find the answer satisfactory, and I didn’t like the idea of being used by Nature. I felt that he was keeping something from me, and I took a fearful pleasure in baiting him.

“Now, isn’t that enough questions for one day?” he said, persuasively.
“But you haven’t answered them,” I protested. “You’ve hardly told me anything.”
He got up from the wooden chair and prowled about the room, every now and then looking down at me with an expression of distaste.
“No, and I don’t think that I will,” he answered almost pettishly. “I don’t want to go putting ideas into your head. You’ll learn soon enough.”
“But if it’s something so nice—?”
“Yes, it is nice,” he conceded. “But you don’t want to come to it before you’re ready.”
“I’m ready now,” I said.
He laughed at this, and his face altered.
“You’re a big boy, aren’t you? How old did you say you were?”
“I shall be thirteen on Friday the 27th.”
“Well,” he said, “let’s make a bargain. I’ll tell you all about spooning, but on one condition.”
I knew what he was going to say, but for form’s sake I asked:
“What is it?”
“That you’ll go on being our postman.”
I promised, and as I promised, the difficulties in the way seemed to dissolve. Really he needn’t have added that final bribe. I suppose he wanted to make assurance doubly sure, but the softening-up process, as we should call it now, which he had put me through had been enough. He had made me realize something of what Marian and he meant to each other, and though I did not understand the force that drew them together, any more than I understood the force that drew the steel to the magnet, I recognized its strength. And with its strength went a suggestion of beauty and mystery that took hold of my imagination in spite of all my prejudice against it.
But I can’t pretend that Ted’s promise of enlightenment didn’t weigh with me, though I had no idea why I wanted so much to know what spooning was.
“You’ve forgotten something,” he said suddenly.
“What?”
“The straw-stack.”
He was right. I had forgotten it. It seemed to stand for something I had outgrown—physical exertion for its own sake: I felt much less keen about it now.
“You hop up the ladder,” he said, “and I’ll be writing something.”
Saturday was a disappointing day; the thermometer only rose to seventy-eight, clouds came up—the first clouds I had seen at Brandham since I came—and the sun shone fitfully. And that is how I remember the day—in snatches.

I remember a conversation at the breakfast table. Marcus was having the luxury of breakfast in bed. “It all depends,” Denys was saying, “on whether we can get Ted Burgess out before he’s set.”

I pricked up my ears.

“I don’t fancy he’s their best bat,” Lord Trimingham said. “In my opinion—and—” (I have forgotten their names) “are more likely to make runs than he is. He’s just a hitter, and the pitch is a bit bumpy.”

I glanced across at Marian, who was sitting next to Lord Trimingham, but she made no comment.

“But he’ll flog the bowling,” Denys persisted, “and then where shall we be?”

“We’ll get him caught in the deep field,” Lord Trimingham said.

“But if he breaks the back of the bowling?”

“If he shows signs of doing that, I shall put myself on,” said Lord Trimingham, with a smile. He was our captain.

“I know you’re a useful bowler, very useful, Hugh,” said Denys, “no one knows that better than I do. But if he were to just capture the bowling—”

“I don’t think you’ll find he will,” said Mrs. Maudsley unexpectedly. “I don’t know a great deal about cricket, but I seem to remember that you made the same prophecy last year, Denys, and this Mr. Burgess got out for a duke or whatever they call it.”

“Duck, Mama.”

“Well, duck then.”

Denys subsided in the general laugh, which was more at his expense than Mrs. Maudsley’s. His unfinished features, handsome when you didn’t look at them too closely, turned red, and I too felt uncomfortable. As schoolboys we snubbed each other unmercifully and it seemed the right thing to do: it was our code. But I knew it was a deviation from the code of grown-ups, and I was a stickler for codes.

Presently, however, Denys piped up again.

“And you know we haven’t settled the side yet. Who is going to be the A. N. Other?”

At this there was a silence. One or two of the breakfasters glanced at me, but I saw no significance in this. I was interested in the composition of our side, of course, and had speculated as to who would be playing; but in the Olympian deliberations of the selection committee I had taken no part.

“It’s rather a delicate question, isn’t it?” said Lord Trimingham, stroking his chin.

“Yes, it is a delicate question, I grant you, Hugh, but we shall have to decide it one way or another, shan’t we? I mean, we’ve got to put eleven men in the field.”

That was undeniable, but no one offered an opinion.

“What do you think, Mr. Maudsley?” asked Lord Trimingham. “There are two candidates for the place, I believe.”

Lord Trimingham often appealed to his host in this way, and it always came as a surprise, for since his lordship’s arrival it had seemed as though he, and not Mr. Maudsley, was the master of the house. Mr. Maudsley, though he spoke so seldom, was never at a loss for an answer.

“Perhaps we had better go into conclave,” he said, and the men of the party rose rather self-consciously and trooped out.

I hung about the smoking-room door (a room into which I had never penetrated) so as to lose no
time in satisfying my curiosity and carrying the news to Marcus. They were so long deliberating that I thought they must have gone out another way, but at last the door opened, and one after another, with portentously grave faces, they emerged. I tried to look as though I was passing the door by accident. Lord Trimingham came last.

“Hullo, there’s Mercury!” he said, and his face, which he had to pull about to register any special feeling, contracted into a grimace. “Hard luck, old fellow,” he said, “I’m afraid I have bad news for you.”

I stared at him.

“Yes. We couldn’t get you into the team because Jim” (Jim was the pantry boy) “played last year and the year before and he’s a promising bowler and we daren’t leave him out. Miss Marian will be furious with me, but you can tell her it’s not my fault. So you’re to be twelfth man.”

His whole speech so surprised me that I had hardly time to feel disappointed before I was again raised to a pinnacle of happiness.

“Twelfth man!” I gasped. “So I shall be in the team!—at least,” I added, “I shall sit with them.”

“So you’re pleased?” he said.

“Rather! You see I never expected anything!. Shall I go down with you?”

“Yes.”

“Shall I get ready now?”

“You can, but we don’t start till two o’clock.”

“Will you tell me when it’s time to go?”

“The band will strike up.”

I was racing off to tell the news to Marcus when he called me back.

“Do you feel like taking a message?”

“Oh yes.”

“Ask her if she’s going to sing ‘Home, Sweet Home’ at the concert.”

I darted off and found Marian, as I thought I should, arranging the flowers. Lord Trimingham’s message at once went out of my head.

“Oh, Marian, I’m playing!”

“No, I mean this afternoon, in the cricket match. At least I’m twelfth man, which is nearly as good. I shouldn’t be able to bat, of course, even if one of our side was to die.”

“So it’s no good hoping for that,” she said.

“No ... But if one of the batsmen got very out of breath I could run for him, and I could field too, if somebody broke his leg or sprained his ankle.”

“Who would you like it to be?” she asked teasingly. “Papa?”

“Oh no.”

“Denys?”

“No.” But I wasn’t able to put quite so much conviction into this denial.

“I believe you want it to be Denys. Or do you want it to be Brunskill?” Brunskill was the butler.

“He’s very stiff in the joints. He’d easily break.”

I laughed at this.

“Oh no, not him!”

“Why not?”

“Oh, because he’s hurt himself already—and besides—”

“Besides what?”

“Besides he’s our captain and I like him so much, and—oh, Marian! “
“Yes?”
“He asked me to give you a message.” I recollected myself. “Two really, but one doesn’t matter.”
“Tell me about the one that doesn’t matter. And why doesn’t it matter?”
“Because it’s about me. He said you weren’t to be angry with him—”
“Why shouldn’t I be angry with him?” She pricked her finger on the thorn of a white rose. “Blast!”
she exclaimed. “Why shouldn’t I be angry with him?”
“Because I wasn’t in the eleven.”
“But I thought you were.”
“No, only twelfth man.”
“Of course, you told me. What a shame! I shall be angry with him.”
“Oh no, please not!” I exclaimed, for by the vindictive way she was thrusting the flowers into their
vases I thought she really might be. “It wasn’t his fault, and anyhow captains have to—I mean, it
would be awful if there was favouritism. So it wouldn’t be fair if you were cross with him. Now,” I
added hurriedly, dismissing the topic of her anger, “would you like to hear the other message?”
“Not specially.”
I was very much taken aback at this reply, but again I put it down to the facetiousness that grown-
ups practised on young people.
“Oh, but—” I began.
“Well, I suppose I had better hear it. You said it mattered more than the other. Why?”
“Because it’s about you,” I said.
“Oh.” She took some dripping roses from the white enamelled bowl where they were lying, and held
them up and examined them critically. “Pretty poor specimens, aren’t they?” she said, and it was true
that compared with her they did look wilted. “But I suppose you can’t expect much of roses at the end
of July, and in all this heat, too.”
“It isn’t quite the end,” I reminded her, always calendar-conscious. “It’s only the 21st.”
“Is it?” she said. “I lose count of the days. We live in such a whirl of gaiety, don’t we? Parties all
the time. Don’t you get sick of it? Don’t you want to go home?”
“Oh no,” I said, “unless you want me to.”
“I certainly do not. You’re the one ray of light. I couldn’t do without you. How long are you staying,
by the way?”
“Until the 30th.”
“But that’s so near. You can’t go then. Stay until the end of the holidays. I’ll arrange it with
Mama.”
“Oh, I couldn’t. Mother would miss me. She does miss me, as it is.”
“I don’t believe it. You’re flattering yourself. Stay another week, then. I’ll arrange it with Mama.”
“I should have to write home—”
“Yes, of course. Well, now that’s all settled. And the flowers are arranged, too. Can I trust you to
carry one of these vases for me?”
“Yes, please,” I said. “But, Marian—”
“Yes?”
“You haven’t heard Hugh’s other message.”
Her face clouded. She put down the vases she was carrying and said almost irritably: “Well, what is
it?”
“He wants to know if you will sing ‘Home, Sweet Home’ at the concert.”
“What concert?”
“The concert tonight after the cricket match.”
Marian’s face took on its most sombre look; she thought a moment and then said: “Tell him I’ll
sing it if he will sing—oh well—if he’ll sing ‘She Wore a Wreath of Roses.’"

With my schoolboy’s exaggerated sense of fairness I thought this a most satisfactory arrangement, and as soon as I had finished carrying the flowers for Marian, which perforce I had to do at a walking pace, I ran off to find Lord Trimingham.

“Well, what did she say?” he asked eagerly.

I told him the bargain Marian had proposed.

“But I don’t sing,” he said.

His voice was much more expressive than his face. I knew at once that the answer had been a blow. He had said “I don’t sing” not “I can’t sing,” but it was obvious that he couldn’t and I wondered why I hadn’t thought of it before. At school such rebuffs were all in the day’s work, and I was surprised that he was so dejected; but I wanted to cheer him up, so I said, my mind working quicker than usual: “Oh, it was only a joke.”

“A joke?” he repeated. “But she knows I don’t sing.”

“That was what made it a joke,” I patiently explained.

“Oh, do you think so?” he said, his voice brightening. “I wish I could be sure.”

It might have been better if I had left him with his original impression.

Later in the morning I saw Marian again, and she asked me if I had given Lord Trimingham her message. I told her I had.

“What did he say?” she asked.

“He laughed,” I said. “He thought it was a very good joke, because, you see, he doesn’t sing.”

“Did he really laugh?” She looked put out.

“Oh yes.” I was beginning to fancy myself as an editor as well as a messenger.

With Marcus’s full approval I put on my school cricket-clothes, but when I asked him if I could wear the school cap—a blue one made in segments converging on a crowning button, and having a white gryphon woven on the front—he was doubtful. “It would be all right,” he said, “if it was an England cap, or even a county cap or a club cap. But being only a school cap, people might think you were putting on side.”

“They wouldn’t if it was to keep the rain off, you old heifer.”

“It won’t rain, stomach-pump.”

We argued for some time about the propriety of wearing a cap, heaping ingenious insults on each other.

Sunshine and shadow outside, sunshine and shadow in my thoughts. Since Marcus’s return I had become vaguely aware that I was leading a double life. In one way this exhilarated me; it gave me a sense of power and called out my latent capacities for intrigue. But also I was afraid, afraid of making some slip, and at the back of my mind I knew that the practical difficulty of keeping Marcus in the dark about the letters still existed, though I had been half persuaded to ignore it. I carried about with me something that made me dangerous, but what it was and why it made me dangerous I had no idea; and soon my thought of it was banished by the imminence of the cricket match, which was making itself felt throughout the house. I caught glimpses of white-clad figures striding purposefully to and fro, heard men’s voices calling each other in tones of authority and urgency, as if life had suddenly become more serious, as if a battle were in prospect.

We had a stand-up, buffet luncheon, all going to the sideboard and helping ourselves, and this seemed a tremendous innovation. It relieved the excitement and suspense to be always jumping up, and Marcus and I busied ourselves with waiting on the others. Waiting on and waiting for them; for
we had long ago finished our meal and were kicking our heels when Lord Trimingham caught Mr. Maudsley’s eye and said: “Ought we to be moving now?”

I remember walking to the cricket ground with our team, sometimes trying to feel, and sometimes trying not to feel, that I was one of them; and the conviction I had, which comes so quickly to a boy, that nothing in the world mattered except that we should win. I remember how class distinctions melted away and how the butler, the footman, the coachman, the gardener, and the pantry boy seemed completely on an equality with us, and I remember having a sixth sense that enabled me to foretell, with some accuracy, how each of them would shape.

All our side were in white flannels. The village team, most of whom were already assembled in the pavilion, distressed me by their nondescript appearance; some wore their working clothes, some had already taken their coats off, revealing that they wore braces. “How can they have any chance against us?” I asked myself, for though less conventional than Marcus, I did not believe you could succeed at a game unless you were dressed properly for it. It was like trained soldiers fighting natives. And then it crossed my mind that perhaps the village team were like the Boers, who did not have much in the way of equipment by our standards, but could give a good account of themselves, none the less; and I looked at them with a new respect.

Most of the members of the opposing sides knew one another already; those who did not were formally made acquainted by Lord Trimingham. The process of successively shaking hands with person after person I found confusing, as I still do; the first name or two held, then they began to trickle off my memory like raindrops off a mackintosh. Suddenly I heard: “Burgess, this is our twelfth man, Leo Colston.” Automatically I stretched my hand out and then, seeing who it was, for some reason I blushed furiously. He, too, seemed embarrassed, but recovered himself more quickly than I did, and said: “Oh yes, my lord, we know each other, Master Colston and I, he comes to slide down my straw-stack.”

“Stupid of me,” said Lord Trimingham; “of course, he told us. But you should make him run errands for you, Burgess, he’s a nailer at that.”

“I’m sure he’s a useful young gentleman,” said the farmer, before I had time to speak.

Lord Trimingham turned away, leaving us together.

“I didn’t see you when I came,” I blurted out, eyeing the farmer’s white flannels, which transformed him almost as much as if he had been wearing fancy dress.

“I was with the mare,” he said, “but she’s comfortable now, she’s got her foal. You must come and see them.”

“Are you the captain?” I asked, for it was difficult to think of him in a subordinate position.

“Oh no,” said he, “I’m not much of a cricketer. I just hit out at them. Bill Burdock, he’s our skipper. That’s him over there, talking to his lordship.” Of course I was used to hearing the servants call Lord Trimingham his lordship, but it seemed odd to me that Ted should, and involuntarily I glanced round to see if Marian was there; but the ladies from the Hall had not appeared. “Look, they’re spinning the coin,” he said, with an eagerness that was almost boyish. “But it won’t signify; his lordship never wins the toss.”

This time he did, however, and we went in first.

The game was already under way when Mrs. Maudsley and her train arrived. I could hardly contain my disapproval of their lateness. “They simply wouldn’t start,” Marcus confided to me. “See you again, old man.” He went down with them to a row of chairs below the steps; I sat with the team in the pavilion.

I have never voluntarily watched a game of cricket since, and have forgotten most of the rules. If I can still remember this match in some detail, it is in the same way that I can still construe a passage, say, of Virgil that I learned at school. I may be word-perfect in it, but I couldn’t apply my
accomplishment to the rest of Latin literature—an unknown passage would floor me, however simple it was. And so with cricket: I couldn’t transfer my understanding of this particular match, still less the emotions it aroused in me, to the game of cricket in general. If anyone said to me now that cricket is slow and dull, I should not contradict him, whereas if anyone had said it to me then, I should have wanted to hit him.

Cricket is more than a game, they say, or used to say: it is an attitude of mind, a point of view. I don’t know about that. You can think of it as a set of ritual movements, or as a ballet, a ballet in a green field, a ballet of summer, which you can enjoy without knowing what it’s about or what it means. At least that is how I should recommend other people to enjoy it—ballets are not for me. I like facts. In those days I knew the facts about cricket and I can still repeat some of them parrot-wise. It is like knowing the figures in a sum without being able to add them up. At least, if I added them up, they wouldn’t make a game of cricket as I used to know it.

There are eleven men on each side; the side that is “in” tries to make runs; the other side tries to get them “out.” Representing the side that is in are the two batsmen; as each batsman gets out, he is replaced by another until only one is left, and then the side is out. Meanwhile the other side—the “fielding” side—is present in full force. Prominent among them are the two bowlers, the batsmen’s most direct and determined enemies. There are the “fielders” too—the nine men posted at strategic points about the ground, to hinder the batsman in his task of making runs, and, if possible, get him “out.” But it is the batsmen and the bowlers who take the eye of the crowd. In them is crystallized the clash of wills that makes the match, so that to the uninitiated the game may seem like a duel between them. If the bowler sends down a ball that hits the batsman’s “wicket”—the three “stumps” which it is his honour, his glory, and (if he is a professional) his livelihood to defend—then the batsman is out. In a two-innings match he may get a second chance, but for the purpose of this innings he is dead. (Ours was a single-innings match.)

There are many other ways for a batsman to get out, some highly technical, but the most usual way is being “caught,” which means that after the ball has left his bat, and before it touches the ground, a fielder catches it. If cricket means anything to me now, it means a “catch.”

If I have dwelt on the end of the batsman’s career rather than on the career itself, it is because the moment of his getting out is also the moment of highest tension in the game. In a bullfight, I imagine, the bull does plenty of work and provides the spectators with plenty of thrills before he is killed—he wouldn’t be a “good” bull if he didn’t. But the supreme moment, the moment the crowd waits for, is his death. The batsman is not there to get out, he is there to make “runs” and help his side to victory; but, all the same, it is the moment of his defeat and symbolic death—desired or dreaded, according to which side you are on—that matters most. At least it did with me.

I have had no other experience of village cricket, but I realize that conditions at Brandham were exceptional; the Triminghamss had always been interested in the game, and Mr. Maudsley carried on the tradition. On the cricket field we had all the correct accessories, and these gave the match the feeling of importance, of mattering intensely, which I required from life; had it been conducted in a slipshod manner, I could not have taken the same interest in it. I liked existence to be simplified into terms of winning or losing, and I was a passionate partisan. I felt that the honour of the Hall was at stake and that we could never lift our heads up if we lost. Most of the spectators, I imagined, were against us, being members of the village or of neighbouring villages. The fact that they applauded a good shot did not give me a sense of comradeship with them; had we worn rosettes or colours to distinguish us I could have hardly looked the other party in the eye, while I would willingly have clasped the hand of the biggest blackguard on our side.

Above all, I was anxious that Lord Trimingham should do well, partly because he was our captain and the word “captain” had a halo for me, partly because I liked him and enjoyed the sense of
consequence his condescension gave me, and partly because the glory of Brandham Hall, its highest potentialities for a rhapsody of greatness, centred in him.

I watched him walk to the wicket with the unconscious elegance of bearing that made such a poignant contrast with his damaged face, and saw him go through the solemn preliminaries that, if my memory serves, attend the incoming of each batsman. Denys made some observations about his style, comparing him to the leading cricketers of the day, not altogether to their advantage. As I said, my recollection of the niceties of the game is faint, and even in this one it is the moments of crisis that I best remember. Modern critics complain that these are all too few, but for that very reason they stand out.

The first crisis came almost at once. Lord Trimingham disappointed us. He made a stroke or two that seemed to justify Denys’s claims for him—he gave us a taste of his quality—then out he came. A round of applause, subdued and sympathetic, and more for him than for his play, greeted his return. I joined in the muted clapping and, averting my eyes, muttered: “Bad luck, sir,” when he came by; so what was my surprise to see Marian applauding vigorously as if he had done really well, and her eyes were sparkling as she lifted them to his. He answered with the twisted look that served him as a smile. “Can she be mocking him?” I wondered. “Is it another joke?” I didn’t think so; it was just that, being a woman, she didn’t know what cricket was.

Further disasters followed. It was shocking—these Boers, in their motley raiment, triumphantly throwing the ball into the air after each kill! How I disliked them! The spectators on the “boundary,” standing, sitting, lying, or propped against trees, I imagined to be animated by a revolutionary spirit and reveling in the downfall of their betters.

Such was the position, a grim one, when Mr. Maudsley took the field. He walked stiffly and stopped more than once to fumble with his gloves. I suppose he was no more than fifty, but to me he looked hopelessly old and utterly out of the picture: it was as though old Father Time had come down with his scythe to mow the daisies. He left behind him a whiff of office hours and the faint trail of gold, so alien to the cricket field. Gnome-like he faced the umpire and responded to his directions with quick, jerky movements of his bat. His head flicked round on his thin lizard’s neck as he took in the positions of the fielders. Seeing this, they rubbed their hands and came in closer. Suddenly I felt sorry for him with the odds so heavily against him, playing a game he was too old for, trying to look younger than he was. An element of farce had come into the game, spoiling its seriousness.

But I was wrong. The qualities that had enabled Mr. Maudsley to get on in the world stood by him on the cricket field. Especially the quality of judgment. He knew when to leave well alone, he took no risks. His method was no method, but it worked. He had an uncanny sense of where the gaps in the defence were, and could always slip the ball through them. The village team were brought in closer, they were sent out farther, they straddled their legs and adopted attitudes of extreme watchfulness; but to no purpose.

Our other batsmen were less fortunate. After several had been dismissed for paltry scores, Denys went out to join his father. The ladies, as I could tell from their motionless hats, were now taking a proper interest in the game: mentally I could see the searchlight beam of Mrs. Maudsley’s eye veering between her husband and her son. “She won’t mind much if Denys gets out,” I thought.

Before he left the pavilion Denys had told us what he meant to do. Above all, he said, his father mustn’t tire himself. “I shall do the hitting, and I shan’t let him run more than I can help.”

For a time these tactics were successful. Denys hit to such good purpose that no running was needed. (A “boundary” hit counts four and you don’t have to run.) He played with a great deal of gesture, walking about meditatively when it was not his turn, strolling out to pat the pitch, and making practice airshots. But his method didn’t combine well with his father’s opportunist policy. Mr. Maudsley would start out to run, and be thwarted by Denys’s raised arm, which shot up like a
policeman’s. Once or twice when this happened the spectators tittered, but Denys seemed to be as unconscious of their amusement as he was of his father’s irritation, which was also evident to us. At last, when the signal was once more raised against him, Mr. Maudsley shouted out “Come on!” It was like the crack of a whip. All the authority he so carefully concealed in his daily life spoke in those two words. Denys started off like a rabbit, but he was too late and paid the penalty. Crestfallen and red in the face, he returned to the pavilion.

There was now no doubt about who dominated the field. But oddly enough, though I did not grudge my host his triumph, I could not quite reconcile it with the spirit of the game. It wasn’t cricket—that phrase which used to mean so much to an Englishman—it wasn’t cricket that an elderly, wizened individual with a stringy neck and creaking joints should, by dint of headwork and superior cunning, reverse the proverb that youth will be served. Brawn, I obscurely felt, should prevail over brain.

Mr. Maudsley did not find anyone to stay with him long, however. The next three batsmen were soon disposed of. Perhaps they felt the responsibility of being Mr. Maudsley’s partners too acutely; at any rate the tail, as they say, did not wag. Still, our final score of 142 was very respectable. Tremendous applause greeted Mr. Maudsley as he came back, undefeated, having made his coveted “fifty” runs. He walked alone—the footman, his last companion at the wicket, having joined the village side, with whom no doubt he felt more at his ease. We all rose to do honour to Mr. Maudsley; he looked a little pale, but much less heated than the village team, who were perspiring freely and mopping their faces. Lord Trim-ingham took the liberty of patting him on the back; gentle as the pat was, his frail frame shook under it.

During the tea interval the game was replayed many times, but the hero of the hour seemed content to be left out; indeed, it soon became as difficult to associate him with his play as with the financial operations he directed in the city. At five o’clock our team took the field; the village had 143 runs to make to beat us, and two hours to make them in.
I STILL have the score cards, but whereas the figures of our score still speak to me of who made them, and how, the figures of theirs are not so articulate; they are voiceless until half-way through. The reason is, no doubt, that our players were all known to me personally, whereas theirs, with one exception, were not. Also because it looked like being such an easy win for us that I withdrew some of my attention: one cannot fix it on a walk-over, and, keen as I was on the game, a child’s attention is easily distracted. The excitements of before the tea interval seemed far away and wasted, as if we had put out all our strength to lift a pin. I remember feeling rather sorry for the village side, as one after another their batsmen went back to the pavilion, long-faced and looking much smaller than when they had started out.

And as the game receded from my mind, the landscape filled it. There were two arches: the arch of the sky beyond the cricket field, and the arch of the sky above; and each repeated the other’s curve. This delighted my sense of symmetry; what disturbed it was the spire of the church. The church itself was almost invisible among the trees, which grew over the mound it stood on in the shape of a protractor, an almost perfect semicircle. But the spire, instead of dividing the protractor into two equal segments, raised its pencil-point to the left of the centre—about eight degrees, I calculated. Why didn’t the church conform to nature’s plan? There must be a place, I thought, where the spire would be seen as a continuation of the protractor’s axis, producing the perpendicular indefinitely into the sky, with two majestic right angles at its base, like flying buttresses, holding it up. Perhaps some of the spectators enjoyed this view. I wished I could go in search of it while our team was demolishing the village side.

But soon my eye, following the distressful spire into the heavens, rested on the enormous cloud that hung there, and tried to penetrate its depths. A creation of the heat, it was like no cloud I had ever seen. It was pure white on top, rounded and thick and lustrous as a snowdrift; below, the white was flushed with pink, and still farther below, in the very heart of the cloud, the pink deepened to purple. Was there a menace in this purple tract, a hint of thunder? I did not think so. The cloud seemed absolutely motionless; scan it as I would, I could not detect the smallest alteration in its outline. And yet it was moving—moving towards the sun, and getting brighter and brighter as it approached it. A few more degrees, and then—

As I was visualizing the lines of the protractor printed on the sky, I heard a rattle and a clatter. It was Ted Burgess going out to bat and whistling, no doubt to keep his spirits up. It was not the way a gentleman would have behaved.

How did I feel about Ted? Did I want him to do badly? He was an enemy, of course—not my personal enemy, but an enemy of the Hall. I was puzzled, for till now my feelings had been quite clear. Of course, he mustn’t make a big score, but if he made just one big hit, one mighty swipe—

He tried to, and was only saved, it seemed, by a miracle: and then I knew: I knew I didn’t want him to succumb. (“Succumb” was a word the newspapers used in reports of cricket matches to describe a batsman’s exit; I rather liked it.) The knowledge made me feel guilty of disloyalty; but I consoled myself with the thought that it was sporting, and therefore meritorious, to want the enemy to put up a fight; besides, they were so far behind! And in this state of uneasy neutrality I remained, while Ted let fly at the balls that came to him and made one mis-hit after another.

Then he began to settle down and the big hits I had hoped for followed. The spectators laughed and scattered as the ball came rushing at them, but no one, I fancy, thought that it was more than a flash in the pan. “He’ll soon get out that way,” one wiseacre sitting near me observed. And in fact it always seemed that his next stroke would be his last.
But luck was with him, he had found a way of harnessing his strength, and all at once he opened his shoulders and hit the ball right over the pavilion roof.

A cluster of small boys tore off to look for it, and while they were looking our side lay down on the grass; only Ted and his partner and the two umpires remained standing, looking like victors on a stricken field. All the impulse seemed to go out of the game; it was a moment of utter relaxation. And even when the ball had been found and play began again, it still had a light-hearted, knock-about character. “Good old Ted!” someone called out.

With the score card in front of me I still can’t remember at what point I was reminded that it was a match and not a game, and that Ted’s fireworks, which were so exhilarating to watch, might spell disaster for us, might mean in fact that we should lose—unless he was got rid of. Perhaps a stiffening in the attitude of the spectators told me; at any rate I felt my heart pounding in my chest.

Lose! I didn’t like the word, or what it stood for. I didn’t want to be on the losing side. I knew how to lose with a good grace, it was one of the first things we learned at school. Grin and bear it! And sharing made it easier, of course. Many heads bowed, not one. And telling one another, with raised eyebrows, head-shakes, shrugs, and carefully disinterested voices, that if it hadn’t been for this or that piece of unfairness, and this or that stroke of bad luck, if X hadn’t been off form, or Y had been able to play, the result would have been different. Yes, defeat could be taken with dignity, like any other medicine. But oh, the contraction of spirit it entailed!— that was what, in prospect, I really minded. Instead of expanding in the sunshine of success, to have to shrink into oneself, make oneself into a hard tight core of disappointment, raise all one’s hackles, and defences, to keep out the cold breath of failure!

People were cheering; Ted had made his “fifty.” It was a very different “fifty” from Mr. Maudsley’s, a triumph of luck, not of cunning, for the will and even the wish to win seemed absent from it. He might have been giving an exhibition, on which nothing hung. Dimly I felt that the contrast represented something more than the conflict between Hall and village. It was that, but it was also a struggle between order and lawlessness, between obedience to tradition and defiance of it, between social stability and revolution, between one attitude to life and another. I knew which side I was on, yet the traitor within my gates was not so sure; he felt the issue differently, he backed the individual against the side, even my own side, and wouldn’t mind seeing Ted Burgess pull it off. But I couldn’t voice such thoughts to the hosts of Midian prowling round me under the shade of the pavilion veranda. Their looks had cleared marvellously and they were now taking bets about the outcome, not without sly glances at me; so spying a vacant seat beside Marian, I edged my way down to her and whispered:

“Isn’t it exciting?” I felt that this was not too much of a betrayal of our side.

When she did not answer, I repeated the question. She turned to me and nodded, and I saw that she didn’t answer because she couldn’t trust herself to speak. Her eyes were bright, her cheeks were flushed, and her lips trembled. I was a child and lived in the society of children and I knew the signs. At the time I didn’t ask myself what they meant, but the sight of a grown-up person so openly affected greatly increased my emotional response to the game, so that I could hardly sit still, for I always wriggled when excited. The conflict in my feelings grew more acute. I knew what Marian wanted, and deep down I couldn’t help wanting what she wanted. It had always been so. Yet my training and my loyalty to the Hall made it impossible for me to will the other side to win. With burning cheeks I stole back to my place.

Ted Burgess might win the match, but he couldn’t do it alone; some other batsman must stay with him until our score was passed. It was a partnership, and if no partner stayed the course, the game was up. Only two of the village batsmen remained to keep him company. Last on the list, they were sure to be “rabbits.”
With Ted hitting so hard, Lord Trimingham had put several of his fielders on the “boundary” as far away from Ted as possible. One of them was standing just in front of us. Ted hit the ball straight at him. I thought it would go over his head, but soon its trajectory flattened, and as it came to earth it seemed to gather speed. The fieldsman put out his hand, but the ball cannoned off it and hurtled menacingly towards us. Mrs. Maudsley jumped up with a little cry; Marian’s hands flew to protect her face; I held my breath. There was a moment of tension and confused inquiry before it was discovered that neither of them had been touched. Both the ladies laughed at their narrow escape and tried to pass it off. The ball lay at Mrs. Maudsley’s feet looking strangely small and harmless. I threw it to the man who had tried to stop it (I saw now that he was one of our gardeners), but he didn’t pick it up. His face twisted with pain, he was nursing his left hand in his right and gingerly rubbing it.

Lord Trimingham and some other members of our side came towards him and he went out to meet them. I saw him showing them his injured hand. They conferred; they seemed to come to a decision; then the group broke up and Lord Trimingham and the gardener returned to the pavilion.

Confusion reigned in my mind. I thought all sorts of things at the same time—that the match was over, that the gardener would be maimed for life, that Ted would be sent to prison. Then I heard Lord Trimingham say: “We’ve had a casualty. Pollin has sprained his thumb, and I’m afraid we shall have to call on our twelfth man.” Even then I didn’t know that he meant me.

My knees quaking, I walked back with him to the arena. A basking onlooker who had been suddenly called upon to join the Christians among the lions could not have been more overcome than I was. I heard Lord Trimingham say: “Let’s hope this interruption will have unsettled him,” meaning Ted. I heard him telling me what to do, and then mechanically I followed the movements of his hand, signalling me to my place in the field. At last I came to rest in a fairy ring, and this absurdly gave me confidence, for I thought it might be a magic circle and would protect me. As my nervousness wore off, a sense of elation took possession of me. I felt at one with my surroundings and sustained by the long tradition of cricket. Awareness such as I had never known sharpened my senses. Responsibility instead of being a dread, became a stimulus. But was I so responsible after all? The game had begun again and Ted had begun hitting again; I saw two shots flash to the boundary. But they did not come my way and then I realized, almost with a pang, that it was most unlikely that they would, for my position was the least important, the least responsible, that could have been found for me. It was known, I now remember, as “square leg,” and was a place reserved for the least expert fieldsman. Nothing would come my way.

A mortifying thought! And mortifying, too, was the relief it brought me. Released from my self-preoccupation, I looked round at the figures on the score-board and knew that we were in the direst danger. Our captain knew it too, he was reorganizing the attack. Our men were being made to change their positions. Should I be ousted from my fairy ring, to which —when I was not occupying the corresponding position on the other side of the field—I so thankfully returned? No, I was not. Lord Trimingham did not look towards me; he was holding the ball, he was to be our bowler, the spearhead of our attack.

Ted was not facing him, his partner was. So many things in cricket happen when one is not looking; almost before I realized it, the man had been bowled out. He turned and looked ruefully at the three stumps behind him, one of which had been uprooted from the ground; then with dull eyes and heavy steps he walked back to the pavilion. It was proof of our captain’s popularity that even at this critical moment he was generously applauded. And it was proof, too, of the general nervous excitement that when the boy whose job it was to put the figures on the score-board, in his own nervousness, put them upside-down, a laugh went round the field. It came to me magnified through ears that, like the rest of me, had begun to tingle. Even mathematics, it seemed, were liable to nervous upset. The boy came back, peered at his handiwork, and, to the accompaniment of more laughter, slowly changed the
figures round. One hundred and thirty-six: the village needed seven runs to win, and this was their last batsman coming out.

As he met the retiring batsman in midfield and exchanged a few words with him, at which each man nodded, I tried once more to make out where my true feelings lay. But they gathered round me like a mist, whose shape can be seen as it approaches, but not when it is on you, and in the thick whirling vapours my mind soon lost its way. Yet I kept my sense of the general drama of the match and it was sharpened by an awareness, which I couldn’t have explained, of a peculiar drama between the bowler and the batsman, between Lord Trimingham and Ted, who were now facing each other. Landlord and tenant, peer and commoner, Hall and village—these were elements in it. But there was another, the spot of bright colour on the pavilion steps which I knew was Marian.

It was a prideful and sustaining thought that whereas the spectators would throw themselves about and shout themselves hoarse, we, the players, were forbidden to show the least sign of emotion. Certainly Lord Trimingham, digging his heel into the ground, a trick he had before he started bowling, did not, nor did Ted, though his face was scarlet under his matted hair, and his shirt was sticking to his back. But they eyed each other warily, the Briton and the Boer, as warily as two men could, I thought, who were not actually seeking each other’s blood.

Lord Trimingham sent down his deceptively dipping ball, but Ted did not wait for it to drop; he ran out and hit it to the boundary. It was a glorious stroke, and the elation of it ran through me like an electric current. The crowd yelled and cheered, and suddenly the balance of my feelings went right over. It was their victory I wanted now, Ted’s victory, not ours, not Lord Trimingham’s. I did not think of it in terms of the three runs that were needed; I seemed to hear it blowing towards me like a wind.

I could not tell if the next ball was straight or not, but it was pitched much farther up, and suddenly I saw Ted’s face and body swinging round and the ball travelling towards me on a rising straight line like a cable stretched between us. Ted started to run and then stopped and stood watching me, wonder in his eyes and a wild disbelief.

I threw my hand above my head and the ball stuck there, but the impact knocked me over. When I scrambled up, still clutching the ball to me, as though it was a pain that had started in my heart, I heard the sweet sound of applause and saw the field breaking up and Lord Trimingham coming towards me. I can’t remember what he said—my emotions were too overpowering—but I remember his congratulations were the more precious because they were reserved and understated; they might, in fact, have been addressed to a man; and it was as a man, and not by any means the least of men, that I joined the group who were making their way back to the pavilion. We went together in a ragged cluster, the defeated and the surviving batsmen with us, all enmity laid aside, amid a more than generous measure of applause from the spectators.

I could not tell how I felt; in my high mood of elation the usual landmarks by which I judged such things were lost to view. I was still in the air though the scaffolding of events which had lifted me had crumbled. But I was uneasily aware of one separate element that had not quite fused in the general concourse of passions: the pang of regret, sharp as a sword-thrust, that had accompanied the catch. Far from diminishing my exultation, it had somehow raised it to a higher power, like the drop of bitter in the fount of happiness; but I felt that I should be still happier—that it would add another cubit to my stature—if I told Ted of it. Something warned me that such an avowal would be unorthodox; the personal feelings of cricketers were concealed behind their stiff upper lips. But I was almost literally above myself; I knew that the fate of the match had turned on me, and I felt I could afford to defy convention. Yet how would he take it? What were his feelings? Was he still elated by his innings or was he bitterly disappointed by its untimely close? Did he still regard me as a friend, or as an enemy who had brought about his downfall? I did not greatly care; and seeing that he was walking alone
most of the players had exhausted their stock of conversation), I sidled up to him and said, with a
trembling voice: “I’m sorry, Ted. I didn’t really mean to catch you out.”

He didn’t answer at once, his thoughts seemed far away; then he smiled and said: “That’s quite all
right.” A moment later his face changed, he looked concerned, and he said anxiously: “But you
mustn’t mind about me. You’ll spoil it if you do. You ought to be all cock-a-hoop. I should be, in your
place. That catch of yours was a beauty; I never thought you’d hold it. To tell you the truth, I’d
forgotten your existence, and then I looked round and there you were, by God. And then I thought:
‘It’ll go right over his head,’ but you stretched up like a concertina. I’d thought of a dozen ways I
might get out, but never thought I’d be caught out by our postman.”

“I didn’t mean to,” I repeated, not to be cheated of my apology.

At that moment the clapping grew louder and some enthusiasts coupled Ted’s name with it. Though
we were all heroes, he was evidently the crowd’s favourite; and I dropped back so that he might walk
in alone. His fellow batsmen in the pavilion were making a great demonstration; even the ladies of our
party, sitting in front, showed themselves mildly interested as Ted came by. All except one. Marian, I
noticed, didn’t look up.

As soon as we were back at the Hall I said to Marcus: “Lend me your scoring-card, old man.”

“How could I, you dolt, when I was fielding?” he asked me.

When I had punished him for this, and extracted his score-card from him, I copied on mine the
items that were missing.

“E. Burgess c. sub. b. Ld. Tringham 81,” I read. “Why, you might have put my name in, you
filthy scoundrel.”

“You can’t put my name in, pudding-face,” he said. “Besides, I want to keep this card clean, and it wouldn’t be if your
name was on it.”
THE SUPPER at the village hall was graced by various local notabilities, as well as by the two teams; it seemed to me far the most magnificent occasion I had ever been present at. The decorations, the colours, the heat, the almost overpowering sense of matiness (a quality I greatly valued), went to my head quite as much as the hock-cup that was poured into my glass. At times I lost all sense of myself as a separate entity; at times my spirit fluttered round the peaked ceiling of the hall, among the Union Jacks and paper streamers, a celestial body, companion of the stars. I felt that I had fulfilled my function in life, nothing more remained for me to do: I could live forever on my capital of achievement. My next-door neighbours, both of them members of the village team (for we were dovetailed; at this democratic festival it was not thought proper for two members of the Hall party to sit together), must have found me poor company, for though I communed with them freely in the spirit, I had almost nothing to say to them in the flesh. Not that they minded; they were intent upon their food, and sometimes made remarks to each other across me as if I was not there. These I could seldom understand, but they evoked hilarious laughter; a nod or a grunt passed for a sally, until to my besotted senses the whole world seemed one laugh.

After the supper Mr. Maudsley made a speech. I expected it would be a very halting one, for I had never heard him say half a dozen words consecutively. But he was amazingly fluent. Sentence after sentence poured out, just as if he was reading it; and just as when he was reading prayers, his voice was uninflected and monotonous. Because of this, and the speed he went at, some of his jokes misfired; but those that took effect were all the more successful because of their dry delivery. With what seemed to me consummate skill he contrived to bring in almost every player by name and find something noteworthy in his performance. As a rule I turned a deaf ear to speeches, classing them with sermons as things intended for the grown-up mind; but this one I did listen to, for I hoped to hear my own name mentioned, nor was I disappointed. “Last, but not least, except in stature, our young David, Leo Colston, who slew the Goliath of Black Farm if I may so describe him, not with a sling, with a catch.” All eyes were turned on me, or so I thought; and Ted, who was sitting nearly opposite, gave me a tremendous wink. Wearing a lounge suit and a high starched collar he looked even less like himself than he did in flannels. The more clothes he put on, the less he looked himself. Whereas Lord Trimingham’s clothes always seemed part of him, Ted’s fine feathers made him look a yokel.

Speeches droned on—it was as if the flight of time had been made audible—and then songs were called for. On the dais at the end of the hall stood an upright piano, with a revolving plush-upholstered stool set invitingly in front of it. But now a murmuring began, the import of which at last reached me: where was the accompanist? He was called for, but he did not appear. Explanations were forthcoming. He had sent a message that he was seedy, but inexplicably the message hadn’t been delivered. A wave of disappointment swept the assembly. What was a cricket match, what was a supper, without songs? A chill settled on our wine-warmed spirits and there was no more wine to thaw it. It was early: the evening stretched ahead, an unending black. Would no one volunteer to fill the gap? Lord Trimingham’s ill-matched eyes, which always had the gleam of authority behind them, roved round the room and were avoided as sedulously as if they had been an auctioneer’s; certainly I kept mine fixed on the tablecloth, for Marcus knew that I could play the piano a little. But suddenly, when everyone seemed to be rooted in his place, immovably, never to rise, never to look up as long as an accompanist was being sought for, there was a movement, a flutter to the vertical, almost as if a standard was being raised; and before the relaxation of relief had had time to ease our stiffened bodies, Marian had walked swiftly down the hall, and was seated at the piano-stool. How lovely she looked in her Gainsborough-blue dress between the candles! From there, as from a throne, she looked
down at us, amused and a little mocking, as though to say: “I’ve done my part, now you do yours.”

It was the custom, so I afterwards learned, that the first singers should be members of the two teams; all were called upon and some were badgered, but it was pretty well known, I fancy, who would oblige and who would not. The former, it appeared, had brought their music with them; this they produced apparently from nowhere, sometimes with a guilty and self-conscious, sometimes with a brazen, air; but one and all they seemed to be in awe of the accompanist, standing as far away from her as they could. Her playing fascinated me and I listened to it rather than to the songs. I could see her white, slender fingers (in spite of the perpetual sunshine, she had managed to keep them white) sliding over the keys, and what delicious sounds she coaxed out of that old tin-pot piano! I could tell how irregular its touch must be, but the runs came as smooth as water trickling. What fire there was in the loud passages, and what sweetness in the soft! And it was almost miraculous the way she was able to flick up the key that stuck and put it back in commission. A tactful as well as a skilled accompanist, she followed the singers and did not try to hurry or retard them; but her performance was in such a different class from theirs that the two did not quite match: it was as though a thoroughbred had been harnessed to a carthorse. The audience appreciated this and their applause was respectful as well as rollicking.

When Ted Burgess was called upon he did not seem to hear and I thought he actually hadn’t heard. But when his friends in the various parts of the room began to repeat his name, adding facetious encouragements: “Come on, Ted! Don’t be bashful! We all know you can!”—he made no movement to rise; he sat on in his place looking stubborn and embarrassed. The company enjoyed this; their cries redoubled and became almost a chorus, whereat he was heard to mutter, rather ungraciously, that he didn’t feel like singing. Lord Trimingham joined his voice to theirs. “Now don’t disappoint us, Ted,” he said (the “Ted” surprised me; perhaps it was a concession to good-fellowship). “You didn’t keep us waiting in the cricket field, you know.” In the laughter that followed, Ted’s resistance seemed to crumble; he got up clumsily, carrying a fat roll of music under his arm, and stumbled towards the dais. “Careful, now!” somebody called out, and there was more laughter.

Marian appeared to take no interest in all this. When Ted reached her she raised her eyes and said something and he reluctantly handed her her sheaf of songs. Quickly she looked through them and put one on the music rack; I noticed that she dog-eared the page, which she had never done before. “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes,” announced Ted, as if they were the last thing one could want to take, and someone whispered: “Cheer up, it isn’t a funeral!” At first the singer’s voice was much less audible than his breathing, but gradually it gained strength and steadiness and colour and lent itself to the dancing lilt of the song, so in the end it was quite a creditable performance, which the audience seemed to appreciate all the more for its shaky start. An encore was called for, the first of the evening. Again Ted had to confer with Marian; their heads came close together; again he seemed to demur, and abruptly he left the piano and made a bow in token of refusal. But the applause redoubled; they liked his modesty and were determined to overcome it.

The new song was a sentimental one by Balfe. I don’t suppose it’s ever sung now, but I liked it, and liked Ted’s rendering of it and the quaver that threaded his voice.

When other lips and other hearts
Their tales of love shall tell
In language whose excess imparts
The power they feel so well.

I remember the pensive look on the faces of the audience as they listened to this resigned and mellifluous presage of infidelities to come, unaware of its underlying bitterness; and I expect my face
reflected it, for it seemed to me that I knew all about other lips and other hearts telling their tales of love, and knew how sad it was, and yet how beautiful; nor was I a stranger to the language whose excess imparts the power it feels so well. But what sort of experience, if any, I connected it with, I have no idea. To me it was a literary mood evoked by the sounds of words I liked, words from the grown-up world, which made poetry for me and which yet had reality too—the reality of their meaning for grown-ups, which I was content to take on trust. Songs were about such matters. It never occurred to me that there might be hard feelings when other lips and other hearts began to tell their tales of love, or that they told them in any other way than to the accompaniment of a piano in a concert-room. Least of all did I connect such manifestations with the phenomenon called spooning; I should have been horrified if I had. I sat in ecstasy as though listening to the music of the spheres, and when the lover finally asked nothing more than that his sweetheart, in the midst of her dallyings with another, or others, should remember him, tears of happiness came into my eyes.

At the conclusion of the song there was a call for the accompanist, and Marian left her stool to share the applause with Ted. Half turning, she made him a little bow. But he, instead of responding, twice jerked his head round towards her and away again, like a comedian or a clown wisecracking with his partner. The audience laughed and I heard Lord Trimingham say: “Not very gallant, is he?” My companion was more emphatic. “What’s come over our Ted,” he whispered across me to my other neighbour, “to be so shy with the ladies? It’s because she comes from the Hall, that’s why.” Meanwhile Ted had recovered himself sufficiently to make Marian a bow. “That’s better,” my companion commented. “If it wasn’t for the difference, what a handsome pair they’d make!”

As though alive to the difference, Ted came down from the dais blushing furiously, and once back in his place he turned a frowning, sulky face to the congratulations and sly witticisms of his friends. I minded his discomfiture and yet I enjoyed it too, for it made the party go, keeping it up, enriching it with the spice of malice. Ted the mountebank was just as popular as Ted the hero, perhaps more so, for prolonged hero-worship puts a strain upon one’s vanity. Comic or romantic, the songs that followed were less eventful; mistakes were made, which Marian negligently covered up, but they were mistakes that did not catch the imagination of the audience; indeed, being all on one side, they slightly diminished the hilarity of the evening by giving it the air of a music lesson. This, too, had its piquancy for me, for it affirmed the superiority of the Hall, and I was beginning to bask in this and add it to my other sensations, when, in a pause that followed the last song, I heard Lord Trimingham say: “What about our twelfth man? Can’t he give us something? Latest from school and all that. Come on, Leo.”

For the second time I was called upon to exchange the immunities of childhood for the responsibilities of the grownup world. It was like a death, but with a resurrection in prospect: the third time it happened, there was none. Even as I left my seat—for it never occurred to me that I could refuse—and felt my mouth going dry, I knew that I should get back to what I had been, just as certainly as, the third time, I knew that I should not. I had no music, but I had a song—Lord Trimingham was right about that. I had several songs. One I had sung at a school concert and it never dawned on me until I reached the platform that I couldn’t sing it by myself.

“Well, Leo,” Marian said, “what is it to be?” She spoke in her ordinary voice, as if there was no one else in the room, and it didn’t matter if there was.

Envisaging the walk back to my place, the catastrophic absence of applause, the sense of failure stripping me naked, I said helplessly: “But I haven’t the music.”

She smiled, a starry smile that I still remember, and said: “Perhaps I can play the accompaniment without. What is it?”

“The Minstrel Boy.”

“My favourite song,” she said. “How high does it go?”

“To A,” I said, proud of my top note, half afraid she would say she couldn’t play it in that key.
She said nothing but took a ring off her finger and rather deliberately laid it on the piano-top. Then she settled herself with a swish of silk that seemed to radiate outwards like a perfume, and played the opening bars.

I suppose I had no reason to be grateful to her for this second deliverance from what I dreaded almost more than anything: looking a fool in public. For the first I had: she had taken a lot of trouble to see that I was properly turned out. For the second it was not her I had to thank, but her gift for music. Yet I think I valued the second intervention even more, for it was not her kindness that had rescued me, but one of her graces. I would not have gone to war for a kindness, perhaps, but for a grace I would, and did. For I had no doubt, as my voice floated upwards, who was going, or why. It was I, and for her. She was my Land of Song. Never did a soldier devote himself to death more wholeheartedly than I did; I looked forward to it intensely, I would not have missed it for the world. As for my harp, I could hardly wait for the moment when I should tear its chords asunder. It should never sound in slavery, I proclaimed; and I can honestly say it never has.

I knew the song so well that I did not have to think about singing it; my thoughts were free to wander as they pleased; and though, unlike the other singers, who kept their eyes on the music, I turned and faced the audience, I could see Marian’s fingers at work, catch the gleam of her white arms and whiter neck, and imagine not one, but a whole series of deaths that I should die for her. Each was quite painless, of course: a crown without a cross.

By the silence of the hall I could tell the song was going down well, but I wasn’t prepared for the storm of clapping, which, owing to the confined space, had far greater impact and head-turning quality than the applause that had greeted my catch. I didn’t know, what I afterwards learned, that far from thinking me a fool for going on the platform apparently unprovided with the means to sing, the company had taken it as a sporting gesture. Forgetting to bow, I stood, while feet stamped and the demands for an encore grew louder. Marian didn’t join me; she sat at the piano with her head a little bowed. Once more at a loss, I went to her side and with some difficulty attracted her attention. I said, unnecessarily:

“They want me to sing again.”
“What else can you sing?” she asked, without looking up.
“Well,” I said, “I can sing a song called ‘Angels ever bright and fair,’ but it’s a sacred song.”

For a moment her sombre face relaxed into a smile; then she said, in her abrupt way: “I’m afraid I’m no good to you. I don’t know the accompaniment to that one.”

The bottom dropped out of my world, for I was longing to repeat my triumph, and my emotional temperature was so high that I had no stamina left in me to meet disappointment. But while I was trying to look as if I didn’t mind, a voice from the audience said, in a strong local accent: “I think I’ve got it ‘ere,” and the next moment the speaker was on the platform with a tattered, paper-covered volume called, I still remember, *The Star Folio of Popular Songs*.

“Shall we skip the first bit?” asked Marian, but I begged her to let me sing it.

Oh worse than death, indeed! Lead me, ye guards,
Lead me on to the rack, or to the flames;
I’ll thank your gracious mercy.

So ran the recitative, concluding with Handel’s habitual pom ... pom. I was proud of being able to sing it, for it was in the most uncompromising minor and the intervals were very tricky; also I had enough music in me to know that without it the dulcet air that followed was much less effective. And I liked singing it because the idea of something worse than death had a powerful appeal to my imagination; the Minstrel Boy had gone to his death, but the heroine of this song was threatened with
something worse than death. What it was, I had no idea, but, with my passion for extremes, I contemplated it with ecstasy. Besides, it was a woman’s song, and I could feel that I was undergoing these harsh experiences not only for Marian, but with her.... Together we confronted the fate worse than death; together we soared to our apotheosis:

Angels! Ever bright and fair,
   Take, oh take me to your care.
Speed to your own courts my flight
   Clad in robes of virgin white
Clad in robes of virgin white.

My being was incandescent with a vision of angels, robes, virginity, and whiteness, eternally prolonged; and with the sensation of soaring that the music’s slow ascent so powerfully evoked. But none of this, I think, got into my voice, for I regarded singing as a discipline no less than cricket: nothing of what one felt must be betrayed.

Marian stayed at the piano and left me to take the applause alone. But as it grew more insistent she suddenly got up and took my hand and bowed to the audience; and then, disengaging her hand, she turned and dropped me a low curtsy.

I returned to my seat, but not at once to my pre-song self; the readjustment was too sudden. I had a feeling that my success (for I couldn’t doubt it had been one) had set me a little apart; no one said anything to me until someone asked if I meant to take up singing professionally. I was slightly dashed by this, for singing was an accomplishment not much esteemed at school, and now that I had proved my prowess at it I was inclined to belittle it. “I would rather be a professional cricketer,” I said. “That’s the spirit,” somebody observed; “Ted had better look out.” Ted did not take this up. Regarding me speculatively, he said: “You took those high notes a treat. A real choirboy couldn’t have done it better. You could have heard a pin drop. We might have been in church.”

That was just it; after my religious contribution no one seemed disposed to come forward with a secular song. It was getting late; reaction into the spectator’s security made me sleepy. I must have dozed, for the next thing I heard was Marian’s voice singing “Home, Sweet Home.” After the musical hazards of the evening, the boss shots, the successes snatched from the jaws of failure, the anxiety for myself and others, it was bliss to listen to that lovely voice extolling the joys of home. I thought of my home, and how I should return to it after pleasures and palaces; and I thought of Marian’s and how inappropriate to it the epithet “humble” was. She sang with so much feeling: did she really long for peace of mind in a thatched cottage? It didn’t make sense to me. But I knew there were much grander places than Brandham Hall; perhaps that explained it. She was thinking of some of the bigger houses in the district, where they went visiting. It was only afterwards that I remembered she was singing the song by request.

Alone of those who were asked to, Marian would not give us an encore. The applause that normally brings singer and audience together had in her case the opposite effect; the harder we clapped, the farther away from us she seemed. I did not resent this or even regret it; nor, I think, did anyone. She was not of our clay, she was a goddess, and we must not think that by worshiping her we could lower her to our level. If she had said: “Keep your distance, worms!” I should have rejoiced, and so, I think, would most of us. The day, the evening, had been full to overflowing: nothing had been withheld, and perhaps we were never more conscious of the sum of our good luck than when Marian denied this final boon.

“Frog-spawn,” said Marcus as we walked back together, “you didn’t do so badly after all.”
I thought it was decent of him to be pleased with my success, so I said, magnanimously: “Lor lumme, toadstool, in my place you might have done as well, or better.”

He said reflectively: “It is true that on certain occasions I should have tried not to look like a sick cow.”

“On what occasions?” I demanded rashly, adding: “It’s better than looking like a stuck pig, any day.”

Marcus ignored this. “I was thinking of the time when somebody not a million miles from here was knocked down by a cricket ball, and lay on his back with his feet in the air, showing his posterior to all the gaping villagers of Brandham, Brandham-under-Brandham, Brandham-over-Brandham, and Brandham Regis.”

“I didn’t, you po-faced, pot-bellied—”

“Yes, you did, and another time was when you were singing the ‘Minstrel Boy,’ which is a silly song anyhow, and you rolled your eyes just like a sick cow—you really did, Leo—and you sounded like one, too—a cow that is just going to be sick. Oo—er—yar—” he gave a dramatic imitation of what I knew was a physically impossible feat. “I was sitting with Mama pretending to be a villager—poor dear, she didn’t want them on both sides of her—and she was convulsed, and so was I—I shouldn’t like to tell you what I nearly did.”

“I can guess, you bed-wetter,” I said. This was an unkind thrust, but I was really put out. “If you weren’t such an infernalinvalid, with knees like jelly and arms like sparrow’s elbows, I should—”

“Yes, yes,” said Marcus, pacifically, “you didn’t really do so badly. I wasn’t as ashamed of you as I expected to be. And you got rid of that brute Burgess, though it was the biggest fluke I ever saw. God, when I saw him at the piano with Marian it made me go all goosy.”

“Why?” I asked.

“Don’t ask me, ask Mother. At least don’t ask her; she feels like I do about the plebs. Anyhow, we’ve said good-bye to the village for a year. Did you notice the stink in that hall?”

“No.”

“You didn’t?”

“Well, not particularly, “ I said, not wanting to seem insensitive. “I suppose it was a bit whiffy.”

“Phew! Three times I nearly had to cat: I had to hold myself with both hands. You must have a nose like a rhinoceros, and come to think of it, you have: the same shape, the same two bumps, and just as scaly. But I suppose you were too busy mooing and rolling your eyes and sucking up the applause. Golly, you did look pleased with yourself.”

I felt I could afford to disregard this.

“And you looked so pi, Leo, really dreadfully pi. So did everybody, while you were singing that church thing about the angels taking care of you. They all looked as if they were thinking about their dear dead ones, and Burgess looked as if he might be going to blub. Of course it’s difficult to know how Trimingham feels, because of his face, but he didn’t half crack you up to Mama. He’ll eat out of your hand now.”

Having allowed me this dewdrop, Marcus paused. We were approaching the house—the S.W. prospect, I suppose, since the village lay that side; but I still can’t remember what it looked like though I remember how bright the moonlight was. I could hear voices in front of us, but none behind; we had been the last of the party to leave, largely because I lingered to receive further congratulations on my performance, which was partly, no doubt, why Marcus was sore about it, or pretended to be. He peered dramatically into the bushes and waited till we were demonstrably out of earshot.

“Can you keep a secret?” he said, dropping our schoolboy language.

“You know I can,” I answered.

“Yes, but this is very important.”
I gave extreme pledges of secrecy; that I should fall down dead if I betrayed his confidence was one of the least binding.

“Very well, I’ll tell you, though Mama made me promise not to tell anyone. But can’t you guess?” Marcus was evidently afraid that his revelation might fall flat.

I couldn’t.

“Marian’s engaged to marry Trimingham—it’ll be announced after the ball. Are you glad?”

“Yes,” I said, “I am. I’m sure I am.”
I REMEMBER Sunday morning as a whitish blur, soundless, featureless, and motionless. All my wishes had come true, and I had nothing left to live for. This is usually taken to mean a state of despair; with me it was bliss. Never, even after the downfall of Jenkins and Strode, had I had such a supreme sense of personal triumph. I realized that it was due to extraordinary luck; the cricket ball might have been a few inches higher, no one might have been able to play my songs. But that didn’t detract from my achievement; luck was in love with me, like everyone else. I stood so high in my own regard that I was beyond the need for self-assertion, for putting myself across. I was I. It was thanks to me that we had won the cricket match; thanks to me that the concert had been the success it was. These were facts that could not be gain-said.

A more partial triumph might have made me cocky, as Marcus thought I should be; but mine was too undeniable, too absolute. It moved me to awe and wonder, almost to worship. At last I was free from all my imperfections and limitations; I belonged to another world, the celestial world. I was one with my dream life. Of this I needed no confirmation from anyone; and when at breakfast I was again congratulated on my achievements, it had no more effect than more fuel under a kettle already boiling.

But it was not only for myself that I was triumphant. Marcus’s disclosure had crowned my happiness anew. Of outside influences, Marian’s favour had been the Jacob’s ladder of my ascent; had the balance of my feelings for her been disturbed by a harsh look, I should have fallen, like Icarus. And now she was just where I wanted her: united to Lord Trimingham, my other idol. Though I was not worldly, I got some extra satisfaction from the suitability of the match.

These were high matters which appealed to my imagination. But they also affected my daily life, or would affect it. I took it for granted that my role of postman would now cease.

I was glad of this for several reasons. I still did not see how my secret missions could be combined with Marcus’s return to normal life. They had excited me and become a habit with me and before the cricket match I hadn’t really wanted to abandon them. The current of my endeavour flowed in them; I was most myself when I was carrying them out. I liked the secrecy and the conspiracy and the risk. And I liked Ted Burgess in a reluctant, half-admiring, half-hating way. When I was away from him I could think of him objectively as a working farmer whom no one at the Hall thought much of. But when I was with him his mere physical presence cast a spell on me; it established an ascendancy that I could not break. He was, I felt, what a man ought to be, what I should like to be when I grew up. At the same time I was jealous of him, jealous of his power over Marian, little as I understood its nature, jealous of whatever it was he had that I had not. He came between me and my image of her. In my thoughts I wanted to humiliate him, and sometimes did. But I also identified myself with him, so that I could not think of his discomfiture without pain; I could not hurt him without hurting myself. He fitted into my imaginative life, he was my companion of the greenwood, a rival, an ally, an enemy, a friend— I couldn’t be sure which. And yet on Sunday morning he had ceased to be an unresolved discord and had become part of the general harmony.

At the time I did not wonder why,—I was content to accept the peace that my thoughts offered me. But now I do wonder and I think I know. I had disposed of him. Twice I had overcome him in fair fight. Of what use were the fours and sixes of this village Jessop when I had caught him out and snatched victory from him? My catch would be remembered when his sparkling innings was forgotten. And in the same way I had eclipsed him at the concert. His songs of love had moved me and brought him plenty of applause; but it was applause mixed with laughter, for a personal not a musical success; they clapped him for his hesitations and mistakes, as well as for the rough charm of his singing; they clapped him as they might have clapped him on the back. And what a figure he had cut on the
platform, with his red face, his board-stiff suit, and his strength turned to heaviness! Whereas I, with my songs of death, my high, pure, church music, had captured the admiration as well as the emotions of the audience. From the human plane of badinage and teasing, of jollity and good-fellowship, I had transported them to the region of the angels. I had given them real music, purged of human frailty, not a knock-about turn; and Marian had set her seal on this, she had left her throne and taken my hand and curtsied to me. If the Cricket Concert of 1900 was remembered, it would be remembered for my songs—my songs of death, not for his songs of love. I had killed him, he was dead, and that was why I no longer felt him as a discordant element in my orchestra.

I remember how on that enchanted morning one of the servants, no longer a companion-in-arms but shrunk to his former status, came up to me and said: “You saved the situation for us, Master Leo. We should have been done for if you hadn’t caught him. Of course his lordship took the wicket in a manner of speaking, but it was you really. And we didn’t half enjoy your songs.”

Now the thought of the farmyard had lost its magic for me; it was as dead as a hobby that one has grown out of. I had never really relished its strong smells or the feeling that some dangerous animal might get loose and turn on me. As for the straw-stack, I had tasted to satiety every experience it had to offer, and I now thought, as Marcus did, that straw-stack sliding was a puerile occupation, unworthy of a fully fledged private-school boy. I was, in fact, a little ashamed of it. I was looking forward to taking up my old life with Marcus, to renewing our talks and jokes and to furbishing up our private language. I thought of some new juicy insults to try out on him.

So sure was I that Marian would have no more messages for me to carry that I did not dream of asking her. Indeed, I thought it would be tactless to ask her, just as it was tactless to ask one’s schoolfellows if they had been doing something that one knew they had given up. It would be a mistake to mention it to her. The whole thing was done with. Totally ignorant as I was of love affairs, and little as I knew about their conventions, I felt sure that when a girl was engaged to a man, she did not write letters to another man calling him “Darling.” She might do it until the day of the engagement, but not after. It was automatic; it was a rule, like leaving the wicket at cricket when you were out; and it scarcely crossed my mind that to comply with it might be painful. I had plenty of experience of force majeure and I rebelled against it only when it was manifestly unjust. Private injustice was the lot of schoolboys, as witness Jenkins and Strode, but grownup people were exempt from it, for who was there to be unjust to them?

It no longer seemed to me that my life would be the poorer for the cessation of my secret traffic between the Hall and the farm. My feeling for Marian was possessive only when Ted entered into it, and Ted was now eliminated. I didn’t seriously regard Lord Trimingham as a rival: he was on a higher plane, the plane of imagination. I sincerely wanted Marian’s happiness, both for her sake and for mine; my happiness would be crowned by hers. I thought of happiness as following naturally on the attainment of some aim, like winning a cricket match. You got what you wanted and were happy: it was quite simple. Who could not want to get Lord Trimingham?—and by getting him, so Marcus told me, Marian would also get his house. Married to her, he could afford to live there. The trail of gold followed her, too.

All this was eminently satisfactory as a subject of contemplation, and I thought about it, almost with rapture, when I was not thinking about myself and my own achievements. I had an overwhelming desire to tell my mother about it, and in the space between breakfast and starting for church I wrote her a long letter, in which I represented Marian and myself as living on twin pinnacles of glory. I also told her that Marian had asked me to stay another week. Mrs. Maudsley had confirmed the invitation in her after-breakfast orderly-room: she said a great many sweet things to me. Among them was a compliment that I specially treasured: she was glad that Marcus had found such a nice friend. I told my mother this, and added: “Please let me stay if you’re not too lonly without me, I have never been
happier than I am now except with you.”

I posted the letter in the hall letterbox and was relieved to see some letters showing through the glass door. I had a morbid fear that they might have already been collected, though the post did not go until the afternoon.

Waiting for the other church-goers to assemble, I wondered how I should spend the afternoon, and my thoughts, as to some very distant object, flew to Ted. He had promised to tell me something; what was it? I remembered: he was going to tell me all about spooning, and at the time I had been very eager to hear. Now I was much less eager, hardly eager at all. But perhaps some time, not this afternoon, I would let him tell me; I had fifteen more days at Brandham, and it would be only polite to go and say good-bye to him.

One thing more was added to me before I left for church. Though there were clouds about, the temperature, I knew, was rising: the weather hadn’t broken after all.

Again I was lucky with the Psalms; the Sunday before there had been forty-four verses; this Sunday there were forty-three, seven below the danger-line. Truly providence was on my side. Also I knew we should not have the Litany, as we had had it last Sunday; this also was a great gain. Less than ever was I in a mood to repent of my sins or to feel that other people should repent of theirs. I could not find a flaw in the universe and was impatient with Christianity for bringing imperfection to my notice, so I closed my ears to its message and chose as a subject of meditation the annals of the Trimingham family emblazoned on the transept wall. I had a special interest in it now that Marian was to be admitted to its ranks; she would be a Viscountess, Marcus had told me; and for the first time I noticed that wives were included in the mural tablets: hitherto I had thought of the family as an entirely masculine phenomenon. It did not say, however, that they were viscountesses: Caroline his wife... Mabelle his wife—what an affected way of spelling Mabel! The next moment it seemed pretty and aristocratic, such was the Trimingham spell. “Marian his wife”—but I would not let myself think of that: to me they were both immortal. Immortal—the word had a lovely quality that gave new lustre to my reverie. Why should the race of Triminghams ever die out? My excitement mounting, I thought of the ninety-ninth Viscount, then the hundredth, and tried to calculate in what century he would occur. The thought of their unbroken line, stretching down the ages, moved me deeply. “And yet,” I told myself, “it has been broken; there is no memorial to the fifth Viscount.” My mind disliked the lacuna and tried to by-pass it. At last, by dint of persuading myself that the missing memorial must be in another part of the building, I managed to regain my altitude. The solemn atmosphere of church reinforced the sufficiency of earthly glory; in a mystical union of genealogy and mathematics the time flashed by.

Again Lord Trimingham was the last to leave. I thought that Marian would wait for him, but she didn’t, so I did. Most of my shyness with him had worn off, and I was disposed to think that everything I did or said became me. But I did not want to broach at once the subject that was uppermost in my mind.

“Hullo, Mercury,” he said.

“Can I take a message for you?” I asked, too tactful (and I was proud of this) to suggest the name of the recipient.

“No, thank you,” he replied, and I noticed the contentment in his tone. “It’s very good of you to offer to, but I don’t think I shall have many more messages to send. “

It was on the tip of my tongue to ask why not, but I thought I knew and said instead, less tactfully: “She hasn’t left her prayer-book behind this time?”

“No; but did you ever know such a scatterbrained girl?” he said, as if to be scatterbrained was something to be intensely proud of, and as if I must know any number of girls who were.
I said I did not, and hoping to draw him out and at the same time, perhaps, to collect a compliment for myself, I added: “Doesn’t she play the piano well?”

“Yes, and don’t you sing well?” he answered, taking the bait at once.

Delighted with the success of my ruse, I cut a few capers, after which it seemed quite easy to ask: “Why is there no fifth Viscount?”

“No fifth Viscount?” he echoed. “What do you mean? There are plenty of fifth viscounts.”

“Oh, I expect there are,” I answered airily, not wishing to seem ignorant of the peerage. “But I meant in the church. There isn’t a fifth of your viscounts, not a fifth Viscount Trimingham.”

“Oh, I see,” he said. “I didn’t know you meant him. I’d forgotten which number he was. But yes, there was one.” He was silent.

“But why isn’t he there?” I insisted.

“Well, you see,” said Lord Trimingham, “it was rather a sad story. He was killed.”

“Oh,” I exclaimed, agreeably titillated, for this was more than I had hoped for. “In battle, I expect.”

I remembered how many of the viscounts had served in the forces.

“No,” he said, “not in battle.”

“In an accident?” I prompted; “climbing a mountain perhaps? Or rescuing somebody?”

“No,” he answered, “it wasn’t really an accident.”

I could see he didn’t want to tell me, and a week ago I should have stopped probing him. But now, on the crest of my wave, I felt I could afford to go on.

“What was it?”

“If you really want to know,” Lord Trimingham said, “he was killed in a duel.”

“Oh, what fun!” I cried, astonished that he didn’t want to discuss this ancestor, who now seemed to me the most interesting of the Triminghams. “What had he done? Was it to avenge his honour?”

“Well, yes, in a way,” Lord Trimingham admitted.

“Had someone insulted him? You know, called him a coward or a liar?—Of course, I know he wasn’t,” I added hastily, fearful of seeming to associate myself with the insult.

“Well, no, they hadn’t,” Lord Trimingham said. “He fought the duel about somebody else.”

“Who?”

“A lady. His wife, as a matter of fact.”

“Oh.” My disappointment was almost as bitter as when I realized what the messages I had been carrying between Ted and Marian were about. But Marcus had told me that only an outsider spoke of a woman as a lady. It was one of his shibboleths. Now I could tell him that Lord Trimingham did, which was something. Trying to sound interested I said:

“The Viscountess?”

“Yes.”

“I didn’t know,” I said, my voice dull and heavy, “that people fought duels about ladies.”

“Well, they did.”

“But what had she done?” I didn’t much care, but it was only polite to ask.

“He thought she was too friendly with another man,” said Lord Trimingham, shortly.

I had an inspiration. “He was jealous?”

“Yes. It happened in France. He challenged the man to a duel, and the man shot him.”

I was struck by the unfairness of this, and said so. “It ought to have been the other way round.”

“Yes, he was unlucky,” Lord Trimingham said. “So they buried him in France, away from his own people.”

“Did the Viscountess marry the other man?”

“No, but she lived abroad, and the children came to live in England, all except the youngest, who stayed with her in France.”
“Was he her favourite?” With the egotism of my sex, I assumed that the child was a boy.

“Yes, I suppose so.”

I was glad to have had the explanation, and unsatisfactory as it was to my sensation-loving mind, I was impressed by his unsensational way of telling it. Something of the sadness of human life came through to me, its indifference to our wishes, even to the wish that calamity should be more colourful than it is. The ideas of acceptance and resignation were hard for me to entertain: I thought that emotions should be more dramatic than the facts that caused them.

“If she hadn’t been the Viscountess would he have minded so much?” I asked at length.

He laughed in a puzzled way.

“I don’t imagine that the fact of her having a title made any difference. He gave it to her, he couldn’t feel snobbish about it.”

“Oh, I didn’t mean that,” I exclaimed, realizing that my delicacy in not wanting to describe a viscountess as a mere wife had led to confusion. “What I meant was, would he have minded so much her having another—friend, if he hadn’t been married to her, but just engaged?”

Lord Trimingham thought this over. “Yes, quite as much, I should think.”

As I ruminated on his answer, it slid into my mind, for the first time, that there was a parallel between the fifth Viscount’s situation and his own. I dismissed the idea at once, so sure was I that Marian had given up being too friendly with Ted. But it affected my imagination and I said, for anger always interested me:

“Was he angry with her too?”

“I don’t think so,” Lord Trimingham answered. “More upset.”

“She hadn’t done anything wicked?”

“Well, she’d been a bit unwise.”

“But wasn’t it her fault as well as the man’s?”

“Nothing is ever a lady’s fault; you’ll learn that,” Lord Trimingham told me.

This remark, confirming something I already felt, made an immense impression on me.

“Was the man a very wicked man?” I asked. I didn’t much believe in wickedness, but the word thrilled me.

“He was a good-looking blackguard, I believe,” Lord Trimingham said, “and it wasn’t the first time—” He broke off. “He was a Frenchman,” he added.

“Oh, a Frenchman,” I said, as if that explained everything.

“Yes, and a good shot, by all accounts. I don’t suppose he was a specially wicked man, judged by the standards of his time.”

“But now would he be?” I was determined to find wickedness somewhere.

“Yes, now it would be murder, at least in England.”

“But it wouldn’t be murder if the fifth Viscount had shot him instead, would it?” I asked.

“It would be now,” Lord Trimingham said.

“That doesn’t seem very fair,” I observed. I tried to picture the scene as I had read about it in books: the coffee and pistols for two in the early morning, the lonely place, the seconds measuring out the distance, the dropped handkerchief, the shots, the fall.

“Did he—the fifth Viscount—bleed very much?” I asked.

“History doesn’t relate. I shouldn’t think so. A bullet wound doesn’t bleed very much, unless it hits an artery or a vein.... Duelling’s been abolished in England, and a good thing, too.”

“But men still shoot each other, don’t they?” I asked hopefully.

“They shot me,” he answered, with what I took to be a smile.

“Yes, but that was in a war. Do they still shoot each other over ladies?” I imagined a carpet of prostrate women, over whom shots rang out.
“Sometimes.”
“And it’s murder?”
“In England, yes.”
I felt that this was as it should be; and then, anxious to have his opinion on a question that had long exercised me, I said:
“The Boers break the rules of war, don’t they?” My father had bequeathed his pacifism to me, but Lord Trimingham, the war hero, had shaken it.
“The Boer’s not a bad feller,” said Lord Trimingham tolerantly. “I don’t dislike him personally. It’s a pity we have to shoot so many of them, but there you are. Hullo,” he added, as if surprised at a sudden discovery, “we’ve caught up with Marian. Shall we go and talk to her?”
ALL THROUGH luncheon fragments of my conversation with Lord Trimingham kept coming back to me. Two things stood out: one was that, whatever happened, it was never a lady’s fault, and the other, that it might be necessary to kill someone though you didn’t really dislike him. These were new ideas to me, and their magnanimity appealed to me very much.

At the longed-for moment when our elders ceased eating their peaches and began to look about them instead of showing off to each other (grown-up conversation always seemed to me a form of showing off) I caught Marcus’s eye and we did our usual bunk. Hardly were we out of earshot, however, when Marcus said:

“I’m afraid I can’t come with you this afternoon.”

“Why ever not, you sewer-rat?” I demanded, acutely disappointed.

“Well, it’s like this. Nannie Robson, our old nannie, lives in the village and she isn’t very well and Marian said would I go and spend the afternoon with her. What good I shall do her I don’t know, and zounds, man, how her house smells! Enough to raise the roof. But I suppose I must go. Marian said she was going herself after tea. Cripes, partner, you can think yourself lucky not to have a sister.”

Still trying to control my disappointment, I said: “Shall you tell Nannie Robson about the engagement?”

“Good Lord, no. It would be all round the village if I did. And don’t you tell anyone, either. I shall chop you up into the teeniest-weeniest little pieces if you do.”

I retorted suitably.

“Now what will you do?” asked Marcus languidly. “How will you occupy your silly self? Towards what destination will you drag your evil-smelling carcass? Not to that bally old straw-stack?”

“Oh no,” I said. “I’ve said good-bye to that. I might hang round the rubbish-heap awhile and then—”

“Well, don’t get carted away by mistake,” Marcus said. I was angry with myself for giving such an easy score, and we had a slight tussle before parting.

After more than a week of neglect the rubbish-heap had suddenly regained its fascination for me. I liked pottering about on its malodorous confines, scanning its surfaces and probing its depths for the accidentally discarded treasures that, someone had assured me, many if not most trash-collectors came across during their rounds, enabling them to retire on fortunes. But first I bent my steps to the game larder. Although I felt a little lonely, my exaltation of the morning had not worn off; it gave an upward impetus to all my thoughts, as the sun did to the gossamers; and as usual I cast about in my mind for a subject of contemplation which would raise them still higher. Some of these, I knew, would lose their power because I could only think of them in a limited number of ways; even my catch, even my song, had, I suspected, yielded me all the ecstasy they could. My memory and imagination would add nothing to them. But I was always finding new facets to Marian, and here was one ready for my use: her kindness to her old nurse. My mother used to read to me from a book called *Ministering Children*, in which two high-born young ladies—Anne Clifford and Lady Gertrude were their names, I think—did acts of charity and rescue work among the needy villagers. To these my imagination added a third, Marian, and I began to fit her into the story, making her, I need hardly say, the most outstanding of the trio for beauty as well as for good works.

Eighty point nine, said the thermometer. This was an advance of nearly three degrees on yesterday, but I felt that the sun could do still better, give us a greater grilling; and it turned out I was right.

My thoughts swung back. To give Marian social precedence over Lady Gertrude I had cheated: I
anticipated her marriage. “Last but not least on a grey palfrey came the Viscountess Trimingham (ninth of her line), and she, too, dismounted at the door of the humble cottage, carrying a bowl of steaming soup”—I was going to say, but just as I was wondering how she could carry it on horseback, for my imaginings, which would swallow a camel, sometimes also strained at a gnat, I heard a voice behind me that made me jump.

“Hullo, Leo! Just the man I was looking for”—and there she was, in every other way so like my vision of her that it almost surprised me she was not carrying something—but she was: I saw it now, a letter.

“Will you do something for me?” she said.

“Oh yes. What shall I do?”

“Just take this letter.”

It shows how little thought I had of Ted in connection with her that I said: “Who to?”

“Who to? Why, to the faim, you silly,” she answered, half laughing, half impatient.

The scaffolding of my life seemed to collapse: I was dumbfounded.

Many thoughts besieged my mind, but only one found lodging, and it was overwhelming: Marian was engaged to Lord Trimingham, but she hadn’t given up her relationship with Ted, she was still being friendly with another man. What that meant I had no idea, but I knew what it might lead to: murder. The dread word shook me to my foundations, I had no defence against it; and almost without thinking I cried out:

“Oh, I can’t.”

“You can’t?” she echoed, mystified. “Why not?”

I have been asked difficult questions in my life, but only one that has given me more trouble to answer. In a flash I saw the betrayals it would involve if I were to give my reasons. The iron curtain of secrecy, which it was my deepest instinct to keep intact, would be riddled with holes. I should not have answered at all, I should have left her without answering, had not a stronger dread—the dread of something terrible happening—forced me to speak.

“It’s because of Hugh.”

“Because of me?” she repeated. A smile softened her lips and she opened her blue eyes very wide.

I remember closing mine, screwing them up. If I had had the quickness of mind to accept her interpretation of the name, this story might have ended differently, but my one concern, the one channel in which my will-power flowed, was to get his name out; and the trivial but maddening circumstance of her misunderstanding it confused me still further.

“No, not you,” I said. “Hugh.” I tried to hoot it, whistle it as she did.

Marian’s brow darkened. “Hugh?” she said. “What has Hugh to do with it?”

I gave her a despairing look; I had a wild notion of running round to the other side of the game larder, putting it between us. But I had to stand my ground: people didn’t literally run away from questions. Remembering a word Lord Trimingham had used, I muttered:

“He might be upset.”

At that her eyes blazed. She came a step forward and stood over me, her nose hawklike, her body curved to pounce.

“What has he got to do with it?” she repeated. “I told you, this is a business matter between me and—and Mr. Burgess. It has nothing to do with anyone else, no one else in the world. Do you understand, or are you too stupid?”

I stared at her in terror.

“You come into this house, our guest,” she stormed, “we take you in, we know nothing about you, we make a great fuss of you—I suppose you wouldn’t deny that?—I know I have—and then I ask you to do a simple thing which a child in the street that I’d never spoken to would do for the asking—and
you have the infernal cheek to say you won’t! We’ve spoilt you. I’ll never ask you to do anything for me again, never! I won’t speak to you again!”

I made some gesture with my hands to try to stop her—to push her away from me or to bring her closer—but she almost struck out at me in her fury; I thought—and it was a moment of relief—that she was actually going to hit me.

All at once her manner changed; she seemed to freeze.

“You want paying, that’s what you want,” she said quietly, “I know.” She produced her purse from somewhere and opened it. “How much do you want, you little Shylock?”

But I had had enough: I snatched the letter, which she still held crumpled in her hand, and ran away from her as fast as I could.

For a time no thoughts would come to me, I was so blasted by her anger. Then I began to realize, beyond the immediate ache and smart, how much, in losing Marian’s friendship, I had lost: it seemed to me that I had lost everything that I valued, and this cut even deeper than her cruel words.

I was not a hypersensitive child. I was used to people being angry with me and made it a point of honour not to mind. I had been called far worse names than Marian had called me, and by people who, I believed, liked me, without turning a hair. I was myself no mean master of invective. Of all the insults she had heaped on me, the one that hurt me most was “Shylock,” because I didn’t know what it meant and therefore couldn’t deny it. I didn’t know if it was personal, like the smell that schoolboys are, or were, so apt to attribute to one another, or moral. The suspicion that everybody was going about saying I was a Shylock and disliked and despised me for it added to my wretchedness.

But if in the realm of experience I was fairly tough, in the realm of the imagination I was not. Marian inhabited that realm, she was indeed its chiefest ornament, the Virgin of the Zodiac-, she was as real to my contemplation as she was to my experience—more real. Until I came to Brandham Hall the world of my imagination had been peopled by fictitious beings who behaved as I wanted them to behave; at Brandham Hall it was inhabited by real people who had the freedom of both worlds; in the flesh they could give my imagination what it needed, and in my solitary musings I endowed them with certain magical qualities but did not otherwise idealize them. I did not need to. Marian was many things to me besides Maid Marian of the greenwood. She was a fairy princess who had taken a fancy to a little boy, clothed him, petted him, turned him from a laughing-stock into an accepted member of her society, from an ugly duckling into a swan. With one wave of her wand she had transformed him, at the cricket concert, from the youngest and most insignificant person present to a spellbinder who had held them all in thrall. The transfigured Leo of the last twenty-four hours was her creation; and she had created him, I felt, because she loved him.

And now, again like an enchantress, she had taken it all away and I was back where I had started from—no, much lower. She had taken it away, not so much by her anger and harsh words—those, on the plane of experience, I knew how to make allowances for—as by the complete withdrawal of her favour. As the distance increased between us, my alarm diminished but my heart grew heavier.

For I saw—it was relentlessly borne in upon me—that everything she had done for me had been done with an ulterior motive. She hadn’t been fond of me at all. She had pretended to be fond of me so that she could inveigle me into taking messages between her and Ted Burgess. It was all a put-up job.

As this realization sank into me I stopped running and began to cry. I had not been so long at school that I had lost the power of crying; I cried a good deal and felt calmer for it. A sense of my whereabouts returned to me: I noticed for the first time where I was—on the causeway leading to the sluice.

On the platform of the sluice I paused, out of habit. No one was at work; I had forgotten it was Sunday. I should have to go on to the farm. At once I was seized with an almost invincible reluctance.
“I’ll go no further,” I thought, “I’ll creep back to the house and lock myself in my bedroom and perhaps they will leave some food outside the door and I shan’t have to see anyone.” I looked down at the water. It had sunk much lower. The surface of the pool was still blue, but many more boulders than before showed ghostly, corpse-like, at the bottom. And on the other side, the shallow side, the change was greater. Before, it had been untidy; now it was a scene of mad disorder: a tangled mass of water-weeds, all high and dry, and sticking out from them, mounds of yellow gravel, like bald patches on a head. The clusters of round, thin, grey-green rushes, whose tufted tops had made me think of an army of spearmen with pennons, were now much taller than a man; and for a yard or more above the water-line they were coated with a grey deposit—mud. But many had fallen over, let down by their native element, back-broken under their own weight; they lay pointing this way and that, all discipline gone. The army of spearmen had been routed. Their companions in arms, the grass-green reeds that tapered to a point like swords, had escaped the blight and kept their colour; but they too were bent and broken.

As I stood watching, trying to remember what the river looked like before this happened to it, and in my agitation lifting first one foot and then the other, like a restive horse, I heard the letter crackle and knew I must go on.

All the way across the fields instances of Marian’s duplicity kept pricking me, each with its separate sting. In my black mood I persuaded myself that every kindness she had done me, including the present of the green suit, had had the same end in view. She had got me out of going on the family’s afternoon expeditions on the pretext that they bored me, whereas she really wanted to have me free for the message business; she had invited me to stay an extra week for the same reason and not because she wanted me or thought that Marcus did; for the same reason, this very afternoon, she had got rid of Marcus: it was not to do his old nurse a kindness. Everything, it seemed, fell into place. I even believed that but for Ted she would not have played my accompaniments at the concert, or taken my hand or curtsied to me.

My tears flowed afresh and yet I could not bring myself to hate her or even to think badly of her, for that would have increased my wretchedness. “Nothing is ever a lady’s fault,” Lord Trimingham had said, and to this comforting maxim I clung. But it must be somebody’s fault: it must be Ted’s.

The burden of my mission grew heavier, but when I reached the cart track that climbed the hillside to the farm, I accidently found a way to lighten it. My foot struck a stone; the stone rolled; and I began to kick it, running to and fro across the rutted surface. It became a kind of game, to kick the stone before it stopped or fell into a rut, and to find it when it got lost in the grass verges—no easy task, for they were as brown as it was. Doing this I got very hot, the stone hurt my toes and took the polish off my treasured shoes; but this was a relief to me, and I half hoped I should injure myself too much to go on. And I had a curious experience, almost an illusion, as though a part of me was stationed far away, behind me, perhaps in the belt of trees beyond the river; and from there I could see myself, a bent figure, no bigger than a beetle, weaving to and fro across the ribbon of road. Perhaps it was the part of me that would not take the letter. This dual vision remained with me, dividing me from myself, until I reached the farmyard gate.

I had let myself go on crying because it didn’t matter when nobody could see me, and I thought I could stop whenever I liked. But I found that though I could check the tears, I couldn’t control the sobbing; also I was out of breath from running, which made it worse. So I hung about by the gate, thinking that Ted might come out and see me. Then I would hand him the letter and run off without speaking to him.

But he didn’t come, and I must try to find him. It didn’t occur to me that I should go back without delivering the letter; my state of mind didn’t affect that obligation. So I crossed the stackyard and knocked at the kitchen door. There was no answer and I went in.

He was sitting on a chair behind the table with a gun between his knees, so absorbed that he didn’t
hear me. The muzzle was just below his mouth, the barrel was pressed against his naked chest, and he was peering down it. He heard me and jumped up.

"Why," he said, "it’s the postman!"

He stood the gun against the table and came across to me, with a swish of the brown corduroy trousers, which he wore in the hottest weather. Seeing the hesitations and reservations in my face, he said: "I oughtn’t to be like this when callers come, but I was that hot. Do you mind? Shall I put a shirt on? There are no ladies present."

One of the ways he had of winning me was by deferring to me.

"N-no," I began to say, but a hiccup interrupted the word.

He looked at me closely, much as he had looked down the barrel of his gun.

"Why, you’ve been crying!" he said. "You oughtn’t to be crying at your age." I couldn’t tell if he meant I was too old or too young to cry. "Now what’s the matter? Somebody’s been upsetting you—a woman, I shouldn’t wonder."

At that I began to cry again, whereupon he whipped a handkerchief out of his pocket and before I could protest began to wipe my eyes. Oddly enough, I didn’t mind his doing this; I had an instinct that, unlike the people of my own class, he wouldn’t think the worse of me for crying.

My tears had ceased to flow and I felt calmer. "Now what can we do to cheer you up?" he said. "Would you like to see Smiler and her foal?"

"N-no, thank you."

"Would you like to slide down the stack? I’ve put some more straw under the drop."

"No, thank you."

He looked round the room, evidently trying to think of something else that might distract me.

"Would you like to take my gun outside and let it off?" he asked persuasively. "I was just going to clean it, but I can do that afterwards."

I shook my head. I wouldn’t fall in with anything he proposed.

"Why not?" he said. "You’ve got to start some time. It kicks, but it wouldn’t hurt you half as much as that catch you held. Ah, that was a beauty, that was. I haven’t forgiven you yet."

At the reference to my catch something gave in me and I felt more myself.

"Well, would you like to come out and see me shoot something?" he suggested, as if my salvation lay in shooting. "There’s some old rooks round here that could do with a peppering."

I couldn’t go on saying no, and followed him out into the stackyard. For some reason I imagined that shooting was a long business, a matter of patient waiting for some psychological moment, but no sooner were we outside the door than the gun went to his shoulder.

The bang took me completely by surprise. It frightened me out of my wits, which was perhaps the best thing that could have happened to me. Half dazed, I watched the bird twirl slowly down to earth a few yards from us. "Well, that’s the end of him," said Ted, and taking it by the claws, he so alive, the bird so dead, he threw it into a bed of nettles. Overhead sounded a flurried, indignant outcry. I looked up: the rooks were wheeling about the sky, growing more distant every moment. "They won’t come back in a hurry," Ted remarked. "They’re artful, they are. I was lucky to get that one."

"Do you ever miss?" I asked.

"Good Lord, yes, but I’m a pretty good shot, though I say it. Now, would you like to see me clean the gun?"

No one is quite the same after a loud bang as before it: I went back into the kitchen a different person. My grief had changed to sulkiness and self-pity, a sure sign of recovery. The deed of blood had somehow sealed a covenant between us, drawn us together by some ancient, sacrificial rite.

"Now you take this cleaning-rod," he said, "and this bit of four-by-two"—picking up a piece of frayed, white, oily rag—"and you thread it through the eye of this cleaning-rod, same as you would a
needle.” Screwing his eyes up, for the kitchen was not well lighted, he suited the action to the word.
The slightest movement brought into play the muscles of his forearms; they moved in ridges and
hollows from a knot above his elbow, like pistons working from a cylinder. “And then you press it
down the breech, like this, and you’ll be surprised how dirty it comes out.” He pushed the wire rod up
and down several times. “There, didn’t I say it would be dirty?” he exclaimed, triumphantly showing
me the rag, which was filthy enough to satisfy one’s extremest expectations. “But the barrel’ll be quite
clean now, you look—and then look through the other, which I haven’t cleaned. That’ll show you.” He
spoke as if I had denied there would be a difference. Taking the gun to the window, he made me look
through it. He held it level with one hand; I could hardly hold it with two, resting the other under the
barrel. But I got a strange thrill from the contact, from feeling the butt press against my shoulder and
the steel cold against my palm.

“Put your head lower if you can,” he said, “and get the sight between the barrels; then you can think
you’re taking a real shot.”

I did so, and the sense of power was intensified. I devoted to destruction several objects that I could
see through the kitchen window, then slowly swung the muzzle round, picking out things I might blow
to pieces in the room itself, until at last it pointed straight at Ted.

“Hi, you mustn’t do that,” he said, “that’s against the rules. Never point a gun at anybody, even
when it isn’t loaded. “

Already feeling almost a murderer, I hastily handed the gun back to him.

“Now I’ll just clean the other barrel,” he said, “and then I’ll make you a nice cup of tea.”

Should I accept his offer? Tea would be waiting for me at Brandham Hall.... I saw his cricket bat
standing in a corner, and to gain time I said:

“You ought to oil your bat, too.”

It was rather pleasant to give instructions after receiving so many.

“Thanks for reminding me. I shall want it again on Saturday.”

“May I oil it for you?” I asked.

“Of course you can. It’s an old one, but it does drive. Yesterday was my top score. I don’t suppose
I’ll ever make another fifty.”

“Why not?”

“Not if you’re about.”

I laughed at this. “Lord Trimingham gave me the ball to keep,” I said, wondering if he would turn
pale at the name; but he only said:

“I’ll put the kettle on in the scullery. It’s too hot for a fire here. I’ll get the linseed oil.”

I handled the bat as reverently as if it had been the bow of Ulysses, and wondered which of the
bruises on its much-scarred surface had been caused by the stroke I caught him off. The oil came in an
alien container: “Price’s Cycle Axle Oil” was printed on the tin, and there was a picture of a lady and a
gentleman bicycling gaily along a country road, looking at me and at the future with surprised but
pleased and confident expressions.

I poured a little oil on the middle of the bat and began to work it in gently with my fingers; the
wood seemed to drink it thirstily and gratefully, as if it too was suffering from the drought. The
rhythmic rubbing half soothed and half excited me; it seemed to have a ritual significance, as if I was
rubbing out my own bruises, as if the new strength I was putting into the bat would pass into its owner.
I was thinking more normally now: I belonged to the present, not to a ruined past and a menacing
future. Or so I felt.

Suddenly he came in and said: “Have you a letter for me, postman?”

I gave it to him. I had forgotten it.

“It looks as if you had been sleeping on it,” he said, and took it with him into the scullery. He came
back with a tablecloth and some tea-things.

“I’m on my own today,” he said, “my daily woman doesn’t come on Sundays.”

“Oh, do you have a woman every day?” I asked politely, though not perhaps without an oblique reference to the many servants at Brandham Hall.

He shot me a quick look and said: “No, I told you she doesn’t come on Sundays, and only in the mornings on Saturdays.”

I don’t know what made me think of Marian, but I did. Suddenly I felt I could not stay to tea. I must get back to face the music, which I now felt more able to do.

“Have you any message for her?” I asked.

“Yes,” he replied, “but do you want to take it?”

I was totally unprepared for this question and felt the tears coming back.

“Not very much,” I said, “but if I don’t she’ll be so angry.”

It was out. I hadn’t meant to say it, but the surprise of having my wishes consulted weakened me.

“So it was her,” he said, and lit a cigarette, the first I’d ever seen him smoke. I don’t know what he had meant to say, but what he said was: “Tisn’t fair to ask you to do it for nothing. What can I do to make it worth your while?”

“Nothing,” I ought to have answered, and “Nothing” is what I should have answered half an hour before. But since then many impressions had overlaid my mind, already tired and strained by too much emotion. Ted had once more imposed himself on me with his gun, his cricket bat, his self-sufficiency, his panoply of masculine endowments and accomplishments. The fact that he did not seem to be angry with me gave me nothing to resist. Like many uneducated people he was readier than the educated to talk to a child on equal terms; his age was a physical but not a conversational barrier.

With the wish to please him some of my old relish for my mission returned; the case against it seemed far away and much less cogent. Instead of saying “Nothing” I temporized; I did not reject his bribe as I had Marian’s money. Besides, I remembered something.

“The last time I was here,” I said accusingly, “you said you’d tell me something.”

“Did I?”

“Yes, you said you’d tell me all about spooning. That’s partly why I came.” This was not true; I had come because Marian made me; but it served for an argument.

“So I did, so I did,” he said. “I’m just going to get some teacups,” he added, and presently returned with them. I can see the teacups now. They were deep and cream-coloured, with a plain gold line round the outside, and inside at the bottom, worn by much stirring, a gold flower. I thought them rather common-looking.

It was odd to see a man laying the table, though of course the footman did it at the Hall.

Ted cleared his throat and said: “I did enjoy your singing at the concert.”

“I enjoyed yours too,” I said.

“Oh, mine was nothing. I’ve had no lessons, I just open my mouth and out it comes. I made a pretty good fool of myself, really. But you sang just like—well, like a lark.”

“Oh well,” I said lightly, “I practised those songs at school. We’ve quite a good teacher. He’s an L.R.A.M.”

“I never had much schooling,” Ted said, “but when I was a nipper, hardly bigger than you” (his using me as a standard of smallness came as a shock to me), “Mother took me one Christmas to hear the carol-singing in Norwich Cathedral, and there was a lad there with a voice just like yours. I’ve never forgotten it.”

Gratified as I was by the comparison, I sensed that he was putting me off; it was a trick all grown-ups had.

“Thank you very much,” I said, “but you said you were going to tell me about spooning. “
“So I did, so I did,” he repeated, moving the plates about the tablecloth with clumsy fingers. “But now I’m not sure that I shall.”

“Why not?” I demanded.

“It might spoil it for you.”

I thought about this and my tired mind suddenly turned angry.

“But you promised!” I exclaimed.

“I know I did,” he said, “but it’s a job for your dad, really. He’s the one to tell you.”

“My father’s dead,” I said, “and”—contempt for the stupid pastime suddenly blazed up in me—“I’m quite sure he never spooned!”

“You wouldn’t be here if he hadn’t,” Ted said grimly. “And I believe that you know more about it than you let on.”

“I don’t, I don’t,” I cried passionately, “and you did promise to tell me.”

He looked down at me irresolutely and said: “Well, it means putting your arm round a girl, and kissing her. That’s what it means.”

“I know that,” I exclaimed, wriggling and throwing myself about in my chair, outraged by his perfidy. “That’s on all the postcards. But it’s something else too. It makes you feel something.”

“Well,” he said heavily, “it makes you feel on top of the world, if you know what that means.”

I did know: it was what I had felt last night and this morning. But I didn’t think it was the same as the pleasure of spooning and I said so.

“What do you like doing best?” he asked me suddenly.

I had to think: it was a fair question and I was annoyed with myself for not being able to answer it.

“Well, something that happens in dreams, like flying, or floating, or—”

“Or what?” said he.

“Or waking up and knowing that somebody you dreamed had died was really alive.” I had dreamed this several times about my mother.

“I’ve never had that dream,” he said, “but it’ll do, it gives you the idea. Think of it, and add some, and then you’ll know what spooning’s like.”

“But—” I began. But my protest was drowned by a commotion in the scullery: rattling, bubbling, and hissing.

“The kettle’s boiling over,” exclaimed Ted, jumping up. He came back with the teapot in one hand and in the other a plum cake on a plate. My mouth watered: I would stay, but only on condition—

“You haven’t really told me,” I said, “what spooning is.”

He carefully put down the teapot and the plate and said patiently: “Yes, I have, it’s like flying, or floating, or waking up and finding someone you thought was dead is really there. It’s what you like doing best, and then some more.”

I was too exasperated to notice how exasperated he was.

“Yes, but what more?” I cried. “I know you know, and I won’t take any more messages for you unless you tell me.”

Some primitive instinct told me that I had him in a corner; it also warned me that I had tried him too far. He towered above me, as hard and straight and dangerous as his gun. I saw the temper leap into his eyes as it had when he caught me sliding down the straw-stack. Armoured by his nakedness, he took a step towards me.

“Clear out of here quick,” he said, “or you’ll be sorry.”
DEAR MOTHER [I wrote],

I am sorry to tell you I am not enjoying myself here. When I wrote to you this morning I was enjoying myself, but not now, because of the errands and the messages. They are very kind to me as I wrote to you this morning and I like being here, but please, dear mother, send a telegram to say you want me to come back at once. You could say that you want me to come home for my birthday because you would miss me too much and I would much rather spend it with you. My birthday is on Friday July the 27th so there is still plenty of time. Or if this is too expensive you could say please send Leo back—I will write explaining. I don’t want to stay here any longer than I or you can help. It is not that I am not enjoying myself, but the messages.

Here I paused. I knew I ought to be more explicit about the messages, but how, when my lips were sealed? And did I know myself what they were? I did not, except that they were to arrange meetings between Ted and Marian. I knew that they were very secret and aroused the strongest feelings—feelings which until this afternoon I had not known that grown-up people possessed, feelings that might lead—well, lead to murder. That was only a word to me, but it was a fearsome word, and though I didn’t understand the logic of the emotions, Ted’s violence, and his threats, and his gun, which I had come to think of as a symbol of himself, gave me an inkling of how the thing might happen in real life. And Lord Trimingham would be the victim; I did not doubt that: the fate of the fifth Viscount made it all too plain.

I could not tell my mother any of this, but I could use other arguments, arguments she would appreciate, to make my aversion to the errands sound more plausible.

It is nearly four miles there and back, and I have to cross the river by a narrow Plank and go along a ruff farm road which is very exhausting in the Grate Heat [“in the great heat” was a stock phrase of my mother’s and, as I have said, she dreaded the reality for which it stood], and on both sides there are some wild animals or nearly so which frighten me. This I have to do nearly every day otherwise they would be angry, they depend so much on the messages.

So much for the material and physical objections to the errands. Now I would deal with their moral aspect; this, I felt sure, would influence my mother. She had two phrases, Rather Wrong, and Very Wrong; the former she applied often, the latter sparingly, to any course of action that she didn’t approve of. I did not believe in the idea of wrong myself, but I saw this was the moment to invoke it.

I should not mind this so much [I went on], only I feel that what they are making me do is Rather Wrong and perhaps Very Wrong [I thought I would get them both in] and something you would not like me to do as well. So please send the telegram as soon as you get this letter.
I hope you are quite well, dear Mother, as I am and should be very happy if not for the Errands.
Your loving son
LEO

PS. I am looking forward very much to coming home.
PPS. I have unfortunately missed the post today, but if this letter arrives by the first post on Tuesday July 24th, your telegram will arrive here about 11.15 on Tuesday morning and if it arrives by the second post the telegram will arrive by 5.30 p.m. on Tuesday at latest.
PPPS. Perhaps you could send a telegram to Mrs. Maudsley too.
PPPPS. The Heat is Grate and growing Grater.

I was naturally a good speller, and if I hadn’t been tired and excited I shouldn’t have made so many mistakes.

Although I felt much better for writing the letter, the afternoon had put my mental age back and dealt my spirit a shrewd blow or I could not have written it. I do not quite know where the wound went deepest. True, my feelings had been hurt, but they had been hurt twice over and the second blow had in a way deadened the first. Ted’s outburst had almost obliterated Marian’s: it had finished off the demolition of my temporary emotional structure. For the second time that afternoon I had taken to my heels: I had run out of the house as fast as my legs could carry me. Looking back, I saw Ted standing at the farmyard gate, waving to me and shouting; but I thought he was meaning to give chase, and I ran the faster, like a street urchin fleeing from a policeman, nor did I draw breath until my breath gave out. I did not cry, however, because he was a man, and his anger touched a hardier nerve in me than Marian’s had. By the time I reached the sluice, the frontier between his land and ours, my fright had begun to wear off, for I was beyond the reach of his arm, or even of his gun, which I still dreaded.

To bleed from many wounds may be more serious than to bleed from one, but the pain, being less localized, is also easier for the mind to bear.

Perhaps more important to my well-being than my feelings was my amour-propre. This had suffered in various ways, but it had also been bolstered up by Ted’s references to my prowess at cricket and singing, and in a way it dwelt in a part of me which was almost inaccessible to my feelings: I had excelled at cricket, I had excelled at singing; these were assets that hard words could not devalue. At the same time it depended to some extent on public recognition, and this is what I foresaw would be lacking when I returned to Brand-ham Hall.

I had got it into my head (the most unlikely thing that could happen) that Marian would have told everyone what she had told me, that I was a stupid little boy, a swollen-headed brat, and so on, and, worst of all, a Shylock. I imagined that when I entered the drawing-room, rather late for tea, everyone would treat me as an outcast; and this, even after my other experiences, was a prospect that daunted me.

In fact, the opposite happened. I wasn’t even late; I was greeted with acclaim; inquiries, both facetious and solicitous, were made as to how I had spent the afternoon, which I answered as best I could; and I was drawn into the circle in a place of honour near the tea-kettle—the shining silver teakettle that had always been my admiration.

Marian was presiding over it. I had never seen her so animated. She did not put the finesse into pouring out the tea that her mother did, asking questions all round the table, making each cup seem like a present, for she seemed to know by instinct, or to remember from other times, just how everybody liked his tea. “Yours is with lemon, isn’t it?” she would say, and so on. We were a full house. Among the week-end guests were some older people, whom I welcomed because they generally had more to say to me than the younger ones. I can’t remember their faces, but I can remember hers,
and the challenge in her eye and the lift of raillery in her voice. Her eyes were always fiercer than her
mouth; they glinted while it smiled. The guests seemed to enjoy being made fun of, for there was
flattery in it too. Lord Trimingham was sitting beside her on a low chair, I could only see his head, and
it struck me that this was how they would be when she came to reign at Brandham—she in full view
and he half in shadow. There was a sparkle on everything she did. In her mother’s absence she seemed
to be reigning already, there was such decision in her face and in her gestures. I wondered where Mrs.
Maudsley was; she had never been away at tea before. This was another mastery than hers, less subtle
but more brilliant.

When my turn came, Marian looked into my eyes and said: “Three lumps or four, Leo?” and I said
four because small boys are supposed to like a lot of sugar. It raised a laugh, as I had hoped it would.

Tea was made a feature of at Brandham. The cakes and sandwiches and jam we had! Half of it went
back into the servants’ hall. If I thought of Ted eating his lonely tea at his kitchen table scored with
knife-cuts, it was to wonder how I ever came to be there; it had left a lurid feeling in my mind, as if it
had been the cage of a wild animal. The decorous sounds we all made eating and drinking, the light
chatter, the unemphatic voices, the small safe sounds of things being moved about and passed from
hand to hand, the glitter of the trail of gold—how captivating it all was! And yet I shouldn’t have
relished it so much if I hadn’t known the other.

When I took my cup to Marian to be refilled (I claimed this privilege as a guest of older standing),
er her eyes held a message that I did not miss. “Stay behind,” they said, “or come and see me
afterwards.” But in spite of that and in spite of having enjoyed it all so much, I didn’t. I went back to
my room and locked the door and wrote the letter.

It seemed to me that if I went away, and only if I went away, the relationship between Ted and
Marian would cease. I didn’t ask myself how it had been kept up before I came. I reasoned: “There is
no one else to take the notes but me; they have to be taken and brought back on the same day, because
only after breakfast does Marian know what her mother’s plans will be; if I’m not there to do it, they
can’t meet, and Lord Trimingham will never know that his bride-to-be is too friendly with another
man. If I stay, I shall have to do as she tells me: the only thing is to go.” I saw no flaw in the logic of
this.

I didn’t ask myself why these missions, which had once been my delight, were now my bugbear. It
was I who had changed, not they. For the first time in my life I had a strong sense of obligation in a
matter that didn’t really concern me—a sense of ought and ought not. Hitherto my maxim had been to
mind my own business, as it was the maxim of most of my schoolfellows. If anyone attacked me, I
tried to defend myself. If I had broken a rule, I tried to escape the consequences. Where no rules were,
and when I was not being attacked, I had no sense at all of two independent elements, unrelated to my
concerns, called right and wrong, to which my actions could be referred for approval or disapproval.
But now for some such scruple I felt constrained to take preventive action—and at a sacrifice to
myself, for I didn’t want to leave Brandham.

Of course I had had plenty of provocation from Marian and Ted, but I had the fairness to see that I
had attacked them first. They were defending themselves against me. I thought I knew what was best
for myself, best for them, best for Lord Trimingham, best for everybody; so I was leaving. I did not
feel I was running away. But I was. I was shaken and frightened and did not trust myself or anyone.

The hall box had been cleared and my letter would have to wait till morning. The other had got a
start of it by more than half a day. But I did not doubt that it would bring the telegram of recall.
Crossing the hall, I ran into Lord Trimingham. “Just the man!” he said, as Marian had said before
him. “Do you want to earn my good opinion?”

The others had offered me heavier bribes, but I saw no risk in taking this.
“Oh, yes!”
“Well, find Marian for me, there’s a good feller.”
My heart sank. She was the last person I wanted to see.
“But I thought you weren’t going to send her any more messages!” I protested.
For the first time in our acquaintanceship, if I read the signs aright, he looked put out, and I thought he was going to turn on me as the others had. He said, rather sharply:
“Oh, don’t worry if you’re busy. It’s just that I wanted to say something to her. She’s going to London tomorrow and I may not get another chance.”
“She’s going to London?”
“Yes, till Wednesday.” He spoke of her possessively, I thought.
“She never told me,” I said, in the offended tone of a servant who has not been apprised of a coming visitor.
“She has a lot to think about just now or I’m sure she would have. Now be a saint and find her, unless you can produce her out of your hat.”
Suddenly, with intense relief, I remembered a valid objection. “Marcus told me she was going down to see Nannie Robson after tea.”
“Confound Nannie Robson. Marian’s always going there, and she says the old girl’s losing her memory and forgets whether she’s been or not. Robson by name, Robson by nature, Mrs. Maudsley used to say. She ought to be called Rob-daughter now. “
I thought this an excellent joke, and was just running off when he called me back. “Don’t overdo it,” he said, with a return to his old genial manner. “You’re looking a bit pale. We mustn’t have two invalids in the house.”
“Oh, who’s the other one?”
“Our hostess, but she doesn’t want it talked about.”
“Is she very ill?” I asked.
“Oh no, it’s nothing much.” I could see he wished he hadn’t told me.
ON MY WAY to pay my deferred visit to the rubbish-heap I met Marcus.

“Bon soir, thou dusky varlet, whither away?” he said.

I told him my destination.

“Oh, don’t let’s go there. Je le trouve trop ennuyeux,” he said. “Let’s think of somewhere else.”

I sighed. It was to be a French conversation. French was one of the few school subjects that Marcus was better at than I was. He had had a French governess who had given him a good accent; he had also, unlike me, been abroad and there picked up words and phrases his governess would not have taught him. And he had an annoying habit, when one mispronounced a word, of repeating it with the right pronunciation. But he was not a prig, and had allowed his real French to be overlaid by a smattering of the pidgin French we all sometimes talked. I was his guest, with a guest’s obligation to comply. I had to admit that he had been decent in not insisting before on a form of conversation at which he shone and I didn’t. I don’t think he would have insisted on it then had he not still felt sore about my Saturday’s success. He thought I still needed taking down a peg, not knowing that this had been amply done already; and I was half aware of his intention and resented it. Often when we talked there was a spirit of verbal rivalry between us; we trod a knife-edge between affection and falling out; but this time our latent animosity was nearer to the surface.

“Je suggère que nous visitons les outhouses,” I proposed laboriously.

“Mais oui! Quelle bonne idée! Ce sont des places délicieuses.”

“I thought a place meant a square,” I remarked.

“Bon! Vous venez sur!” he said deflatingly, but lapsing, I was relieved to hear, into a kind of French that was less lesson-like. “Et que trouvons-nous là?”

“Le deadly nightshade, for one thing,” I replied, hoping to edge him into English.

“Vous voudriez dire la belladonna, n’est-ce pas?”

“Oui, atropa belladonna,” I replied, trumping his French with Latin.

“Eh bien, je jamais!” he rejoined, but I knew that I had scored, for the “Eh bien, je jamais,” though ironical, was a current admission of being impressed, and we returned for a while to our mother tongue, or rather to mediaeval and facetious versions of it.

Nearly every term it happened that certain words and phrases ran like wildfire through the school and acquired a sort of fetishistic value. Everyone used them, but no one ever knew who started them. Conversely other words, which seemed intrinsically harmless, were made taboo, and their use excited the utmost derision. We had to guard our tongues against them. I could still hear my tormentors hissing “vanquished” at me. In a few weeks the vogue would pass and the words regain their normal value. “Vous venez sur” (you’re coming on) and “Eh bien, je jamais” (well, I never) were two of the latest.

The outhouses were about ten minutes’ walk away. They were adjuncts of an old kitchen garden that had been made, as such gardens sometimes were, at a considerable distance from the house. The path, a track of earth mixed with cinders, led through a long shrubbery of rhododendrons, and I imagine that when they were in flower it was much frequented; but now it was gloomy and forbidding and rather frightening, which was partly the secret of its attraction for me. Several times I had started out to revisit the deadly nightshade and had turned back before I reached it, overcome by an irrational dread; but only once, when I met Marian coming along it, had I ever seen anyone on the path. But with Marcus at my side my alarm was reduced to an agreeable pioneering thrill.

“Je vois l’empreinte d’un pied!” he cried, reverting to French.

We stopped and bent down. The path was very dry, the grass withered, the earth powdery; but it did
look like a footmark, a small one. Marcus gave a whoop intended for a Red Indian war-cry.

"Eh bien, je jamais! Je dirai à Maman que nous avons vu le spoor de Man Friday."

"Ou Mademoiselle Friday," I suggested wittily.

"Vous venez sur! Certes, c’est la patte d’une dame. Mystère! Que dira Maman? Elle a un grand peur
des voleurs!"

I should have thought your mother was very brave," I said, rebelling. “Braver even than mine/” I added, not wanting the talk to stray too far from my affairs.

"Mais non! Elle est très nerveuse! C’est un type un peu hystérique,” he said, with all the detachment
of a doctor. “En ce moment elle est au lit avec une forte migraine, le résultat de tous ces jours de strain.”

I was glad that Marcus had broken down at the last word, but sorry to hear about his mother.

"But why is it a strain?” I asked. “She seems to have so many people to help her.” Like a housewife
of today, I thought of strain in terms of housekeeping.
He shook his head mysteriously and raised his finger. “Ce n’est pas seulement ça. C’est Marianne.”

"Marian?” said I, anglicizing it.

"Mais oui, c’est Marianne.” He lowered his voice. “Il s’agit des fiançailles, vous savez. Ma mère
n’est pas sure que Marianne—” He rolled his eyes and put his finger to his lips.

I didn’t understand.

“Will stick to her engagement, if you must be told in English.”

I was thunderstruck, not only at the news but at Marcus’s indiscretion. And I am almost sure that if
he had not been carried away by his own French, and by trying to act the Frenchman, and by showing
off to me, he would have been more careful. How much did he suspect? How much did his mother
suspect? He was her favourite, that I knew; she didn’t care about Denys, she rarely spoke to Mr.
Maudsley, at any rate in my hearing. Perhaps she confided in Marcus, as my mother sometimes
confided in me—things that surprised me. Perhaps all women were liable, at moments, to 

A thought struck me. “Vous avez vu votre seur chez Mademoiselle Robson?” I brought out, after
much consideration.

"Robson,” repeated Marcus, with a heavy accent on the second syllable. “Mais non! Quand je suis
parti, la Marianne n’était pas encore arrivée. Et la pauvre Robsôn était bien fâcheuse, because she says
that Marian hardly ever comes to see her,” said Marcus rapidly. “I say this in English for your benefit,
you insular owl.”

"Lord Trimingham told me,” said I impressively, and ignoring the insult, “that Marian says that
Nannie Robson has, well—has perdu sa mémoire,” I wound up with a slight flourish.

“Perdu sa fiddlesticks!” retorted Marcus, again breaking down. “Sa mémoire est aussi bonne que la
mienne, et cent fois meilleure que la vôtre, sale type de woolgatherer!”

I clouted him for this, but the news disquieted me.

“Lord Trimingham also said that Marian is going to London tomorrow,“ I said. “Pourquoi?”

“Pourquoi?” said Marcus, much more Frenchly than I had. “En part, parce que, comme toutes les
femmes, elle a besoin des habits neufs pour le bal; mais en grand part, à cause de vous, vous—” The
epithet failed him, and he puffed out his cheeks instead.

“A cause de moi?” I said. “Because of me?”

“Vous venez sur!” came the swift retort. “Yes, because of you! She has gone to get what perhaps
you will understand if I say it is a cadeau.”

“A present!” I said, and for a moment compunction seized me. “But she has given me so many
presents.”

“This is a very special one for your birthday,” said Marcus, speaking deliberately and loudly, as to a
deaf person or a halfwit. “Entendez-vous, coquin? Comprenez-vous, nigaud? But you’ll never guess
what it is.”

In my excitement I forgot my dread of Marian’s presents and their Danaàn implication.

“Do you know what it is?” I exclaimed.

“Yes, but I don’t tell les petits garçons.”

I shook him till he cried “Pax.”

“Well, swear that you won’t tell anyone I told you.” I had shaken some of the French out of him too.

“I swear.”

“Swear in French, si vous le pouvez.”

“Je jure.”

“And swear that you’ll look surprised when Marian gives it to you—though you can’t help looking
surprised, mooncalf, you were born that way.” And he mimicked my face.

“Je jure,” I intoned, ignoring his grimaces.

“Will you try to understand if I say it in French?”

I didn’t answer.

“C’est une bicyclette.”

To a child of today this might have seemed an anticlimax, to me it opened the gates of heaven. A
bicycle was the thing I wanted most in the world and had least hope of getting, for it was, I knew by
inquiry, beyond my mother’s purse. I plied Marcus with questions about it—its make, its size, its
tires, its lamp, its brakes. “C’est une bicyclette Oombaire,” said Marcus, so Frenchly that at first I
didn’t recognize the famous name; but to my other questions he would only answer “Je ne sais pas” in
a maddening up-and-down singsong.

“Je ne l’ai pas vue,” he said at last. “C’est un type qui se trouve seulement à Londres, that is only
found in London, espèce de blockhead. But I can tell you one thing that you haven’t asked me.”

“What?”

“Sa couleur, or as you would say, its colour.”

“What colour is it?”

“Vert—un vert vif.”

It was very slow of me but I took the word to be “verre,” and I stared at him, no doubt moon-faced
and owlish, wondering how a bicycle could be the colour of a lively glass.

At last he enlightened me. “Green, green, mon pauvre imbécile, bright green,” and just as this
vision was beginning to dawn on me in all its splendour, he added: “Et savez-vous pourquoi?”

I could not guess.

“Parce que vous êtes vert vous-même—you are green yourself, as the poor old English say,” he
translated, to leave me in no doubt. “It is your true colour, Marian said so.” And he began to dance
round me, chanting: “Green, green, green.”

I cannot describe how painful this disclosure was to me. Momentarily it took away all my pleasure
in the thought of the bicycle. Most of Marcus’s gibes had run off me like water, but to be called green,
that went home. And like other revelations of the day it cast a black shadow on the past, which I
thought so secure. The green suit, that happy-making present, Lincoln green, the green of the
greenwood, Robin Hood’s green—it too had been a subtle insult, meant to make me look a fool.

“Did she really say that?” I asked.

“Mais oui! Vraiment!” and he went back to his chanting and his dance.

Perhaps schoolboys no longer dance round each other, but they did once, and it was a most
unnerving and exasperating experience for the victim. For a moment I hated Marcus, and I hated
Marian: I saw how green I must look to her and realized how she had taken advantage of it. I would
strike back, and in French.
“Savez-vous où est Marian en ce moment-ci?” I asked carefully.

Marcus stopped dead and stared at me. “No,” he said, and his voice sounded strangely English. “Do you know where she is?”

“Oui,” I replied, thrilled to have turned his French against him. “Je sais bien.”

This was quite untrue; I had no idea where she was, though I guessed she was with Ted.

“Where, where?” he said.

“Pas cent lieues d’ici,” I answered, not knowing the French for “miles” and giving the impression, I suppose, that Marian was near at hand.

“But where, where?” he repeated.

“Je ne dis pas ça aux petits garçons,” I retorted, and began to dance round him in my turn, chanting:

“Petit garçon, petit garçon, ne voudriez-vous pas savoir?”

“Pax,” cried Marcus at last, and I stopped gyrating.

“But do you really know where she is, honest Injun?” Marcus asked.

“Mais oui, mais oui, mais oui,” was all I would vouchsafe.

If I had remembered what a telltale Marcus was, I should never have proclaimed my supposed knowledge of Marian’s whereabouts; though the fact that I really did not know paradoxically made it seem less of a betrayal. Nor should I have done so had we been talking in English: I should have kept a guard on my tongue. But my French persona ran away with me. Trying to compete in French with Marcus, I felt a different being—as no doubt he did. In a foreign language one has to say something or look silly, even if the something were better left unsaid. But what weighed most with me was the feeling I was doing Marian a bad turn. By saying I knew where she was I got rid of some of my spleen against her; by not knowing, I salved my conscience.

We were walking in silence, every now and then taking a few skips to release the tension and let the bad blood out, when suddenly I saw something that turned me cold.

We were in sight of the outhouse where the deadly nightshade grew; and the deadly nightshade was coming out of the door.

For a second I actually thought it had been endowed with movement and was coming towards us. Then the phenomenon explained itself: the bush had grown so much since my last visit that the hut no longer held it.

On the threshold that it guarded we paused and peered in. Marcus was for pushing past it into the shed. “Oh, don’t,” I whispered, and he smiled and drew back: it was our moment of reconciliation. The shrub had spread amazingly; it topped the roofless walls, it pressed into their crannies, groping for an outlet, urged by a secret explosive force that I felt would burst them. It had battened on the heat, which had parched everything else. Its beauty, of which I was well aware, was too bold for me, too uncompromising in every particular. The sullen, heavy purple bells wanted something of me that I could not give, the bold black burnished berries offered me something that I did not want. “All other plants,” I thought, “bloom for the eye; they are perfected for our view: the mysterious principle of growth is manifest in them, mysterious yet simple.” But this plant seemed to be up to something, to be carrying on a questionable traffic with itself. There was no harmony, no proportion in its parts. It exhibited all the stages of its development at once. It was young, middle-aged, and old at the same time. Not only did it bear its fruit and flowers together, but there was a strange discrepancy between the size of its leaves: some were no longer than my little finger, others much longer than my hand. It invited and yet repelled inspection, as if it was harbouring some shady secret that it yet wanted you to know. Outside the shed, twilight was darkening the air, but inside it was already night, night that the plant had gathered to itself.

Torn between fascination and recoil, I turned away, and it was then we heard the voices.
Actually there was only one voice, or only one voice audible. I recognized it at once, though Marcus didn’t; it was the voice of “When other lips, “ speaking, no doubt, the language whose excess imparts the power it feels so well. But what I heard was a low insistent murmur, with pauses for reply in which no reply was made. It had a hypnotic quality that I had never heard in any voice: a blend of urgency, cajolery, and extreme tenderness, and with below it the deep vibrato of a held-in laugh that might break out at any moment. It was the voice of someone wanting something very much and confident of getting it, but at the same time willing, no, constrained, to plead for it with all the force of his being.

“A loony talking to himself,” whispered Marcus; “shall we go and see?”

At that moment a second voice became audible, toneless, unrecognizable, but distinct. Marcus’s eyes lit up.

“Eh bien, je jamais! c’est un couple,” he whispered, “un couple qui fait le cuiller. “

“Fait le cuiller?” I echoed, stupidly.

“Spooning, you idiot. Let’s go and rout them out.”

Terrified equally at the thought of discovering or being discovered, I suddenly had an inspiration.

“Mais non!” I whispered. “Ça serait trop ennuyeux. Laissons-les faire!”

I started resolutely on the homeward path, and Marcus, after more than one backward glance, with a bad grace followed me. Through the mad pounding of my heart, and my general gratitude for deliverance, I found time to congratulate myself. It was the word “ennuyeux” that had done the trick; Marcus had used it to discredit the rubbish-heap; in all his large vocabulary it carried the greatest weight of disparagement. Precociously sophisticated, he knew that to be boring was the unforgivable sin.

“Confounded cheek, I call it!” Marcus fumed when we were out of earshot. “Why should they come here to spoon? I wonder what Mama would say.”

“Oh, I shouldn’t tell her, Marcus,” I said quickly. “Don’t tell her. Promise you won’t. Jurez, jurez, je vous en prie.”

But he wouldn’t oblige me, even in French.

Our amity restored, we walked along, sometimes sedately, with open, guileless faces, sometimes barging into each other with sudden charges. I thought of many things.

“How long do engagements last?” I asked. Marcus would be sure to know.

“Cela dépend,” he announced oracularly. “Perhaps you would rather I answered in English?” he said suddenly. “It is a language more suited to your feeble intelligence.”

I let this pass.

“In the case of grooms, gardeners, skivvies, and suchlike scum,” said Marcus, “it may go on forever. With people like ourselves it generally doesn’t go on very long.”

“How long?”

“Oh, a month or so. Deux mois, trois mois.”

I thought about this.

“Engagements are sometimes broken off, aren’t they?”

“That’s what is worrying Mama. But Marian would never be so folle—fou for you, Colston, in the masculine it describes you exactly—write it out a hundred times, please—so folle as to leave Trimingham planté là. What did I say, Colston?”

“Planté là,” I repeated humbly.

“Please construe it.”

“Planted there.”

“Planted there, indeed! Sit down. Next, next, next, next, next. Can no boy give a proper rendering of ‘planté là’?”

“Well, what does it mean?” I asked.
‘Planté là’ means—it means—well, almost anything you like except ‘planted there.’

I took this from him, too: my thoughts had veered again and were now swarming like flies round a honey-pot. The green bicycle! Even if it was an insult—and I had no doubt of that—I could swallow the insult. Could I bring myself not to swallow it, that was the question. The bicycle was already dearer to me than anything I possessed. I was sure that if I went away before my birthday I should not get it. They would be offended with me and return it to the shop, or perhaps give it to Marcus, though he had one already. I pictured myself riding it through our village street, which had become much nearer and clearer to me during the last few hours—jumping off and standing it against one of the posts that held the hanging chains that guarded our road frontage. How everyone would admire it! I couldn’t ride a bicycle, but I should soon learn. Mother would put a steadying hand on the saddle; so would the gardener... up and down the hills I should go, soaring, floating....

And yet I wasn’t comfortable about it. There was a trap somewhere, I felt sure; and though I didn’t know the term “hush-money,” its meaning flittered, bat-like, about my mind.

I was too tired to hold any one thought for long, even the image of the bicycle. I had been so pleased with my handling of the situation at the outhouses; now I found myself wondering whether instead of whispering to Marcus, it wouldn’t have been better to have given a shout that would have warned them.

“Vous êtes très silencieux,” said Marcus. “Je n’aime pas votre voix, which is ugly, oily, and only fit to be heard at a village singsong. Et quant à vos sales pensées, crapaud, je m’en fiche d’elles, je crache upon them. Mais pourquoi avez-vous perdu la langue? Your long, thin, slimy, spotted serpent’s tongue?”

At his bedroom door we parted. There was plenty of time before dinner, and I stole down into the hall to look at the post-box. My letter was still there, leaning against the pane, with other letters behind it. I fingered the door and to my intense surprise it opened. I had the letter in my hand; tear it up and I had the bicycle too. A moment of excruciating self-division followed. Then I slipped the letter back and tip-toed upstairs with a thudding heart.
WHEN I CAME down to breakfast the next morning, the letter was gone. Oh, the peace of that moment! There were two absentees from the breakfast table, Marian and her mother. Marian, I learned, had caught the early train to London; Mrs. Maudsley was still in bed. I speculated on the nature of her complaint. Un type hystérique, Marcus had said. What were her symptoms? Did she have fits? All I knew about hysteria was that sometimes servants had it; I didn’t know what form it took, but I couldn’t connect it with Mrs. Maudsley, who, besides being a lady, was always so calm. That tense, still look of hers that caught you in its searchlight beam! She had been invariably kind to me; kinder in some ways, perhaps kinder in all ways, than Marian had been. Yet because of her very stillness I found her presence repressive: I shouldn’t have dared to love her if she had been my mother. Marcus did, but perhaps she showed another side of herself to him. She brought out all the clumsiness in Denys; when he saw her eye on him he always looked as if he was going to drop something—or had dropped it. Yes, with Mrs. Maudsley away one breathed more freely.

Did Marian love her? That I could not tell: I had seen them watching each other like two cats; and then, as cats do, turn away again, indifferently, as if whatever was at stake between them had somehow faded out. It wasn’t my idea of love; my idea of love was more demonstrative.

I had loved Marian, or so I should have said if anyone in my confidence had asked me (but there was no one; I certainly should not have told my mother). How did I feel to her? I asked myself the question as we knelt at prayers, when my thoughts should have been turned towards forgiveness; but I couldn’t answer it. I was still half expecting to see her mocking face across the table, and when I didn’t see it and realized I shouldn’t till Wednesday, relief surged up in me. By Wednesday, by Tuesday indeed, I should have got my marching orders: I should have finished with Brandham; already I felt in it but not of it.

Even when she was everything I most admired, even when to hear her voice speaking my name with its ironic, intimate inflexion had brought me as much happiness as a human relationship could give me, I had always been a little frightened of her, and fearful of falling below her standard. What that consisted in I don’t quite know, for it was not only her beauty. I don’t think I ever heard her say a clever thing, though I shouldn’t have recognized it if I had. No, it was her air of good-humoured impatience with things and people—her getting to a point before they did, and leaving it while they were still fumbling with it, her disturbing faculty of guessing what they were going to say before they said it, that made her seem superior to them. She arrived while they plodded; her short cuts made them seem heavy-footed and prosy. She wasn’t superior in the sense of being patronizing; she took a great interest in people, and never spoke to any of us as if he or she was someone else. But she had her own angle on us, and it was generally a slightly disconcerting one: she saw us not as we saw ourselves or as other people saw us. To me her vision of me as the Green Huntsman had always been intoxicating, a mirror in which I never tired of seeing myself: it was like a rebirth. And only she could perform the miracle; it was no good my saying to myself: “This is how Marian sees me.” The portrait wouldn’t come to life unless she held the mirror.

And now the mirror was cracked. Only I knew how much calculation underlay her apparent inconsequence, and all my thoughts of her were steeped in green and poisoned; I could hardly bear to look at my green suit. No use to tell myself now that she had given it me before I took to letter-carrying, because she had always thought of me as green; Marcus had told me so, and it didn’t occur to me he might have lied.

So I was relieved at her absence; relieved from the strain of having to keep up with her, of being what I thought she wanted me to be at every minute, a psychological exercise that had lost its magic;
and relieved from the threat of an emotional show-down, involving perhaps further recriminations and unkind words, the desire for which I had read in her eyes, I thought, the day before.

It is I, the elder, the old Leo, who am making this postmortem; at the time I didn’t analyse my feelings much: I was content to feel the pressure of circumstances relax, and myself slipping into my humdrum, pre-Brandham state of mind, with nobody’s standards to live up to except my own.

Four of the week-end visitors had taken the early train with Marian, so we were a small party, only seven: Mr. Maudsley, Lord Trimingham, Denys, Marcus and myself, and an elderly Mr. and Mrs. Laurent, of whom I remember nothing except that they were quite unformidable. Even the table had shrunk and was now hardly longer than our dining-table at home, which I should see so soon. The cats were away; a wonderful feeling of détente prevailed. Denys took advantage of it to give us a long harangue on the best way of combating poachers. “But you forget, Papa,” he said more than once, “that this park is an exposed park. Anyone can get into it, anyone, anywhere, and we be none the wiser.” He rambled on, working himself up, arguing with himself when no opposition offered. He would not have dared to with his mother there; but Mr. Maudsley never snubbed him in my hearing, except that once, on the cricket field.

Presently our host rose, and we rose with him. “Have a cigar?” he abruptly inquired, his sunken eyes scanning face after face, including mine. He often asked this question at times of day which even I knew to be inappropriate; it was when he suddenly remembered his duties as host that he proffered this pistol-shot hospitality. We all smiled and shook our heads, and left the dining-room to the servants. No orderly-room, no plans for the day, no messages to take, no problems. We were free!

As I was going out, Marcus said: “Come with me, I want to tell you something.” Agreeably titillated, and wondering what it could be, I followed him into Mrs. Maudsley’s sitting-room—the blue boudoir, it was called. I should never have dared to venture into it, but Marcus was a privileged person where she was concerned.

He shut the door and said, rather self-consciously:

“Have you heard this one?”

“No,” I said instinctively, without waiting to hear.

“It’s very funny and rather rude.”

I was all ears.

Marcus composed his face into solemn lines and said: “The awe-inspirers have gone away.”

I rolled my eyes in agonized conjecture, hoping that somewhere on the confines of sight I might see this as very funny and rather rude, but I couldn’t, and finally had to say so.

Marcus frowned and put his finger to his cheek. Then he shook himself in exasperation and said: “Oh, I’ve got it wrong. I remember now. Be sure to laugh: it’s frightfully funny.”

I composed myself to guffaw.

“It’s: ‘The awe-mongers have gone away.’”

I tittered slightly from nervous reaction, not from having seen the joke. Marcus, realizing this, was vexed.

“You needn’t laugh if you don’t want to,” he said loftily, “but it is very funny.”

“I’m sure it is,” I said, for I knew how ill-advised as well as ill-mannered it is, not to appreciate a joke when it is told one. Worse still, it laid one open to the charge of being a thickhead.

“A man who is a prefect at a public school told a friend of mine, and he locked with laughter,” Marcus said. “It was after some ushers had been sacked for spooning or something like that. They had been frightfully strict in form, cursing everybody and punishing them with extra assignments, which made it all the funnier. Can’t you see it now?”

“Not quite,” I confessed.
“Well, monger—you can have an ironmonger, or a fishmonger, or a cheesemonger or a costermonger, but have you ever heard of an awe-monger before?”

“I can’t say I have.”

“Well, isn’t it funny?”

“Yes, I suppose it is,” I said doubtfully. Then, as I realized the ingenious use of the words, I began to laugh quite heartily. “But why is it rude?”

“Because ‘awe’ is a rude word, you dolt.”

“Is it?” I said, feeling as small as only someone can who has been caught out in ignorance of salacious matters. “Why is it rude?”

For answer Marcus laughed and laughed. He shut his eyes, wagged his round head from side to side, and shook all over. At last he said:

“You’re the best joke of all.”

I joined in the laugh, for fear of not seeming sporting, and then when he had laughed his fill I asked a second time, though it cost me a great sacrifice of pride to say it:

“But why is ‘awe’ a rude word? Please tell me.”

But he wouldn’t enlighten me and it’s my belief he couldn’t.

That day and the next were two of the happiest I spent at Brandham Hall. They did not compare with Saturday and Sunday morning; I did not feel, to use Ted’s phrase, “on top of the world.” Those were days of buoyant emotional health, of positive well-being such as I had never known. These were days of convalescence: I felt as if I was slowly picking up after a long illness; or as if in the middle of a tournament I had suddenly been whisked out of the field and put down among the spectators.

No one paid us a visit, nor did we pay any; for the first time at Brandham Hall it was like family life, not like a party. The strain of entertaining and being entertained was over: there was no obligation to talk or listen, we could be as uncommunicative as we liked. Denys took the opportunity to talk a great deal, but the rest of us put in a word when we felt like it. Many things in and about the house (though never its south-west prospect) became visible to me which hadn’t been visible before, so busy were we keeping the ball of sociability rolling. The weather grew more settled as well as hotter; on Monday the temperature was 82.9, on Tuesday it was 88.2: the climax in the 100’s that I hoped for seemed to be again approaching.

“Marian will be boiled in London,” Lord Trimingham said; “there’s nothing so hot as shopping.” I saw her in a crowded bicycle shop, oil melting in all directions. “Oh dear, it’s got onto my skirt, what shall I do?—and this is a new one I’ve just bought for my engagement.” But she wouldn’t have said that; she would have laughed and said something to make the salesman laugh; I remembered how it had been at Norwich. Out she comes, her oily dress sweeping the pavement, gathering up the dust; and behind her, in my mind’s eye, is a small green bicycle, a boy’s bicycle, complete with all the latest devices, including a brake front and rear, made like a horseshoe, not one of those outmoded models working on the tire of the front wheel such as Marcus had, which wore thin and wouldn’t hold you. Whenever she came into my thoughts, the bicycle followed her like a familiar, going by itself, keeping very close to her, dogging her footsteps.

A green bicycle! How difficult it is to keep out of one’s mind a painful thought that attaches itself, leech-like, to a thought one welcomes! If Marcus had not given me that unkind explanation of the bicycle’s colour, I might not have posted my letter to Mother.

Upon the certainty of her swift response my happiness reposed. I hoped she would not think it too extravagant to send a second telegram,—I rather dreaded having to show Mrs. Maudsley mine; it might give her a fit, or something.

On Tuesday morning I found a letter by my plate. The handwriting was unknown to me; the postmark was Brand-ham Rising, a near-by village. I couldn’t think whom it could be from, for only
two people wrote letters to me, my mother and my aunt. I was so consumed with curiosity that I could hardly listen to what anybody said, but I couldn’t satisfy it because I hated to read my letters in public. As soon as the signal for departure—now so casual and informal—was given, I ran up to my room. To my intense annoyance, the house-maids were occupying it, as they so often were when I wanted it to myself; and I had to curb my impatience till they were gone.

BLACK FARM
SUNDAY

Dear Master Colston,

I am writing straight off to say how sorry I am I sent you off like that. It has quite upset me that I sent you off like that. I didn’t mean to, it wasn’t on purpose, but at the last minute I jibed at telling you something. Perhaps when you are older you will understand how it was and forgive me. It was quite natural you should want to know being a boy of your age but the fact is I didn’t feel like telling you at the moment. But I oughtn’t to have taken on so specially after telling me your Dad was dead—only I got my rag out as I do sometimes, that’s how it was.

I ran after you and called to you to come back but I expect you thought I was chasing you.

I don’t expect you’ll want to come again in a hurry but if you would like to come next Sunday at the same time I will try and tell you what you asked, and have some shooting and stay to tea. It was a shame you missed your tea, I hope they kept some for you at the Hall.

Please believe I am sincerely sorry if I was rather rough, and don’t have hard feelings about me.

Yours faithfully

[this was crossed out]
Your faithful friend
TED
PS. You oiled my bat a treat.

I read the letter over several times and was nearly convinced of its sincerity. But a part of me still suspected that it was a ruse to make me take more notes. I had been taken in so often, I had been so green! And I thought, perhaps with justice, that it was all very well for Ted to be ashamed of telling me something that he hadn’t been ashamed of using as a bait. I didn’t guess—what I now think may have been the case—that he was apologizing for the one as for the other.

In any case the letter made no difference. If the prospect of a pleasant Sunday afternoon with Ted learning the facts of life had its attractions, I put it away from me, knowing I should be the other side of England.

My mother believed in the logic of the emotions; she did not think they should be tested, still less regulated, by the lessons of experience. If I had been nice to her ten times running and nasty to her the eleventh, it would upset her just as much as if the ten times hadn’t existed; and if (for the sake of argument; I hope I never was) I had been nasty to her ten times running and nice the eleventh, she would have in the same way discounted the other ten. She relied on the feeling of the moment, and would have thought it “rather wrong” to do otherwise. Unconsciously I had taken after her and accepted her example as a law of life. But now I couldn’t: my emotions had become circumspect and self-protective.

An older person would have seen that the letter needed an answer. It didn’t occur to me to answer it—I was too prone to regard a letter as a present. But there was a phrase in it that puzzled me, so I thought I would seek out Lord Trimingham and ask for enlightenment (to my mind he was still
Viscount though my tongue had learned to call him Lord).

At this hour he generally repaired to the smoking-room to read the newspaper and discuss “deep affairs of state” (as Mother used to say when my father was closeted with his friends). Thinking he might be thus engaged, I softly pushed the door ajar and peeped in, ready to take flight, but seeing him alone, went in.

“Hullo,” he said, “have you taken to smoking?”

I wriggled and tried to find a suitable answer. Not finding one, I circled about in front of his chair.

“Don’t do that,” Lord Trimingham said. “You make me giddy.”

I laughed, and blurted out: “Do you know anything about Ted Burgess?”

Now that I had neutralized him, it was safe to mention him.

“Yes,” he said, surprised. “Why?”

“I only wondered,” said I, feebly.

“Oh, you’re thinking of that catch, I expect,” said Lord Trimingham, kindly supplying me with a reason. “Well, he’s quite a decent feller”—I remembered he had said this about the Boers—”but he’s a bit wild.”

“Wild?” I repeated, thinking at once of lions and tigers. “Do you mean he’s dangerous, Hugh?”

“Not to you or me. He’s a bit of a lady-killer, but there’s no great harm in that.”

Lady-killer: what did that mean? I didn’t like to ask too many questions. I did not think, however, Ted would kill Marian; man-killer, that was what I had been afraid of. Now the fear had passed away, lost its reality with the rest of my life at Brandham Hall. I could scarcely believe that I had once felt I ought to warn Lord Trimingham of his peril. The ninth Viscount would never know that I had saved him from the fate of the fifth. By removing myself I had removed the danger; it was my master-stroke. I should not have cared to see it as an act of self-sacrifice even if it had been one; for there is nothing clever in self-sacrifice, nothing to pride oneself on. Considering the scenes that Marian and Ted had made me, it was excusable that I should regard myself as the linchpin of the whole business.

Ever since I had arranged with mother for my recall, I seemed to be living a posthumous life at Brandham, but I still took a retrospective interest in the situation, in what might have happened if I had let it.

“Anything else I can tell you about him?” Lord Trimingham asked. “He’s a bit hot-tempered—a word and a blow, you know—flies off the handle.”

I reflected on this, and then asked the question I had come to ask, not realizing how apt it was:

“What does it mean, getting your rag out? Has it something to do with cleaning a gun?”

Lord Trimingham laughed. “No, it hasn’t,” he said. “But it’s funny you should ask; it means what I just said: flying into a temper.”

At that moment Mr. Maudsley came in. Lord Trimingham rose, and I, after a moment’s hesitation, followed suit.

“Sit down, Hugh, please sit down,” Mr. Maudsley said in his dry, level voice. “You’ve got a new recruit to the smoking-room, I see. Have you been telling him some smoking-room stories?”

Lord Trimingham laughed.

“Or showing him the pictures?”

He indicated a row of small dark canvases, set deep in heavy frames. I looked at the one nearest to me and saw men wearing broad-brimmed hats, smoking long pipes, sitting on tubs with tankards in their hands, or playing cards. Drinking with the men or serving them were women. They wore no hats; their hair was pulled back from high bare foreheads and kept in place by plain white handkerchiefs. One woman was leaning on the back of a man’s chair, watching the card-players with avid eyes: the chair-back pressed against her breasts, which bulged over its rim and were of a dirty colour between
pink and grey. This made me feel uncomfortable. I didn’t like the look of the picture or its feeling; pictures, I thought, should be of something pretty, should record a moment chosen for its beauty. These people hadn’t even troubled to look their best; they were ugly and quite content to be so. They got something out of being their naked selves, their faces told me that; but this self-glory, depending on nobody’s approval but their own, struck me as rather shocking—more shocking than their occupations, unseemly as those were. They had forgotten themselves, that was it; and you should never forget yourself.

No wonder the pictures were not shown to the public, for who could want to look at them? And they couldn’t be very valuable, being so small.

“He doesn’t like them,” said Mr. Maudsley, flatly.

I wriggled.

“I thought they might be above his head,” Lord Trimingham said. “Teniers is an acquired taste, in my opinion.” He seemed anxious to change the subject, and said, without changing it very much: “We were talking about Ted Burgess when you came in, and I told Leo he was a lady-killer. “

“He has that reputation, I believe,” Mr. Maudsley said.

“Yes, but it’s no business of mine, is it, what he does with his week-ends?” Lord Trimingham seemed to shoot a glance at me—one never knew which way he was looking—and added quickly: “I’ve been talking to him about joining up. I approached him tactfully, of course—easy does it. A likely man, single—no ties—he’d make a first-rate N.C.O. Of course it’s different with a rifle, but he’s a good shot too, by all accounts.”

“He has that reputation, I believe,” said Mr. Maudsley for the second time. “When did you see him, Sunday? I only ask because somebody noticed him in the park.”

“Yesterday, as a matter of fact,” Lord Trimingham said, “and I went up to the farm. But I’d tackled him about it once before. I’m not much of an advertisement for Army life, I’m afraid.”

He sometimes alluded to his disfigurement, to accustom himself to the idea of it, I now think, and to make those with him feel he didn’t mind. It didn’t always work that way, however. After an uneasy pause Mr. Maudsley asked:

“What did he say?”

“The first time he said he didn’t want to, he was quite happy as he was, and let others do the fighting. But yesterday he seemed to have changed his mind—he thought he’d like to have a crack at them. I said he might never get out there. The situation’s changed since Roberts went into Pretoria, though De Wet’s still likely to give trouble in the Transvaal.”

“So you think he’ll go?” said Mr. Maudsley.

“I think he may, and for myself I’m sorry; he’s a good chap and I shan’t easily find another tenant like him. But there you are, war’s war.”

“He won’t be altogether a loss to the district,” Mr. Maudsley said.

“Why?” asked Lord Trimingham.

“Oh, what you were saying just now,” Mr. Maudsley answered vaguely.

There was a silence. I had not quite followed the drift of the conversation, but something in my heart was troubled by it.

“Is Ted really going to the war?” I asked.

“So you’re on ‘Ted’ terms!” said Lord Trimingham. “Well, it’s on the cards he will.”

If only grown-ups would be more explicit! I tried to think that “on the cards” meant some very remote contingency. As I was shutting the door I heard Mr. Maudsley say to Lord Trimingham:

“They say he’s got a woman up this way.”

I didn’t know what he meant, but thought he was perhaps referring to Ted’s daily woman.
I HAD TOLD my mother, and myself, that the telegram might arrive by eleven fifteen. Eleven fifteen came, but not my marching-orders. I was not cast down; indeed, I was relieved. My belief that the telegram would come was unshakable and now I had an extra respite in hand, a respite from the respite, so to speak; for I didn’t relish the prospect of breaking to Mrs. Maudsley the news of my abrupt departure (which I had fixed in my mind for Thursday at latest), nor did I know how I should get it to her, since she was in bed. In bed my imagination could not reach her; she might as well have been abroad.

The explanation was, of course, that my letter had been delayed. It would come by the second post. I spent most of the day with Marcus. We were on excellent terms. Marcus had quite got over the irritation—or at any rate the signs of it—that he may have felt with me on the score of my late success; that wonder had not lasted the traditional nine days and was now but sparingly referred to. We wandered rather aimlessly about the park, speculating what the next term would bring, testing each other’s vocabularies, bandying insults, and offering each other physical violence, and sometimes walking arm in arm. He told me many secrets, for he was shamelessly given to gossiping, a thing I disapproved of but privately enjoyed. Contrary to the proverb, I thought that tales out of school didn’t matter so much. He told me about the coming ball, enlarging on its splendours; he coached me in the part I should have to play. He told me that Marian would bring me some white gloves from London—I didn’t mind missing them, but ah, the bicycle, the green familiar trailing after her: that rankled! He took a program from his pocket and showed it me: Valse, Valse, Lancers, Boston, Barn Dance (“that’s for old fogies like you,” Marcus obligingly explained; “it’s out of fashion now”), Valse, Valse, Polka. Then supper, and again Valse, Valse, and so on, down to Sir Roger de Coverley and Galop.

“But oughtn’t Galop to have two 1’s?” I asked.

“Not in French, crétin,” Marcus told me crushingly. “What a lot you have to learn! But I’m not sure we shall have Sir Roger and a Galop: il est un peu provincial, vous savez, to have both. We shall decide at the last moment. Papa will probably give it out.” “And when will the news of the engagement be given out?” I asked. “We may not give it out,” said Marcus; “we rather think that we may let it spread. It won’t take long to spread, I can tell you. But you and I will have been sent to bed by then. They won’t let us stay up after twelve, out of respect for your tender years, mon enfant. Oh, you are so yo—o—oung! “ he carolled languishingly. “And do you know what you are as well?”

“No,” I said, unsuspectingly.

“Well, don’t get angry, but you’re just a teeny-weeny bit green, vert, vous savez.”

I hit him and we fought for a bit.

It was all most agreeable and most unreal, hearing of these happenings in which I should take no part. Ever since I came, the ball had loomed up as an obstacle to be got over somehow. I was only just learning to dance, I couldn’t reverse properly, and was sure I should acquit myself badly. But to imagine the ball without being there was another matter.

I didn’t feel that I was deceiving Marcus; such dissimulation as I practised was necessary to my plan—my plan that was to be for everybody’s good. Inconceivable as it seems to me now, I was a man of action in those days, and in action I was a realist for whom the end justified the means. My end, at any rate, was irreproachable. It wasn’t like taking the messages, which could only, I was convinced, end badly, and therefore Marian and Ted were wrong to try to deceive me. Rather Wrong, Very Wrong? Wrong was not a word I had much use for; the idea of Right and Wrong as two gigantic eavesdroppers spying on my movements was most distasteful to me. But surely something which might end in murder must be wrong.
So I listened unconcerned while Marcus talked about the ball, but when, proceeding from the greater to the lesser, he began to tell me of the preparations for my birthday (they were a deadly secret, he informed me), I did have twinges of conscience. And not only of conscience, but of regret. For everyone, it appeared, had something for me; the green suit and its accompaniments did not count—they had been strictly unbirthday presents. “Another thing that’s worrying Mama,” said Marcus, “is the cake. Not the cake itself, vous savez, mais les chandelles. Mama is what do you call it, superstitious; she doesn’t like the number thirteen—though of course everyone has to be thirteen some time, especially you, you saignant baker’s dozen!”

I thought this really witty and looked at Marcus with a new respect.

“But we’ve thought of a way out, only it’s too secret to tell you, you’d blab to everyone. But the great moment, the clou of the evening, if you can understand that, dunderhead, will be when Marian gives you the bicycle. At the tolling of six o’clock the doors will be thrown open and she’ll come in riding it, and wearing tights, she says, if Mama will let her, which I doubt. She may have to wear bloomers.”

I closed my eyes against the enchanting vision and for a moment my old feeling for Marian came back. Too late: the die was cast. It was six o’clock on Tuesday, not on Friday, and at any moment now the telegram would come.

“Are bloomers safer than tights?” I asked.

“Safer, good heavens no, but they’re not so fast.”

“But shouldn’t they be fast, for bicycling, I mean?”

“It’s not that kind of fast,” said Marcus, with unexpected patience, “it’s the other kind, the kind that women are who are not quite-quite. Men can be fast, I think, but then it’s different. Bloomers were fast too, until a woman we knew took to wearing them for bicycling in Battersea Park.”

“I still don’t see why tights are faster,” I confessed.

“Eh bien, je jamais! Ask yourself!”

I did, but got no answer.

“And she wants to wear black tights, too.”

“Are they worse?”

“Of course they are, you owl! Much worse, Mama says. Pas comme il faut—entièremment défendu.”

The shadows lengthened, the light changed, taking on its golden tint. The weather now obeyed the rules; at all times of the day it was exactly what it should be. No caprices, no cloudings over or threat of sudden storms. It was as good as its word, one could rely on it. I have never known again—even abroad, even in Italy—the meaning of “Set Fair.” It was as though the majestic claims of science to absolute certainty had miraculously been realized in the skies. This guaranteed serenity, as of a landscape by Claude, had a curious effect on one’s spirits. One could ask for nothing more, and the stirrings of discontent, instead of finding an outlet in the weather, instead of finding their image in the weather, were silently rebuked by it.

We were turning into the drive, with an idea of going down into the village, when we saw a telegraph boy, complete with red-piped uniform, pillbox hat, and scarlet bicycle, pedalling vigorously towards us. My mind was so full of bicycles that his seemed like a materialization, and its colour somehow a mistake.

“A telegram!” we both exclaimed, and Marcus signalled to the boy to stop. I was so sure the telegram was for me that I held my hand out for it.

“Maudsley?” queried the boy cheekily.

“Mr. Maudsley,” Marcus corrected him. I withdrew my hand and fixed my eyes on Marcus’s face, wondering how he would take the news; for I was still sure the telegram was from Mother.

Marcus opened it. “It’s only Marian,” he said, as if a telegram from her hardly counted, “to say
she's coming by the late train tomorrow. Mama told her she hadn’t given herself time for all her shopping. I expect she’s staying on to buy your bicycle. Now let’s go and déranger the villagers—sales types!”

How shortsighted I had been, I thought, to expect my mother to wire! Of course she wouldn’t. A telegram cost sixpence and we had to count our sixpences. A letter summoning me would come tomorrow, if not by the first post, by the second. Another reprieve, another carefree day, in body at Brandham Hall, in heart at home.

Wednesday morning brought Punch. I had to bide my time listening to the chuckles of my elders, which seemed more unrestrained now that Mrs. Maudsley was not there; but at last I got possession of it. I opened it with caution, for (as Marcus had discovered) I could not always see a joke and sometimes had to have it explained to me by an older person, like a sum. So that when I did see one on my own, it was a double triumph. To my delight, the paper was full of references to the heat: they made my single experience seem a universal one. Here was the sun, “The Real Scorcher” (there were, gratifyingly, several jokes about bicycles), bending low over the handlebars, curly rays coming out of his head, a sultry smile on his face; and in the background Mr. Punch under an umbrella, mopping his brow, while Dog Toby, with his tongue hanging out, wilted behind him.

I laughed loudly and ostentatiously, meaning to be heard, for it is something to have seen a joke. But what was this, under the heading “A Great Thought for Every Day in the Year”?

“De Wet, having been frequently routed by Lord Methuen, has succeeded in cutting the railway at three points”—and there was more in the same strain, sneers at our conduct of the war. Was this funny? I didn’t think so—I thought it unpatriotic, as perhaps it would be thought today. I always had a side, sometimes several sides, and now my side was England.

I was horrified, and, when opportunity offered, with due disgust I showed the offending passage to Lord Trimingham.

To my chagrin and surprise, he laughed and laughed. I did not presume to criticize him, but surely this was too much? He, a veteran of the war, to think it funny to be made fun of! To laugh when the side he had represented so gallantly and at such cost to himself was ridiculed! I couldn’t make it out.

But Wednesday morning did not bring a letter from my mother. I was not dismayed, however. On the contrary, I felt as if all the certitude that had been spread over the last twenty-four hours was gathering into a bomb that would explode at tea-time. Meanwhile, how should I spend the day? It was already very hot; my meteorological awareness, sharpened by practice into a sixth sense, foretold a record. Several times that morning I had to stop myself from going down to the game larder and nibbling at the unripe fruit of knowledge.

This would be my last day at Brandham, unless they wanted me to stay till Friday, as a compromise, in which case, I told myself, I might get the presents after all, though in a hole-and-corner fashion and without the glory of a cake. I rather hoped they would, for the thought of the bicycle still sometimes pierced the perfect armour of my made-up mind.

“Have you forgotten anything?” This was a question my mother always asked when I was going to school, or going anywhere, though I went about so little. “Is there anyone you ought to thank?” was another of her questions.

The people I ought to thank could all be thanked tomorrow or whichever day I left—Marian, Marcus, my host and hostess, and the servants. In imagination I saw myself thanking them, thanking them for having me. I might have to thank them for the presents, too. Thanks were something you kept till the last moment; they were the very essence of farewell, and thinking of them brought departure
nearer. Good-bye, Brandham! Was there anyone else?

Then I remembered Ted. I didn’t think I had much to thank him for, but he had written me a letter, and it was on the cards that he was going to enlist. The thought of this still troubled me. I ought to say good-bye to him.

It wouldn’t take long, but how could I dispose of Marcus? I couldn’t say good-bye to Ted with Marcus there. I had an idea.

Mother had consented to my bathing, but I had never bathed because, soon after her permission came, the river above the sluice had sunk so low it was too shallow even for a non-swimmer. The men of the party still sometimes went down to the pool below the sluice; but shrunken though it was, it was too deep for me.

“Marcus,” I said, “il est très ennuyeux, mais—” French failed me.

“Spit it out in English if it’s easier,” said Marcus kindly. “It’s very boring, but—”

“Ted Burgess told me he’d give me a swimming lesson,” I said rapidly. This wasn’t true, but I had heard so many lies, and lying is infectious; besides he had said he would do anything to make “it” worth my while. I explained why I should need grown-up assistance.

“It will only take un petit quart d’heure,” I wound up, pleased with this.

“Would you desert me?” said Marcus, tragically.

“But you deserted me,” I argued, “when you went to Nannie Robson’s.”

“Yes, but that’s different. She’s my old nurse and he...” I didn’t know the epithet, but it sounded unprintable. “Well, don’t let him drown you.”

“Oh no,” I answered, poised for flight.

“I shan’t mind if you drown him,” Marcus said. He had a habit of speaking badly of people, especially those of a lower social status. It was a façon de parler, as he might have said, and didn’t mean much.

From the footman, who in a dour, discouraging way was always ready to oblige me, I obtained a length of rope; and armed with this, my bath towel, and my bathing-suit, I started for the river. My bathing-suit had only once before got wet: when Marian spread her dripping hair on it.

Mounting the sluice, I saw Ted in the field, driving the reaper. It was the last field left with standing wheat; in all the others the grain was gathered into stocks. Usually I went to him, but this was a last, a privileged occasion, and he should come to me. I signalled to him, but he didn’t see me; swaying and bumping on the seat of the “spring-balance,” he kept looking down to make sure that the blades were engaging with the wheat, and then up at the horse’s head. At last one of the men saw me and told him. He stopped the horse and slowly dismounted, and the man got up in his place.

I went across to the second, smaller sluice to meet him, but before we reached each other he stopped, which was most unlike him. I stopped too.

“I didn’t think you’d come again,” he said.

“I came to say good-bye,” I told him. “I’m going away tomorrow, or Friday at latest.” We seemed to be talking across a small but noticeable gulf.

“Well, good-bye, Master Colston, and good luck,” he said. “I hope you’ll enjoy yourself, I’m sure.”

I stared at him. I was not very observant, but I saw that the strangeness in his manner was borne out by his appearance. Once he had reminded me of a cornfield ripe for reaping; now he was like corn that had been cut and left in the sun. I suppose he wasn’t more than twenty-five. He had never looked young to me; young men in those days didn’t try to look young, they aped the appearance of maturity. But now I could see in his face the features of a much older person. Sweating though he was, he looked dried up, the husk of the man he had been. He had taken in his belt another notch, I noticed. I might have said to him, as he had said to me: “Who’s been upsetting you?” but what I said was:
“Is it true you are going to the war?”
“Why,” said he, “who told you?”
“Lord Trimingham,” I answered.
He said nothing to that.
“Did you know Marian was engaged to him?” I asked.
He nodded.
“Is that why you’re going?”
He shuffled with his feet as horses do, and for a moment I thought he was going to flare out at me.
“I don’t know that I am going,” he said with a touch of his old spirit. “That’s for her to say. It isn’t what I want, but what she wants.”
I thought this a cowardly speech, and still do.
“Look here, Master Colston,” he said suddenly, “you haven’t told anyone about this, have you? It’s only a business matter between me and Miss Marian, but—”
“I haven’t told anyone,” I said.
He still looked anxious.
“She said you wouldn’t, but I said: ‘He’s only a youngster, he might talk.’ “
“I haven’t told anyone,” I repeated.
“Because we don’t want to get ourselves into trouble, do we?”
“I haven’t told anyone,” I said again.
“I’m sure we’re both very much obliged to you, Master Colston, for doing what you have,” he said, almost as if he was proposing a vote of thanks. “It isn’t every young gentleman would want to give up his afternoons to carry messages like an errand boy.”
He seemed to have become acutely conscious of the social gap between us. He was keeping his distance in more ways than one. At first I had been flattered by his calling me “Master Colston,” but suddenly I wished he wouldn’t, and I said:
“Please call me postman, as you used to.”
He gave me a rueful smile. “I’m still sorry I shouted at you same as I did on Sunday,” he said. “It’s natural for a boy of your age to want to know those things, and us older ones ought not to stand in your way. And it was a promise, as you said. But I dunno, I didn’t feel like it—not after hearing you sing. I’ll tell you now, if you like, and keep my promise. But I don’t mind telling you I’d rather not.”
“I wouldn’t dream of troubling you,” I said, loftily and as I thought a grown-up person might say it. “I know someone who’ll tell me. As a matter of fact, I know several people who will.”
“So long as they don’t tell you wrong,” he said, half anxiously.
“How could they? It’s common knowledge, isn’t it?”
I was rather pleased with the phrase.
“Yes, but I should be sorry—You got my letter, didn’t you? I wrote right off, but it didn’t go till Monday.”
I told him I had got it.
“Then that’s all right,” he said, and seemed relieved. “I don’t write letters much, except on business, but it did seem mean, well, after what you’d done for us, giving up your own time, which is precious to a boy.”
A lump came into my throat, but all I could think to say was:
“That’s quite all right.”
He looked towards the belt of trees behind which lay the Hall, his glance avoiding mine.
“So you’re off tomorrow?”
“Yes, or Friday.”
“Oh well, we may be seeing each other, some time.” At last he crossed the gap and hesitatingly held
his hand out. I think he still thought I might not take it. “So long, then, postman.”

“Good-bye, Ted.”

As I was turning away, grieved to be parting from him, a thought started up in me and I turned back.

“Shall I take one more message for you?”

“That’s very good of you,” he said, “but do you want to?”

“Yes, just this once.” It could do no harm, I thought; and I should be far away when the message took effect; and I wanted to say something to show that we were friends.

“Well,” he said, once more across the gap, “say tomorrow’s no good, I’m going to Norwich, but Friday at half past six, same as usual.”

I promised I would tell her. On the top of the sluice I stopped and looked back. Ted, too, was looking back. He took off his old soft hat and waved it, shading his eyes and waving vigorously. I tried to take off mine and wondered why I couldn’t. Then I saw why. In one hand I was carrying my bathing-suit, in the other my towel; the rope was draped like a halter round my neck. Suddenly I felt exceedingly uncomfortable; my movements were cramped and my neck was sweating. I hadn’t noticed my encumbrances till now, nor apparently had Ted. I had forgotten what I came for and remembered something that I hadn’t come for. Swinging my dry bathing-suit, which now was warm to the touch, and with the halter chafing my neck, I walked back across the blistering causeway. What a fool I should look, I thought, if Marcus saw me.
ON THE TEA-TABLE lay my mother’s letter. The order of release had come.

I realized then how much I had been counting on it, and my relief was a measure of the insecurity that I had felt since Sunday. Since Sunday I had enjoyed a great many things, and with all my being, so it seemed, but, underneath, the foundations were still crumbling. At the sight of the letter various physical processes that unbeknown to me had been disorganized by the strain began to function normally; I talked a lot and ate voraciously. If I did not make an excuse to dart away and read the letter, it was partly to postpone the sense of flatness that I knew from experience would follow certitude, and partly because breaking the news to Mrs. Maudsley was the one task left to me at Brandham that I dreaded. I had seen many guests leave Brandham unlamented, and it might have occurred to me that Mrs. Maudsley would take my departure philosophically too, had I not been so much the centre of my own world and, as I thought, of hers.

But I reached my bedroom at last, and this is what I read:

My Darling Boy,

I hope you won’t be disappointed at not getting a telegram and I hope you won’t be disappointed by this letter.

Your letters both came by the same post, wasn’t it strange? It took me a minute or two to discover which had been written first. In the first you begged me to let you stay on an extra week because you were so happy —and I can’t tell you how I enjoyed hearing about the cricket and the songs, and how proud of you it made me. Then in the second letter you said you weren’t at all happy, and would I send you a telegram asking Mrs. Maudsley to send you back. Well, my darling, I couldn’t bear to think you were unhappy, and I needn’t tell you how much I miss you, at all times when you are away, and not only at your birthday, though especially then. So before I began my morning jobs I started off for the post office to send the telegram. But on the way it seemed to me that perhaps we were both acting in haste, which is seldom wise, is it? I remembered that only a few hours before you wrote the second letter you said you were happier than you had ever been in your life, and this hurt me a little, I confess, because I hope you have been happy here too. And I wondered what could have happened in a few hours to make you feel so different and wondered if you hadn’t exaggerated something a little— we all do that at times, don’t we?—it’s what’s called make a mountain out of a molehill. You said it was because you had to run errands and take messages, and you didn’t like doing that. But I seem to remember you once enjoyed taking them and besides, my darling, we can’t always do what we like. I think it would be ungrateful to Mrs. Maudsley after all her kindness to you if you were to grudge her this small service. [My mother quite understandably assumed that the “they” of my letter referred to Mrs. Maudsley.] It’s very hot here too, and I have often felt anxious for you, but you have always told me you enjoyed the heat, especially since Miss Maudsley gave you the thin suit (I’m longing to see it, and you in it, my darling, do believe that, don’t you? though I’m not sure that green is quite the right colour for a boy). You have often walked more than four miles at home (once you walked all the way to Fordingbridge and back, do you remember?) and I am sure that if you took things very quietly and didn’t run, as you sometimes do, making yourself unnecessarily hot, you wouldn’t find the walks too much for you.

You said that what you were doing might be wrong, but, my darling, how could it be? You told me Mrs. Maudsley never misses going to church and all the family and the visitors go too, and that you have family prayers every day, which isn’t the case in all large houses, I feel quite sure (or even in small ones!), so I can’t think she would want you to do anything wrong—besides, what can be wrong
in taking a message? But I do think it would be rather wrong, though of course not very wrong (you aie a funny old thing! ) if you even showed her that you didn’t want to go. She wouldn’t be angry, I feel sure, but she’d be puzzled and wonder what sort of home life you had had.

But of course, I do know that the heat knocks one up (it isn’t “grate,” my darling, it’s “great”—I never knew you spell that wrong before—”grate” heat would be something quite different) and I am sure that if you went to Mrs. Maudsley and explained things to her, and asked her very nicely if someone else could take the messages, she would say yes. You told me more than once that there are twelve servants in the house; surely she could spare one of them to go? But I expect she has no idea that you don’t like going—indeed, I rather hope she hasn’t.

My darling, I do hope that you won’t feel disappointed and hurt with me, but I do think it would be a mistake for you to leave so suddenly. They wouldn’t understand, and might think me a spoilt and unreasonable mother!—which I am, my darling, but don’t want to be in this instance. From what you have told me about them, they would be very nice friends for you in after life. I hope this doesn’t sound worldly, but we have to be worldly sometimes; your father didn’t care about social life, but I think he made a mistake, and since he died I haven’t been able to do much in the way of making friends for you. I should like to ask Marcus here—but I don’t know how we should entertain him—he must be used to such grand ways!

The ten days will soon pass, and so, my darling, I think we ought to be patient. I say this to myself as much as to you, for I long to see you and the sweetest part of your dear letter was where you said you were looking forward to coming home. But we can’t expect to be happy all the time, can we? We both know that. Perhaps it wouldn’t be good for us to be. And you are like your mother, sometimes up and sometimes down. I remember only a little while ago you were rather unhappy because some bigger boys teased you for using a long word, but you soon forgot about it and were as happy as ever. I feel sure that by the time this reaches you, you will be feeling so much happier that you will wonder how you ever came to write the letter.

Good-bye, my darling, darling boy. I shall write again for your birthday and send you a little present; my real present I am keeping until you come back. I wonder if you can guess what it is.

With all my love, my precious Leo,
Your loving
MOTHER
xxxxx

PS. What a long letter! But I thought you would like to know exactly how I felt. I do think it would be a mistake if you left now. All this will be an experience for you, my darling.

Children are more used than adults to having their requests met by a flat refusal, and also less capable of taking the refusal philosophically. In spite of the reasonableness of its tone, my mother’s letter amounted to a flat refusal, and as such it not only blocked my mental view, it utterly disorientated me. I literally did not know what to do next, in the smallest particular: I did not know whether to stay in my bedroom or go out of it. I should have liked to talk to somebody about my plight, but instinctively dismissed this desire before it was formulated; I could talk to no one. To be a nonconductor was my function: I was a Tower of Silence on which lay whitening the bones of a dead secret—no, not dead in that sense, but very much alive and death-dealing and fatal.

Or so I thought. For with my mother’s letter cutting off escape, the perilous aspect of the situation again rose before me; it was, in fact, the only aspect I could see.

Soon from pure restlessness I left my room. Half hoping, half dreading I should meet someone, I wandered about the premises at the back, the wash-house, the dairy, the various outbuildings whose purpose I hardly knew but whose placid, normal functioning somehow reassured me; I even paid a
half-hearted visit to the rubbish-heap. I tried to accustom myself to the feel of my new position, bring myself into harmony with it, as one does when wearing a new suit; but I couldn’t. Some servants passed me and smiled. I wondered how they were able to go about their jobs so tranquilly, as if everything was just as it had been and should be and no calamity was pending. From there I made my way towards the front of the house, furtively, keeping behind trees and bushes, until at last I heard the sounds of croquet on the lawn, and voices, too far away from me to distinguish the speakers. I wondered if Marian had come back.

As far as I had a purpose, it was to avoid being alone with her. She, I dimly realized, was the rock on which I had split. Ted had frightened me more, perhaps, but she had hurt me more; with men, as with boys, I knew more or less where I was: I did not expect them to be nice to me. Schoolboys have a much clearer perception of one another’s characters than grown-ups have, for their characters are not obscured by a veil of good manners: they deal in hard words, they have no long-term policy, as men have, for asserting themselves, they prefer short profits and quick returns. Ted was like a schoolboy, angry one moment, good-humoured the next. I did not feel, until the end, that he had any greater regard for me than one thrusting male has for another, and I was prepared to take him on those terms; and though I idealized him, and myself in him, I had sunk no great capital of confidence in him.

But in Marian I had. Against her I had no such defences. She was my fairy godmother. She combined the roles of both fairy and mother: the magical benevolence of the one, the natural benevolence of the other. I had no more imagined that she could turn against me than that the good fairy of a fairy story could turn against the hero she protected. But she had, and so had my real mother: that was a betrayal, too. The difference was that Mother did not know what she was doing and Marian did.

So my policy was to keep clear of her. I knew that it was shortsighted and that I should have to see her some time, if only to give her Ted’s message. And as to that I was gradually coming to a conclusion that needed more resolution than anything I had yet done at Brandham Hall. I did not know if I should be able to bring myself to do it when the moment came; but it was the logical outcome of seeing myself as the pivot of the situation: I and only I could make the machinery break down, and if the machinery broke down, so would the situation. On one thing I was determined, that I would take no more messages.

Our first meeting was uneventful. Marian was at dinner, but she had brought two guests down with her; the table had lengthened again, the talk was general. She smiled at me as she used to and teased me a little across the table; then Marcus and I went off to bed.

Next morning, Thursday morning, Mrs. Maudsley appeared at breakfast. She greeted me warmly—no, not warmly, for warmth was not in her nature, but with a full and flattering sense of what was due to a guest who had been unavoidably but most regrettably neglected. I studied her, looking for symptoms of hysteria, but could detect none. She was paler, I thought, than she had been, but she was always pale; her glance still had its special quality of not travelling but arriving, and her movements were as deliberate as ever. Yet tension had returned to the breakfast table; again I was afraid of making an awkward gesture, of spilling something, of drawing unfavourable attention to myself. And after breakfast, instead of the relaxation of the past three days, the feeling of beginning the day on low gear, there came her voice, at which other conversation died, and the ominous “Now, today...”

As Marcus and I were going out he whispered to me wickedly: “The awe-mongers have come back,” and I tittered, but at the disloyalty, not at the joke. I was going to reply when a voice behind us said: “Marcus, I want to borrow Leo from you for a moment,” and I found myself following Marian.

I can’t remember where the interview took place, but I know that it was indoors and that the usual feeling one has that someone might come in was absent.

She asked me how I had been getting on without her and I said: “Very well, thank you,” which I
thought safe and noncommittal, but it didn’t please her, for she said: “That’s the first unkind speech I’ve heard you make.” I hadn’t meant it unkindly and a man would not have thought it was unkind, yet immediately I felt contrite and began to wonder how I could propitiate her. She was wearing a new dress; I had got to know the others and noticed the difference. “Did you enjoy yourself?” I asked. “No,” she replied. “Someone asked me out to dinner, but I felt more like dying than dining. I missed Brandham every minute. Did you miss me?”

I was thinking what I should answer, for I didn’t want to be caught out a second time, when she said: “Don’t bother to say yes if you didn’t.” She said this with a smile, and I said untruthfully: “Of course I did,” and as I said it I half thought I had; at any rate I wished I had. She sighed and said: “I expect you think me a ghastly old governess, don’t you?—slanging you and calling you names. But I’m not really—really I’m a good-natured girl.”

I didn’t know what to make of this; was she saying she was sorry, as Ted had? Only once before had I known her to apologize, except for something entirely accidental, like treading on somebody’s toes. And this was her sole reference to the episode: she seemed to regard it as closed.

“I suppose you went about with Marcus?” she asked. “Did you get into any mischief?”

“Oh no,” I answered righteously. “We talked French.”

“French!” she said. “I didn’t know that French was one of your accomplishments. What a lot you can do—singing, cricket, French!” Her beautiful eyes searched me for a weak spot and found it. But I was wary, I only said: “Marcus is much better at French than I am. He knows the irregular verbs.”

“Very irregular, I dare say,” Marian said. “But anyhow you enjoyed yourself?”

“Oh yes,” I said politely. “I’m sorry you didn’t.”

“No, you’re not,” she said surprisingly, “you’re not sorry in the least. You couldn’t care if I dropped dead in front of you. You’re a hard-hearted little boy, but then, all boys are.”

Although she made it sound a compliment, and I would rather have been called hard-hearted than soft-hearted, I didn’t altogether relish this. But I couldn’t tell if Marian was serious.

“Are men hard-hearted too?” I asked, to change the subject. “I’m sure Hugh isn’t.”

“What makes you think he isn’t? You’re all alike, millstones, blocks of granite—or the beds at Brand-ham, if you want something really hard.”

I laughed. “My bed isn’t hard,” I said.

“You’re lucky. Mine is, harder than the ground.”

“I’ve never slept on the ground,” I said, interested by her comparison, “but I know a boy who has. He said it made his hip sore. Did you find that?”

“What makes you think I’ve slept on the ground?” she countered.

“Because you said your bed was harder.”

“Well, so it is,” she said, “a great deal harder.”

I guessed then that she didn’t mean a real bed.

“But Brandham is such a nice place,” I said, groping towards something.

“Who said it wasn’t?”

“Well, you said the beds—”

“Were hard? Well, so they are.”

She was silent and I felt for the first time that she was unhappy. This was a revelation to me. I knew that grown-up people were unhappy—when a relation died, for instance, or went bankrupt. At such times they were sure to be unhappy; they had no option: it was the rule, like mourning after a death, like a black margin round the writing paper. (My mother still used it for my father.) They were unhappy to order. But that they should be unhappy in the way that I was sometimes, because something in my private life, to which perhaps I couldn’t give a name, had gone wrong—that hadn’t
occurred to me. And in any case I should never have associated unhappiness with Marian. She seemed to have happiness at her beck and call, like her other moods, and to be above the need for it. I thought I knew why she was unhappy, but I wanted to make sure.

"Do soldiers have to sleep on the ground? " I asked.
She looked at me surprised; her mind was far away.
"Yes, I suppose so. Yes, of course they do."
"Did Hugh have to?"
"Did I—no—no, yes, no, yes—I never slept on the ground."
I had never seen her confused before.
"Not you," I stammered, aghast anew at this stupid pitfall of pronunciation. "Hugh, Hugh, Hugh," I hooted.
"Oh, Hugh," she said expressionlessly. "Yes, I’ve no doubt he had to."
I said, a little shocked by her callousness about Lord Trimingham: "And will Ted have to?"
"Ted?"
Her astonishment should have warned me, but my mind’s antennae were blunted and I went on: "Yes, when he goes to the war."
She stared at me stupefied and her mouth fell open.
"Ted going to the war? What do you mean?" she said.
It had never crossed my mind that she didn’t know. In a flash I remembered that Lord Trimingham had seen him on Monday, after Marian had left. But it was too late to draw back.
"Yes," I said. "Hugh told me. Hugh asked him to join up and he said he might. Hugh said it—it was on the cards he would go."
I wanted to make it perfectly clear to Marian, and incidentally to myself, what Ted’s position was. I knew that I had put too many "Hughs" into it (this was not quite accidental: I was sheltering myself behind him), but I was utterly unprepared for the outburst that followed.
"Hugh!" Marian exploded. "Hugh! Do you mean that Hugh has persuaded Ted to enlist? Do you really mean that, Leo?"
I was frightened, but realizing that I was not the main object of her anger, I mumbled: "He said he’d tackled him."
"Tackled!"
I thought she didn’t know what "tackled" meant. "It’s a word they use in football," I explained, "for—bringing a man down."
"Oh!" cried Marian, and it was as if something had pierced her. "You mean Hugh made Ted say he’d go?"
Her face had gone white and her eyes were like dark holes in a sheet of ice.
"No," I said. "I don’t think he made him, how could he? Ted’s as strong as he is—stronger, I should think." This seemed a conclusive argument to me. But not to Marian.
"That’s where you’re wrong," she said. "Ted is as weak as water. Hugh’s far stronger."
I could not understand this at all. It seemed, like many things that grown-ups said to one another, the opposite of the truth. But now a new look came into Marian’s face, fear contending with anger.
"He might have, he might have," she repeated, more to herself than to me. "Did he say why he wanted Ted to go?"
The ice-holes yawned as if they would draw me under.
"Yes," I said, and if I had been vindictive I should have enjoyed seeing Marian shrink away. "He said he was a single man with no ties and would make a first-rate N.C.O. That’s a kind of officer who isn’t a real officer," I explained. People were always explaining things to me and I rather enjoyed explaining back. "Hugh also said that Ted was a good shot, but it was different with a rifle. He meant it’s easier to miss with a rifle."
Marian’s face changed again. Something peered out of it from behind her eyes. “He is a good shot,” she said, “he is a good shot. My God, if Hugh dares! But I’ll not let him,” she went on wildly: I could not tell whom she meant, Ted or Hugh. “I’ll soon put a stop to it! I’ll make Ted put a stop to it! I tell you, Ted’s a dangerous man when his blood’s up.”

I shivered, and my mood, which had to some extent pursued its own course, independent of her ravings, began to take its colour from hers.

“No, he won’t go to the war,” she said more quietly. “I’ll see to that. Blackmail’s a game two can play at.”

I didn’t know what “blackmail” meant, and, with all my thirst for knowledge, was too frightened to ask.

“I’ll tell Hugh—” She broke off. “A word would do it.”

“What word? What will you tell him?” I demanded.

She stared at and through me. “I’ll tell him I won’t marry him if Ted goes.”

“Oh, but you mustn’t!” I cried, seeing at once how fatal such a course would be, seeing too the fifth Viscount stretched before me, dead from a tight-lipped bullet wound that didn’t bleed. “You see, Hugh doesn’t know.”

“Doesn’t know?”

“He doesn’t know about the messages.”

She screwed her eyes up tight as if she was trying to work a sum out in her head. “Doesn’t know’.” she repeated. “Then why does he want Ted to go to the war?”

“Oh,” I exclaimed, thankful to be on firm ground at last, “I told you. It’s because he’s patriotic—what my father called a Jingo—and he wants to raise men for the Army. I know it’s that—he almost said so when he said he wasn’t an advertisement for Army life himself.”

She looked at me as if I was another person and she wasn’t sure who. “You may be right,” she said doubtfully, but with the lift of hope in her voice. “You may be right. In that case,” she said inconsequently, “it’s just silly of Ted and I shall tell him so.”

“Why is it silly?” I asked. For us children “silly” was a word of very strong, though generalized, disapproval. I wanted to defend Ted from it. “Why is it silly?” I repeated when she didn’t answer.

“Oh, because it is. Why should he go, because Hugh asks him to?”

Afterwards I guessed why she said Ted was silly. She thought he was making a scruple of her being engaged to Hugh, and was going to the war to salve his conscience. But that didn’t occur to me then, and I said, with unconscious cruelty, still trying to defend him from the charge of silliness:

“But perhaps he wants to go!”

Her eyes grew round with terror. “Oh, but he couldn’t!” she cried.

I saw the look but misconstrued it, thinking her terror was for Ted, not for herself. All at once a thought long kept at bay, from loyalty to Lord Trimingham, from a confused recognition of its hopeless unsuitability, rose to my lips:

“Marian, why don’t you marry Ted?”

It was only for a moment, but in that moment her face reflected all the misery she had been going through; it was a heart’s history in a look. “I couldn’t, I couldn’t!” she wailed. “Can’t you see why?”

I thought I did, and since so many barriers between us were being overturned, I added—it seemed only logical:

“But why are you going to marry Hugh if you don’t want to?”

“Because I must marry him,” she said. “You wouldn’t understand. I must. I’ve got to!” Her lips trembled and she burst into tears.

I had seen grown-up people with red eyes, but I had never seen a grown-up person cry before, except my mother. My mother when she cried became unrecognizable. Marian didn’t: she was just
Marian in tears. But there was a change—in me. For when she cried, she was not Marian the deceiver, Marian who for her own purposes had taken me in and then called me green, but the Marian of the first days, Marian who had taken pity on me, who had rescued me from being laughed at, Marian who had curtsied to me at the concert, Marian of the Zodiac, Marian whom I loved.

The sight of her tears loosened mine and I cried too. How long we cried I do not know, but suddenly she looked up and said—her voice altered by her tears, but not sobbing, and as though it had nothing to do with our previous conversation:

“Did you go down to the farm while I was away?”
“No,” I said, “but I saw Ted.”
“Did he have a message for me?” she asked.
“He said today was no good as he was going to Norwich. But Friday at six o’clock, same as usual.”
“Are you sure he said six o’clock?” she asked, puzzled.
“Quite sure.”
“Not half past six?”
“No.”
For answer she rose and kissed me; she had never kissed me before.
“And you won’t mind taking our notes as usual?”
“No,” I breathed.
“Bless you,” she said. “You’re a friend in a thousand.”

I was still savouring those words and remembering the kiss when I looked up and saw I was alone. I had remembered my plan, but I had forgotten, and Marian had apparently forgotten, that my birthday was to be kept on Friday at tea-time. I thought I should be spending it at home when I asked Ted if I should take a message. I didn’t think I should be present when the message took effect.
MY CONVERSATION with Marian left behind a glow which at first I was only too content to bask in. At some level of consciousness, not perhaps the deepest, we were reconciled. That was a great thing; once it would have been the great thing—but there was still a reservation in me somewhere, not about her, but about what she was doing. Dimly I felt that the two must be kept separate—just as her unhappiness and her tears had to be kept separate from my conception of her as a divinity: they were mortal, she was not.

That was one reason for my improved morale: I could think of her almost as I used to. And I could think of the green bicycle coasting after her without wishing it had been another colour; green had nearly lost its horrors for me. There was another reason, too, why I felt the springs of being starting up again. The air had been cleared: so many things had been said; I myself had said quite daring things, things that had carried weight with an older person.

Yes, I was on much better terms with myself and with the world. But I had learned one thing during the last days: it didn’t follow, because I was happier, that things were inevitably going better. It didn’t follow, because certain secrets had been dragged into the daylight, that they were no longer dangerous. If Lord Trimingham really suspected Marian of being too friendly with Ted, what would happen when she persuaded him not to join the Army, as she certainly would? “It’s not what I want, it’s what she wants,” Ted had said; “she has the say-so.” Marian had said that Ted was dangerous. I didn’t think he was, because he had been so mild when I last saw him, but I knew how hot-tempered he could be, and egged on by Marian, he might—

This was the point of greatest danger, the point where the paths of the ninth Viscount and the fifth converged.

As a theory it appealed more to my fears than to my mind. Although I had an exaggerated idea of the rights of landlords, I didn’t think Lord Trimingham could legally compel Ted to join up, nor did I think he would call him out, as his ancestor had done in the same circumstances.

The more I studied the problem and the unknown factors in it, the more abstract did it become; the persons of the drama began to lose their dimensions and be elongated into the familiar lines AB, BC, CA.

But Ted less than the others. I knew exactly what Lord Trimingham wanted. He was a constant: he wanted to marry Marian. I knew what Marian wanted, or what she intended, which was not the same thing: to marry Lord Trimingham and keep Ted by her. And what did Ted want? What she wanted, he had said, but I doubted it. He was much the most impulsive of the three, as I had cause to know. Sometimes he felt like it, to use his own phrase; sometimes he didn’t. Whereas they always felt like it. It now occurred to me that when he heard that Marian and Lord Trimingham were engaged, he didn’t feel like it, and tentatively revised his previous answer to his landlord about joining up.

I feared for Lord Trimingham, I wept with Marian, but for Ted I grieved. Only he, it seemed to me, had a real life outside the problem, a life unconnected with it to which he was always reaching. Into that other life he admitted me as a real person, not only as an errand boy who must be petted or scolded to make him function. Perhaps this was unfair to Marian and Lord Trimingham, who had both treated me with signal kindness. But to them, I knew, I was a go-between; they thought of me in terms of another person. When Lord Trimingham wanted Marian, when Marian wanted Ted, they turned to me. The confidences that Marian had made me had been forced out of her. With Ted it was different. He felt he owed me something—me, Leo: the tribute of one nature to another.

I did not like to think of him giving up the things he cared for and sleeping on the ground. I could not believe that it was softer than the beds at Brandham. Besides, he might be killed. There was a lot
of him to be killed, and what there was he carried about with him, it was not spread out over houses
and parklands.

Who had started it all, I wondered, whose fault was it? This was not an inquiry I found sympathetic.
It might bring sin in, and I wanted to keep sin out: sin was indiscriminating and reduced to a uniform
shade of grey many fine actions that might otherwise have been called Golden Deeds.

Still, whose fault was it? “Nothing is ever a lady’s fault,” Lord Trimingham had said, thereby ruling
Marian out, and I was glad, for now I had no wish to inculpate her. He had not said: “Nothing is ever a
lord’s fault,” but no one could hold him to blame: he had done nothing that he shouldn’t; I was clear
about that. Nor had he said: “Nothing is ever a farmer’s fault,” and lacking the benefit of this saving
clause the fault, if fault there were, must lie with Ted. Ted had enticed Marian into his parlour, his
kitchen, and bewitched her. He had cast a spell on her. That spell I would now break—as much for his
sake as for hers.

But how?

I had taken a first step by falsifying the time of his appointment. Marian would not find him in the
outhouse at six o’clock; and would she wait a whole half-hour for him? I doubted it; I relied on the
impatience that was one of her most obvious characteristics. She could not wait. She could not wait
to hear an explanation; she could not wait for one to finish a sentence; the boredom of waiting upset her
physically. Two minutes’ grace, I was sure, would be the utmost she would give to Ted; and in the
exasperation of waiting her feelings for him might alter. To keep a grown-up person waiting was a
serious offence, even among themselves. She might be angry with him, for she could be angry as well
as he. “I’ll never come again! I’ll never come again!” And Ted: “Well, if you waited for me, so have I
waited for you, and a lot longer too, and I’m a busy man, and it’s harvest-time.” “Pooh! You’re only a
farmer, it doesn’t matter keeping farmers waiting.” “Oh, I’m only a farmer, am I? Well, we’ll see,”
etc., etc.

I pictured quite a pretty quarrel between them—reproaches, recriminations, and finally rupture, all
growing out of the seed of distrust I’d sown. And then the situation would subside, like a pricked
gathering on one’s finger.

How much happier we should have been, I reflected, if the situation had never arisen! Not Lord
Trimingham, he was happy, but only because he was kept in ignorance. But Marian, Ted, and myself,
Leo Colston; what had we got out of it to compensate us for what we had lost? We had reached, all
three of us, a point when everything that happened, however distantly related, however apparently
unconnected, only mattered in so far as it helped, or hindered, Marian’s meetings with Ted. These
meetings had come to dominate our lives; nothing else really counted. Why did Marian loathe
London, or say she did? Why did Ted feel obliged to give up farming, which he loved, for soldiering
in South Africa, which he hated? Why had I been reduced to trying to get myself recalled from
Brandham Hall, where I had been so happy? In each case the answer was the same: the Marian-Ted
relationship.

How everything else had been diminished by it and drained of quality!—for it was a standard of
comparison that dwarfed other things. Its colours were brighter, its voice was louder, its power of
attraction infinitely greater. It was a parasite of the emotions. Nothing else could live with it or have
an independent existence while it was there. It created a desert, it wouldn’t share with anyone or
anything, it wanted all the attention for itself. And being a secret, it contributed nothing to our daily
life; it could no more be discussed than could some shameful illness.

I did not know it by the name of passion. I did not understand the nature of the bond that drew the
two together; but I understood its workings very well. I knew what they would give for it and give up
for it; I knew how far they would go—I knew there were no lengths they would not go to. I realized
they got something out of it I could not get; I did not realize that I was jealous of it, jealous of
whatever it was they gave each other, and did not give me. But though experience could not tell me
what it was, my instincts were beginning to have a clue.

What an Eden Brandham Hall had been before this serpent entered it! I fell to reconstructing my
visit as it might have been if I had never slid down Ted Burgess’s straw-stack. Some facts I
suppressed, others I distorted, others I magnified. There would have been no ridicule, no making fun
of me: every day would have been a high-light, like the shopping expedition to Norwich, like my catch
at the cricket match, like my song at the concert. I should have been infinitely valued and esteemed,
but at the same time I should have been perfectly free to go my own way; the affection showered on
me would have imposed no obligations. I could not conceal from myself the fact that this sun of the
twentieth century, of which I had such high hopes, had shone on me: even today, which seemed a
chilly, disappointing day after yesterday, the thermometer had climbed to nearly eighty-one degrees.
But I should have enjoyed it, so I told myself, in a different spirit, in a mood of continuous, conscious
lyricism. In the windless stillness in which I wandered and wondered, everything I saw would have
ministered to my happiness; everything would have had its proper quality and spoken to me of itself.
The flowers, the trees, the house, the distant views, would have had the same value to my physical eye
as they had to the eye of contemplation; the separateness, the distance between them, the air of
existing only for themselves and me, which I demanded for the realization of my Golden Age, would
have been my private, undisturbed possession. And so with the figures of the landscape. From Mrs.
Maudsley downwards (for I put her first) I should have come to know and love them in the unique
splendour of their separate entities, stars of varying magnitudes, but each with its appointed place in
the heavens, and each worshipful.

Instead, my orbit had contracted in proportion as my rate of progress had increased; until I was now
dizzily whirling round a tiny flaming nucleus like a naphtha flare in a street market, impenetrable
darkness round me, my sole prospect my own imminent destruction.

Il faut en finir, as Marcus might have said, il faut en finir.

But what spell could I employ to break the spell that Ted had cast on Marian?
I had no knowledge of black magic and relied on the inspiration of the moment. If while concocting
the spell I could excite myself and frighten myself, I felt it had a better chance of success. If also I had
the sense of something giving way, inside me and outside, that was still better. The spell that had
brought about the downfall of Jenkins and Strode had fulfilled all these conditions.

But those were spells whose operation was confined to the world of my experience, the schoolboy
world. I had never launched a spell against a grown-up person. Not only were my present victims
grown-ups; they belonged to the world from which my spells derived their power; I should be trying to
turn their own weapons against them.

But I must not think of them as victims. This I told myself over and over again, and I still do. They
would not suffer at all. The other spell, Ted’s spell, would be destroyed, but they would not be
harmed. Afterwards, as in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, they might not even be able to recognize each
other. “Who is that man over there?” Marian might ask me. “I seem to know him and yet I don’t....
Oh, he’s a farmer? Then I don’t think I want to know him.” So ran one dialogue, and another ran:
“Who is that lady, Master Colston? I thought I knew her, and yet I don’t. She’s pretty, isn’t she?” “Oh,
don’t you know? That’s Miss Maudsley, Miss Marian Maudsley.” “Oh, is it, indeed? Then she’s not
for the likes of me.”

Or perhaps they would be invisible to each other: that would be still more thrilling. In any case,
order would have been restored: social order, universal order; and Puck or whoever he is who has
produced this miracle will vanish gracefully from the scene.
The spell must be something that would tax me to the utmost, involve me in doing something that I dreaded; and it must have a symbolical appropriateness, too.

The idea came to me while I was talking to Marcus, and I don’t think he noticed any change in my expression.

I put on my bedroom slippers, and my brown Jaeger dressing-gown over my nightshirt, and crept down the staircase—careful to take the left-hand flight, whose turn it was, for in an enterprise of this sort every formality must be observed. Through the closed door of the drawing-room came sounds of singing. Often there was singing after dinner, I knew; but we were not allowed to sit up for it. Marian was at the piano, I recognized her touch; and the singer must be the man who had come down from London with her. He had a good tenor voice, much more even than Ted’s, but not altogether unlike it. I knew the song: it was called “The Thorn”:

From the white-blossomed sloe
My dear Chloe requested
A sprig her fair breast to adorn....
No, by Heaven, I exclaimed,
May I perish
If ever I plant in that bosom a thorn.

I had never quite understood what the song meant, but it appealed to some of my strongest feelings. Why was the lady (or woman, as Marcus had warned me to call her, but I was always forgetting that) afraid that some jealous rival might laugh her to scorn? I did not know, but I sympathized with her, for I knew how unpleasant it was to be laughed at in that way. And I sympathized—how deeply I sympathized!—with the lover’s resolve to devote himself to death rather than expose her to such an insult.

After the song came a little desultory clapping, muffled and faint compared with the applause that had greeted my songs in the village hall; then silence.

The front door stood open to the night; it had been left open every night since I arrived, except the first, to keep the house cool. But it wasn’t cool; under my Jaeger dressing-gown I was sweating.

I stared at the tall oblong of darkness in front of me. Behind me the hall, lit here and there by oil lamps, ended in darkness too. But under the drawing-room door a sliver of quite bright light glowed, and lay wedge-shaped upon the floor. What would happen, what would they say, if I pushed the door open and went in and said to Mrs. Maudsley: “I’m still awake—can I listen to the music?”

I dared not do it, yet I nearly did it, so strong was my shrinking from what lay before me. I tried to leave my moorings, I set my face towards the darkness outside and got as far as the threshold, but I couldn’t cross it. The future was like a wall in front of me, impenetrable to thought.

I turned back to the hall. The presences the other side of the drawing-room door were a comfort to me; they did not know that I was there, but they were like spectators at the quayside who wave to the ship as it goes out, and cheer the lonely passenger, even if their farewells are not for him.

I found that by moving close to the drawing-room door, touching it, I could hear something of what was being said inside. They were discussing what the next song should be, “In the Gloaming,” or “Kathleen Mavourneen.” Someone said: “Let’s have both,” and perhaps I should have stayed to listen to them, for they were favourite songs of mine, and then crept back to bed. But my wretched habit of wriggling overcame me: I made a noise and someone within was asked to go and investigate—Denys, I think. I heard footsteps coming across the floor, and fled.

It was as dark as I expected it would be, but much less difficult to find my way. That I might lose
myself had been one of my chief fears—my chief practical fears. Another still haunted me and grew with every step I took: that they would have shut and locked the front door before I got back. Then I should have to stay outside till morning, and try to sleep on the ground.

The night was not only a strange world to me; it was a forbidden world. Little boys had no business to be about at night; the night was for grown-ups, and bad grown-ups too: thieves, murderers, and such.

But what I was going to do had to be done at night or it would lose its virtue. I had persuaded myself of that: the very fear it inspired in me convinced me.

I sped along between the rhododendrons, keeping my thoughts at bay, and passing one by one the landmarks at which (I had promised myself) I would turn back if my terrors became unbearable. I had bribed them in this fashion before I left my bedroom.

As I went along I rehearsed what I meant to do, for I knew how easy it is, in the excitement of doing something for the first time, to forget the proper way to do it, the separate stages and which follows which. More than once I had known perfectly, in theory, how to do a chemistry experiment, but when confronted by the Bunsen burner and the tube and all the rest of it, so different in reality from what they had been in thought, I had lost my head and made a mess of it.

This, too, was to be a chemistry experiment, and one of the conditions had already been complied with: it was to be done at night; preferably by moonlight, preferably during an eclipse, but anyhow at night. First, the ingredients must be gathered. A single berry would be sufficient for my purpose, but as every part of the plant was poisonous, it would be more effective if every part of the plant was used: leaf, stem, flower, berry, and root. To obtain a specimen of the last-named might not be easy, as the root might be some distance underground, so it was advised to provide oneself with a pocket-knife fitted with a stout blade, for the purpose of paring off a portion of the root. No trowel or spade being available, this must be done by the fingers, digging out the earth at the plant’s base, the head of course coming into contact with the lower branches (this was a contact that I specially dreaded). The desired length of root, having been cut off, would then be placed in the dressing-gown pocket or other convenient receptacle, care being taken to touch none of the ingredients with the lips, as every part of the plant is poisonous. (N.B. If this can be done while holding the breath it will be more effective.) The whole to be carried at a fast trot and without stopping to the magician’s bedchamber, where other utensils must be held in readiness, viz.:

- Four candles (for combustion)
- One mettle container (silver)
- 1 perforated utensil
- Four books (small) for supporting the last named
- Four boxes of matches
- Water for boiling
- Watch for timing
- Wet sponge in case of fire

The metal container was a cup my mother had given me; it was one of a series, graduated in size, which fitted into one another and so took up only a small space. They were of silver, gilt-washed inside, and had been given to Mother as a wedding present. They were meant for picnics and she hoped I should use mine for this purpose on my visit, though actually I never did, for there were always plenty of glasses. She also believed, I suspect, that the cup would be a mark of gentility, showing that I came from a good home. As an alembic it was almost perfect, being egg-shell thin.

The perforated utensil on which, more than on anything else, the success of my spell depended was
the drainer from the soap-dish on my washstand, a white enamelled makeshift that did not match the set. It had a large hole in the middle and other holes all round through which, I thought, the candle flames would find their way; supported by the books, it would make a kind of tripod.

Then having arrived and having reduced the ingredients in the cup to a mash or pulp, to add water, but not too much, as this will require longer to boil. Boiling takes place when bubbling begins (212° Fahr.). This should be at midnight, and at the same time chant the spell (words of spell to be supplied later) thirteen times backwards, thirteen times forwards, saying: “And I am thirteen too,” not so loud as to be heard in the passage but loud enough for someone listening in the room to hear; and if the magician sweats, to add some drops of his own sweat, for this is most effective.

Afterwards on no account to touch the liquid with the lips, but pour it down the W.C., leaving all utensils clean and workmanlike, remembering that others have to use them after you.

How much of these instructions I was able to repeat I cannot tell; I had written them down on a blank page of my diary, which I meant to tear out, for safety’s sake, as soon as I had ceased to be proud of them. But I forgot to do that, as I forgot many other things, the following day.

Although my eyes got gradually accustomed to the darkness, I was almost on top of the outhouses before I saw the thick blur of the deadly nightshade. It was like a lady standing in her doorway looking out for someone. I was prepared to dread it, but not prepared for the tumult of emotions it aroused in me. In some way it wanted me, I felt, just as I wanted it; and the fancy took me that it wanted me as an ingredient, and would have me. The spell was not waiting to be born in my bedroom, as I meant it should be, but here in this roofless shed, and I was not preparing it for the deadly nightshade, but the deadly nightshade was preparing it for me. “Come in,” it seemed to say; and at last after an unfathomable time I stretched my hand out into the thick darkness where it grew and felt the shoots and leaves close softly on it. I withdrew my hand and peered. There was no room for me inside, but if I went inside, into the unhallowed darkness where it lurked, that springing mass of vegetable force, I should learn its secret and it would learn mine. And in I went. It was stifling, yet delicious, the leaves, the shoots, even the twigs, so yielding; and this must be a flower that brushed my eyelids, and this must be a berry that pressed against my lips ...

At that I panicked and tried to force my way out, but could not find the way out: there seemed to be a wall on every side, and I barked my knuckles. At first I was afraid of hurting the plant; then in my terror I began to tear at it and heard its branches ripping and crackling. Soon I cleared a space round my head, but that was not enough, it must all be clear. The plant was much less strong than I supposed. I fought with it; I got hold of its main stem and snapped it off. There was a swish; a soft, sighing fall of leaf on leaf; a swirl, a debris of upturned leaves, knee-deep all round me; and standing up among them, the torn stem. I seized it and pulled it with all my might, and as I pulled, the words of the missing spell floated into my mind out of some history lesson—"delenda est belladonna! delenda est belladonna!" I heard the roots creaking and cracking, felt their last strength arrayed against me, the vital principle of the plant defending itself in its death agony. "Delenda est belladonna!" I chanted, not loudly, but loud enough for anyone listening to hear, and braced myself for a last pull. And then it gave, came away in my hands, throwing up with a soft sigh a little shower of earth, which rustled on the leaves like rain; and I was lying on my back in the open, still clutching the stump, staring up at its mop-like coronal of roots, from which grains of earth kept dropping on my face.
I SLEPT deeply that night and, for the first time since I came to Brandham Hall, was still asleep when the footman called me. I felt very strange and could not collect myself. The feeling of strangeness did not wear off when he had drawn the curtains. It was something inside me, I knew, but it was also something outside. I just remembered to say: “Good morning, Henry!” Otherwise he would have gone out without speaking: he never spoke to me unless I spoke to him first—and not always then.

“Good morning, Master Leo, many happy returns!”

“Why, it’s my birthday! I had quite forgotten.”

“You may have, Master Leo,” said the footman, “but there’s others haven’t. Time’s running on! You’re thirteen now, you’ll soon be fourteen: fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, and every year bringing new troubles.”

I didn’t quite like this speech, though I knew it was kindly meant and only reflected the ingrained pessimism of Henry’s outlook. But I still felt strange: what could it be? I looked at the window and one explanation dawned on me.

“Good gracious, it’s raining!”

“It’s not raining yet,” said Henry grudgingly. “But it will before the day’s out, mark my words. Not that we don’t need it. All this hot weather isn’t natural.”

“Oh, but it’s summer!” I exclaimed.

“Summer or not, it isn’t natural,” Henry repeated. “Why, everything’s burnt up and they do say”—here he looked down at me ominously—“that quite a lot of people have gone mad.”

“Oh,” I exclaimed, for mental derangement, like most forms of calamity, had a special interest for me.

“The dog days, you know,” he said confidentially, shaking his head.

Still interested in the effects of the weather, I asked: “Do you know of any dog that’s gone mad—personally, I mean?”

Again he shook his head. “It isn’t only dogs go mad,” he remarked with gloomy relish; “it’s human beings.”

“Oh, not anybody here?” I asked, all ears.

“I’m not saying it is,” said Henry oracularly, “and I’m not saying it isn’t. But what I do say is, A miss is as good as a mile, any day.”

I could make nothing of this, and if his manner had not been so chilling I should have asked him to explain it. He was bending over the washstand, ritually removing the water-jug from the basin and replacing it with a brass hot-water can, over which he draped a face towel.

Suddenly he said accusingly: “There’s a piece of the soap-dish missing.”

“It’s over there,” I answered guiltily, pointing to the writing-table, which, for reasons of space, had been put at the end of the bed. Henry came across and stared at my handiwork.

It looked like a little heathen altar, or a study for Stone-henge. The four books formed the temenos; within stood the four candles, close together; above them, resting on the books, lay the drainer from the soap-dish, and on the drainer, ready to receive the ingredients, my silver cup. The water-bottle, the damp sponge, the four boxes of matches, were set at ritual intervals. Only my watch was absent from the roll-call. Flimsy and childish-looking as the structure was, it did somehow bear witness to occult intention, as if it was ready to do what harm it could, and I felt exceedingly embarrassed at having to confess myself its architect.

Henry shook his head slowly,-1 knew what he meant: Here is someone else whose brains have been turned by the heat. But all he said was:
“It looks as if you’ve been having a field day.”
This was a compendious comment he often used to indicate Olympian tolerance for actions which, though harmless, were below the comprehension line.

“But,” he added grimly, “it’s not my job to clear them up.”

As soon as Henry had gone I got out of bed and gingerly dismantled my spell mechanism. Once the various objects were separated and back in their proper place, they seemed to lose their collective power for evil. They had only acquired it while I slept, for last night, after my struggle with the deadly nightshade, they had seemed the whitest magic, hardly magic at all. I had been so strung up by the encounter that my journey back, with its prospect of being locked out, had had no terrors for me. I walked in at the open door as if it had been eleven in the morning, not eleven at night.

And now the skies were grey; that was one reason why I felt strange. We had had cloudy days before, but not dull days, threatening rain. I was so used to being greeted by the sun that its absence was as disconcerting as a frown on a face that has always smiled. It told me summer was over and a sterner season lay ahead.

My experience of the night before had somehow prepared me for this. Not in vain had I allied myself with the weather; my summer was ended, too. I had emptied myself out over the deadly nightshade, purged myself of the accretions of fantasy that had been accumulating since I came to Brand-ham Hall. No one had ever told me to beware of them, but now I told myself. Good-bye to make-believe! I tried, with tolerable success, to think of my struggle in the outhouse as a mere gardening operation, the destruction of a poisonous weed of whose existence I ought long ago to have warned my hostess.

Now that I was thirteen, I was under an obligation to look reality in the face. At school I should be one of the older boys, to whom the others looked up. When I thought of last night’s performance at the outhouse, of my efforts to impose my puny self upon events, when I thought of my career as a magician, the mumbo-jumbo which I had practised and which I had taught to others, I grew hot. And my letter to my mother—that pitiful petition for recall—how I despised myself for writing it! Looking back on my actions since I came to Brand-ham, I condemned them all; they seemed the actions of another person.

I condemned them unheard. I did not stop to ask myself how, if they were to do again, I should improve on them. I saw them all as instances of a gross piece of quackery, which had begun the moment I arrived at Brandham—had indeed begun before, when Jenkins and Strode had fallen off the roof. Ever since then I had been playing a part, which seemed to have taken in everybody, and most of all myself. It would not have taken in my old nurse, who had been very quick to spot in me, or any child, a tendency to ape an alien personality. She had no objection to one’s being any kind of animal, or any kind of human being, high or low, young or old, dead or alive, provided it was a pretence, provided you could say who you were, when challenged. But if the assumed personality was a distortion of one’s own ego, the “I” decked out in borrowed plumes meant to impress, somebody one would like to be thought to be, then she was down on one. “Who are you being now?” she would ask me. “Oh, nobody special. Just Leo.” “Well, you’re not my Leo. You’re another little boy and I don’t like him.”

All the time at Brandham I had been another little boy, and the grown-ups had aided and abetted me in this; it was a great deal their fault. They liked to think of a little boy as a little boy, corresponding to their idea of what a little boy should be—as a representative of little boyhood—not a Leo or a Marcus. They even had a special language designed for little boys—at least some of them had, some of the visitors; not the family: the family, and Lord Trimingham too, who was soon to be one of them, respected one’s dignity. But there are other ways, far more seductive to oneself than the title “my little man,” to make one feel unreal. No little boy likes to be called a little man, but any little boy likes to
be treated as a little man, and this is what Marian had done for me: at times, and when she had wanted to, she had endowed me with the importance of a grown-up; she had made me feel that she depended on me. She, more than anyone else, had puffed me up.

No doubt, as Henry said, the heat had something to do with it. The heat had knocked out Mrs. Maudsley—the heat and Marian. Perhaps Marian was the heat? It had also knocked out Marcus, and he had taken it more sensibly than anyone else: he had come out in spots and retired to bed. He had no wish to be thought other than he was; he could have told me he had measles, but he didn’t. He was never taken in by himself; even his pretences were not for themselves, but had an ulterior object. Once or twice his French personality had run away with him, but its main object was to score off me. He was interested in what really went on around him, not in what his imagination could make of it. That was why he was fond of gossip: he wanted to know about people, not to imagine about them. It would not have pleased him in the least to imagine himself a romantic outlaw, defending a deadly secret to the death; he would much rather tell the secret and see what happened. I had never admired Marcus so much as I did on the morning of my thirteenth birthday.

This is what I think now, but it is also what I felt then, and my feelings were of a substance thicker than thought and pressed more heavily on my tired, bewildered mind.

In my attack upon the deadly nightshade I had gone a step too far, even for myself. Supposing someone had seen me “savaging it”! Supposing someone—the imaginary listener I had evoked—had heard me chanting “delenda est belladonna” to the night! He might well have thought me mad. It was bad enough to have been seen by myself.

The grey, liquid light that lay like rain-water on roofs and trees flowed softly into my small, tall room. Henry had taken away the Eton suit I wore for dinner (sometimes he took away my braces too, and I had to ring for them), and put out my green suit on the chair, with my underclothes, stockings, and garters neatly piled above. Having by forced marches reached the final stage, I was just about to put the suit on when suddenly I thought I wouldn’t. Not because of its colour or because it reminded me of Marian’s duplicity—no, it was a suit like any other; but it was also my motley, the vesture of my make-believe. I was prepared to be called a green boy, which I was, but I didn’t want to be taken for Robin Hood, which I was not. So I got out my Norfolk suit, which already had the appearance of having been put away for a long time, and the stockings that went with it, and my boots. Very odd I felt when I put them on, with all the pressures coming in new places and very odd I felt when I saw myself in the glass. But at any rate it was myself I saw, not a sea-green, corruptible parody.

During prayers I was anonymous, a worshipper, exempt from mortal notice, but when we rose from our knees I was a birthday boy in a Norfolk jacket; and when I had been congratulated on being the one, the other, my costume, came in for comment: there was a return, a gentle, innocuous echo, of the teasing of earlier days. I wondered why I had ever minded it; but Lord Trimingham, who clearly thought I might mind, said: “But he’s quite right, and he’s the only one of us who is. A Norfolk jacket in Norfolk, and besides; it’s going to rain. We shall all have to change, but he won’t.” Except for me, everyone at the table was dressed for a fine day. “Yes,” said Marian, whose eyes had a mischievous gleam, “but he looks as if he was going away, that’s what I don’t like. That suit is labelled Liverpool Street.”

Beside my plate were two long envelopes, one in my mother’s handwriting, one in my aunt’s. Ordinarily I should have waited until the end of the meal to read them in private, but today this withdrawal had an air of furtiveness; I wanted all my movements to be public; so, making the excuse that grown-ups made, I opened my mother’s missive. At what was wrapped in tissue paper I did not look, but I took out the letter. It was full of loving messages and apologies. “I have been so vexed with
myself for not sending the telegram,” she said. “At the time it seemed more sensible not to; but now I wonder if you weren’t quite well, and didn’t like to say so. You would tell me, my darling, wouldn’t you? I didn’t know I should miss you so much, but I do, I miss you dreadfully, and ten days seems such a long time to wait. Still, they will pass. I hope you are quite happy again, I wish I could feel sure you were. If you are still taking the messages, and find it tiring, do take my advice and ask Mrs. Maudsley to let someone else go. I’m sure she gladly would. And I was afraid, my darling, you would think I wasn’t nice about your new suit, because I said it wasn’t the right colour for a boy. But of course it is, why, soldiers wear it now, poor things—khaki’s a sort of green, and so I’m giving you a tie to go with it. I hope it will go with it, greens are a little apt to clash, but you wouldn’t know that.”

Here I peeped into the envelope, not meaning to take the tie out, but when I saw a corner of the stuff, I couldn’t help it: out it came, a long green serpent. “Oh, what a lovely tie!” exclaimed several voices. “And what a lucky little boy you are!” said one of the new visitors, whom I immediately disliked.

“But it won’t go with that Norfolk suit, you know,” said Marian.

Blushing, I dived back into my letter, which was now only a shallow water, gently a-ripple with my mother’s farewell.

The other letter was longer, for my aunt had much to tell about herself, much to surmise about me. She was an imaginative guesser and knew what one was likely to be doing, but did not always get it quite right. “Norfolk is famous for its dumplings,” she said, “I expect you are having plenty of them.” As a matter of fact, I don’t think we ever had one. “I knew some Maudsleys once,” she hazarded, “and they lived close to where you are; at Hanging Brandham or Steeple Brandham, I forget which. I expect you will have met them.” But, alas, I hadn’t. On another matter she was better informed: “Your mother tells me you have a new suit, a green one, rather an unusual colour for a boy, perhaps, but I think men’s clothes are far too dingy, don’t you! They say a woman can never choose a tie for a man, but I think that’s all rubbish, so here goes!”

Again I had to break off and peep into the envelope, and again a peep was not enough. A glance warned me that whatever shade of green was right for a boy, this shade was not, it was too mustardy. But as against that, it was already made up into a lovely bow, such as no human hand could tie, while a neat loop at the back made it, even for a hasty dresser, almost foolproof.

But this tie did not have the success of the other. Approval tarried, doubt spread through the room. A cloud was gathering on Marcus’s brow, when suddenly Lord Trimingham said, stretching his hand across the table:

“Can I have a look at it?”

I pushed the tie across to him.

“I think it’s charming,” he said, “so gay. Wait a moment and I’ll show you what it looks like on.”

He pulled off his blue and white spotted tie and after a little fumbling (“I can’t quite get the hang of it”) looped mine to his collar-stud. On him it didn’t look the common thing that Marcus’s deepening frown told me it was; it looked outré but elegant; and he sketched a little flourish with his hands and gave a smile meant to suggest some carefree occasion—Goodwood, perhaps? Even to me it was pathetic how little his face would answer to his thoughts; but he seemed unconscious of that. “What do you say?” he appealed to Mr. Maudsley. “What do you say, Marian?”

I kept the tie for years.

“And now,” said Mrs. Maudsley, pushing back her chair, “today”—she paused—“today is Leo’s day.” She smiled at me, and the smile broke against my face like a cool wave. “How would you like to spend it, Leo?”

I was completely tongue-tied: I could not think of any way of spending it. Mrs. Maudsley tried to
help me out. “What do you say to a picnic?”
“That would be very nice.”
“Unless it rains,” said Mrs. Maudsley, scanning the heavens. “Or a drive to Beeston Castle, after luncheon? You haven’t seen it, have you?”
“That would be very nice,” I repeated, miserably.
“Well, shall we do that, if it doesn’t rain? I expect you’d like the morning free to play with Marcus.”
“Yes, please.”
“And at five o’clock you’ll cut your birthday cake.... Yes, Denys?”
“I was only going to say, Mama, that we still don’t know what Leo wants.”
“I think we do,” said Mrs. Maudsley, mildly. “That suits you, doesn’t it, Leo?”
“Oh yes,” I said.
Mrs. Maudsley turned to her elder son.
“Are you satisfied now, Denys?”
“I only meant, Mama, that on his birthday he ought to choose for himself.”
“But hasn’t he chosen?”
“Well, no, Mama, you’ve chosen for him.”
His mother’s face expressed a prayer for patience. “He did not offer an alternative, so—”
“I know, Mama, but on his birthday—”
“Can you suggest anything yourself, Denys?”
“No, Mama, because it’s not my birthday.”
I saw Mrs. Maudsley’s fingers clench. “I think you’ll find the arrangements are satisfactory,” she said evenly. “Now, for us grown-ups—”

As soon as Marcus and I were out of the room he said:
“No, Leo, you can’t.”
“Can’t what?”
“Wear that tie.”
“Why not?”
“Because,” explained Marcus, speaking slowly and spacing out the words, “it is a made-up tie.”
After we had scuffled a little, Marcus said: “It’s all right for Trimingham, of course—he can wear anything; but you, you have to be careful.”
“Careful, what of?”
“Not to look like a cad. But I won’t say any more about it because it’s your birthday.”

I had plenty of time during the morning to savour my sensations. My new true personality tasted rather flat. For one thing it had no birthday spirit; it would not admit that this was a day different from other days, with special privileges of feeling and behaving. It was always warning me not to get above myself. When I had made a fool of myself in the eyes of other people, I fought against their judgment even while I smarted; but I could not so easily fight against my own judgment. My new mentor would not allow me to inspect the place where the crime had been committed, which, in common with other murderers, I hankered to do; it would not even let me visit the rubbish-heap to see if the corpse of the plant had found its way there. When the sun came out, as soon it did, shining between heavy piled-up clouds, I would not let my spirits rise to greet it. When we saw Marian and Lord Trimingham strolling together, heads bent towards each other, I strove to repress the uprush of delight I felt. All my relationships, with both people and things, seemed to have lost their edge. Even with Marcus, whose place in my regard had always been ambiguous, one thing at school and another at his home, I did not
feel at ease; our friendship was the product of many fine adjustments, of many feelings nicely balanced, and I saw a round-headed boy a little shorter than myself, being specially nice to me, refraining from talking French because it was my birthday.

My birthday! It all came back to that. But I didn’t feel it was my birthday: I felt I was an indifferent spectator at someone else’s—someone in a Norfolk jacket buttoned across his chest, belted across his tummy, wearing thick stockings and laced boots whose serrated hooks grinning upwards were like mouthfuls of serpent’s teeth swallowing his legs.

I did not realize that this attempt to discard my dual or multiple vision and achieve a single self was the greatest pretence that I had yet embarked on. It was indeed a self-denying ordinance to cut out of my consciousness the half I most enjoyed. To see things as they really were—what an impoverishment! Chafed in my flesh, chafed in my spirit, I wandered aimlessly about with Marcus, half wishing that he would barge into me, or call me names, or practise his superior French on me, instead of wrapping me in the cotton-wool of his society manner.

Just before luncheon I stole up to my room and changed into my green suit, after which I felt more normal.
LUNCHEON was seldom over before three o’clock, and our drive was timed to start at a quarter past.

But the clouds had gathered again. This time they had an ominous look, white upon grey, grey upon black, and the still air presaged thunder. One after another we went outside, stared at the sky, and came back with our verdicts.

It was the first time we had had to wait upon the weather, and the first time I had seen Mrs. Maudsley undecided. It did not show in her face, which, as always, bore the generalized expression of a portrait; but her movements were uneasy. At last she proposed we should wait a quarter of an hour to see what happened.

We were standing about the hall in the uncertainty that a provisional plan brings, when Marian said:

“Come with me, Leo, and tell me what the weather means to do.”

I followed her outside and conscientiously turned my eyes up to the lowering sky.

“I think—” I began.

“Don’t trouble to,” she said. “What about a walk, if we don’t drive?”

I don’t suppose that anyone nowadays would dare to look as innocent as she did.

“Oh yes,” I said eagerly. “Will you come with me?”

“Wish I could,” she answered, “but it’s not that sort of walk, it’s this.” And as she spoke, her hand touched mine, which opened on a letter.

“Oh no!” I cried.

“But I say yes.”

She wasn’t angry this time, she was laughing, and I began by resisting her half-heartedly. I was handicapped by having to hold the letter. Between us we must have made a great deal of noise, for I laughed too, louder than she did, louder than good manners permitted, as loud as any spooning holiday-maker on the sea-front; and I didn’t want to stop, I wanted to go on to a conclusion. Daring each other with our eyes, we lunged and dodged and feinted. I suppose she was trying to make me say I would take the letter; I had forgotten how the scuffle started and hardly knew whether I was defending myself or attacking her.

“Marian! Leo!”

At the sound of Mrs. Maudsley’s voice we broke away, Marian still laughing, I panting and ashamed.

Mrs. Maudsley walked slowly down the steps.

“What were you fighting about?” she asked.

“Oh,” said Marian, “I was teaching him a lesson—” She got no further, for at that moment, as Denys might have done, I dropped the letter. Crumpled, untouchable, it lay on the ground between us.

“Was that the bone of contention?” Mrs. Maudsley asked.

Marian picked up the letter and stuffed it in my pocket.

“Well, yes, Mama,” she said. “I wanted him to take this note to Nannie Robson, to tell her, poor old dear, that I would go and see her some time this afternoon. And would you believe it, Leo didn’t want to! He pretended he had something on with Marcus. Yes, you did!” she insisted, smiling when I began to protest that I would take it.

“I shouldn’t let it worry you, Marian,” Mrs. Maudsley said, giving us each in turn her straightest look. “You say she often doesn’t remember whether you’ve been or not; and I thought that Leo and I would take a walk in the garden. It’s too threatening to go to Beeston now. Come along, Leo; I don’t believe you’ve seen the garden properly; Marcus isn’t interested in flowers yet—that will come later.”
It was true that I hadn’t seen the garden properly. Frankly, I preferred the rubbish-heap, for there I had a sense of adventure which was absent from the garden. But my mother had told me something about flowers, and botany was a subject I respected. In the abstract, flowers delighted me; my fantasies were incomplete without banks of them in the distance. I liked to think about them and know that they were there. I liked to read about them, especially the more sensational kinds, the carnivores: the sundew, the pitcher-plant, and the teasel, which could turn insects into soup. But pure flower-gazing was a habit I had not acquired, and in Mrs. Maudsley’s company I rather dreaded it. Still breathless from the struggle, and obscurely feeling I needed some protection from her, I said:

“Would you like Marcus to come with us?”

“Oh no, he has had you all the morning, he must spare you for an hour. He’s very fond of you, you know, Leo, and so is Marian. We all are.”

I could not fail to be delighted at this speech, but how to answer it? Experience at school gave me no clue; such things were not said there. I invoked my mother’s image and tried to use her tongue.

“You have all been so kind to me,” I ventured.

“Have we? I was afraid we had neglected you, Marcus being in bed and so on. And I was laid up, too. I hope that they looked after you all right?”

“Oh yes,” I said.

We walked on past the cedar tree to where the flower-beds began.

“Well, now,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “here’s the garden. It looks a bit lop-sided, doesn’t it—with that L-shaped wall? I’m not sure I should have made it like that, but they keep the east wind and the north wind off, and then such lovely roses grow on them. But are you really interested in flowers?”

I said I was, especially in poisonous ones.

She smiled. “I don’t think you’ll find many of those here.”

To demonstrate my knowledge I began to tell her about the deadly nightshade, and then stopped. I found I did not want to speak about it. But she was only half listening.

“In one of the outhouses, you say? You mean where the old garden used to be?”

“Yes, somewhere there ... but—will you tell me what this rose is called?”

“Mermaid: isn’t it a beauty? Do you often go to the outhouses, as you call them? I should have thought it was rather a dank place.”

“Yes, but there might be poachers.”

“Do you mean real poachers?”

“Oh no, just pretence ones.”

We stopped by a magnolia with a pink blush on it, and Mrs. Maudsley said:

“This always reminds me of Marian. How sweet of you to say you’d take her note to Nannie Robson! Does she often send you with messages?”

I thought as quickly as I could. “Oh no, just once or twice.”

“It rather worries me,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “that I stopped you going just now. Perhaps you would like to go? You know the way, of course?”

Here was an opportunity of escape: the door stood open. But how was I to answer her question?

“Well, not quite, but I can ask.”

“You don’t know the way? But I thought you had taken messages there before?”

“Yes, well, yes, I have.”

“But you still don’t know the way?”

I didn’t answer.

“Listen,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “I think perhaps the note should be delivered. You have it in your pocket, haven’t you? I’ll call one of the gardeners and ask him to take it.”

An icy chill went through me.
“Oh no, Mrs. Maudsley,” I said, “it’s not a bit important, please don’t bother.”

“It is important in a way, you see,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “because Nannie Robson will want to get ready for her—old people don’t like being taken unawares. Stanton,” she called, “could you come here a minute?”

The nearest gardener put down his tools and came towards us with a gardener’s gait, swaying and slow. I began to see his face: it was like an executioner’s. Instinctively I put my hands in my pockets.

The gardener touched his cap.

“Stanton,” said Mrs. Maudsley, “we have a note here for Miss Robson, rather urgent. Would you mind taking it?”

“Yes’m,” said Stanton, holding out his hand.

I dug my fingers into my pockets. Trying not to let the paper crackle, and wriggling helplessly, “I haven’t got it!” I exclaimed. “I am very sorry, but it must have fallen out of my pocket.”

“Feel again,” said Mrs. Maudsley. “Feel again.”

I did, without avail.

“Oh, very well, Stanton,” Mrs. Maudsley said, “just tell Miss Robson that Miss Marian will be going there some time this afternoon.”

The man saluted and went off. I had an impulse to follow him, simply to get away, and had actually taken a few steps when I realized how hopeless such a move was, and came back.

“Had you changed your mind about the note?” asked Mrs. Maudsley.

Hating sarcasm, as most children do, I made no answer, but gazed sullenly at a point half-way up my hostess’s ample lilac skirt.

“Take your hands out of your pockets, please,” said Mrs. Maudsley. “Has no one ever told you not to stand with your hands in your pockets?”

Silently I obeyed.

“I could ask you to turn your pockets out,” she said, and at once my hands flew to cover them. “But I won’t do that,” she went on. “I’ll just ask you one question. You say you have taken messages for Marian before?”

“Well, I—”

“I think you said so. If you don’t take them to Nannie Robson, to whom do you take them?”

I could not answer, but an answer came. There was a sound as if the sky was painfully clearing its throat, then all around the thunder muttered.

Rain followed instantly. I can’t remember how our interview broke up, or whether either of us said anything more, nor do I remember how we reached the house. But I remember running up to my room to take refuge there, and my dismay when I found it already occupied by another person. Not by the person himself, but by his belongings: his glass, silver, leather, ebony, and ivory, his hairbrushes and sponge and shaving-tackle. I tiptoed out, not knowing where to go; so I shut myself in the lavatory, and was rather relieved than alarmed when impatient fingers rattled the doorknob.

All of us except Marian and Mrs. Maudsley assembled at the tea-table. There were several faces strange to me: house guests for the ball. It was so dark outside that the lamps were lit; I couldn’t rid myself of the idea that it was dinnertime, not tea-time. Lacking our hostess, we stood about, watching the lightning flashes through the windows, and talking desultorily. Nobody said much to me; I was like a hero or a victim kept apart until the ceremonies should begin. My thoughts were in a tumult, yet everything around me appeared normal; in the middle of the table was my cake, a white iced cake, surrounded by pink candles and with my pink name scrawled across it. At last, by a concerted movement in the room, I knew that Mrs. Maudsley had come in. The others began to cluster around the tea-table, but I hung back.
“Sit here, please, Leo dear,” said Mrs. Maudsley, and unwillingly I crept into the place beside her. But her manner was all affability; I needn’t have been frightened.

“I’ve had to move you from your room,” she said, “to Marcus’s. I’m very sorry, but we had to have yours for another, older bachelor. Marcus is so pleased to have you back. I hope you don’t mind?”

“Not at all,” I said.

“Do you see what’s in front of you?” she asked.

Quite a lot was in front of me: crackers, flowers strewn on the tablecloth, and—suddenly I saw it—another cake, a facsimile of the one in the centre, but tiny, topped by a single candle, and with my name written on it.

“Is it for me?” I asked stupidly.

“Yes, everything’s for you. But, you see, I don’t like the number thirteen—isn’t it silly of me? I think it’s unlucky. So we’ve put twelve candles round the big cake, and then, when they’re blown out, you shall light this one.”

“When will that be?” I asked.

“When Marian comes. She wants to be the first to give you a present. Don’t try to guess what it is. The others are on the sideboard waiting for you.”

I peered across at the sideboard and saw several parcels, gaily done up in coloured paper. I tried to make out, from the shapes, what might be in them.

“Can you wait?” said Mrs. Maudsley, gently teasing.

“How soon will it be?” I asked again.

“About six o’clock, we think. When Marian comes back from Nannie Robson’s. She won’t be long now, we were so late starting. My fault, I’m afraid, I wasn’t ready.”

She smiled, but I noticed that her hands were shaking.

“Did you get wet?” I asked. I felt an irresistible impulse to make some reference to our talk. I couldn’t believe she had forgotten it.

“Only a few spots,” Mrs. Maudsley said. “You didn’t wait for me, you unchivalrous fellow.”

“Leo unchivalrous?” asked Lord Trimingham, who was sitting on Mrs. Maudsley’s other side. “I don’t believe it. He’s a regular lady’s man. Didn’t you know he was Marian’s cavalier?”

Mrs. Maudsley didn’t answer. Instead she said: “Isn’t it time that Leo cut the cake?”

I couldn’t reach it in the middle of the table, so the cake was brought to me. I didn’t make a very good job of cutting it.

“Leave a piece for Marian,” someone said.

“She ought to be here now,” said Lord Trimingham, looking at his watch.

“It’s still raining,” Mr. Maudsley said. “We’d better send the brougham down to fetch her. Why didn’t we think of it before?”

He rang the bell and gave the order.

“Was it raining when she started?” somebody asked; but no one could answer, no one had seen her go.

The cake was eaten, all but one thick wedge that lay on its side in the middle of the plate, with the candles burning round it.

We heard the carriage drive past the windows.

“She’ll be with us in ten minutes now,” Lord Trimingham said.

“And then she has to change, hasn’t she?” said Marcus.

“Sh,” said Denys. “That’s a secret, a most important secret.”

“What’s a secret?” Mrs. Maudsley asked. “What’s a secret, Denys?”

“That Marian’s going to change.”

“If it’s a secret, why tell it?”
Denys subsided, but it was Marcus who had given the show away, not he.

“She may not have waited for the carriage,” someone said, “and be walking up in the rain. She’ll have to change then, poor darling, she’ll be soaked.”

“What a kind-hearted daughter you have, Mrs. Maudsley,” said another guest. “It isn’t every girl who would be so good to her old nannie.”

“Marian was always very fond of her,” Mrs. Maudsley said. “Now, Leo, blow those candles out before they set fire to anything, and then light yours. And have you still room for a bit of your own special cake?”

I rose to do her bidding, and the room was soon filled with the sound of puffing. Slender as they were, the candles did not take extinction easily, and I was rather breathless before I began to blow. But stronger and fresher lungs lent me their aid.

“Oh, pinch them, pinch them! Lick your fingers first!”

At last the smouldering wicks were extinguished. I lit my one candle and cut myself a piece of my little cake; but I couldn’t swallow it.

“He’d rather have his cake than eat it,” someone said.

There was a pause; during the last few minutes, I noticed, every action and almost every remark had been followed by a pause.

“She should be here any minute now,” Lord Trimingham said. No one questioned this.

“Let’s have a round of crackers,” suggested Mr. Maudsley. “Here, Leo, come and pull one with me.”

Everyone found a partner; some their next-door neighbours, some their opposite numbers. Several of the ladies screwed their faces up and held their heads back; one or two brave spirits seized the cardboard strip.

“Now all together!”

The detonations were splendid and prolonged. They joined with the thunder outside to produce a terrific salvo; and I think only my ears caught the sound of carriage wheels as they rolled past the windows.

Caps were put on, dunces’ caps, forage caps, Roman helmets, crowns; tin whistles shrilled, languishing voices chanted sentimental rhymes. “Another round, another round!” Everyone began to search among the debris for unused crackers; soon we were all rearmed and confronting each other with flushed, challenging faces. This time my cracker-partner was Mrs. Maudsley. She bent her head and compressed her lips.

“Leave one for Marian!” someone cried.

Again the detonations, the tearing paper, the smoke, the acrid fumes. When sounds and smells had died away and laughter was beginning, I saw the butler standing at Mrs. Maudsley’s elbow.

“Excuse me, madam,” he said, “the carriage has come back, but not Miss Marian. She wasn’t at Miss Robson’s, and Miss Robson said she hadn’t been all day.”

This piece of news dismayed me just as much as if I had not been expecting it. Perhaps I was not expecting it: perhaps I had persuaded myself that Marian would be there. My insides began to revolt anew against my birthday tea. Across the table, under the caps, which always made grown-ups seem still older than they were, the shining eyes, the faces, dark red in the lamplight, had a wild, hobgoblin look. They reminded me of the pictures in the smoking-room—they had forgotten themselves.

“Where can she be?” asked someone, but not as if it mattered.

“Yes, where can she be?”

“She’s got to change. She may be changing now. She may be upstairs changing,” Denys said.

“Well, all we can do is to wait for her,” said Mr. Maudsley equably.

Cap nodded at cap sagely, whistles began to blow, and a man was starting to read a riddle, shouting
to make himself heard, when all at once Mrs. Maudsley pushed her chair back and stood up. Her elbows were sticking out, her body was bent and trembling, and her face unrecognizable.

“No,” she said. “We won’t wait. I’m going to look for her. Leo, you know where she is; you shall show me the way.”

Before I knew what was happening, she had swept me from the room, as much by the authority of her voice and manner as by her hand, which, I think, touched my shoulder. “Madeleine!” her husband’s voice called after her; it was the only time I ever heard him call her by name.

As we passed through the hall my eyes caught sight of the green bicycle, and in an instant it was photographed on my mind. It was propped against the newel-post of the staircase and somehow reminded me of a little mountain sheep with curly horns, its head lowered in apology or defence. The handlebars, turned towards me, were dwarfed by the great height of the saddle, which, pulled out to its fullest extent for Marian to ride, disclosed a shining tube of steel six inches long.

The vision remained with me, imparting a distressing sense of something misshapen and misused, as I ran through the rain at Mrs. Maudsley’s side. I did not know that she could run at all, but I could hardly keep up with her, she ran so fast. Her lilac paper bonnet was soon soaked through; it flapped dismally as she ran, then clung to her head, dark and transparent, while the water dripped off the strings. I felt the rain oozing through my dunce’s cap, cooling my head and coursing down my back.

Actually the rain was less heavy than it had been, the thunder was more distant and the lightning, instead of darting ice-blue from black clouds, wriggled slowly, an orange trickle, down a primrose-coloured sky. I was too frightened to mind the storm, though it increased my wretchedness; what I was most aware of—outside my misery—was the indescribable smell of rain filling the air.

Mrs. Maudsley said nothing, but ran with wide, awkward steps, her skirt with its three rows of braid dragging at the gravel and swishing through the puddles, and soon I realized that it was she who was guiding me; she knew where we were going. When we came to the cinder path between the rhododendrons I tried to turn her back. I cried: “Not this way, Mrs. Maudsley.” But she paid no heed to me and plunged blindly on, until we came to the outhouse where the deadly night-shade had been. The tousle-headed stump was still lying on the path, limp and bedraggled. She stopped and peered inside at the leaves, wet but already withering. “Not here,” she said, “but here, perhaps, or here. You said there were poachers.” Not a sound came from the forlorn row of huts, only the rain pattering on their battered roofs. I could not bear to aid her in her search and shrunk back, crying. “No, you shall come,” she said, and seized my hand, and it was then that we saw them, together on the ground, the Virgin and the Water-carrier, two bodies moving like one. I think I was more mystified than horrified; it was Mrs. Maudsley’s repeated screams that frightened me, and a shadow on the wall that opened and closed like an umbrella.

I remember very little more, but somehow it got through to me, while I was still at Brandham Hall, that Ted Burgess had gone home and shot himself.
WHEN I PUT down my pen, I meant to put away my memories with it. They had had days, weeks, months to settle, but in the end they didn’t, and that is how I came to write this epilogue.

During my breakdown I was like a train going through a series of tunnels; sometimes in the daylight; sometimes in the dark, sometimes knowing who and where I was, sometimes not knowing. Little by little the periods of daylight grew more continuous and at last I was running in the open; by the middle of September I was considered fit to go back to school.

I didn’t recover my memory of what happened at Brand-ham, however, after the revelation in the outhouse. That, like my coming home, remained a blank. I didn’t remember it and I didn’t want to. The doctor said it would be good for me to unburden myself, and my mother tried to make me, but I wouldn’t have told her if I could. When she volunteered to tell me what she knew, I shouted at her to stop; and I have never known how much she did know. “But you have nothing to be ashamed of,” she would say; “nothing at all, my darling. Besides, it’s all over now.”

But I didn’t believe her, and the capacity for disbelief, so difficult to acquire, is equally difficult to eradicate. I didn’t believe it was all over and I didn’t believe that I had nothing to be ashamed of. On the contrary, it seemed to me that I had everything to be ashamed of. I had betrayed them all—Lord Trimingham, Ted, Marian, the whole Maudsley family, who had welcomed me into their midst. Just what the consequences had been I neither knew nor wished to know; I judged their seriousness by Mrs. Maudsley’s screams, which were the last sounds heard by my conscious ear—for the tidings of Ted’s suicide came to me voicelessly, like a communication in a dream.

His fate I did know, and it was for him I grieved. He haunted me. Not only in the most dreadful way, by his blood and brains stuck to the kitchen walls, but by a persistent picture of him cleaning his gun. The idea that he had cleaned it to shoot himself with was a special torment to me; of all the thoughts he might have had while cleaning it, the thought that he was going to use it against himself must have been the one farthest from his mind. The irony of this was like an arrow in my spirit.

It did not occur to me that they had treated me badly. I did not know how to draw up an indictment against a grown-up person. A certain set of circumstances had arisen and it was for me to deal with them, just as at school I had had to deal with the persecution of Jenkins and Strode. Then I had succeeded; I had turned their taunt of “vanquished” against them. This time I had failed: it was I who was vanquished, and forever.

At school a spell had saved me; and at Brandham, too, I had resorted to a spell. The spell had worked: I couldn’t deny that. It had broken off the relationship between Ted and Marian, from whose continuance I had foreseen such direful consequences. It had uprooted the belladonna, and blasted it in Ted’s very arms. But it had recoiled on me. In destroying the belladonna I had also destroyed Ted, and perhaps destroyed myself. Was it really a moment of triumph when I lay prostrate on the ground, and the uplifted root rained down earth on me?

I saw myself entering Ted’s life, an unknown small boy, a visitant from afar, sliding down his straw-stack; and it seemed to me that from that moment he was doomed. And so was I—our fates were linked together. I could not injure him without injuring myself.

Yes, the supernatural powers I had invoked had punished my presumption. And why had they, when at school they had so clearly been on my side? The reason was, I told myself, that at Brandham Hall I had invoked these powers against each other, had tried to set the Zodiac against itself. In my eyes the actors in my drama had been immortals, inheritors of the summer and of the coming glory of the twentieth century.

So whichever way I looked, towards the world of experience or the world of the imagination, my
gaze returned to me empty. I could make no contact with either, and lacking the nourishment that these umbilical cords convey, I shrank into myself.

When Marcus and I met again at school we met almost as strangers. We were polite and distant with each other; we never went for walks together and never alluded to the past. No one commented on this; at school friendships were always being made and broken. I found new friends to go about with, but into these friendships I put little of myself—indeed, there was little left to put. But my daily glimpses of Marcus, reminding me of the need for secrecy, were like hammer-taps nailing me up. Gradually my active dread of hearing anything about Brandham passed into indifference, a progressive atrophy of curiosity about people that extended in many directions—in fact, in nearly all. But another world came to my aid: the world of facts. I accumulated facts: facts that existed independently of me, facts that my private wishes could not add to or subtract from. Soon I came to regard these facts as truths, and the only truths I cared to recognize. Pascal would have condemned them as being truth without charity; they contributed little to experience or imagination, but gradually took the place of both. Indeed, the life of facts proved no bad substitute for the facts of life. It did not let me down; on the contrary it upheld me and probably saved my life; for when the First World War came, my skill in marshalling facts was held to be more important than any service I was likely to perform on the field. So I missed that experience, along with many others, spooning among them. Ted hadn’t told me what it was, but he had shown me, he had paid with his life for showing me, and after that I never felt like it.

Many records came to light besides those hidden in the collar-box. My mother and I were both inveterate hoarders; I had kept all her letters, she all mine; it was only a matter of time before I found our Brandham correspondence. Among the letters was an envelope, sealed down but unaddressed. What was it? Then in a flash I guessed: it was the letter Marian had given me for Ted on the afternoon of my birthday. In equal measure I wanted to open it and not to open it. Eventually I compromised by keeping it beside me, a prize to be opened only when I had finished.

My acquired respect for facts bore fruit, enabling me to lay some unction to my soul which at the time I had denied myself. Thus it became clear to me—chronology proved it—that Marian had been quite fond of me before there was any question of my acting as go-between. Afterwards she had redoubled her favours, making up to me and stuffing me with lies; but the episode of the green suit came first. I saw now, what I did not take in then, that her chief object in going to Norwich was to meet Ted Burgess: his must have been the raised hat on the other side of the square. But it would be unduly cynical to say I was only a pretext for her journey. It would have been such an expensive pretext, for one thing—not that she minded about money. I felt pretty sure that she was genuinely concerned about my permanently overheated state and wanted to do me a good turn. Inexplicable as it seemed to me now, the conviction that she had never really cared for me had been the bitterest of the pills I had to swallow. Similarly Lord Trimingham’s affability and condescension, on which I had set so much store, did not altogether proceed from the wish that I should be a convenient link between him and Marian. Ted’s behaviour had been more suspect. What a change there had been in his demeanour when I told him I was a visitor at the Hall! And how he had alternately cajoled and threatened me when I began to jib at taking the messages! And yet he had been really sorry about it; he had even said he was sorry, as a good child should. Perhaps among all of us—and that went for me, too—he was the only one who had had a true impulse of contrition.

I was able to winnow out other facts that had been hidden from me at the time. Marcus it must have been who told his mother that I knew something of Marian’s whereabouts when she gave out that she was with her old nannie; he had goaded me, by his superior knowledge of French, into making that
silly and disastrous boast. I had assumed that all schoolboys obeyed the “no sneaking” rule as implicitly as I did—as Marcus himself did as long as he was at school. It hadn’t occurred to me that just as we changed our language and vocabulary when we went into polite society, so we changed our natures—or at least our expression of them.

And I, I was not so guilty as I believed myself to be in the long months that followed my visit, or so blameless as, in the years that followed them, I had come to think I was. I had come to blame the visit for everything, even for my vice of taking myself too seriously. I ought not to have read Marian’s note; I ought not to have falsified the hour of Marian’s rendezvous with Ted. The first had been regrettable though venial; and the second, if well meant, had been fatal in its consequences. But if I should not have done it now, in my middle sixties, it was because I had long ceased to have the wish to meddle, for good or ill, in other people’s business. “Once a go-between, never a go-between” had become my maxim.

As to the spell, I shook my head; I could not take it seriously. It did not fit into the world of facts. The search for facts, which meant the search for truth, had such a tranquillizing and reconciling effect on me that by the end the episode at Brandham Hall, that Bluebeard’s chamber in my mind, had lost its terrors. It was no more horrific than a long and intricate bibliographical quest. It might have been something that had happened to another person. With the opening of the door, and the installation of electric light into the cupboard, the skeletons had crumbled into dust.

The facts that I had brought to light had been sufficient for my purpose. They were incomplete, of course. If I wanted to know more precisely how I stood vis-à-vis life—success and failure, happiness and unhappiness, integration and disintegration, and so on—I should have to examine other facts, facts beyond the reach of memory and gleaned from outside, from living sources. I should have to know what happened to the other persons in the story, and how the experience had affected them. The others! I did not take kindly to the fact of others. I did not mind their names in print, providing evidence, but I did not want them in the flesh: that way they were most troublesome.

As to these “others” of Brandham Hall, somehow I could not think of them as going on after I had stopped. They were like figures in a picture, the frame enclosed them, the twofold frame of time and place, and they could not step outside it, they were imprisoned in Brandham Hall and the summer of 1900. There let them stay, fixed in their two dimensions: I did not want to free them.

So with a quiet mind I was able to approach the last piece of evidence, the unopened letter.

Darling, [it read—only one “darling” this time],

Our trusty messenger must have made a bloomer. You can’t have said six o’clock. Why, you’ll be all covered with hay-seed, you’ll have straw in your hair, you won’t be fit to be seen! So I’m writing to say, Come at six thirty if you can, because it’s our dear postman’s birthday and I have to be there to give him a little present, just the thing for a postman—he won’t have to walk any more, poor pet, when he takes our messages! I’m giving him this. Mama is making other plans for him and he may not be able to outwit her, cunning as he is, and if he doesn’t get through with it I shall be there at six, and wait till seven or eight or nine or Doomsday—darling, darling.

The tears came into my eyes—tears, which I had never shed, I think, since I left Brandham Hall. So that was why she had given me the green bicycle—to facilitate my journeys between the Hall and the farm. Eh bien je jamais! She was a cool one. I didn’t mind; my only wish was that I had kept it, instead of letting Mother give it away because I wouldn’t use it.

The figures in the picture started moving; curiosity stirred in me again. I would go back to Brandham and find out what had happened after I left.
Defying augury, I took a room at the Maid’s Head, and the next day I recklessly hired a car and drove to my objective.

My memories of the village were very hazy, but even so I shouldn’t have recognized it. The angle of vision makes a difference: I was a foot taller than when I had seen it last, and it seemed many feet lower. A passing motor-car cut off half the height of the houses; I saw a woman standing at an upper window, and her head and shoulders were invisible, the window was so low. The place had changed with all the changes of fifty years—the most changeful half a century in history. I did not even feel a revenant; I felt a stranger. “What will have changed least?” I wondered. The church. To the church I bent my steps, and having reached it I went straight to the transept. There were two new mural tablets.


So soon! Poor Hugh! His could never have been a good life, I reflected, not in the doctor’s sense. Suddenly I thought of him as a man much younger than I, he who had seemed so much older: a young man of thirty-six, but looking any age; his face too damaged by the hand of man to respond to the kinder surgery of the hand of God. It had never struck me that besides the damage one could see, there might be other damage that one couldn’t.

Requiescat.

Had he ever married? I wondered. The tablet did not record a viscountess. There seemed to be no way of telling. But yes, there was, for here was another tablet, stuck away in the corner.

“Hugh Maudsley Winlove, Tenth Viscount Trimingham. Born Feb. 12th. 1901, killed in action in France June 15th. 1944; also of Alethea, his wife, killed in an air-raid Jan. 16th. 1941.”

If these were facts, then they were very odd facts. Little as I remembered of the circumstances of my departure, I was quite sure that Lord Trimingham was not married when I left; indeed, his engagement to Marian had not yet been made public. How had he contrived to get married and have a son in less than seven months?

That the explanation didn’t dawn on me shows what a deep impression the scene in the outhouse had left on my mind. I could not conceive of Marian going on after it; it was not only worse than death, it was death too: she was rubbed out.

Shaking my head, still puzzled and a little irritated—for I, who had got the better of so many facts, did not like it when facts got the better of me—I sat down in what I thought was the pew I had occupied fifty years before, and found myself, like myself of an earlier date, looking for a memorial to the eleventh Viscount.

But there was none. Had the line died out? Then it occurred to me that the eleventh Viscount might be still alive.

Thinking back to my past, lost self, I remembered how impatient I had always been with the Litany and with Christianity’s general insistence on sin. I did not want to think about it! Since then I had thought about it a great deal, though not in a religious spirit, and not as sin. I was resigned to my lot and sometimes congratulated myself on it; but when I rebelled against its drabness, I knew where the blame lay, and my resentment against Brandham Hall and all its works had hardened into a general grudge against mankind. I did not call them sinners—sin was not among my terms of reference—but I did not like or trust them.

But what of the sense of praise and thankfulness that I had then? What of the song I used to sing with so much gusto (singing was one of the studies I had given up): “My song shall be alway Thy mercy praising”? I would not have sung it now, even if I could have reached the notes. There seemed so little room for praise or thanksgiving in the modern world, and the mercy of God, on which people were all too prone to throw themselves, had been left behind with the Psalms.
In the porch as I came in I saw a notice which said that the church was kept open to visitors partly for the purpose of private prayer; and would the visitor pray for the parish priest, for the congregation committed to his charge, and for the souls of the faithful who had passed away in the hope of a joyful resurrection?

Though my church-going days were over, it seemed ungracious not to comply; and when I came to the souls of the faithful, I did not fail to say a prayer for Hugh, nor for his son and daughter-in-law; and then I remembered Ted, and though I could not be sure that he had been buried in consecrated ground and was eligible for the benefits of prayer, I said a prayer for him too. But still I was not satisfied. I remembered all the persons of our drama and prayed for them, and in the end I even prayed for myself.

I went out of the church uncertain what my next step should be. I had come to Brandham without a definite plan of campaign, but with some vague idea of searching out the oldest inhabitant and asking him or her for information. The pub was the most likely place to find such a person, but it was early still and the pubs would not be open for an hour. Anyhow I do not like pubs and had rarely been inside one.

I stood in the churchyard and looked down on the cricket field. It was mid-May, and they had been mowing it and rolling it and generally putting it in order for the season. Evidently cricket still flourished in Brandham. The pavilion was still there, facing me, and I tried to make out where I had been standing when I made my historic catch, wondering what it felt like to be a cricketer, for cricket was another thing I had been excused when I went back to school.

I turned and made my way down to the village, and as I entered the street I saw a man whose face seemed less unfamiliar to me than the others. He was a young man in the middle twenties, not the sort of person I was looking for; probably he was also a stranger to the place. Certainly he was a stranger to me, and I did not care about talking to strangers. But there was one question he might be able to answer.

He was wearing a sports coat and an old pair of corduroy trousers; his face was closed in thought.

"Excuse me," I said, "but is there still a Lord Trimingham living at Brandham Hall?"

He looked at me as though he shared my prejudice against strangers, and as though he wanted to be left alone, and yet didn’t want to be left alone.

"There is," he said rather shortly, "and as a matter of fact I am Lord Trimingham."

Very much taken aback, I stared at him. I remembered his colouring: it was like a wheat-field, a ripe wheat-field in the month of May.

"You seem surprised," he said, and his tone suggested that my surprise was uncalled for. "But I live only in a corner of the house—the rest is let to a girls’ school."

I recovered myself a little. "Oh," I said, "I didn’t mean that, though I’m glad to know you live there. You see I stayed there many years ago."

At that his manner changed completely and he said, almost eagerly:

"You stayed there? Then you know the house?"

"I remember parts of it," I said.

"You stayed there?" he repeated. "When would that be?"

"In your grandfather’s time," I said.

"My grandfather?" he said, and I saw that he was on his guard again. "You knew my grandfather?"

"Yes," I said, "your grandfather, the ninth Viscount." Out of some unsealed chamber of memory the pompous phrase slipped past my tongue. "He was your grandfather, wasn’t he?"

"Of course," Lord Trimingham said, "of course. I never knew him, I’m afraid: he died before I was born. But I believe he was a charming man, if I may say so of my own relation."

"You may," I smiled. "He was a charming man."
Lord Trimingham had lost a little of his aplomb: it was as though the breath of the May morning
had gone out of him. He hesitated and then said:
“And did you also know my grandmother?”
This time it was for me to echo him. “Your grandmother?”
“Yes, she was a Miss Maudsley.”
I took a long breath. “Oh yes,” I said. “I knew her very well. Is she still alive?”
“She is,” he said, without too much enthusiasm.
“And living where?”
“Here in the village, in a little house that used to belong to an old retainer of the family, called, I
think, Nannie Robson. Perhaps you knew her, too?”
“No,” I said, “I never saw her, though I heard about her.... Is your grandmother well? “
“Quite well, except that she’s got rather forgetful lately, like old people do.” He smiled, a tolerant,
youthful smile that seemed to relegate her without regret to the category of the old. “Why don’t you
call and see her?” he went on. “She’d like to see you, I’m sure. She’s rather lonely. She doesn’t have
many visitors.”
The inhibitions of fifty years rose up in me and took control of my face and voice.
“I think I’d better not,” I said, “I’m not sure she would want to see me.”
He looked at me a moment, good manners struggling with curiosity in his face.
“Well,” he said, “it’s for you to say.”
Suddenly I remembered that, Trimingham or no Trimingham, he was much younger than I was and
I could claim an older person’s freedom of speech. At the same time I was aware of an Ancient
Mariner in me who might be trying his patience.
“Would you,” I asked, “do me a great kindness?”
“Of course,” he said, with a fleeting glance at his wrist-watch. “What is it?”
“Would you tell Lady Trimingham that Leo Colston is here and would like to see her?”
“Leo Colston?”
“Yes, that is my name.”
He hesitated. “As a rule I don’t drop in on her,” he said. “I sometimes telephone.... What a boon it
is! Was there a telephone here in your day?”
“No,” I replied. “It might have made a great difference if there had been.”
“Yes indeed,” said he. “My grandmother is a great talker, you know; old people sometimes are. But
I’ll go if you like. I—” he stopped.
“It would be a great kindness,” I repeated, firmly. “Like you I shouldn’t want to—to take her
unawares.” I thought of the last time I had done so.
“Very well,” said he, overcoming an obvious reluctance. “Mr. Leo Colston, was it? You think that
she’ll remember the name? She’s rather forgetful.”
“I’m sure she will,” I said. “I’ll wait here for you.”
While he was gone I strolled about the street, searching for some object that would put me visually
in line with the past. But nothing clicked. I saw the village hall, a sombre structure of smooth, dark-
red brick, which looked incongruous among the glittering, grey flint houses. I ought to have
remembered it, for it was the scene of my last public triumph, but I didn’t.
I saw my envoy coming towards me and went to meet him. His face was clouded, and the
resemblance between him and Ted was stronger than ever.
“She didn’t remember you at first,” he said, “and then she remembered you very well. She said she
would be very pleased to see you. She also asked me if I would give you luncheon, as she can’t: would
you like that?”
“Yes,” I replied, “if you would.”
“I should be most happy to,” said he, not looking at all happy, “if you don’t mind taking pot-luck. But she wasn’t sure you’d want to come.”

“Oh, why?” I asked.

“Because of something that had happened long ago. You were only a little boy, she said. She said it wasn’t her fault.”

“Your grandfather used to say,” I said, “that nothing is ever a lady’s fault.”

He gave me a hard look.

“Yes,” I said, “I knew your grandfather extremely well, and you are very like him.”

He changed colour, and I noticed he was standing away from me, as his grandfather had at our last meeting.

“I’m very sorry,” he said, reddening, “if we didn’t treat you well.”

I was touched by the “we” and, remembering his grandfather’s fatal capacity for contrition, I said hastily:

“Oh, you had nothing to do with it. Please don’t give it another thought. Your grandmother—”

“Yes?” he said sombrely.

“Do you often see her?”

“Not very often.”

“Not many people go to see her, you said?”

“Not very many.”

“Did many people go to see her when she was at the Hall?”

He shook his head. “I fancy not very many.”

“Then why does she go on living here?”

“Frankly, I can’t imagine.”

“She was so beautiful,” I said.

“I have often been told so,” he replied. “I don’t quite see it myself.... You know your way to the house?”

I answered, conscious of having said it once before: “No, but I can ask.”

I noticed he didn’t offer to go with me, but he told me how to find the house. “Luncheon about one?” he added, and I promised to be there. I heard the rustle of his corduroy trousers as he walked away. And after a second or two I heard it again. He was coming back.

When he drew level with me he stopped and said, obviously making an effort, but without looking at me:

“Were you the little boy who—?”

“Yes,” I said.

Marian received me in a small, heavily curtained room looking on the street, and below street-level—one went down a step to reach it. She was sitting with her back to the light.

“Mr. Colston,” the maid said.

She rose and held her hand out uncertainly.

“But is this really—? “ she began.

“I should have known you,” I said, “but I couldn’t expect you would know me.”

Actually I shouldn’t have known her. Her hair was bluish, her face had lost its roundness, her nose had grown more prominent and hawklike. She was very much made up and had developed a great deal of manner. Only her eyes, faded as they were, had kept their quality, their frosty fire. We talked a little of my journey and of what I had done in life, both subjects that were easily disposed of. For conversational purpose, an ounce of incident is worth a pound of routine progress, and my life had little incident to record. My temporary loss of memory at Brandham Hall had been the last dramatic
thing that had happened to me. She went back to that.

“You lost your memory at the beginning,” she said; “I’m losing mine at the end—not really losing it, you know, but not quite remembering what happened yesterday, like poor old Nannie Robson used to. My memory for the past is still quite clear.”

I pounced on this and asked a question or two.

“One at a time,” she said. “One at a time. Marcus, yes, he was killed in the First War, and Denys, too. I forget which went first—Denys, I think. Marcus was your friend, wasn’t he? Yes, of course he was. A round-faced boy—he was Mama’s favourite, and mine too. We were a very devoted family, but Denys was never quite at home in it, if you know what I mean.”

“And your mother?” I prompted her.

She sighed. “Poor Mama! It was a shame, those nervous people! I got over it, I got over it very well. We didn’t have the ball, you know; it had to be cancelled. Your mother came down—I remember her very well, a sweet woman—grey eyes like yours, and brown hair, and a quick way of moving and talking. We had to put her up at the inn. The house was chock-full for the ball, everyone tumbling over each other, you not speaking, Mama screaming out all sorts of Biblical words. It was a nightmare! And then Papa took charge and restored order. By the next day everyone was gone who could go; you stayed until the Monday, I remember, and how you heard about Ted we never knew. Perhaps Henry the footman told you: he was a friend of yours.”

“How did you know I knew?”

“Because one of the few things you said was ‘Why did Ted shoot himself? Wasn’t he a good shot?’ You see at first you thought he shot himself by accident, and a good shot wouldn’t have; you don’t have to be a good shot to shoot yourself. Ted had a weak streak in him like Edward has.”

“Edward?”

“My grandson. He should have waited till it all blew over, as I did. I knew it would blow over, once I was Lady Trimingham.”

“And Hugh?”

“And me?” she queried, puzzled.

“No,” I said, “Hugh”—I hooted it.

“Oh, Hugh,” she said. “He married me; he didn’t mind what they said. Hugh was as true as steel. He wouldn’t hear a word against me. We held our heads very high. If anyone didn’t want to know us we just ignored them, but everybody did. I was Lady Trimingham, you see. I still am. There isn’t another.”

“What was your daughter-in-law like?” I asked.

“Poor Alethea? Oh, such a dull girl. She had such dreary, stupid parties—I hardly ever went to them. I was living at the Dower House, and people came to me, of course, interesting people, artists and writers, not stuffy country neighbours. There are stuffy people even in Norfolk. My son wasn’t a sporting man, you know, he took after my father—he was the very image of him. But he hadn’t Papa’s drive. Papa was a wonderful man, and Mama was wonderful too—it is something to have had such very exceptional parents.”

“You haven’t told me what happened to your mother,” I reminded her.

“Oh, poor Mama! She couldn’t stay with us, you know, she had to go away, but we often went to see her, and she remembered all about us and was so glad I had married Hugh—she always wanted that, you know. I didn’t really, but I was glad I had, or people might not have been as nice to me as they were.”

“And your father?”

“Oh, Papa lived to be very old, nearly ninety, but he lost interest in the business after Mama left us, and when Marcus and Denys were killed he gave it up. But he often came to see us at the Hall, and
when I was living at the Dower House he paid me many visits. We were always a very devoted family, you see.”

“How happy,” I thought, “has my life been compared with hers!” I couldn’t bear to hear much more, and yet I wanted to have the picture fitted in completely.

“Isn’t it rather dull for you, Marian,” I said, “to be living here alone? Wouldn’t you be happier in London?”

“Alone?” she said. “Alone, what do you mean? But people come in shoals. I almost have to turn them from the door, I’m quite a place of pilgrimage, I can tell you! Everybody knows about me, you see, they know what I’ve been through, and naturally they want to see me—just as you did.”

“I’m very glad I have,” I said, “and I’m glad to have met your nice young grandson, Edward.”

“Sh,” she said. “You mustn’t call him that, he likes to be called Hugh, though Edward is a family name, of course.”

I remembered the two Edwards in the transept.

“Well,” I said, “it must be a comfort to you to have him near you.”

At that her face fell, and the mask she had been wearing since I came showed signs of cracking.

“He is”—then she corrected herself: “he would be. But do you know, though we are the only two members of the family left, he doesn’t come to see me very much?”

“Oh, surely—” I protested.

“No, he doesn’t. Masses of people come, but he does not—I mean not regularly—not regularly like I used to see old Nannie Robson when she was old. Does he remind you of anyone? “ she asked me suddenly.

“Well, yes, he does,” I said, surprised at being asked. “His grandfather.”

“That’s it, that’s it, he does. And of course he knows—he knows what he’s been told, what his parents told him, for he’s never spoken of it to me. And what other people may have told him—a village is a hive of gossip. And I think he has a grudge against me—you know why. The only person in the world who has! His own grandmother! And they tell me—he has never told me—that he wants to marry a girl—a nice girl, a Winlove cousin, a distant cousin, but still a Winlove—but he won’t ask her because—because this is still weighing on him. He feels—or so they tell me—that he’s under some sort of spell or curse, and that he’d hand it on. He’s just plain silly! But no doubt he’s heard some rumour, totally false of course, that worries him. Now this is where you come in.”

“I?”

“Yes, Leo, you. You know the facts, you know what really happened. And besides me, only you know. You know that Ted and I were lovers; well, we were. But we weren’t ordinary lovers, not lovers in the vulgar sense, not in the way people make love today. Our love was a beautiful thing, wasn’t it? I mean, we gave up everything for each other. We didn’t have a thought except for each other. All those house-parties— people being paired off like animals at stud—it wasn’t like that with us. We were made for each other. Do you remember what that summer was like?—how much more beautiful than any since? Well, what was the most beautiful thing in it? Wasn’t it us, and our feeling for each other? Didn’t you realize it when you took our letters for us? Didn’t you feel that all the rest—the house, the people coming and going—just didn’t count? And wouldn’t you feel proud to be descended from our union—the child of so much happiness and beauty?”

What could I say but yes?

“I’m glad you see it so,” she said, “for you were our instrument—we couldn’t have carried on without you. ‘Carried on’—that sounds a funny phrase—but you know what I mean. You came out of the blue to make us happy. And we made you happy, didn’t we? You were only a little boy, and yet we trusted you with our great treasure. You might never have known what it was, have gone through life without knowing. And yet Edward—” She stopped.
“But you can tell him, Leo, tell him everything, just as it was. Tell him that it was nothing to be ashamed of, and that I’m nothing to be ashamed of, his old grandmother whom people come miles to see! There was nothing mean or sordid in it, was there? And nothing that could possibly hurt anyone. We did have sorrows, bitter sorrows, Hugh dying, Marcus and Denys killed, my son Hugh killed, and his wife —though she was no great loss. But they weren’t our fault — they were the fault of this hideous century we live in, which has denatured humanity and planted death and hate where love and living were. Tell him this, Leo, make him see it and feel it; it will be the best day’s work you ever did. Remember how you loved taking our messages, bringing us together and making us happy—well, this is another errand of love, and the last time I shall ever ask you to be our postman. Why does he think I stay on here, except to be near him? And yet he has this grudge against me, he won’t come near me if he can help it, though shoals of people come that I don’t want to see. Sometimes I think he would rather I didn’t live here, but I won’t believe it. And make him get out of his head this ridiculous idea that he can’t marry: it’s that that wounds me most. I don’t want him to marry, Heaven knows, and bring some frightful woman to Brandham Hall—though the Win-love girl is quite nice, I believe. But every man should get married—you ought to have got married, Leo, you’re all dried up inside, I can tell that. It isn’t too late; you might marry still; why don’t you? Don’t you feel any need of love? But Edward (only don’t call him that), he must; he’s young—he’s the same age Ted was when you came to Brandham. He has all his life before him. Tell him he must get rid of these silly scruples—his grandfather would have had them, if I’d let him. Poor Ted, if he’d had more brains he wouldn’t have blown them out. You owe it to us, Leo, you owe it to us; and it’ll be good for you, too. Tell him there’s no spell or curse except an unloving heart. You know that, don’t you? Tell him to think kindly of his old grandmother, who only lives to love him.”

She ceased, greatly to my relief, for I had made several ineffectual attempts to stop her, having seen how she was tiring herself. We talked a little about indifferent subjects—the changes at Brandham, the changes in the world—and then I took my leave, promising to come again.

“Bless you,” she said, “bless you! You’re a friend in a thousand. Kiss me, Leo!”

Her face was wet with tears.

A foreigner in the world of the emotions, ignorant of their language but compelled to listen to it, I turned into the street. With every step I marvelled more at the extent of Marian’s self-deception. Why then was I moved by what she had said? Why did I half wish that I could see it all as she did? And why should I go on this preposterous errand? I hadn’t promised to and I wasn’t a child, to be ordered about. My car was standing by the public call-box; nothing easier than to ring up Ted’s grandson and make my excuses....

But I didn’t, and hardly had I turned in at the lodge gates, wondering how I should say what I had come to say, when the south-west prospect of the Hall, long hidden from my memory, sprang into view.
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